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This field study was written and submitted in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Specialist in
Education at the Graduate School of Eastern Illinois University.
The study was based on a single unique experience .. The purpose of
this paper was to show a complete overview of a North Central
Association Evaluation.

Th'is was accomplished by applying the

process utilized by the Villa Grove High S,chool in its North
Central Evaluation.
Each North Central Association Evaluation is divided into
three phases.

These phases are the self-evaluation phase, the

visitation team phase and the implementation of recommendations of
the visitation team phase.

The author has used these phases as

chapter headings for the first three chapters of the paper.
Chapter one deals with the self-evaluation phase.

It

describes what Villa Grove did before writing their self-evaluation
report, the P!Oblems encountered during the self-evaluation, and
what would be done differentl9;~if another evaluation were to
occur.

"-'

•'-

A copy of t~e self-evaluation report is included in the

appendix of the paper.
The second chapter deals with problems encountered in the
selection of a North Central Evaluation Visitation Team and a
visitation team chairman.

There is also a description of the

work done by the visitation team while at Villa Grove.

A copy

of the North Central Association Visitation Team Report and a
copy of all North Central Evaluation expenses incurred by the

Villa Grove School District are included in the appendix of
the paper.
The third chapter of the paper includes those recommendations
of the visitation team that can be implemented by the Villa Grove
·'

School District in the next two years.

A statement'of implemen-

tation is included with eacij recommendation.
The final chapter deals with conclusions drawn by the
author during the North Central Evaluation:·

The author also

relates some of the unique circumstances surrounding the Villa
Grove School-District at the time of the North Central Evaluation
that could determine the implementation of reconunendations made
by the visitation team.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is being written in order to fulfill the requirements of a field exp~rience for acquiring a Specialist in
Education Degree at Eastern Illinois University.

The work has

been conducted with a critical but conscientious _approach.

There

will be no related research in this paper as the focus of this
paper is b~sed on a single, unique experience.
Through this paper, it is hoped that an overview of a total
North Central Association Evaluation can be shown.

This will be

accomplished by applying the process utilized by Villa Grove
High School in its evaluation.
Each North Central Association Evaluation is .ddvided into
three distinct phases.

These phases are the self-evaluation

phase, the visitation_ team phase and the implementation of
recommendations qf visita~ion team phase.

The-first two phases
-~.~
will be dealt with by utilizing what Villa Grove did; what
problems were encountered, if any, and what would be done
differently if another evaluation were to occur.

The third phase,

the implementation phase, will show which recommendations, in
the opinion of the author, should be implemented at Villa Grove
in the next two years.

No long term approach will be taken as

there is a financial problem at Villa Grove at this time.

The

recommendations that fit into Villa Grove's current educational

1
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philosophy will be the only ones mentioned in this paper
along with an appropriate statement of implementation.

CHAPTER I
SELF-EVALUATION

The self-evaluation-~rocess is an experience in professional growth for all participants.

Each participant has

an opportunity to observe and evaluate a~l phases_of the Villa
Grove School Operation through meetings with members of the
school community.

It is hoped all concerned come away with a

better understanding of their school.

A school must plan its

schedule in such a way that the staff will have adequate time
to complete the self-evaluation.
Before a self-evaluation can begin, there must be
adequate preparation.

Villa Grove began that preparation with

the selection of Gary Glosser, the author of this paper, as
faculty steering committee ch.airman in September of 1977 and
....

_:.\.

,-

concluded the pr0~ss on December 6, 1978 with the actual visitation by the North Central Visitation Team.

Throughout this

chapter, the author will describe the events that occurred during
those sixteen months.
Once the steering committee chairman had been selected,
he and the high school principal determined the self-evaluation
instrument to be used in the self-evaluation.

They chose

Evaluative Criteria, Fourth Edition, and sent for sufficient
copies of materials for the needs of the faculty.
3

If another

4

evaluation were to take place, the entire steering committee
would be selected and given the opportunity to participate in
the selection of the evaluation instrv.ment.

There were no re-

percussions at Villa Grove because of the close relationship
between faculty and administration; however, this might have

'

been a problem at another school.
The steering committee chairman and Mr. Powell, the high
school principal, attended a workshop'_~ponsored by the North
Central Association on November 7 and 8, 1977 in Chicago.

They

also attended a December North Central Association Orientation
Me~ting at Eastern Illinois University conducted by John Kemp,
the North Central Association State Chairman, and Gerhard

c.

Matzner, a regional chairman for the North Central Association.
The purpose of attending these meetings was to gain information
in order to finalize plans for Villa Grove's evaluation.

The

feeling of Mr. Glosser and Mr. Powell .was that the Chicago meeting
was probably a waste of time, but that the meeting at Eastern
Illinois University made~a taluable contribut~on •
.,

A total of

s~x

members, including the high school principal

and the steering committee chairman, were selected to serve on
the Villa Grove Steering Committee.

Once this committee was

formed, an orientation meeting was held to acquaint the committee
with North Central Association Evaluation Procedures.

The

steering committee had the responsibility for naming the members
of all committees, setting up a time schedule for subcommittee
reports, and providing the necessary materials and supplies for
the committees.

It must be pointed out that the steering

5

committee is not responsible for doing the evaluation, but is
responsible for informing the staff of the value and purpose of
a self-evaluation and involving staff members.
The steering committee selected Dr. William Bach, Superintendent of Shiloh Schools, as visitation team chairman, and set
~

the visitation dates of March 6 thru 8, 1979.
be changed, as Dr. Bach ·moved out of state.

This later had to
It was fortunate

that Dr. Gerhard Matzner, Professor of Educational Administration
at Eastern Illinois University, was persuaded to take over the
chairmanship.

The dates of the visitation were changed to Decem-

ber 6 thru 8, 1978 to accommodate Dr. Matzner.

These changes

simply point out the fact that you must build adequate time and
flexibility into your evaluation schedule.
The steering committee elected to involve the Villa Grove
Citizens Consulting Committee in Villa Grove's North Central
Evaluation.

The steering committee ~hairman and the high school

principal gave the Citizens Consulting Committee a short presentation, followed by.the slide~tape presentation "Pathways: An
Orientation for hocal Sch~ol Staff,. Administration and Board of
Education".

Several members of the group were persuaded to

volunteer to serve on the~self-evaluation committees.
The steering committee was now able to assign faculty,
administrators and community to the eight major committees and
to the seventeen curriculum sub-committees.

Villa Grove utilized

not only high school faculty but junior high faculty as well in
an attempt to build a better understanding of all phases of
school operation.
Appendix A.

Copies of committees are presented in

6

The committee also suggested a set of dates to be used for
workshops to complete committee reports.

These dates, along with

an overview of the North Central Associa~ion Evaluation, were presented to the Villa Grove Board of Education for its approval.
Approval was granted for three early dismissal wo~kshop
days
from
'·
.
2:00 P.M.-4:00 P.M. and two all day institute days to work on
self-evaluation.

A copy of the evaluation time line is included

in Appendix A.
During the first workshop, the steering committee showed the
faculty '~P~thways: An Orientation for Local School Staff, Adminis-. '
tration and Board of Education", the same slide-tape presentation
that was shown to the Citizens Consulting Committee.

This might

have been a good idea; however, the majority of the Villa Grove
faculty had either seen the slide-tape presentation previously
by attending the citizens meeting, by working on a North Central
Visitation Team, or by going through

a previous

self-evaluation,

and it could -be said _.t_hat they were less than enthusiastic about
;,

the presentation~
.

.

"

_:-\..

,-

This particular faculty could have begun the

self-evaluation with a minimum of preparation.

The members of

the School and Community and Philosophy and Objectives Committees
were asked to have their committee reports ready for presentation
during the next workshop day.
On March 10, 1978, a full day workshop, the faculty came
together after lunch for a general meeting.

The committees on

School and Community and Philosophy and Objectives reviewed their
reports for the entire faculty.

After suggestions and necessary

changes were made in the reports, the Philosophy and Objectives
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committee report was typed and distributed to all committee and
subcommittee members.

It was the feeling of all concerned that

before any evaluation could occur, each person must familiarize
himself with the philosophy of the district.
Each of the remaining workshop days was begun with a general session to answer any questions and to help with potential
problems.

Individual committees or subcommittees were then

separated to work in their own areas.

The goal was to complete

the committee and subcommittee reports by the end of the day of
May, 12, 19~8, the last full workshop day.

This was not accom-

plished, but most of the work was completed.
The opening of the 1978-1979 school year showed only a few
reports yet to be finished.
31, 1978 was then set.

A final completion date of October

Once all the reports were completed and

returned to the steering committee, they prepared the Summary of
the Self-Evaluation and sent the entire self-evaluation report
to the typist.

The report.w:a$ typed and bound into a booklet

and distributed

·to

--·

all faculty memb~rs, administrators, Board

of Education members, and mailed to all visitation committee
members.

B.

A copy of the self-evaluation is included in Appendix

CHAPTER I I
VISITATION TEAM

The visitation evalua~ion team selection was extremely
important with the selection of the chairman being most important.
The problems experienced in acquiring a chairman for the Villa
Grove North Central Visitation Team have previously been discussed.

The visitation chairman should be a person who can

understand the type of school being evaluated.
person who can gain the respect of the faculty.

He must be a
He must understand

the purpose of the evaluation, which is to improve the school and
not to ridicule it.

Dr. Matzner fit especially well into Villa

Grove's situation.
Once the problem of chairman selection was dispensed with,
the visitation tearn_could be_,~~lected.

Each member should display

most of the charadt€ristics- necessary for a good chairman.

Before

individual team members could be selected, a determination needed
to be reached as to whether_or not the visitation would be a combined North Central Association and Division of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education visitation.
combined visitation.

Villa Grove chose not to have a

This meant there would be a need for·three more

persons to be selected for the visitation team as DAVTE would have
furnished their own evaluation team members in a combined visit.
The next step was to determine the number of persons to be selected
8
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for the visitation team and the expertise each should possess.
The steering committee, along with Dr. Matzner, decided on
twelve persons besides himself.

The are-as of administration

and staff, and school facilities; pupil personnel, and guidance;
science; mathematics; social studies, and instructional media
center; physical educatio~, health, and driver education; music;
English, and foreign language; vocational education (3 persons);
and special education were determined as ',the are~s for which to
select visitation team members.
The steering committee, faculty members, administrators and
the visitation team chairman were asked to provide names of persons with enough expertise in the aforementioned areas to be able
to serve on the visitation team.

With these names in hand, the

steering committee and the visitation team chairman selected persons who would perform well in the evaluation of the Villa Grove
School District.

The steering committee chairman was then ready

to contact those persons list~d.
....

_;.\.

,-

If those persons were unavail-

able, the steering,·. committee chairman and the visitation team
chairman were to make alternate selections.

ijy the middle of

November, the team was finally complete, bringing the number of
visitation team member$ to fifteen including the twelve visitation team members, Dr. Matzner and two graduate assistants Dr.
Matzner asked to bring along.

A problem surfaced as one com-

mittee member called Villa Grove a few days before the December
visitation date to say she would be unable to come for the visitation.

Through no small effort, a capable person was found.

Before the arrival of the visitation team on December 6,

10
1978, a room with tables and typewriters was made available
for the use of the visitation team members.

A corp of high

school business education students was-~vailable for running
errands and performing any necessary typing.
The visitation team arrived at Villa Grove at
5:00 P.M~
'·
.
on December 6, 1978 and were shown the slide-tape presentation,
"Horizons: An Orientation for Visiting Committee Members".
After the slide-tape presentation, Villa>Grove held a dinner in
the cafeteria for visitation team members, faculty, school board
members, a!1d administrators.
•.

This was used as a "get acquainted"

I

meeting to get preliminary discussions out of the way.

After

the dinner meeting, the visitation team met with the Villa Grove
High School Principal, Mr. Powell, the superintendent, Mr.
Edwards, and the steering committee chairman, Mr. Glosser to
answer any questions that needed answering before the visitation
got fully underway.
Visitation team .~embers began work on Thursday morning by
...

_:,\.

visiting faculty,and classes.
.

•·

'·

,_

At the end of the day, the team

was taken out to dinner by Mr. Poweil.

After dinner, they came

back to school and reviewed all reports and findings.

Friday,

December 8, 1978, was spent gathering final information needed
for the writing of those reports.

As soon as a committee member

finished his report and gave it to the visitation team chairman,
he received a check covering his expenses and was allowed to
leave.
Dr. Matzner gave a summary of the visitation team's report
· at 3:45 P.M. on December 8, 1978.

He discussed some of Villa

11

Grove's negative aspects but elaborated mostly on the positive
accomplishments the Villa Grove School has provided for students
and the community.
A copy of the North Central Visitation Team Report is
included in Appendix C.

It includes a visitation team schedule,

a list of visitation team,members, the visitation team committee
assignments and the reports of each committee.

A copy of all

expenses incurred by Villa Grove Community Unit School District
#302 is included in Appendix D.

CHAPTER III
IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
OF VISITATION TEAM
Throughout this chapter, the author will take each area
included in the visitation team report and determine which
~"

'\.

recommendations should be implemented by the Villa Grove School
District in the next two school years.

No mention beyond the

next two years will be made due to the unstable financial
condition of the Villa Grove School District at this time.

The

author will deal with each section in the North Central Visitation Report listing only the recommendation that should be
implemented along with a statement of implementation.

If

there is no mention of a recommendation in this chapter then,
in the opinion of the author, that recommendation would not
fit into the plans or the phil0sophy of the school district;
therefore, it woula not be feasable to incorporate the recommendation into the Villa Grove School District's plans.

For

those persons interested in~viewing all recommendations of the
visitation team, the complete report is included in Appendix C.
Curriculum
Recommendation
Development of a comprehensive course outline for each
offering.

12
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Implementation
This project should be embarked upon this spring and
involve the entire faculty.

The faculty work should

not be limited to course outlines but should also include writing of curriculum guides.

The goal for com-

pletion of this project is the beginning of'the 1980-1981
school year.
Art
Recommendation
Develop the curriculum in writing, based upon sequential
learning experiences.
Implementation
The art teacher has already begun this work and her
goal is to complete the work by the start of the 19791980 school year.
Recommendation
Consider ways to make the storage space more functional.
Purchase or construcf ~pecialized trays, storage slots,
shelves, and boxes.
Implementation
~

The maintenance person will be directed to talk with
the art teacher and together develop plans that better
utilize the existing storage areas.

This work should

be completed during the summer before the 1979-1980
school year begins.
Driver Education
Recommendation
Consider using a pre-driver education letter of

14

communication to be sent to the parents of students
who will soon begin their driver education training.
Implementation
The instructor will be advised to write a form letter
explaining the driver education program.

This letter
'·

will be sent to each parent who has a student entering
driver education.

This will begin next school year,

as all students have already enrQ~led in the classroom
phase at this time.
Recommendation
Send a communication letter to the parents upon completion of the total driver education program .
. Implementation
The instructor will be advised to write a form letter
with check-lists to show the progress of each student
and his or her strengths and weaknesses after going
through the program.

This will begin next year in

order to.keep continuity with the progra~ as many
students hav~ already completed the driver education
course this year .
. Recommendation
Consider the need for more storage areas for classroom
0

materials.
Implementation
There is a very real possibility that due to current
cut-backs in curriculum and personnel, there will be
a special room available for driver education, thus
provid~ng needed storage areas.

15

English
Recommendation
Encourage the teachers to join p:ctj_fessional organizations
and attend workshops.
Implementation
Teachers are currently encouraged to join their professional
organizations.

Workshop attendance, however, could not be

expected on a school day as that'J:.s against district policy
and with current monetary problems, that policy will not be
changed.
Recommendation
Consider including offerings in the Speech areas either
within the present course structure or in separate courses.
Implementation
A course in speech is currently offered; however, enrollment has been so small that it ·hasn't been taught for
the past two y~~rs.
Villa Grove has dropped·- a one half time _teacher in the
English department.for the 1979-1980 school year, thus eliminating any possibility of adding courses or lightening the
~

class load of.present teachers.
Health
Recommendation
Consider getting teachers qualified in CPR.

This would

allow students to be certified in an area that needs to
be taught.

16
Implementation
There will be a workshop on CPR for junior and senior
high teachers before the end of the
school year, thus
"'~
.

certifying them in CPR techniques.

Health teachers

will be encouraged to complete the requirements for
\

.

teaching CPR before the start of the 1979-1980 school
year.

The school board will be asked to furnish any

expenses incurred in this projec~;
Recommendation
Consider a permanent, separate health room and storage
space for materials.
Implementation,
A permanent health room has been established; however,
the health personnel have used the room for other purposes.
Mathematics
Recommendation
Consider reorganizing -teacher's assignments to reduce
<

_;,'

,-

the number";Qf daily-· preparations.
Implementation
There are only two m~thematic teachers, and they
basically select their own assignments.
Recommendation
Make use of the overhead projector and.slides for geometry
and trigonometry.
Implementation
An overhead projector has been made available to the
math teachers at this time.

17

Recommendation
Make greater use of the metric system in mathematics classes.

Implementation
Mathematics teachers have been instructed to study this
recommendation and determine a plan before the beg.inning
of the 1979-1980 school year.
Music
There will be no attempt to meet_~-P.,Y recommendations in
the music department.

The Villa Grove Board of Education has

eliminated the vocal music teacher and split her loan between
the individual classroom teacher and the band teacher.

It

appears the music program will be downgraded rather than upgraded.
Physical Education
Recommendation
Place some value on physical education grades.
Implementation
Physical education students must receive a passing grade
for each q~arter of-attendance in order to graduate.
student who fails physical education one quarter must
enroll in and pass two classes the next quarter.
· Recommendation
Consider improvement on the locker room ventilation
system and ventilating the girls coaches' office.
Implementation
The maintenance person has been directed to solve the
problem or to bring in outside people for evaluation.
This project should be completed by the end of this
summer~

A
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Recommendation
Provide careful supervision of the locker and shower
rooms by a teacher at all times when students are in
those facilities.
Implementation
The physical education staff have been given this
recommendation and ·requested to sol_ve the problem
immediately.

There has also been. ~ome thought given

to moving the boys' physical education instructor's
office back into the locker room area.
Science
Recommendation
Replace or repair the exhaust fan in the hood of the
chemistry room.
Implementation
The district maintenance man has been notified to
solve the problem as qujckly as it can be incorporated
into his work schedule.
' .-.
Recommendation
Place fire extinguishers in all science laboratories.
Implementation
Fire extinguishers will be ordered and should be placed
in the rooms in the very near future.
Recommendation
Consider offering chemistry and physics on an alternate
year basis due to the small enrollment in these two
courses.

19
Implementation
This recommendation has been incorporated for the
1979-1980 school year.

Physics will be the first

offering.
Social Studies
None of the visitation team's recommendations 'will
be followed in this particular section.
Spanish
No recommendations of the visiting team will be followed
in this sect.ion.
Special Education
Most of the recommendations in this section fall within
the scope of the Eastern Illinois Cooperative.

Villa Grove

will encourage the Coop to help in developing the visitation
team's recommendations to the fullest €Xtent.
Recommendation
Expand the Learning Di'saoilities program.
Implementation
Villa Grove will add one learning disabilities teacher
to the staff commencing in the 1979-1980 school year.
Agriculture
Recommendation
Consider replacing the present wooden booth sides with
sheet metal.
Implementation
This project will be started by the summer maintenance

20

crew and should be completed before school starts in
the fall of 1979.
Recommendation
Consider painting safety lines around the table saw
and other power tools where possible.
Implementation
The summer painting personnel will accomplish this task
during the summer months.
Recommendation
Consider painting a sign and hanging it in the welding
area warning students of the danger involved in welding
when wearing soft contact lenses.
Implementation
The instructor has been informed to put some kind of
notice in the welding area until a permanent sign can
be painted.
·Building
.Trades
.
" ,.

.,

This particul~r program was so highly thought of that
there were no recommendations to be met.
Industrial Arts
Recommendation
Investigate the dust collecting system with a view of
determining whether it is inoperable or whether its
non-use was due to a failure to put it into operation.

Have the room checked carefully with a view of determining
possible sourcei of heat loss and determine possible steps

21

to be taken in their remediation.
Take steps to correct the air leakage under the door
in the northeast corner of the building.
Initiate steps to rectify the condition of the west doors
as soon as possible.
Take immediate steps to correct the louver situation
in front of the exhaust fan.
Investigate the possibility of having the dust collecting
system connected to all woodworking machinery.
Implementation
Most of the above items are problems which our present
maintenance personnel can solve; however, those which
he can't solve will be turned over to Paul Cler who
designed and installed the dust collecting equipment.
The items concerning heat loss will be completed as
soon as the problem ca~ be diagnosed and solved.
.•·

If

_.. \

Paul Cler' S--;services- are utilized, his portion of the
work will have to wait until this summer with completion
specified before the start of the 1979-1980 school year.
Health Occupation
Health occupation may be dropped from the curriculum for
the 1979-1980 school year as our nurse has been reduced to half
time.

At any rate, no changes will be forthcoming at this time.

22
Home Economics
The school board has reduced this program from one and
one half teachers to one teacher.

It appears very little will

be changed in Home Economics.
Recommendation
Consider offering one or more courses on an alternating
year basis to reduce the six preparations per day.
Implementation
It appears likely that some course offerings will have
to b~ put on an alternating basis but more planning is
needed at this time to determine which are to be alternated.
This will have to be accomplished before students can enroll
in courses for next year.
Student Activities
No changes will be made in this area.
Libr~ty and.Media Ser~ices
.'-

,\

Recommendation
Consider in conjunction with faculty administration,
and students, writinq a material selection policy for
the K-12 media program.
Implementation
Mr. Carr, the librarian, will be given this recomm-

endation as a project to be completed by the fall of
1980.

This would be accomplished earlier, but his

library assistance has been eliminated.

The extended

portion of Mr. Carr's contract has been eliminated.

23

Guidance Services
Reco:rmnenda tion
Develop and adopt a comprehensive K-12-_guidance program
with the assistance of the faculty and the principals.
Develop and adopt a job description for the guidance
person involving the faculty and principals in its
preparation.
Develop K-12 career education and vocational materials
with the ftSSistance of the teachers and principals.
Coordinate and expand follow-up studies and job placement
with the vocational programs.
Establish a guidance advisory committee including
students, faculty, and principals.
Utilize small group processes •
.

,.

Review and cons,ider
the _.purchase of some current tests
--..
,·

to use in career selection.
Implementation
The recommendations have been given to the guidance
counselor for his consideration.

A_ plan will be decided

upon between the administration and Mr. Lawson utilizing
a priority basis.

It is hoped that all recommendations

can be fulfilled by the 1981-1982 school year.

There is

a problem, however, as it appears that Mr. Lawson will be
teaching at least one class during the 1979-1980 school year.
His time will be limited as his summer contract has been
eliminated.
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School Facilities
Only those recommendations for problems which present
a health hazard or those which are requlred by law will be
followed in the immediate future due to the financial cutbacks of the Villa Grove School District.
School Staff and Administration
Recommendation
Provide for a formal evaluation procedure for all staff
members.
Implementation
The work on formal evaluation instruments that has not
already been completed should begin immediately and be
finished no later than the beginning of the 1979-1980
school year.
Recommendation
Consider the implementation of in-house in-service programs designed to impr~~ teaching techniques, selfassessment ~-f teachers, etc.
Implementation
Villa Grove offered iust the type of in-service programs
described in the above recommendation in the 1975-1976 and
1976-1977 school years.

In the 1977-1978 school year, this

type of program was dropped in favor of working on the selfevaluation phase of the North Central Association Evaluation.
Villa Grove will return to those types of in-service programs
in the 1979-1980 school year.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

The North Central A~ociation Evaluation was a
wholesome one for the most part.

It ~rought together

certified and non-certified personnel. --Each gai~d respect
for the contribution the other was making to the operation
of the schQol district.

The really significant outcome of

the study resulted in the work which the faculty did in the
process of its self-examination, and will do in the implementation of its findings during this process.
The preparation and the actual visitation went very
smoothly.

Some problems were encountered, but if a study

were started tomorrow, Villa Grove would make very few
changes in the format·that w~s. utilized.
.....

_;,\.

,-

The teachers felt

the visitation team
.·. members, as a whole, understood the Villa
Grove School District and seemed to put themselves

jn

the

district's position when making recommendations.
Villa Grove will be following only those recommendations
which affect the safety of students, community or faculty, the
deterioration of the physical plant or those which can be
accomplished without the use of financial aid.

This can be

easily understood as the Villa Grove Board of Education has
eliminated more than $20-0,000 worth of personnel and programs
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since the North Central Visitation Team Evaluation.
failure of two referenda initiated this action.

The

.Al?PENDIX A
NORTH CENTRAL VISITATION G~LENDAR,
SELF-EVALUATION COMMITTEES AND
WORKSHOP AGENDAS
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VILL.I\ GPOVF PIJ'P':rl--l CP~f'T'P !\L
ASS0CIATI0t1 VISITATIOtr TH~E LHJE
10/17/77

Ordered ~8terials for self study.

, 1 /7-8/77

Workshop on School E~aluation

Chic~~o/O'Hare Hilton

Con~ission on schools/!brth Central J\ssodat ion
12/14/77

~orth Ce~tr2l Ori~ntation Meetin~ Rt Eastern Illinois

University.

John Kemp and Dr. Gerb2rd ~atznPr ~residinc.

1 /?3/78

ueetin3 with Dr. r~atzner to answer final questions.

?./1/78

Steerinr;

2/3/78

Se1ected chairr1~m fer Visitation T"'"l"l and rlate for 1IisP·ation.

2/6/?P.

Fxplanation of ~CA to Citizer~ Con~ultins Co~rittee.

?/15/7P

StePrin"' f'')!"."'i tte0 "'"'et ins to ,r,21,.e 2ssi 0 n~ents bf ;-ir-ri;ons
to rr~ittPes.

Co'."'rni ttee

Orientation

2 /'?2 /7P,

2/23/7°
2/?f!/78

Te~cher ~rientation and cr~2njz2tion for st2rt5n: ~2j')r
CO!"':""ittce '.TO"'',.· Slides shown 2:0() p.!"l. - !.,,:no ;--.m. '-mrl.-:~hop

3/10/78

Full day F0rksl:0p

3/31 /78

Ynrkshop

?:00 - 4:00

4/28/78

Workshop

2:00 - 4:oo.

5/12/78

1:lorksho?

9/5/78

Select new Visitqtion Chairman and chan~e dates for Visitation.

10/ /78

Contact pe~sons for ~isitation t~a~.

10/31/78

Deadline for reports to be completed

11/51/78

Self stu<:ly rep0rt~ typed an<:l put lnto bcoklet forn.

12/1/78

Self study booklets sent to vi3itation members.

12/6-8/78

Visitation TeaM

8: 30

8:30 a.r1. - 3:30 p.m.

- 3: 40

Fini sh c0r:'.".li t tee work.
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~!ORTH CENTRAL SELF EVALUATION COM!-fITTEF.S
School Rr.d Co:"'~U?:ity

Student Activities Prof"ram

Mr. Mitchell - chairman
Mrs. Conn
Mr. Hc1rdin
Mrs. Jurie;a
Mr. Kra!'ler
Mr. L::n-mon
Mr. Wolfe
Mr. Richard Green
Mrs. Janice 'T'ay
Mr. Jack 1•!etzel

Mr. ·Ghere - ChairMan
Mrs>-Gref:".er
"'Tr. Krejci
Mr. Mikeworth
Miss Schnitz
Rex Rund
Teresa Donahoo
Guidance

Mr., Lawson - Chairman
·curriculum

Miss tane
Mrs. Schweil";'1ar1
Mr. Herrmann
Mr. Sheppard

Mr. Edwards
Mr. Powell
Mr. Glosser
Mrs. Conn
Mr. Herrmann
Mr. Carr

School St3ff

~nd

Ad~inistration

Mr. Homma - Ch~irm~n
•-1rs. Dunn
Mrs. Fancher
Mrs. Horein
Mr. Osborne
Mr. Wasson

Educational M9~ia Services
Library and Audio-Visual
Mr. Carr - Chairman
Mr. Pre~dlove
Mrs. Butler
Mrs. Granse
Mrs. Sally Swan
Sch0ol Facilities
Mr. Ser 0 ent - Chair~an
Mrs. Sutton
Mr. W~yne Davis
Mr. Charles Blackford
Mr. Ei:iwards
Mr. Powell
Philoaophy and Objectives
Mr. Morr5.s - Chairman
Mr. Boyer
Mr • Bi r;.:,S

Mr. Hur.hes
Mr. F.dwards
Mrs. Meller
Mrs. Isabelle ,Jones
Mr. J3y Schrieber
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M(YRTH

4-1

CSNTRAL

si:;:LF-F,,TALUfiTIOH

Jl~riculture

CURPICUUJM STJB-CO!v'MITTEE

4-10

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Mitchell - Chairperson
Mrs. Butler
Mr. Mikeworth
4-2

4-11

4-12

Dist.ribut5.ve Education
4-13

Mr. Pardin - Chairperson
Mr. Serr,ent
t,,lr. Osborne

4-15

4-16

4-7 Foreign Language
Mr. Hughes - Chairperson
Miss Lane
Mrs. Meller
Mr. Wolfe

Science
Mr. Wasson - Chairperson
Mrs. F2ncher
Mr. Perrma.nn
Mr. Ho!"1ria
Mr. Wolfe

Enr,lish
Mrs. Meller - Chairperson
Mr. Breedlove
Mr. Morris
Mr. Sheppard

Physical ~ducation
Mrs. Grec;er - Chairp".',rson
Mr. Ghere
Mrs. ~-10rei n
Mr. Sheppard

4-5 Driver & Traffic Safety Education

4-8

Mu'sic
Mr~ Krejci - Chairperson
Mrs. tTuriga
Mr. Lawson

Mr. Pi~~s - Chairperson
!'Ars. Dunn

4-6

Mathematics
Mr. Herrmann - Chairperson
Mrs. Fc1ncher
Mr. Mike"!orth
Mr. Hasson

Business Education
Mrs. Conn - Chairpe!"son
Mr. Krejd
Miss L:'me
Miss Schnitz

4-4

Boyer - Chairperson
Kra~er
t-,Htchell
Sercent

Art (Includin~ Crafts)
Mrs. Granse - Chairperson
M!". Rreedlove
Mr. Pom"'R

4-3

Industrial Arts

Social Studies
Miss Schnitz - Ch3irperson
Mr. Hu~hes
Mr. Osborne

4-17

Special Education
Mrs. Dunn - Chair~erson
Mr. Bi.r:n:s

Health Education

Mr. Morris
Mrs. Herein - Chairperson
Mrs. Butler
Mr. Ghere
hl"'s. Grer;er

4-18

Trade, Technical, and Industrial Education

Mr. Sergent - Cha~rperson
Mr. Boyer
Mrs. ~chweip;hart

4-9 Hore Econo~ics
Mrs. Schweighart - Chairperson
r~rs. GrcJnse
r1rs. Sutton
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VILLA GROVF. LTR. - SR. l,IGH SCHOOL PISTITllTE DAY

Friday, M~rch 10, 1978
8:30 - 9:00

Gen,..ral Ses<lio11 - Library
Answer RYJY q~estions that rnicht have come up during the
February 24 workshop.
P2ss out the curriculum s11h-co'l"mitt-=-e assi[".nments.
Eir;ht r:eneral com"'littee chairMan aelect the roo"!ls whe"'e
they will meet.
Coffee

9:00 - 1?:00

Work on Gener"ll Committee

12:00 - 1:00

Lunch

1 :00

Meet fo lihrary
Report, oYJ the prori-ress of the School and C:0m"'1uni tv
CommjtteP.
Go over the Philoso~hy ?.nd Objectives Committee Report
if fir.ishr->rl.

Pass out the Indivirlu~l Staff Mnmher Heport~.
Spend the rest of the rl?y workin~ on the G~nnral C:ommittee
rer'orts, c,.1,...r1.c,1lu!:'! "31Jb-c0mr1:ittee rer,orts or :i.nrliv"?.rl1r1l
staff rriemher reports •..

3:00

Dismissal
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VILLA. GRovi:.: ,JR. - SR. HIGi.J SC400L HlSTI'T'TTTF DAY

Friday,·May 1?, 1978
8:30 - 9:00

General Session - Libr~ry
0Destions about hnard 'netting.
Teachinc; assi13nrnent~ for ne._xt year.
Answer any qoestions t.hat r".ay h3,,e cr:,m"' u~ si 11ce
our ArrH 28th meeting.
Assir;n the curriculum sub-COT'f1JT!:i.ttee ~,•ork to he
{ChairM3n will select work st~ti0n.l

do11P today.

Coffee and donuts.

9:00 - 1?:00

Work on curriculum sub-comrnittP.e r,:,pnrts.

1?. : 00 - 1 : 00

Lunch

1:00 - 3:40
Try to finish ind:ividual ~taff reports.
3:40

Dismi s-sal
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APPENDIX B
SELF-EVALUATION STUDY
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VILLA GROVE HIGH 3-CFfOOL
A SELF-STUDY
'NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION
1978 - 1979
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School and Comm.unity ~
I

~EOFSCHOOL

rpared

by

Villa Grove High School
DATE October
-------------------------

1, 1978

•

Rolla Mitchell

Robert Lawson
Sharon Juriga
Tony Kramer

Ruth Conn
Glenn Hardin

Janice Tay
Jack Wetzel.
Leslie Wolfe

GUIDING PRINCIPLES.. ...,

These principles are offered for you1:i"acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changeS:

education provided. Every school community
inevitably is interrelated with other communities and is a part of larger communities, particularly the state and the nation. The school
should therefore adapt its general philosophy,
specific purposes, and its educational program
to its own community and to the larger communities of which it is a part.

The school exists primarily for the benefit
of the youth of the community or the group
which it serves. The distinctive characteristics and needs of the people and groups of
people of the school community, particularly
those of the youth, should be known.
The differences among people, their vocational interests and aspirations, and their
abilities all exert an influence on the type of

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

1------------

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Maasa.chUBetta
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. !0086. All right, reserved. No pa.rt of this material
ma.y be reproduced in a.ny form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. BASIC DATA REGARDING STUDENTS
A. ENROLLED STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

designation of the school grades to conform to actual organization of
school. If the school is ungraded or for other reasons the organization
does not lend itself to this table, modify or replace it so tha~ the enrollment of the school is accurately described.

l. In the space below enter data for current year (as of October 1) in the

last group of three columns, and for the preceding years in the preceding groups of columns, the three columns at the left being for the
earliest year. Enter data only Ior the grades in the school as organized
-three-year, four-year, five-year, or six-year unit. If necessary, change

,---·
I

C'"'"""'""

!
0

"

Enrollment:
Regular:

-

l'J 7'&_973

:··Boy, I Gid,

I

19 7~974

Total. Bo~.

I Gid•

I

19 7~9 75

Total

Boy,

j

Gid,

I

19 '7.!i9 76

Total

Boy,

j

G•s

1l7-19 78

19 7_~9 77

~ Tot,!

Boy,

I Gid, ~ Total

- -

J Boy, I Gld, I Total

'I

Twelfthgrade

li§__l!!_g__l~l~l-!!.LI

Eleventh grade

144

48

92

44 ,I 37

Tenth grade

46

38

184

~1~12_q~--l~I

Ninth grade

55

53

108

47

88

81

I 45 I 32 I 77
48

50

45

I

41

88

45

37

82

~1

89

38

28

66

39

34

73

55

41

96

50

38

88

38

38

76

50

iLl-22

47

46

45

91

48

I 93 I 48

45

93

36

35

71

98

I

'v.>

':J)

,0

Eighth grade

Seventh grade
Postgraduate
and Special

Total

jaraduates: Number
during year

40

I 52 1~1

87

41

89

I 35 I 34 I 69 l-22-~!

50 'I 39
89
Ll.I-1~1_11._~1---1--

1~141

!86

:49

39

88

34

,I 30

64

54

36

90

35

39

74

4t

2

7

10

8

18

16

12

28

14

8

22

14

5

91

48

89

I

83

50

32

82

8 I 22

5

1

6

36

r-90

1263 1553 12a5 1253 1538 1294 1250 1544 1284 1~1535 12a2 123a 1520 1~1~1497

~8

~1

lag

I 43 I 45 . I as I 46 I 36 I a2 I 48 I 2a I 96 I

2. Describe any studies that have been made regardhtg the progress of a
group of students who entered the lowest grade at the same time
(attach sheet).

48

I

41

I

ag

I

46

I

39

I

85

3. Indicate the significance of these data to the objectives and programs
of the school.

SECTION 2 • SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
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8. STUDENT ABILITY

Academic ability
If records of intelligence or academic ability tests are available, give number of students in each of the following IQ
. or percentile ranges. If the school does not have data suitable for this table, give equivalent distribution either in
· this form, revised as necessary, or on a separate sheet. If neither request can be met, describe briefly the general academic ability of ,students. If the school is ungraded, or for other reasons the organization does not lend itself to this
table, modify or replace it so that the school is accurately described.

.

RANGE*

IQ

National
Percentile

Over
124

Over
94

117-124

SEVENTll
GRADE

EIGHTH
GRADE

NINTH
GRADE

TENTJI
GRADE

ELEVENTH
GRADE

Number

4

85-94

6

109-116

7G-84

25

2
14

8
--11
14

92-108

31-69

29

27

30

84- 91

16-30

10

22

76- 83

6-15.

9

19

4

5

95

93.

Below

76

6

TOTAL

'

;

12

Below

I

:

TWELFTH
GRADE

-

Total

Percent

28

8.2

24
61

7.6
18.5

30

116

34.0

14

10

5

8

56
41

15.8
12.1

0

4

13

3.8

82

69

330

.

'

4

5
8

-

100

• A sc]Jool should feel free to modify these intervals to agree with distributions previously made. Indicate which column is
Ming used by circling "IQ" or "National Percentile."

The school used
N.E.D.T., A.S.V.A.B., Metropoli~an, Otis-Lenon, G.A.T.B., Jets

I) What test or

tests were used in determining these data?

e) When were the tests given?

Metropolitan - 1st through 8th, A.S.V.A.B. - Optional
N.E.D.T. - 10th
Otis-Lenn - 7th G.A.T.B. 11 or 12 by appointment Nat'l Merit - 11th
2. wJrt,t dai>f.\H?Jl.c\kn academic ability, are available that describe the abilities of students?

The test data describes
the student's projected learning ability

S. Describe how test data are used to identify abilities of students and to plan their educational programs.

Placing students in special programs
Teacher usage
Class scheduling
4. List and describe any long-range studies carried on by the school that relate to student abilities.

No long range studies are being done
Counselor checks periodically with graduates for opinions as to changes needed.

SECTION 2 • SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
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C. STABILITY

1. In the space below, indicate the number of years which
each member of the current senior class has been in
this school.

2. What provision does the school make for gathering
these data regularly?

Peri09ic collections of data-- but not
on a regular basis-- are made, studied
and used for administrative and planning
purposes.

SENIORS
NUMBER OF YEARS
IN THIS ScHOOL
(INCLUDING
PRESENT
YEAR)

Total

Boys

Number

1

1

2

0

3

1

4

2

5

-

6

Girls

0
1

Percent

- - ~ppro,
· \01
-0--1-1
-1- -.01.05
-3- -4- -1- -3--.031

1

s.

.01

2

.04
- - -3- -

7 or more

44

29

73

.85

Total

49

37

86

100%

Discu-ss·any unusual conditions revealed by this table.

The table points out a fairly high
stability. However, there has been a
decrease in the past seven years from
95.6% to 82%. We do not feel that the
turn-over rate will drastically increase
in the near future unless there should
be a change in the employment by the
railroad and coal mine or major sources
of employment in nearby Champaign-Urbana.

4. What factors within the school or community contribute to any unsatisfactory conditions revealed by this table?

We feel for our size school that the stability_ is satisfactory but has been changing
during the past ten years due to the general mobility of population.

6. What is being done to improve unsatisfactoQ" conditions?

The school offers a variety of things that influence the stability. The most tangible
influences are: counseling, psychiatrists, psychologists, CWT work-study programs,
building trades, girls' athletic programs, a large selection of courses (76) and the
allowment of married students to fully participate in all school activities.

'

4.l

SECTION 2 • SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

D. WITHDRAWALS

, I~ the table below, indicate the number of students who gave each reason as the major reason for withdrawal. If no
111ajor reason was given, determine the most plausible reason from the records of the student. Do not count. any stui ent more than once. Include students who have withdrawn from the school during the 12 months preceding the opening of the current school year.
.
REASON FOR

WITHDRAWAL

BOYS

.

.

TOTAL

GIRLS

Nurµber

'
)isciplinary difficulties

0

~ntered military service

0

0

------

• 0

0
- ,,

______.()%
0%

~inancial reason!'

1

1

llness of student

1

0

1

.291%

4

0

4

1.166%

Pregnancy

0

0

0

0%

Marriage

0

0

0

0%

Employment

0

1

1

.291%

Poor academic achievement

0

0

0

0%

Student's help needed at home

0

0

0

0%

Unknown

0

0

0

0%

0

0

0%

1

.,

Q7/,0/

.583%

lack of interest in schoolwJ>rk

I

0

;

Percent of Total
Enrollment
of School

Subtotal

·-

0
, '!..

Transferred to another school:

-·

·--

2

.583%
---

,-

Because of family change of residen~

?

Without family change of residence

1

1

2

9

4

13

Total

-

-

3.79"/o

2 What provisions does the school make for gathering these data regularly?

For state and NCA reporting, along with our own needs, periodic collections of data
are made and studied.
~

Discuss any unusual conditions revealed by this table in relationship to preceding years.

In comparison to the 1971 evaluation, the number of withdrawals has been drastically
reduced. It is 3.79% in 1978 compared to 10.8% in 1971
4.

What factors within the school or community contribute to any unsatisfactory conditions revealed by this table?

Lack of parental concern and broken homes have much to do with our withdrawal problems.
1.

What is being done to improve unsatisfactory conditions relative to withdrawals?

Our school offers guidance services along with a psychologist to aid in our problem.
We are also implementing a remedial reading program in the high school.

SECTION 2 • SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
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E. EDUCATIONAL INTENTIONS

1) Indicate the number and percent of members of the
I present senior class whose intentions are as follows:

2. Discuss procedures used in collecting these data.

I

TOTAL
INTENTION~

Attend 4-year college
or uniTersity

Bovs

GlllLS

Number

Percent

13

4

7

11

Attend junior or
community college

6

2

8

Attend other postsecondary school,
e.g., business college
or technical
institute

1

1

2

2

-3

4

7

9

13

15

28

35

8

4

12

15

10

4

14

16

45

37

82

100

Continue education
but undecided on
type of school
Stop formal education
upon graduation

I. Undecided
about
further education
i

l

Unknown

Total members of
senior class

;

Date is collected mostly by survey and
personal inte~view conducted by the
counselor, and other vocational teachers.

10

determine his educational intentions?
a. What procedures are used, and when, to lielp a student
.·,_,\.

The procedures used an~ many and-vari ed. Students are surveyed yearly to keep abreast
of their intentions and plans, in regard to jobs, vocations. The Kuder Preference is
given to Junior students. The Armed Services Voe. 1 Aptitude Battery is given as an
option during the Senior year. Individual counseling is done by Administrators,
Teachers and the Counselor. Visitati ons by admissions
officers, representatives of
various career areas are provided-for • Senior students, especially.

(. To what extent are the above data used in planning individual and group educational programs'!

The curriculum is constantly ~tudied for changes that will better meet the needs
of all students.
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iJ
F. OCCUPATIONAL INTENTIONS

1. Indicate the occupational categories, with number and
percent of the present senior class planning to enter
each category.
TOTAL
CATEGORIES

BOYS

GIRLS

Per-

Num-

her

.Agriculture

5

5

Professional
- Medicine

1

-

1

2

·, .~t.r

Nursing
Teaching

2

Technology

3

Engineering

-

Information collected, primarily, through
surveys and personal interviews of students
by the Gµidance Counselor.

cent

.058

. o;01
...Q.1_

1
3

1
5

.01
.058

3

.003
3. What procedures are used, and when, to help a student
determine his occupational intentions?

3

3

.003

Crafts
(Construction)

6

6

.069

Landscaping

1

1

.01

Service (Military)

6

6

.069

---

Students are surveyed each year. Vocational classes spend a given amount of
time each year on occupations, jobs.
Students are informed of Chronicle
Guidance file, Occup'l Outlook Handbooks, and other resources available.
Kuder interest inventories given to
Juniors. ASVAB (Armed Ser. Voc'l. Apt.
Batt) given to students who desire.

- -- -- -

Clerk
Heavy Equipment
Operator

2. Discuss procedures used in collecting these data.

5

5

.058

- - ......__
.\.

1

Office Occup.

"-

8

1

!rt> 1

8

.009

~

Cosmotology

2

2

.002

Flight Training

1

1

.01

1

.01

1

.01

4. Discuss the occupational opportunities afforded students and graduates in the community or area.

There is little opportunity in the
community or immediate area. Most
students either leave the area to seek
·work or commute to Champaign-Urbana
area.

-Commercial Art

1

.
Modeling
Unknown (Work)
Total

1

16

15

31

.36

45

37

82

1.00

5. To what extent are the above data used in planning individual and group educational programs?

All types of data are used if a decision
is made to make changes in the
curriculum.
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G. FOLLOW-UP DATA OF GRADUATES (Class of 19....1.L)

1. Indicate in the appropriate columns the number and
percent of graduates of the last senior class who have
entered the educational and occupational categories:

2. Describe the procedures used in securing these data.

Direct knowledge and interview of high
school students.

TOTAL

Bovs

CATEGORIES

GIRLS

--Schools leading to a
bachelor's degree

7

Other schools beyond the
secondary school

Services
Nurses Aide
Construction
Waitresses
Banking

-

Serv 1 Station Att.
Clerks

10
6
16
---- -- 3
--- 3
1
1
_a_ _j__ _9__
2
2

.195

.-2._ ..2__

024

2

3

Apt. Mgr.
1

-,,

No knowledge of ?nY such studies

.012

.024

2

5

.06

3

3

.03

---

1
1
---

1

_5__ 6

Unemployed

4

Unknown

3
7
---

4
3
45'''; 37

7

4. What effort is made by the school to evaluate the suc-

cess of its graduates in colleges and other postsecondary
school institutions?

Counselor and High School principal
attend articulation meetings on
college campuses - with former students.
Students visit in college prep English
cl~ss once or twice per year and discuss·their preparation, success, etc.
High School receives results from
colleges re: students' grades.

.012

.J__ 2 - -

~

Total

.036

--- ..2__ .O?t.

--<::.in,,.<>'1"
Married

3. What studies have been made in this school to determine how closely this information conforms with student intentions w4ile in school?

_2__ - - - _2__ .n?t.

secretarial

Truck Driver

Percent

.17

14
a

Occupation:

Farmin~

7

--

Number

()')

.073
.085

--

.085
I

5. Has any surv.ey of occupational opportunities for high school graduates been made in the community? Describe.

Not recently.

Job stations are fairly well canvassed by CWT coordinator.

6. Is the distribution of graduates in the above table typical for this school and community?

Pretty much so.
7. How does this distribution compare with that of the senior class of five years ago?

There is a small trend toward seeking occupation rather than additional education.
first.

8. To what extent is this information used in the study of the secondary school program in relation to needs of students?

It is regularly considered when programs are planned or discussed.
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Il. BASIC DATA REGARDING THE COMMUNITY
A. POPULATION DATA FOR THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY (See "Definitions" on page 18)

Year to which information applies: 19~7~8__
:Describe the area included within your community:
1. Total population this year ( census date

1971 )

2. Total population last census (census date

1970

2605 ____ _

) .

- - - ___ 2605

8. Number of youth of secondary school age in the community

--

339

4. Number of secondary schools of all types in thi~ community and enrollment:
No. OF SCHOOLS
TOTAL ENROLLMENT
1 339
Public
1
Church-related
Nonpublic, non-ehurch-related _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total

339

5. Enrollment in this school

B. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF ADULTS

Describe briefly the general character of employment of adults in the community. If the school is publicly supported, recent census data of the supporting district may be satisfactory. If the school is nonpublic, a summary of occupations of
parents of present students will be helpful.

The general character of employment would be farming and related businesses.
Many adults seek employment outside the community because of a lack of job
opportunities in Villa Grove.

C. EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF ADULTS

Describe, in general, the extent of the formal education of parents and other adults in the community. If recent census
reports are not available, an estimate should be made by those who know the community well.

The majority of the parents, and other adults, have a high school education. The
percentage has gradually increased over the last ten years and should continue to
do so as a result of C.W.T. programs and GED tests.

D. ECONOMIC CLIMATE

Explain any changes in the economic development of the community within the past ten years.

The economic development of Villa Grove has been quite stable. However, adverse
agricultural prices last year may result in a greater critism of rising ta:c
burdens.
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E. BACKGROUND AND AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

1. Approximate percent of enrollment in this school classified as rural (in open country or in towns of
30
fewer than 2,500 population)
-----%
2. Percent of students in this school transported at public expense .
30
%
3. Describe the school population with respect to racial and ethnic backgrounds. Include any changes that have taken
place in the last five to ten years or that appear probable in the near future.

The school· is composed of white, English speaking students of American parents
almost totally traceable to European ancestors.

4. Describe the feelings of the students about their school and their fellow students. (This subject should be explored
with the students for their answers.)

The students, in general, are very proud of thei;~school.
with one another.

~hey cooperate well

F. COMPOSITION OF THE COMMUNITY

Describe any important characteristics of the community which are related to the school and its program, such as languages spoken in the home, national origins of students or parents, nature of neighborhoods, cultural interests, and stability of popµlation.

The school community is composed largely of the lower middle income class of people.
Their backgrounds are European, American with an extreme effort of rural community
showing. The population is stable.

G. FINANCIAL RESOURCES-PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A brief financial statement may be attached if there is more than one school in the district,
or if for some other reason the information is not readily available,

Fiscal year to which information applied: 19~7
1. Expenditure (not including capital outlay) ofthis secondary school per student
in average daily attendance .( 76-7.7 per. ca.pi ta tui.tiqn) .
2. Assessed valuation of the school district

Amount

s

1,083.25
$ 31,084,324

3. Approximate percent assessed valuation is of true valuation ( ;:ts .per ~ta.te . la:w, . 33. 1/3%)
4. Assessed valuation per youth of secondary school age in the school district
5. Percent of funds from tuition students enrolled in this school .

$

12

%

32,720

None
%
---=-=-=;:;..___
0

6. Percent of funds obtained from:
a) Local taxation .
b) State sources
c) Federal sources
d) Qther sources

63.25
·29.60
4. 13
3.02

%
%
%

%-
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H. FINANCIAL RESOURCES-NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

Fiscal year to which information applied: 19-(Attach summary statement of Income and Expenditures)
Day $

1. Tuition charges

Boarders

$_ _ _ __

_____ %

2. Percent of student body receiving financial aid .

$_ _ _ __

3. Total value of·financial aid (including work scholarships)
4. Percent student aid is of total tuition income :

-----%
$_'._ _

5. Total replacement value of school plant (including grounds)
6. Total value of endowment and similar funds:
a) Endowment (approximate market value)

$_ _ _ _ _

b) Reserves including contingency funds

$._ _ _ __

....

c) Total

,_____

7, Income frpm tuition

$_ _ _ __

8. Income from endowment

$._ _ _ __

9. Income from gifts .

$

10. Legal description of status of school

11. Additional information about financial resources - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12. Where does the school keep the most recent audit report or financial statement?

III. COMMUNITY AGENCIES AFFECTING EDUCATION
List and describe those community agencies affecting the education of students. Indicate any cooperative arrange·
ments of agencies with the school. The purpose is t_o identify the agencies that are having a significant influence on edu.
cation programs rather than to provide an exhaustive list of all resources.
The list may include categories such as educational (libraries, colleges, etc.), recreational, cultural, youth-serving,
professional, religious, commercial, labor, health, and service organizations.

The Camargo Township Library at Villa Grove supplies a needed supplement to the high
school library as well as operating quring the summer when the school library is not
available.
The Villa Grove Community Building and Parks supply many recreational facilities.
The Tri-City Country Club is used for practice for golf meets by our golf team.
Local youth groups includethe Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4H, Rainbow Girls, DeMolay,C.Y.O. Church Youth Groups, Little League baseball and intramural basketball help
broaden the students various levels.
Three local area colleges provide excellent educational and cultural resource
areas for the students of Villa Grove.

SECTION

Philosophy and Objectives
Villa Grove Hig_h_S_c_h_o_o_l_______ DATE October 1 , 1978

NAME OF SCHOOL _ _ _ __
Prepa~ed by

Terry Morris_

Ted Hugh_e~s...________

Tsahel le ,Jones

Steve Bo.ye=~r-~----Bert Biggs

Harold Edwards
------Patricia Meller

Jay Schrieber

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The philosophy of a school is a framework
of basic principles of education that express
the staff's convictions on such essential points
as the scope of the school's responsibility for
the education of youth, the nature of the educative process, the characteristics and needs
of the students whom it seeks to serve, the
content and methods of instruction, desirable
types of student activities, and the outcomes
to be attained. If the philosophy and objectives are to be functional, all members of the
staff should participate in their formulation,
rather than merely endorse a statement that
they had no part in developing. A school may
wish to consult or involve students and patrons in the development of the school's philosophy and objectives. The objectives of the
school should be specific aims stated in harmony with the school's philosophy. They are
tangible guidelines for the school's future
position.
-,
Each school or unified group of schools
should determine and develop its own educational philosophy, so long as this is consistent
with the principles of American democracy
and consistent within itself.
In a school evaluation, the philosophy and
objectives of the school bear the same relation to the evaluative procedures as they do
to the operation of the school. The evaluation
is a set of judgments upon the extent to
which the school is actually accomplishing
what it is properly trying to accomplish. During the self-evaluation, the staff studies every
policy, every program, every attitude and

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

procedur-e, 'ineasuring e.ach of them against
the accepted philosophy and objectives and
against the nature and needs of the students.
The staff :first studies the characteristics of
the school and community and the statement
of philosophy and objectives. The members
of each subcommittee attempt to understand
the objectives and to enter into their spirit.
They judge each phase of the school's program as described in the checklists and evaluations. They consider how well each practice
conforms to the philosophy and objectives
and how appropriate it is for these students.
Thus, they evaluate the effectiveness of the
school's efforts to fulfill its purposes.
If a visiting committee is used, it first
studies the characteristics of the students
served and the statement of philosophy and
objectives. The members of the committee
attempt to understand the philosophy and to
enter into its spirit.- For the duration of the
visit they try to put their own philosophy
into the background and to accept as their
own for the time being what the school staff
has given as the philosophy and objectives of
the school. They judge each phase of the
school's program as described in the checklists and evaluations and verified by the committee's observations. They consider how well
each practice conforms to the philosophy and
objectives and how appropriate it is for these
students. Thus, they evaluate the effectiveness of the school's efforts to fulfill its
purposes.

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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Illustrative of propositions which produce a clarification of staff and patron positions are the following:
1. The curriculum, instructional program, and special services of Villa Grove High School should be so
planned and implemented in relation to the interests, talents, and future plans of students as to encourage all students to continue through to graduation on a voluntary basis.
a) Consensus position: Agree
b) Modificatfon:

X

; Disagree_ _ _ ; Agree, with modification,.__ _

2. The major emphasis of the educational program in the secondary school should be on a continuing and
broadening program of general education, adapted to the characteristics of the students served, and directed primarily to developing the full potential and a maturing sense of social and civic responsibility in
each student.
a) Consensus position: Agree
b) Modification:

X

; Disagree ___ ; Agree, with modification ___

3. The instructional program should reflect good balance between the study of past cultures and consideration of contemporary works and social changes.
a) Consensus position: Agree__~; Disagree ___ ; Agree, with modification ___,
b) Modification,:

4. In add~tion to provisions for general education, the program of the secondary school should include not
only college-preparatory work but also special opportunities for effective preparation for education
beyond the high school that leads to entering employment. ,
a) Consensus position: Agree
b) Modification:

X _; Disagree_ _ _ ; Agree, with modification,_ __

5. In most curricular areas, classroom instruction should place major emphasis on active student involvement in such activities as problem solving, investigative procedures, exchange of ideas, planning, and
evaluation as effective procedures in lear!1ing.
a) Consensu.~ position: Agree___!__; Disagree____ ; Agree, with modification ___
b) Modification :

Other statements may call for an expression on such issues as the relative emphasis to be placed on the
humanities and sciences, the extent to which conceptual structuring should be employed in instruction, the
degree of emphasis to be placed on the: deductive approach, and basis for student evaluation and promotion.
If this approach of formulating position statements is used, the most beneficial result would be a summary
statement, based on the philosophical statements previously formulated, that produces guidelines for direction and emphasis in specific areas of the educational program.

2 SECTION 3 • PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES
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II. PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN DEVELOPMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES
In practical effect on the school program, the procedures followed in arriving at a formulation of philosophy may be of as much significance as the statement of philosophy which is developed. In the space below,
dicate the procedures used by this school in developing its philo. sophy. The questions which follow are innded merely to be suggestive. Any significant activities in the study and development of the philosophy
nd objectives should be described and included.
·-

t

1. Who were involved in formulating the statements presented in Part I of this section?

People involved included teachers, one administrator, and two citizens of
the community.

~- How did the staff participate in discussion and development o~ the statem'.ents?

The previous philosophy and objectives were read" ~-nd discus~ed point by point,
and revisions and changes were made accordingly.

~. How recent are the statements of philosophy and objectives? Are they revisions of former statements or
completely new statements?

The statements were prepared in the spring of 1978 and are revisions of former
statements.
4. What sources and materials for study and discussion were most helpful in developing the statement of
philosophy and objectives?

1971072 North Central Report of Vi~la Grove High School.

Im. COMMENTS

ON THE SCHOOL'S STATEMENTS OF PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES

(Space is provided below for comments relevant to the statements of philosophy and objectives.)
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PHILOSOPHY
It shall be the philosophy of Villa Grove High School to provide a seccndary
education th~t reflects the needs of thecommunity and society as a whole. This
education will provide a basic curriculum. which is.enriched and augmented by course
offerings geared to meet the needs, skills, and desires of the individual, as well
as the demands of the community and society as a whole.
It is necessary to present each student with ideas that are challenging and
relevant, that stimulate logical thinking, and that initiate and promote· creative
and constructive action. This is especially needed to properly evaluate the massive
amount of information and knowledge that confront each of us daily. It will be
necessary to be sensitive to the students• existing interest~ and to motivate
interests in unexplored areas.
---·

The student is to be provided with educational experiencee which afford him the
opportunity to develop a value system which includes committmerrt. to responsible and
ethical behavior. Each individual is to be encouraged to recognize the importance
and need for behavior which is responsible to himself, to other individuals, and
to the local, ruttional, and world community.
·
In keeping with the democratic traditions of our nation, Villa Grove High
School will consider each individual to be a responsible member of the school
community and respect his right to make contributions to the educational program.
The members of the community, regardless of race, creed, or socio-economic class,
be they residents, parents, teachers, or students, are to be considered when school
policy and procedure are discussed and adopted. The program is to be designed to
reflect the will of the majority while providing for and safeguarding the rights
of the minority. The school shall use the democratic method of decision making,
wherever possible, in its operation in order that each student might gain knowledge
and develope skills for functioning effectively in.a democratic society. After
developing the individual skills, attitudes, and behaviors, the individual will
be able to work cooperatively with others toward socially acceptable solutions to
problems and tensions within societ;r._.

The program will utilize the Tacilities and assets of the community to the
fullest in order to provide the individual with the best possibl3 education.
This philosophy is recognized to be neither static nor perfect and is subject
to change at any time.

OBJECTIVES
1.

Villa Grove High School shall provide useful learning experiences to residents
of the community.
WHICH IMPLIES

2.

a.

A program designed to teach the basic cognitive skills necessary for those

b.

who wish to continue their education beyond high school.
A sound program to teach the basic skills necessary for living and working
in a community upon grad~ation.

Villa Grove High School shall provide a learning situat_ion geared to the varied
abilities of the students.
WHICH IMPLIES

a.
b.

3.

Ability grouping in appropriate areas with the student having some choice
regardj.ng the level at which he wishes to be challenged.
A curriculum which will take the student from where he is and help him
to develop to the limit of his ability.

Villa Grove High School will provide the basic foundations for continous learning
be it higher education, apprenticeship, technical education, or informal learning
experiences.
WHICH IMPLIES

a.
bo
c.

4.

A curriculum offering a wide spectrum of courses.

The development of a desire and ability to acquire more knowledge.
A technical vocational program which not ·only teaches specific crafts
but also focuses on the development of certain basic skills and
\Ulderstandings.

Villa Grove High School will cmcourage the student to think logically, creatively,
and critic ally.
.,
WHICH IMPLIES

ao
b.
c.

S.

The creation of classroom,situations which demand logical thinking.
The creation of classroom situations which stimulate creativity.
The cr~ation of classroom situations which encourage critical thinking.

Villa Grove High School will develop within the student the ability to deal with
a rapidly changing society.
WHICH IMPLIES

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Emphasizing problem solving in addition to knowledge of facts and concepts.
Keeping the curriculum up to date.
Encouraging the development of re'!l.1arding use of leisure time.
Developing programs which lead to good physical and mental health.
DevelopL"lg attitudes and abilities which will lend themselves to a changing
society
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6.

Villa Grove High School will assist the student in developing an individual
personality with a group sense of responsibility.

WHICH IMPLIES
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

Providing situations which nourish ethical, responsible behavior.
Teaching of civic responsibility.
Evolving within the students a degree of self-sufficiency.
Initiating and promoting extra-curriculur activities which provide
opportunities for development of diversified skills/_

Villa Grove High School will develop within the student a sense of values
related to the community, the nation, and the world.

WHICH IMPLIES
a.
b.

c.

8.

An opportunity to develop and discuss each individual. student's values.
An attempt to develop the student's respect for the values of other
people.
An at\empt to implement these values in the educational environment.

Villa Grove High School will encourage the assistance of the community in
achieving these goals.

WHICH IMPLIES
a.
b.
Co

d.
eo

9.

The active participation of community members in the educational progrrun..
The use of para-professionals who may be able to offer special skills to
the learning situation.
The use of university, corporate, and government facilities and personnel
when it is desirable to do so.
The enlistment of support from i;he local·news media so thcit the school
may have the widest possible distribution of infonnation to the community.
An interaction betw~en school personnel and the various leaders of the
community.
·

Villa Grove High s~hool will assist in improving the student's self-concept and
in developing his awareness of and an appreciation for the differences between
himself and otherso

WHICH IMPLIES
a.
b.
o.
d.
e.
f.

Encouraging the understanding of people and their actionso
Developing each student's sense of respect for his fellow man.
Presenting the accomplishments and contributions of various social and
cultural groups.
Providjng situations which develop a sense of personal worth.
Encouraging rapport between students and teachers.
Providing professional counseling for students when they are faced with
problems.

5L~

SECTION

Curriculum ~
NAME OF SCHOOL ___

VH:1:a. Gr_ove _llj,gh

Schoo1-,_ ...... _____________

. _____ DATE

Qctober_L. 1 ~ -

Self-evaluation by

Ru.th Conn _______________________ _

Harold Ed.1'rarlls ....
Danny Powell
___ (ex_y

_La.nee __Rer:nnann ________________ _

Pat CaIT ·-·---- --··· --------· ---··-.

Glosser-----·· __ _

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for -your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel fre~_tamake changes.

to established theories of learning, new

Although the term "curriculum" may be
interpreted to include all constructive learning experiences provided under the direction
of the school, it is used here to designate
those activities, both formal and informal,
carried on in relation to planned courses of
instruction. It functions through learning experiences and instructional materials from
various fields of knowledge. Attempts are
made to provide learning experiences that
meet not only the general needs but also the
specialized needs related to the unique abilities, interests, and expectations of each
individual.
Instructional activities are planned to
develop knowledge, understanding, attitudes,
ideals, habits, and skills that are appropriate
to a full life in American society. S9und
teaching techniques are developed in relation

media, and recent research. It is imperative
that all teachers make provisions for individual differences among students. Students
are encouraged to assume as much responsibility for advancing their own learning as
their maturity ,permits.
Continuous evaluation of the curriculum
is needed to determine the degree to which
the instructional objectives are being
achieved, as well as the appropriateness of
the curriculum design. The procedures for
developing improvements in the curriculum
should be flexible and should encourage
change and innovation where appropriate.
Professional leadership, widespread faculty
involvement, and adequate material resources
assure a commitment to continuous evaluation and improvement of the curriculum.

____________

...._

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition
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I.

OFFER.:mGs

A.

Organization and Exten·t of Offerings

AGRICULTURE
ANil.fAL SCIENCE -- Elective - Grades

9, 10 - Unit

Planned learning experiences which are concerned with the study and the operations
dealing with theories, principles, and practices involved in producing animals and
animal products for economic and other uses. A study will be made of the job oppor~
tuni ties available to those with agriculture knowledge and skills\
The Future Farmers of America and rel.;3,ted leadership training permeate every aspect

of the instructional program in agriculture. The foundation upon which the F.F.A.
is built includes leadership and character development, sportsmanship, cooperation,
service, thrift, scholarship, improved agriculture; o:r.,g?Irlzed recreation, citizenship
and patriotism. Also, by Act of Congress, P.L. 740, "F.F.A. is an integral part of
all instructional programs in Agriculture.
SOILS AND PLANT SCIENCE -- Grades

9, 10 - 1 Unit (Elective)

·~ ~~dy of th~:~phy~!~ai;: ~h~mical' biological' and fert~l ty properties. -0f soils
in relation to their management for crop production and other agricultural operations. Planned learning experiences which are concerned with the study and operations dealing with principles and practices involved in the culture and production
of agricultural plants.
\.

The study of scil and water conservation.

A study will be made concerning the
aYailable job opportunities for those with agriculture knowledge and skills.

·AG POWER MECH.A1TICS

-- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - l Unit

A combination of subject matter and experiences designed to develop in pupils the

abilities to recognize and identify the fundamental principles of selection,
operation, service, maintenance, ··repai1:',-: safety in internal combustion engines.

F.F.A. Elective
. AG BUSINESS MANAGEMENT -- ·El.ective - Grade 12 - 1 Unit
Planned learning activities concerned with proven management practices for an
agrioul tural business. The fall semester deals primarily with managem,mt. The
spring semester deals primarily with marketing.

1

ART

l1RT :.:--··:ITi.octive - Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 ... l Uni·~
Axt I is an introduction to the elements and principles of art; U.ne, shape, color,
value, texture, space, emthaeis,.balance, contrast, repetition, etc. Students work
~ith terapera and watercolor paint, pencil, charcoal, pen and ink, linoleum block
print, otencil print, ceramic pottery and sculpture, papier mache, wire, wood,
plaeter, weaving, stitchery, batik. This course is for the student with little or
no art.

:-' I'

..:• '.)

ART II -- Elective - Grades 10, 11, 12 ·- 1 Unit - Prerequisite, Art I
Art II is a continuation of Art I. Art elemer,ts and principles are studied in
tepth a.11d applied to familiar as well as new p:rocesses a.'rl.d media. Students will be
introd~ced to acrylic painting, pastels, silk screen and wood block printing, wheel
th.'t'own pottery, ceramic hollow sculpture, block carving, metalwork, and pewter cast
jewelry.
ART III-IV -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - l Unit - Prerequisite, Art II
,,

This class is designed for the student who has completed Art I ,and II and has
earned a grade of at least a "B" in Art II. Learning experiences are based on
experireentatio'l'l and advanced techru.ques in f a.miliar media. Students will also have
opportun.tties to try complex proces.ses such as lithograph;r, silver jewelry, and
photo silk screen. Art careers will be eXl)lored and each student will develop a
portfolio suitable for presentation for college or job a~plication.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
If there is any st~dent planning to take either Ty":p~ng I or II
who
has not had any previous inst.ruction in typing, please see Mrs. Conn
be:'o~registration. :Both Typing I and Typing II
assumes that you have
had at least 12 weeks of training.
If you have taken Typing I and wish to continue with Typing II, you should register
for second sel'lester Typing II. If there are typewriters available, you may register
for first s'e:m"ester and audit the course but you will not receive credit.
TYPJ!}JRITING I

Elective -- Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 -- i unit
Prerequisite -- 12 weeks of typing in eighth grade

Ty:pi:cg I is an adva..11ced beginning course for students who have had 12 weeks of typing.

Almost all students need to know how to type a letter of application, te:::m papers,
etc. Skills taught are: typing,of postal c2.rds, envelopes, outlines, footnotes,
bibliog:!'.'aphies, personal and business letters, and simple tabulations, as well as
rebuilding spe0d and accux:acy on timad writings. It is designed for those students
who do not intend to take lyping II and do not plan to continue in business education
courses.
TYPEWRITING II -- Elective -- Grades 10, 11, 12 --.1 unit
For those students who desire training for vocational use. Students learn to type
business letters, business forms,
· reports, application forms,
manuscripts, nnd legal forms. Girls, in particular, who think they may at any time
work in an office are urged to take Typing II. Students who plan to follow business
educational programs must enroll in Typing II. Ability to accept ci•i ticism, ability
to follow instructionS:--Courtesy in listening to instructions, organization of
materials and time required to produce acceptable work will influence grade, as this
is a vocational class and you are.being prepared for actual employment or further
training for actual employment.
.fflilJI'tIT:::'.7G III

- -- Elective -- Grades 11, 12 - ! unit
Prerequisite, C average in Typing II
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Typing J:II
is a one-semester vocational cou.'t'se following Typewriting II.
Upon completion of advanced typewriting, the student should be able to meet office
.requirements as a beginning typist. Skills required in Typewriting I and II are
further developed as shown by increased typing rates, improved accuracy, and ability
to complete problems of increased difficulty. Production is graded mostly on mailability and time involved. It is not designed to replace Office Practice but should
allow the student to spend more time on other things in Office Practice and be
better prepared for employment.
oJ

We strongly urge all students to tP.!::e either Typing I ( one semester) or Tyl)ing ·
(one year) sometime during their high school career, even though they do not have a:ny
intention of working in an office. The 12-week course in eighth {P.:'ade is only an in:.troduction to typing and students need more practice and experience ·to adequately mee1,
,their needs even for personal use.
NOTE:

;OFFICE PRACTICE -- Elective -- Grade 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, '?yping II with at
·
I

least a "C" average.
not required.

Shorthand and accounting are recommended but

a

fiOffice Practice is
terminal course in business. It is intended to prepare students
either clerical or secretarial office positions but the emphasis is on the clerical. Material covered includes: Filing, t-JPing, use of ditto, mimeograph and xerox
machines, ten-key calculator, dictaphone, and simulated office work by use of a
practice set. Class discussions involve use of a text and cover the use of the telephone, personal and professional qualities, good language usage, mailing services,
and job opportunities. Recommended for all students who are interested in office
work. Students are also assigned to work for teachers or other people as the opportunity exists to provide for practical experience. Much of the course is taught on ;
an individual basis to allow for individual differences and it must be understood
that the student must learn to work without constant supervision. Attitude, organi~a·
tion of work, attendance, courtesy, etc. will influence grade as employers have statee
that these qualities are considered strongly when interviewing employees.

:~ake

SHORTHAND -- Elective -- Grades fl, 12 ,--1 unit - Prerequisite, Typing II. and a .
minimum of a ~'C" overall~a.veiage.
-,

Shorthand is intended to prepare students for office positions in which they will
take dictation. The first semester is spent learning the basic elements of shorthand
with emphasis.being placed on reading and beginning writing. The second semester is
mainly devoted to dictation-transcription practice. It is recommended that the student take four years of English as vocabulary and grammar are very important in transcription. Daily homework is essential.
ACCOUNTING -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit
Accounting concerns computing, classifying and recording numerical data to keep
financial records for a business. The student learns to set up and keep books for
both a service business and a merchandising business. This includes journalizing
entries, posting these entries, preparing various financial statements, understanding these statements, and closing the books at the end of a fiscal period. A brief
unit on data processing is included. It is intended to prepare the student to obtain employment as a beginning bookkeeper and also prepare for advanced accounting
courses. Different careers in accounting are noted so that they may better know
the opportunities available.
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RECORTIKEEPING -- Elective - Grades 10, 11, 12 - 1 unit
Record.keeping is a full year course offered to sophomores, juniors and seniors who
have difficulty in learning and in trying to reason why things are done. The work
is mainly with figures and is routine work such as filling out orders, checking invoices, recording payrolls, filling out budgets, checking stock records, writing
checks, etc. During the Spring semester. emphasis will be placed on business English
and acquisition of letter ~iting skills. It is designed for both personal use and
for those students who might be a sales clerk, or a clerical worker who did not mind
doing the same type of work all the time. It is designed for the student who has
lower than a "C" average. St-udents should not sign up for this cqurse unless they
are willing to do homework and classwork every day. Anyone who plans to sign up for
this course should first talk to 1'1:r. Lawson, ~Ir. Powell or Miss Lane.
CONSUMER EDUCATION -- Required in the ~enior year - ~ unit
Consumer Education is a practical approach to the problems of personal and family economics. It stresses money management, (budgeting) consumer credit, (installment
purchasing) hcuf.-il:g;! food, transportation, clothing, health services, drugs and cosmc.
tics, recreatio
. ..anishings and appliances, insurance, savings and investments and
taxes. Emphasis ·..-ill also be placed on the various consumer protection agencies-both private and governmental--available ~o the consumer. Frauds, quackery and
deceptive practices will be discussed in conjunction with consumer law. Advertising
practices, labeling; and price comparisons will be surveyed so as to make the student
a more effective consumer.

COOPERATIVE

COOPERATIVE lr.JORK TRAINING

l,JQRK

TRAINING

:~active - 2 Units

Cooperative 1.Jork Training is a program designed to help young men and women receive
training in the semi-skilled and service occupations on a work-study cooperative
basis.
,I.
,.

Requirements:
, 1.
2.

J.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Student-learner must be 16 years of age.
Academic prerequisite: No grade level requirements.
On-the-job training: Student-~earners should be employed a minimum of
1S hours per week.
Wages: Student-learners will receive a wage comparable to that of other
beginners.
School attendance: One-half of each day in school. Remainder of their
in-school time shall be devoted to subjects which will up-grade their
civic, social, and vocational intelligence.
Personal interview with C.W.T. director and principal.
Meet requirements of Divis.ion of Vocational Rehabilitation of the State
of Illinois. (D.V.R.)
Student-learner must purchase school insurance and have a complete
general medical examination (as specified by D.V.R.)

II.

Program Advantages:
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1.
2.

C.W.T. is designed to help you choose a career and prepare for it.
You learn through firsthand experience.
3. C.W.T. may make other high school classes more meaningful and interesting.
4. C.W.T. gives you the opportunity to develop proper work habits and attitudes while under supervised training.
__
5. You have an opportunity to earn while you learn.
6. The end result, if you do well, can be a genuine skill that will give
you competitive advantages over others with no experience. The C.W.T.
instructor will be readily available to help you with any°' difficul~ies.

ITI. Possible Disadvantages:
l.· Students may not be able to participate in as many extra-curricular
activities - since much of your afternoon will be taken up working.
2. A failure to properly budget time may result _£n-unfinished work or
school assignments.
3. A failure to take the C.W.T. program seriously will result in much wasted
time, possible loss of credits and certain dismissal from the C.W.T.
program.
IV. Types of Training:
Training shall be in semi-skilled and service occupations. The following
are some jobs that student-learners can pursue: Assemblers, bench hand,
bus boy, car hop, car washer and polisher, clothes presser, cook's helper
custodian, delivery.man, feed mill worker, florist helper, fry cook,
gardener, gas station attendant, hand and machine server, home w.aintenance
worker, hospital or nursing home aide, stock boy, waitress, etc.

DRIVEif 'lIDUCATIOM
DRIVER EDUCATION -- Required - Grade 10 - ~ unit - Prerequisite, Social Security

lfumber
Driver Education is offered to all students in their Sophomore year. However, any
Freshman 1:1ho is 15 or will reach the -age of 16 by November of their Sophomore year
should enroll in Driver Education during their Freshman year. Driver Education is
divided into two phases: (A) The .9lassro9m, in \'Thich various aspects of d.""Civer
safety is discussed. (B) _Behind the wlleel training, in which each student is given
lessons in driving an automobile, which is furnished by the school.
All students must successfully pass phase A in order to graduate from Villa Grove
High School. This is a state requirement. Phase B is optional. However, a:ny
student who does not take phase B·cannot obtain a Driver's license until they reach
a.ge 18. Therefore, all students usually take phase B.
Students are expected to take classroom notes, mak~ safety posters, keep a scrapbook
of accidents, etc. Films, film strips and guest speakers are other teaching aids
that a.re implemented within the course.
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The classroom phase is nine weeks in length. Students a.re assigned to their classes
based on age, with the oldest _students taking the classroom phase the first nine
weeks, the second oldest, the second nine weeks and so on.· Students a.re scheduled
individually by the instructor for the Be~nd-the-\·Il1eel phase. Each student will
receive a minimum of six hours of actual driving experience, and a minimum of six
hours of observation time.
~tis imperatiye_that all students have their Social.Security number before enrolling
Driver Education. The State uill not permit you to take the test without one.
Normally, it takes from 6 to 8 weeks in order to obtain your Social Security number.
So, be sure and order your social security ca.rd before you enroll in class.
.
in

~!GLISH
EHGLISH I -- Require~ - Grade 9 - 1 unit - Prerequisite - 8th grade English
Success in any phase or' school or uork depends more th)n most realize on the ability
'to communica.te with people. Efficient and effective communication is then the aim
of Freshman English. Students ,.,111 do most of their worlc in four major areas:
(1) ~ature: a study of all major genres including novels, biographies, plays,
short stories, and poetry; (2) Com)osition: descriptive and narrative themes as
well as some expository writing; (3 Grammar: study of the basics of traditional
grammar as applied to composition 1 and (4) Vocabularv: word lists assigned on a
regular basis (This will also include a study of the history and development of the
English language). Oral work, group work, and individualized projects will be
integrated with the subject matter. It is hoped that Freshman English will make
students more aware of the skills involved in good communication, thereby making
them more- skillful speakers and writers •
.mrGLISH II -- Required - Grade 10 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, English I
The overall purpose of English II is to provide the student ui th lea.ming situations
that enhance his speaking, writing, listening, and.thinking skills. The course of
study centers a.round four main areas: (1) Vocabulary: Since words are the tools
with which we think, daily vocabulary-building exercises a.re a pa.rt of the curriculum; (2) Composition: Weekly theme assignments help students use words efficiently
and effectively; the main-_,emphasis i-!l the Sophomore year is on descriptive writing;
(3) Literature: Included 'in this study will be a unit on the short story; an introduction to Shakespearean tragedy through the reading and interpretation of the
play, Julius ·caesar; the reading and study of a full length novel, Jh :iric.g cf. S~:: l
and some reading and discussion of various poems, essays and other forms of exposiaey.
tory writing; (4) Grammar and Usage: -This area includes a complete revieu of Freshman grammar in addition to an introduction to verbals and clauses. Students who
feel that they would benefit from a more thorough review of freshman English provided
through the study of a programmed text should register for English IIA.
El'lGLISH IIA -- Substitute for English II - Grade 10 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, English
I
This course will be identical to English II in all respects except the study of
grammar. The grammar text used in this course is a programmed text (Eng-lish 2600)
which will enable students uho have had past problems with grammar to progress at
their own rate with the added advantage of regularly scheduled, individual sessions
\·rith the teacher when problem areas a.re encountered. At the completion of this
course, the student will hav-e covered exactly the same materials as a student in
the English II class. The advantage of taking this course. is that the student can
~o&r~~s _!it his. own rate in his study of grammar.
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LISH III - . S1.f4.im.PJm - lrrade 11 - 1 unit - Prerequisite - English II
rican literature is studied from its beginning in the Colonial Period through
Modern Period. Evaluation (figures of speech, symbolism, et cetera) of all
es of literature is stressed. A comprehensive review of grammar is given.
torical principles of theme ·writing are discussed and practiced. Much time is
ven to the ~tudy of the research theme and its related parts (taking notes, oute, footnotes, bibliography, paraphrase, precis, et cetera).

GLISH III - COlLEGE PREPARATORY - Grade 11 - l unit - Prerequisite, English II
is course is intended to familiarize the student with the sJ.r.ills and knowledge
ecessa.ry for success in college English. Writing will be done on a weekly basis,
d the student can plan on progressing from the writing of an orderly paragraph to
the writing of a well organized essay. Literature study will include the greatest
of American writers including Faulkner, Hemingway, Steinbeck, Thurber, Frost,
oreau, Dickinson, and others. All genres including plays, essays, novels, short
stories, . .:..nd poems will be included in the selections read. Vocabulary words will
· e stud.:'..ed on a daily basis. There will be a review of grammar, capitalization,
and punctuation, followed by a study of correct usage and the finer points of
syntax. This course is recommended if the student plans on taking English IV-CP.
ENGLISH IV -- COLLEGE PREPARATORY - Elective - Grade 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite English III, College Preparatory or Standard
ill types of literature (short story, novel, drama, essay, and poetry) are read,
criticiaed, and evaluated. During the year the student is required to write an
investigative paper on a subject of his own choce (approved by the teacher). Minor
papers are assigned throughout the year. Some speeches are required. Semester one
begins with the writing of expository paragraphs (comparison, contrast, process,
cause and effect, etc.) stressing unity, development, and organization. Using the
same paragraph structures, the student moves on to writing the long expository
essays. The second seme6ter adds descriptive writing and argumentative writing.
Mechanical skills (grammar) and style skills are discussed with the student on an
individual basis as his needs become apparent.
ENGLISH IV -·STANDARD -- Elective - Grade 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, English III
Students will do work in the following areas: (1) vocabulary (daily assignments);
(2) composition: First semester is narrative and descriptive writing; second
semester, expository writing; (3) literature: One major literary work is studied
each nine weeks along with occasional readings in various types of exposition;
(4) p:ramroa.r and usage: Knowledge of basic grammar is assumed; students will work
with advanced principles of grammar and their application to writing; special
problems in punctuation, capitalization, and other aspects of mechanics are also
studied~
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
sh is the only foreign language offered. It is suggested tpat students who
1 in Spanish should plan for a minimum of two years of study. Three years
uggested for those who intend to continue with the same language in college,
the sequence arranged so that there is no break between high school and college.
years of study are recommended for those who want to be able to use the langwith a degree of proficiency.
1ain objective in studying Spanish is to develop the ability to comprehend,
:, read and write in the language. The ability to do this naturally will va:r:,
:ding to the level of the course. A secondary and yet important goal is to
.1 about the Spanish-speaking peoples and their countries.
The text series
; used is Invitacion al espanol by The :MacMillan Company.

!.fil!...l -- Elective - Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 - 1 unit
ents are introduced to the basic sound system of the language, limited. vocabu' basic structures and present tense verbs. Method of presentation is through
.tion and answers, drills, readings of cultural material. There are occasional
sessions in which taped materials are heard.
TISH II -- Elective - Grades 10, 11, 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, Spanish I
~l two is a continuation of basic structures and grammer. More verb tenses are
reduced. Approach is very similar to the first year. Students learn something
the various Spanish-speaking countries and a more in-depth study of Mexico
rough a separate Spanish reader and filmstrips).

1ITSH III -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit - }h'erequisite, Spanish II
:ic Spanish grammer and verb tenses will be largely completed by the end of the
!r. There is considerable emphasis on speaking through short speeches and disisions on interesting topics. Students learn to read and write letters and to
:i.d various sections of the newspaper (news, classified, ads, sports, entertainment)
~re are also one week cultural reading selections dealing with the history of
:tin and with the heres of Spain and Spanish America. Grammar and comprehension
e reinforced by a taped laboratory program.

ANISH IV-~ Elective - Grade 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, Spanish III
.e format of this course is similar to that of Spanish III. The grammar of this
:vel consists of some of the more detailed points of the language. Students learn
iscriptive writing, to read plays and to write dialogues. Students are exposed to
~ccrpts of Spanish literature of different time periods and to Spanish Art.
1pplementary readers are used as necessary in both upper level courses.

6J
HEALTH

ALTH OCCUPATIONS -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - l or 2 units - Prerequisite,
Biology and Consent of Administration
tudents are introduced to many careers open. in Heal th field. Basic anatomy and
ysiology are included along with medical terminology. Objectives include competency in first aid and fundamental skills essential to basic patient care. (onfue-job training is available for students, in some circumstances, on a limited
basis.) Limited to those students with special interests in health occupations.
1

~

-

Required - Grade 9, 10, 11, 12 - Prcm·1uisite x:ru.st be concurrently enrolled in
Physical Education
HOME EOONOMICS

loRIENTATION I1l"TO FOODS -- Electi VO

-

Grades 9, 10 -

!

unit

This course gives the student the fund[lZ!ontals in basic nutrition, diets, food
preparation and food service occupations. Mu~h emphasis is placed on planning
balanced menus. Each food group is studied in depth and then put into use in the
kitchen.
ORIENTATION INTO CHILD DEVELOPJ'vlENT -- Elective - Grades 9, 10 - } unit
A comprehensive course study of children from conception through 12 years of age.
Included are such units as understanding social, physical, and emotional development
of the child and learning of various kinds of employment related to child care
centers and other related occupations.
ORIENTATION INTO ROUSING A1TJ) HOl\'iE FURNISHINGS -- Elective - Grades 9, 10 - "ft unit
This course covers relationships of colors, period styles, lighting and wall,
ceiling and floor coverings. Also included are such units as selection and care
of equipment, accessories, and home furnishings as applicable to the field of interior decorating and other related occupations.
ORI~'NTATION INTO CLOTHING -- Elective - Grades 9, 10 - } unit
This course is designed to give the student knowledge of basic sewing skills, color,
line and design in clothing, textiles and clothing construction. A minimum of 2
garments must be completed as well as various samples required for completion of
the course.
SINGLE AND FAMILY LIVIUG -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - "ft unit
This course provides a basic understanding of self, family, and friends.

It
gives the student the fundamentals of how to "survive-on-your.;.own", as well as
recognizing and understanding responsibilities of becoming an adult, courtship,
marriage and parenthood.
PROFITABLE SEWING -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite: Orientation
into Clothing
Specialized learning experiences concerned with the fabrication and alteration by
hand and machine, of all types of men's, women's and children's clothing, as well
as construction of home furnishings and craft itemsc A year course.
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SOHAL .AND PROFESSIONAL FOOD SERVICES -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - l unit -

Prerequisite:

Orientation into Foods

course of study includes nutrition, meal planning and food buying, baking, meat
kery, food preservation, jelly cookery, sugar cookery, and other related food
paration units. Also offered are units covering all phases of food service
upations. Students will gain practical. experience by actually participating in
operation of the school cafeteria. This course may be taken by students who
e previously taken the advanced foods 6ourse. A year course.

LD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

11, 12 - l unit Orientation into Child Development

MID OCCUPATIONS -- Elective - Grades

Prerequisite:

s course is designed to provide students with :i:·elated instruction and. actual
'ning- in working with young children in a laboratory setting. The students
11 have opportunities to apply their lea:rnings about children through particiLtion in the school facilities, and planning and evaluation of group activities
rlch meet the needs of the young child. A year course.
ITERIOR DESIGN MID DECORATING SKILLS -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - l unit - Prerequisite: Orientation into Housing and Home Furnishings

s course is designed to let the student put into use the knowledge of coordinating
olor, line and design. The course offers units on fabrics, lighting, appliances,
11 treatments, window treatments, floor. treatments, and working floor plans. It
so works in conjunction with the building and trades program. Job opportunities
elated to the field and competencies needed for successful employment are emphasized
oughout the course. A year course.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
!£.§IC DRAFTING -- Elective - Grad.es

9, 10 -

!

Unit

lasic drafting is designed to acquaint the student with the many areas of drafting
nd assesses }).is interests and abilities in this field. The course includes basic
rinciples and skills in sketching and blueprint reading in oblique, isometric,
rthographic and perspective views. Experiences are given in basic use of instrum0nts
imensioning, scale reading and applied mathematics. Offered first semester.
RA]'TING -- Grades 11, 12 - 1 Unit - Prerequisite, Basic Drafting

(Elective)

his course is designed to give drafting experiences to help a student in future
raining in a technical field at a College or Un.iversit-y. Technical sketching exoriences and applied mathematics of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry
n oblique, isomet:dc, and orthographic views of drawing is the content of the firc.·t
emester of the course. In the second semester, the student receives precision draftng with instruments in oblique, isometric, orthographic, and perspective views. Reated experiences will include compiling techn:i.cal data and specifications in prepara-ion for drafting plans for production equipment. The elements of design, reading, . ·
nd blueprint making are given. Drafting experiences include the fields of mechanial, structural, architectural, electrical, and pattern development.

IC WOODS -- Elective - Grades 9, 10 -
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f unit.

s course is designed to introduce the student to wood working tools and processes,
wood working occupations in the construction industries. Manipulative training
ers the many ha.~d and machine tools uaed to cut, shape, and smooth wood. Various
, d projects are made. The student is charged the cost of materials. Project
ning involves sketching, blueprint reading and operational techniques. Related
~dies includ~ the commercial woods, lumber, arid lumbering, hand and power tools
dmachines, cutting tool theory and wood finishing. Offered second semester.

STRUCTION .AND MAINTENANCE TR.ADES (BUILDING TRADES) -- Elective - Grades 11, 12
2 Units - Prerequisite, Consent of Instructor
s two year course provides training for students interested and wanting to lP-arn
e const:r.uction trades. Practical trru.ning is ::provided by building a home in the
cupations of carpentry, masonry, residential wiring, plumbing, heating, roofing,
alling, insulation, painting, etc. Related classroom instruction to the various
nstruction occupations is provided.

SIC METALS -- Elective - Grades 9, 10 -

!

Unit

!his course is designed to explore the nature of metal and metal working occupations
to assist the student in his choice of work. Simple metal projects involving planning, bluep~int reading, cost computation, cutting, shaping, filing, grinding, joining, and finishing are made in bench metal, sheet metal, and art metal. Related
studies include commercial metals, layout, saws, and sawing, files and filing,
lbrasives, finishing, and metalworking occupations. Offered first semester.

MF.TAL TRADES, COMBINED --Elective - Grades ll, 12 - l or 2 Units - Prerequisite, Bani.
Metalfi•with a "C" or above standing.
This course is designed for a student who intends to work in some phase of metalwork.
Related studies include iron and steel and the ,other commercial metals,
sources-manufacture.
Shop activities of exercises and projects with related
studies include the following areas ~f metal work: , Bench Metal (forging, heat .
treating, sawing, filing, hand threading); Sheet Metal (pattern making, layout,
punching, forming, soldering, riveting).
The second semester includes shop
activities of exercises and projects with related studies to include the following areas of metal work: · Gas and Arc welding, Brazing, Machine metal, and
Foundry.
On-the-job training is available for students.

BASIC ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS-· Elective - Grades 9, 10 - \ Unit
This course provides activities and training ,fa basic exploratory nature in
electricity and electronics.
Students choosing this course should have an
interest in electronics and previous training in science and general mathematics.
Studies include the nature of electricity, electric generation, static electricity., magnetism, electro-magnets, electric measurement,, Ohm's Law, conductors,
insulators, safety, and electronic occupations.
Basic electrical activities·
include experiments on the J-E Experimenter, repair of household appliances,
and building electrical devices such as buzzers, motors, and sirnple radio
r·eceivers.
This course usecc the J•E Experiment.er and text by Miller and
CUlpepper.

·' I

tio

BCTRONIC OCCUPATIONS -- Elective - Grades ll, 12 - l or 2 Units - Prerequisite,

,., ·

Basic Electricity and Electronics and Mathematics
103 or 102

udents choosing this course should have the intention of pursuing one of the
ectronic occupati~ns with further training and experience.
Studies and
tivities include the electron theory, electrical measure, Ohm 1 s Law, resistors,
ries and parallel circuits, magnetic theory, and electro-magnets, and
easuring instruments. Electronic devices demonstrated and studied include
'ghting, heating, control switches, mechanical control, temperature control,
enerators, motors, auto ignitions, and house wiring. Dur:ing the second semester,
tUdies and activities include capacitance, LCR circuits and resonance,
lectrcnic tubes and transistors, radio receiver and transmitters, telephone,
· lifiers, power supplies, computer, radar, television and the laser.
Students
e encouraged to build appropriate electronic equipment from kits to suppleent their training.
This course utilizes the 3-Experimenter with text by
'ller and CUlpepper.
en-the-job training is available for students.
lODUCTION WOOD TECHNOLOGY MILLHORK AND C.AJ3DTET MAKING -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 1 Unit - Prerequisite~ Basic Drafting and Basic Woods with a "C"
average or above and consent of Instructor.

~s course is designed for a student who intends to· enter a millwork and cabinet mald
boupation or pursue further training. Project planning involves making of detailed
orking drawings, blueprint reading, th':! properties of various kinds of woods, and
perational techn.i~ues. E1.'l)eriences related to the production of wood products such E
oldings, trims a.~d panels as well as products such as furniture, store fixtures,
abinets and office equipment. The student is charged the cost of materials. Instrutions includes: experiences in cutting, shaping and assembling by means of hand
~ols and wood working machines; finishing and refinishing, installing hardware,
md tool and machine maintenanc9.

:MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS 101 PRACTICAL I'1.ATEEr1ATICS

-- Elective - Grade 9 - 1 unit

A review of the basic operations of arithmetic using integers, decimals, and fraction
with an emphasis on the everyday practical use of mathematics. Mathematics 101, 102,
or 103 is required for graduation.
}IA.TEEI'1.ATICS 102 (INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA - FIRST YEAR) -- Elective - Grade 9, 10, 11,
12 - 1 unit
A careful transition from arithmetic to algebra for students needing more time and
background to succ 1 in algebra. Algebraic concepts are introduced at a slower
rate with more tir·· ,,f~ing spent on applying each concept to problems. Some of the
topics covered are; linear equations, inequalities, relations, functions, and
graphs. Mathematics 102 covers the material usually covered in the first semester oi
an algebra course. Mathematics 101, 102 or 103 is required for graduation.

Algebra I stresses both the structure of algebra and the development of computational
problem-solving skills. Structure P.nd properties of real numbers are reviewed and
extended while problem-solving techniques 2..re developed for various types of problems
such as those dealing with mixtures, unifOl."lil motion, work, percent, and so on •
. Equations, inequalities, polynomials, and functions are simply, yet thoroughly treatd,

MATHEMATICS 202 (IliJTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA - SECOND YEAR) -- Elective - Grade 10, 11,
12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, Mathematics 102
Mathematics 202 along with Mathematics 102 constitutes an introductory course to
Secondary Mathematics. Mathematics 102 and 202 complete the materials usually found
in a first year .Algebra course. Some of the topics covered are: operations with
polynomials, systems of linear equations and inequalities, rational expressions, and
quadratic equations.
MATHEMATICS 203 (GEOM!!,"'TRY)

Elective - Grades 10, 11, 12 - 1 unit~ Prerequisite,
Mathematics 103 or 202

Geometry stresses both the basic structure of geometry and proficiency in developing
formal proofs. A gradual approach to formal proof begins in the very first chapter
and continues throughout the text. Algebraic skills are reviewed and. strengthened
as algebraic methods are applied to solving problems in geometry. The course includes work in the following areas: angles, perpendicular lines, parallel lines
and planes, congruent triangles, similar polygons, right trinngles, circles, area
and volumes, construe ':.ion and loci, and coordinate geometry. A minimULl grade of
''C" in .Algebra I is suggested for those students enrollin1; in Geometry.
~
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MATHEl'1ATICS 303~.ADVAllC:E}I?__ALGEBRA) -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - l unit

Prerequisite, Mathematics 203
The basic purpose of Advanced Algebra is to build upon the student's present mathematical knowledge and to introduce him to new mathematical concepts. The first part
of the course seeks to increase and deepen his working skills with linear functions
and relations, systems of equations, polynomials, rational expressions, and radicals.
Introduction is then made to the ideas of determinants, sequence and series, quadratic relations and functions, complex numbersli' eJq_:ionents, and logarithms. A minimum grade of "C" in Geometry is suggested for those students enrolling in Advanced
Algebra.
MATRET1ATICS h0'3 SENIOR MATHENATICS)

Elective - Grade 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite,
Mathematics 303

The Senior Nath course serves as a preparation for some of the work found in begi:nning college mathematics courses as ,-rell as serving as a terminal course for
students who do not plan to continue a fm:wal study of matheI:J.atic~~. A working
knowledge of elementary and inte:rmediate algebra and plane geometry is expected
of the student. The first half of the year deals with the circular and trigonometric
functions. During the secona_ half, a continuation of the stud;,t of analytical
geometry a...vi.d vectors will be made. As time :pormi ts 9 the student uill have an
opportunity for additional study or for an introduction to Dorne or all of the following areas: relation and function 9 complex numbers, logarithms, polynomial functions,
matrices and determinants, and polar coordinates.
A minimum grade of "B 11 in Advanced Algebra is suggested for those students enrolling
in Senior :Math.
Elective - Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit
Prerequisite, 101 9 or l.'fath3matics 102,
and/or 202 9 or Mathematics"~l03
Technical Math is a course where mathematical applications of technical problems
are stressed. The course wi11 include sections on math review, elementar.r computer
functions, measurement and measuring instruments (calipers and micrometers),
logarithms, slide rules, geometry, equations, rations, g-.caJ)hing, algebraic facto:::·ing,
and elementary trigonometry. rr·his course is basically designed for the needs of
those not planning to attend a !i year college or tho.se ,1bo are not going on to coJ.1eg
but need some technical mathematic ability.

MATHEMATICS 401 (TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS II) (TECHNICAL PHYSICS2 -- Elective Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, Mathematics
301, or Mathematics 103, or Mathematics 202, or
Mathematics 203
Technical physics is a course in mathematical applications to physics concepts and
problems. It differs from the regular physics course in that the necessary mathematics are taught along with the physics concepts. It is recommended for the
student who
interested in learning physics but is uncertain about his mathematical background.
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MUSIC
BAND

Elective - Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 -

i

unit

Upon completion of prerequisites and with the approval of the director, high school
instrumentalists may participate in the VJlla. Grove lligh School Iland. During
marching season the bc.U'ld performs in several parades and marching competitions as
well as at all home football games. Four main concerts are given during the yaar-a Pops Concert, Christmas Concert, Mid-Hinter Concert and a Spring Concert. Students
are required to participate in the I.II. S.A. Solo a...Yld Ensemble Contest every spring
either as a soloist, accompanist or in an ensemble. The band also competes in the
I.H. S.A. Organization Contest. Students may participate in the voltmteer Pep :Sand
which performs at all home basketball games. If selected, students may also participate in the Villa Grove Jazz Band.
CHORUS

Elective - Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 - } unit

The chorus is a mixed group that performs SATB music. Selected members perform in
small ensembles. The chorus participates in several concerts and assemblies throughout the year and also sponsors the High School musicals.
1,msrc THEORY

I - Elective - Grades 11, 12 -

i-

unit - Prerequi.si te~ Consent of

Instructor·
This course will review the basic pitch, chord, and. voice leading relationchips
that constitute tonality. Students will also demonstr·ate an understanding of
instrument t:r·anspositions and practical ranges by arranging pieces for various size
ensembles. Students will be asked to harmonize melodies, a:r.ra..'1ge for small groups,
and write original compositions. Class size is limited to 10.
-

MO'SI_C THEORY II -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - -~- unit - Prereq_uisi te, Nusic Theory I
and consent of the Instructor
This course will be a continuance of I"111sic Theory I with emrhasis on original coroposi tion. EJq1loration of different music i::tylcs, pa Gt: and present, will be made with

the intent to broaden and shat'pen the students musical perceptions.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

rs

PHYSICAL EDUCATION -- Required - Grades

9,

10, 11, 12 - ~ unit

e purpose of physical education is to develop the students physically, mentally
,d psychologically.

To accomplish this feat, our program has geared itself toward
The various activities will enhance the students' knowledge
iWard sports through participation. In our program, we will emphasize bbth the
1dividual sports as well as the team sports. Therefore, each student must learn
1 gain confidence in himself a..~d·still must be able to work with others to achieve.
~ objectives in physical education are to achieve physical fitness, to ease the
msion of the students, and to open the students for the new and old game activiles in order that they may be able to learn as well as to have fun by getting in>lved. Then, perhaps, in the future, he will stay active both physically and
)cially through participating in recreational games. In our program, the individual
ports include archery, gymnastics, track, badminton, weight training, and tumbling;
rule our team sports are flag football, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyba.11,
odgeball, and pin baseball.
..
IRLS PHYSICAL EDUCATION -- Required - Grades 9, 10, llj 12 unit
1e · individual child.

i

he course will consist of a wide variety of activities in the areas of individual
,ports, team sports, and rhythmics. ':['he main aims of the course are (1) to cul tiva.te
•ecreational interests in physical activities, especially lifetime sports, (2) to
levelop an awareness and appreciation of movement and physical activities in sel.f
md others, (3) to realize the irn1Jortancc of activity to one's own well being? and
:4) to develop a working knowledge and understanding of a broad scope of physical
i.cti vi ties both as a spectator a.rid as a participant. 'I·he req_uired gym uniform
}onsists of white ankle socks, white girl's tennis shoes, and the n.pproved royal blue
md white kni. t gym suit •
.lost of the act:i.yities are co-oducr;tional.

SCIENCE
ilfil'JElt.AL SCIW•JCE -- Elective - Grade

9 - 1 unit

:'his course is designed t.o acquaint the student with a basic program in the area of
)Oth the 1i ving envircmme:()t end t.he r:ihyn.i.co..1 environment. Tbi s is a courHe in
,.rhich modern concepts of l):i.olcrry and physical se1ence aT(J simply ancl clearly set
forth. It is dec3igned no e, yi:JaL' co\11:·u:-: with one semester devoted to the Living
::nvironment and one crr":esto-c· de . ,.;otc;d to the Physical EnvironJncnt. Students tal~ing
3:encral science will mo::~t Jj.lrnly to:rminG,te their need or interest in science with
this cour~e. A teem teach:1.l1g ,:i.pproach will enr.:tch and :i,,rovido va.J'.'iety to the program. This course sat2.nf:Les the sci.ence rcquirc).,1ent.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE -- Elective - Grades 9 9 10 - 1 unit, Prerequisite, Mathematics 103,
or 102, or concurrently e:n.roll ed.
P?ysical science is a basic introduction to cher1istry and physics. The investigative·
approach to problem solving is e1n1)hasizod ,dth ·the stuclent :performing a large variety
of experiments during the yeal.'c Students f1hould be en:rolled concurrentl;r in either
algebra or introduction to alge'i:.,:ra.. '.l:'hi.s course shonJ.d be taken in prcpa.rc;.tion for
biology, chemistry and physics.
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:NERAL BIOLOGY -- Elective - Grades 10, 11, 12 - 1 unit, Prerequisite, Physical

Science or General Science
ineral Biology is a course designed to provide sufficient challenge to those students
Lterested in the Living World and who will most likely continue their interest in
iience while in high school. The course is designed to cover a series of major
~emes; science as investigation and inquiry; complementarity of structure and
'motion; diversity of type and unity of pattern; change of organisms through time;
omplementarity of the organisms and its environment; regulation and homeostasis;
ealth and disease; and the biological bases of behavior.
HEMISTRY -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite, Physical Science and
Mathematics 103 or 202
his course will provide a basic understanding of the interaction of matter and

nergy. Problem solving, concepts of matter, and laboratory techniques will be
leveloped. Chemistry will provide a very needed background to any student planning
1ome later work in science and to those students who need a fuller understanding of
he natural world.
RYSICS -- Elective - Grades 11, 12 - 1 unit - Prerequisite - Advanced Algebra or
concurrently enrolled, ·
Chemistry recommended but not required.
Ising a combination of qualitative description and mathematics, the following topics
~e dealt with in the study of physics: mechanics (forces, lineax and circular
notion, energy, work, and power) and principles of electricity and magnetism. If
time permits,. ccditional topics in electricity and topics in heat, light, atomic
theoJzy and nuclear energy will be discussed. Laboratory work making use of the
liscovery approach on the part of the student is employed as frequently as possible.
A minimum grade of 11 c11 in Geometry is suggested for those students enrolling in
Physics.
·'

liTECID..TICAL PHYSICS -- (See Mathematics 401, Page 21)

ENVIROWJ'·TENTAL STUJ)IES

Elective - Grades 11, 12 - Prerequisite - Eiology Plus one
additional unit of Science and consent of Instructor

This course is designed to providt~ students with field,10rk, methods of laboratory
techniques, and practical t0ch..niques in tri0 pJ.ant-c:.nimal :r•3latecl biomes. Students
will collect and prepare specimens in bar;ic areas of local flora~ entomology and
lower vertebrate animals. This cou.1.'se is str:·uctured for r-ituaents seriously interestecl in life sciences. Students will also be asked to pa.rticipate in Saturday
field excursions and rnini-lectm:·es to elementaxy grade levels.
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SOCII\L STUDIES
REGIONAL STUDIES -- Elective - Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 - 1 Unit

.'his is a one-year course designed to bring the student up to date on his world.
is divided into 4 regional areas: (1) 'Ihe Asiatic countri.es of China, Japan,
mdia and all.of Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos) (2) African and
fiddle Eastern nations which includes the nations of Africa, Israel, Jordan,
Syria, Lebanon and Iraq (3) The Latin American nations including the countries
of South America and those of Central America (4) and the Soviet Union,andr~ope
the process of covering each regional area, the current hotspots will be
discussed in light of the historical development of that country or area, the
geography, the cultural traditions and customs, the politic al situation, and
the economic capability of each area.
Emphasis wi.11 be placed on modern
trends and the course content will vary depending on student interests and
current develnpments in that area.
This course is recommended primarily for
freshmen but can be taken by any interested student.

:t

WORLD HISTORY -- Elective - Grades 10, 11, 12 - 1 Unit

This is a survey course of the history of mankind with special emphasis on
the develr1pnent of Western civilization.
The first semester will be a brief
su:rvey of the ancient civilizat.itins, the Middle .Ages, and the emergence of
modern Europe.
The sec::md S€mester will begin with the major political
revolutions, the rise of na tionalirnn, and the age of unification.
Imperialism
and the two world wars will also be studied and evaluatedn
The post world war
era will also be discussed.
Workbooks, library materials, and audio-visual
aids will be used where apprcr.2riate.
AMERICAN GOVEHWMENT -- Elective - Grade 12 - ~ Unit
T:his course is designed to acquaint the student with the federal government-its development and its operation today.
Specj_al emphasis is devoted to the
three branches of gnvernment--Executive, Legislative and Judicial.
The role
of the President as both domestic and forc:ign affairs leader will be discussed;
the workings of the Cc·ngress are studied with particular emphasis on cur.rent
Congressional action and mcrnbcrsh.1p; and the court system and court decisions
are revirmed, especially as they affect. you.rig adults.
Development of the
majo:r political parties, their organization, and operation will be discussed.
current governmentci1 problems Rnd policies are emphasized based on pa.st events
and future e:>.rpectations.
As time permits, American foreign policy will be
discussecle
SUggested for the student interested in government or the collegebound.
Elective - Grade 11, ·12. - 12 Unit
This semester elective course is designed for the otudent interested in
people--their culture erid their behavior.
some of the topics covered during
the semester include:
yeuth rebellion, the A1;1oric[m culture now and in the
future., cultural inst.itut:tons, marriage and family living, and daath.
The
class is primarily discussion and uill be student. oriented.
Individual
thinking and class participation will be necessary.
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Elective - Grade 11, 12 - 1 unit

is the science of behavior. This course concentrates on the social and
pects of behavior. Although it includes the principles and theories of
ology, ways and means tow!ll'd good emotion'.;]. and mental health, and applib.ese principles in the everycay lives of students, the emphasis is on
out yourself and other people. Psychology helps students in personal
rson9-l relationships with people. It is a personal and practical course
b.elp the student understand himself, his family, and his friends. It
ied now a.."'ld in the futu:re. The class is strongly based on class disparticipation. Students are encouraged to discuss their own eArperiences
tions.

!, -'.'.:'. Require4 - Grade 11 - 1 unit

concentrates primarily on the time period from the Civil War to the
ome of the major topics to be discussed include: the American West,
-.American War, World War I, the Roaring Twenties, the Depression Years,
I, and the r.old War. Recent U.S. IliBtory covering the 19.50' s, 1960' s
970' s will also be discusGed.. A brief summary of events which occur
6 and 1860 is included a.t the begin..'ll.ng of the course to develop con~

nit is taught on the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution 9
s Corwti tution ru1d tho flag to enable the student to pass a test on these
required by state law.

nts will be discussecl frequently in conte:;d; with historical events and

cial clays.

e e:>..'})ected to take class notes, become involved in class clisc,.1.ssions,
icipate in special projects. Ii'ilrns, records, and outside speakers ·will
n available.

SPETJ;CH

Elective - Grades 11 s 12 - l

a course des:i.gned.
PubJ.ic
1 and drama rnay be
16 ma.terJ.al, vocal

U.YJ.i t

to acquaint; students with the fundarn:::ntal forms of

speald.ng and. oral J.nte:r:9retation ate cmphasiz,od but
1.P.he:rc m·o experience:-:; in e:1:l·,herinc;,
organiz:i.ng,
urm[.~8, t0chniqueo in introductions n..ud conclusions 1
md intorpreta'Gion 9 chri:r.aotcriz,ation 7 physical nnc1 vocal development, ~nd

m.ication.

inclurkcl.

Huch time is given 1n class to prepare presentations and to work 1nr ,vi th the teacher. Emphasis is placed on rr~,ctical exp~rienc? and perLn the classroom. Ju1 overall avel:agc of "C" is recor.mnended prior to en1 speech.

18 •
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l nWJ.bor of required courses

9

r

Physical Education counted once; not 4 tir:ios for the numbe:::- of yea.rs a student is required to
select P.E. Our :required Health course is also included in this cou.nt. We have special
pennission from the state Office to offer Heri.l th and p .E. tor;ether.

I, Inclucles three y.ears of D.1glish, which is required, 1:r..i.t the student has two choices of English
at both the sophor.10rc 2.11d junior levels.
Includes one year of Matho.::a.tics, which is required, but the stud.ent ha.s three choices of Uath
at the Frosllrn:.lJ1 level.
Includes one quarter of Driver's Ji:Ciucri.tion,
Heal th J:Jluca t:i.on counted once not four t:imo s for the nu;nber of years a student must select
Health for 6 wee:,: s per year.
'.11 nu.,:ibor of elective courses

61

.) Inclwle::; all scrnc~;t.cr c:,;,i.rses.
;) Include:; all conrscs from which a l;l"f.l.ducetion rcqni.rc:::1cn-:; r:ay be chosen.
:) JncJ.ud.c :; band and chorus.
:) Jn0Ju,Jc3 C.W.T.
,tal m.i:;,ber of courses open to stmlcnts
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7).~
Ability Groupings

COURSES \VHERE GROUPING OCCURS

GRADE AT
\Vmcu
GROUPING Is
CARRIED ON

NUMBER OF
LEVELS USED

9

4

FACTORS USED IN GROUPING

"--

Example:
English I

-----

Reading, grades, IQ, teachers

_______ - - - "10

2

AchieYcment scores on st2.nd.n.rdizcd

Entlish IT.I

11

2

tests, i;r-.1.dc s earned to date in

Eni:;lish IT

12

2

course work and tc:J.cher recomt:i.enl:J. tio ns

9

3

En[;lish II

"""

--

----

--

-"

· Ma thcma. tics

-

101

--------

102

----

-··

103

--------·

Science
-

-

--·-·-----

-

.

2

9

General

---

..

Physic;:1,l
----

----·-----

-----------------·--

-"

-

-

·-

.

Evaluatim:rn
a) How adequate C1nd appropriate a.re offerings for the youf.h of the com1imnity?
b) How well do oJJerings contribute to attainment of the stated objecti1;es of the school?
c) How well balanced arc offerings in relation to the needs of stu.dents mul the comrriunity?

no
no

na

2(V4
2 3)7,1
2 38
/;\

B. ORGAl·HZfi.TION OF OFFERiNGS
Chocldist
The pattern of cour,.e offerings an<l special
arrangements:
1. Implements the principles and objectives
of the school.
2. Has been developed out of :m analysis of
the educational needs of youth.
3. Provides o:rguni2.ed sequences of cours,2s.
4. Provides for students at different ability
levels and with differing needs.

na

na
na

na

26)4
2 3{1)
2 3 [)

<:v4

5~ Provides a flexibility in iirr10 allotmt~ntse
G. Implements a balanced and appropri;,te
program.
'i'. Provides for special intcre,Jts and talsnts
of students. .
8. Is 22.2essed periodicaJiy to determine
needed changes.

na

2

0

na

2 3 4

".

2@4
3G)

Su.pplementcrry Dcrta
1. Describe briefly all types of team teaching arrangements.
In Physical }~ducat:..on, the tc~chcrs · \•rort: tor;ethc;:" in co-educational o.ctivitics.
In. Genc:r·a.l Scit~nce t"\·'to tea.chcr-!1 c2.,ch teach theJ.1~ :.peciaili tie:;. Gen.eraJ. Sc icnce rrtu:-lcn ts sir::1 Ui? fo:r
both toac;1ors.
In the voca,t.i.c,:i;i.l area, the Interior ;p:;:i..1:;n and r;,ocorati::i[( },kills class pln.:1c -t.he clccor for tho huild:i.n;i
trades houses.

2. Describe briefly any flexible scheduling practices.
Does not apply.

Confin11ed cm next page
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B. ORGANIZATION OF OFFERINGS-Continued

pplementary Data-Continued
List the fields of study or courses for which the following are available:
1)

Ability-grouped sequences
English II, III and

rr

General Science 101, Physical

<l)

Ungraded classes
Physical }~ducation

Science 103

i) Departmental learning laboratories

Ma th 1 01 , 102, 103

,) Remedial programs
English _IIA ___ J___ _________ _

------ -----------------

Pmctic~l U1.th 101

e) Summer school

Ti tlc _I - _Le:i.rning _Di s'.l. bility

Spanish

Aericulturc

Ch<:mistry

Ind • Art s

Physics

Science Protr::u:.1s

Homo Ee.

Typint

Du.ildinf:! Trades

Title I

--·-·---------------------

Uone
j) Correspondence study

Gencra.l Science

:) Programs for the academically
talented
(1) Advanced placement
En[;lish_.TII

_c.p. ---------

------·-------

B:t sod on imli vidu::i.l noeu_ __

},miercan School, Chic2.::;o
-------------------

-------------------/) Television

En(;lish rr C.P.
AdV. ~.la th 403

to all departrr:ont :.;

-------------

le)

Team teaching

Cm:crn.l science

Chc:mis i;ry
---~-·-·-···"-----·---------------Pliy sics

Phy :,lcal Ei:luc::t:i.on

---·-··----

(2) Honors courses

Hone

g) Programed materials

----·-·~-----------__ Ch~::ri.S°LI"J - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - -

----------------

Physics

(3) Advanced seminars
None.

,H·though sonc cla.s :,es

do incorporate open fol"lL":l
type discussion

h) Teacher aides

__!,ibrory helper

l) Large-group arrangement

None

SECTION 4 • CU~ICULUM
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B. ORGANIZATION OF OFFERING$-Continued
m) Small-group arrangement

within individual clasr,room

--------·-------- ····-·----

n) Independent study

E.nvironoontal study.

o) Other

Tech Math I a.nd II

-------·- ·------·--- - - - - - Spa.nish III, rv
----·-----------A:t TII, rl

- - - - - --·----------

---·-----------------·-··-···

...

------··----·----

Evaluations
a) I-low well does the curricular pattern serve the common needs of all students?
b) HO'io well do offe·rin.gs so·1;e different a.bilit·y levels and needs? .
c) How well does the pattern of offerings provide for sequential study?
d) How well is the progra.,n of offerings organized so that each student has opportu.nity, under guidance,
to plan a balanced educational program?
e) How responsive is the program to change?

Comments

na
na

2~4
2 3 4

no

2 3Q

no

2&!

na

2 3

4

J..l.

V.l..1"'1.U~.1.1.'"'""'" 4 w_.

-

... _

----

__ _

This section summarizes general characteristics of instructional activities in all areas of the program of studies. Instructional activities related to specific fields of study are considered in the subsections related to the respective fields.

Checklist

1. Instruction is planned to contribute to
the school's objectives.
2. Instruction in each course is directed toward clearly formulated, comprehensive
objectives j;hat have been cooperatively
developed and adopted by the nppropriate authority.· .
3. There is evidence of careful planning•
and preparation by the teachers for
motivation of the students.
4. Student purposes are served through the
identification of their needs a11d interests and the use of their experiences in
the planning and direction of instructional activities.
5. Extensive use of varied educational
media, through the library and other
sources, characterizes 1.he school's instructional activities. .
6. Instruction is individualized through
such techniques as grouping of students .
with particular needs, differentinted assignments, and 8ingle-stndent instruction.

7. Community resources are used to enrich the instructional program. .
8. Teachers work cooperatively, under responsible leadership, in coordinating instruction.
9. -There is indication that the teaching of
content material is looked upon as a
means to education, rather than as an
end in itself.
10. Most of the activities in the representative classroom are student centered, with
wide student involvement.
11. In its furnishings, equipment, and nrrangements, the classroom has the attributes of a laboratory for learning.
12.

no

12(})4

na

1 2(v4

no

2 3 4

E-;cduo.iions

a) Ifow adeqnate is the planning and preparntion for instruction?
b) ll ow adequate is instn1ction in ifs general characteristics to meet the particular needs of individual
E:t'ildcnts in the llchool? .

no
no

c) How a.derzucde is instruction in its gcnerctl chr_rnctcristics to ·iiieet the common n(!ecls of all students in

the school?
d) To what extent is a ve,,·ilf;y of inslruc(.ioiwl ma/.erials used?

e) To iolutt c,rtent are comm.unity rc.1ourccs ·used?
f) 'To what. extent is hlsi.ruction related to course objectives?
g) Hmu good in the qua!{t11 c,f instruciional o.ctivitics U:ro·u[Jhou,i; the school?
h) How satisfrwt:orily is faef,1wl ki;.oi:..'ledge i;"cr,ted as th:: means lo, rcdhcr ihan the end of, ed,:catioci?
i) '.l'o whnt e:ctwt do cfossrnom prrcrdurcs permit stnden;'s to share in the phnniny, Urn implnncnla,tion,
o..nd the evaluation of thc'ir le2rni:.:; experfr11ce.-:? .

no
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III. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES
f Curriculum development activities include both those conducted within the school and those of larger educational
/nits, such as city, district, county, and state agencies, when these contribute to the development of the school's curricuAll of these activities should be considered in the checklists and evaluations of this division.

im.

hecklist

l'1. Curriculum
I
I
I2.

I

3.
1
1

1

I

4,

'

; 5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

lL

development procedures include analysis of student needs, commu-.
nity needs, and the relationship of these
to needs of the total society. .
The local staff members make use of national, regional, and state resources for
curriculum development. .
All staff members have the opportunity
to participate in curriculum development processes that include consideration both of sequential progression
within specific discipL1es and of the
total curriculum of the ,;chool.
Curriculum development procedures pro\'ide for the development of new content.
Teachers are relieved of other assignments to assist in curriculum development.
Funds are provided for curriculum pl:ui1,dng and developm:mt.
Parents and other community by leaders
are involved in curriculum development
ac~tivities.
Sng.c:cstiow; of students arc considered
in cnrriculmn dcvclopn:ent.
Professional con:,ulL,ni:s are used in curriculum dcvclopmrnt procedtire,,,
Curri.culun1 development ,viLhin the
Pchool is coordinatd wiLl1 tbat of the
district or other l,,rg,cr nnits.
Curriculum dcvcl,Jrmicnt lJi'OCi'.ilures provide for the evalt1:,tion of sbcfont
growth.

na 1

na

na

1 2@4

2

3G)

30
naG) 2 3

no

2

4

na(I)2

3 4

110

1(2)3

4

no

1W3

4

na

1 2

3(91I

12. Provision is made for interdisciplinary
communication leading to coordination,
integration, and articulation of subject
areas.
13. Curriculum development provides for the
incorporation of new knowledge of
learning procedures. .
14. Curriculum development procedures include the use of (place a check in front
of those used) :
__3; __ Follow-up studies of all students
who have left school.
- ~ Analysis of reasons for student
failures.
_?.:._ Study of curricular materials used
in other schools.
__::~ Study of reports of research.
x _ Continuous evaluation of the educational program.
__:y: __ Studies of the community served by
the school.
x __ Experimentation with new materirdJ nnd procedures.
..:~- Publications of Blate departments
of education and of stnte, regional, and
nation:.~! or[[anizations and ar,cnciefl.
r-·
l D,

110

na 1 2

na 1 2

110

1

1 2

Suppimm,ntm'y Data

1. Indicate your organizational pattern. and procedures for curriculum development.
Pk1c;c I - }.:v:'.\J:1.,~. ti0n
P}l:1.;~e I I - I\;\rclc'.t~:·:i~;:1·~.::..l
L.... RcYic7r of prcsc.at C'..1..r:'1 .. J...:-::uJ.1::::1
Ji. .. G·.:intc~1t
I3. lbpill.1. s .i ~{- rT.r1'1 ·t>-~~:.::1.cr1
1 • Conter1t.
2. 1·,n.~t-~..Cncn
c. ~.-:ethodolo(:l C!.r\J. _(.p}Yt·or.:.cl1e 8

n,,

3. 1.iethoU.o lo1tl··A~;p;""cJ.Ch.c s
Crit5.c,1l An::.i.ly,,:,.J

Evalucctfons

i~ only ~;~-1tr;c r:. tc'l prc·:;e·:u.~~.,::,,J.
pattorn. It i~ not r~ ... :c~~-:. .• h:1.t

p:'l:'"se I I I "" ;;;,1.torI:.~.:,-:;·t:plG,1'..;nt;d:i.on

2~2-. thcr ~-.'le~,:.il,lc a;1:l Dpeno:~-'.icd.,
<le1.H~:nd ~::nt upon co~1.tr·it;ni,~\ons ·b~t

l1hf~se IV .. Ev~J.lu.a t·i.on

n1m:1bo~~; of the cur2"ic-..1.lu::1 ;; tu(l.)"~

-4

COL.rJ.ttcc.

a) To what extent has the r;taff participt!ted in curriculmn development? .

na

b) To what extent are reswrcc1, s1wh as 1;-1al.erials and speciaJistr. available for use ?°n curriculum study?
c) To what e:-ctent are resources such as materials awi specialists ·used in c·urricufam study?
d) To what extent do curriculum development vrocedures recognize the needs of sti1dents and the community served?

na

Comu1«:ints

na

2(]) I,

30

2
2G)4

no 1 2

:{y
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IV. EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES
In this section, the methods of evaluating the curric~llum are to be summarized.
1. What procedures does the school use to evaluate the total curriculum in light of the objectives stated in Section 3,

"Philosophy and Objectives"?

Citizens Con:uttee;:;, School Bo:J.rd, faculty) parents and students play important roles in total curriculv..."TI. cvJ.luation. TI1c guicl::.ncc counselor n.nu ad..--:iinistrator t:n:our:h collc[:o a:cticn.lation conferences
r;athcr student feedback fror:1 :'on:101· stuclc:rrts on collcJc campuses 2.b:mt our c,i.rricuhu-.1 for coller;c bouncl
students. Follovr up stu,lics, Sk.tc ,;ccoi:;nition Reports, liorth Central Visitation and self e·,a.ltl3.ti.on both
for vocatio:1al and. collq;c ;):::·op cour::;.c:; provide further :i,nput for asse:;si.:1ont of uchool. p:::'01.;rar:1:::.
Co1:1p2.rativ·c studies :1.nd di~;cu3sio~1 a:rc cont::.n(YU.3 tlu.·~o-:.tthou.t each scb.ool :tea.r throut;h institutes, 1·roY·kshops and forr.l.'.11 and. :i.ll.i'on:-..:.1.l :ii s:::·J.s :::\.on. }'~ach spring all curriculum areas a.re discu.s seJ. and upda tc<l.
n.ncl upirac1cd,

2. How well are stared objectives being mot as determined from observed student behavior?
11'.any student;; a.re t~~·:inr! 5 n.nd (1 i.1.ni-Ls of ·vrort: cnrcn thouJh thcJ- n.rc onl:r required to carry 4 ttnit;;.
n,..1ildini J:~acle~~, c.·:-'T.:!.\ and othe-:" oc<..~pr-ttio~10.1 }:JY(~i~c.r:1s iJ:1 bu3:i.J1c!ss, a.&ricultt:.re, i.ndust:!.--i;-i..lly c~.~·nn-..
tcU., and })Cr 0on2.. l :;crvice :x.~ ti sfy fairly 1-rcll the J1ce:l s of t.ho r.c students plan:nin& enter in[: the field
of ·worl: ilrr:1cd :i.a. tely· f ollo',rin( hi~h 3cf1ool tr:.1d.u:'.',, tion or ·rrho plr.ln further vo-tcch t::.. . 2.~.nin(1 • Cu2 collete
bound st,,clcnt app,::,rn:' to be ::,·.ck.i.n1t it (],Ui tc T:ell in co1lci(C.
In spite of alJ our ct~. c,::. ~s l!~iv1·cvo1.. thc1~c is s tiJ.l a S'.Jall pcrccnta.t::c of stuc1 cnt s ·vrl th sc,rcrc c::;x>tion:_!,,:1~
pro blcr.13 thn.t :tre not bcir:.( rc2.chc:J.•

3. How and to what extent doe:; fr1e staff ecquire bwwledge of the characteristics of individual students (e.g., through
the results of standardized tests; studies of interests, attitudes, peer group relations, family hackgrounJ, and future plans) ? How does the staff use such information?
Cun1ulatiye fo1dc:::-s ~-.,.re 1:~~"".i~1t;_·~incd fo!" en.ch rit·u..Ucnt. Th,.:y contr.. in pc.st l)Crfon·:11.riec ::rccc.:ca:,, s·-t:_1,n~la,rdi~~cd
te:;ti.nC dat;1., ~nd other po.c.. ti:~c~:nt i:1.i"'or1.;1..1.tioa ccnce::..--rd.ni1 t/n.e st~J,;lent. The folc:crs arc Cf.J1·~::.:.-·c:.."l1y locateJ.
and rc;1..C:ily ~"IJTi..ila.blc to each ~-e.J.chcr. Fu. .:r·thcr infor::\-:tion is 2.v~til:).cblc in 0-:.,,1.. C-J.idr111c.c o=L"fir;c, 0.J.so
:::.vn..i l~.1-.ilc ·~o tcachc:r·:;. J..fo st of 0\11... s tu. . .ff liyc: 0 ~·;ithin the co1:·1·r.1.11i t:, c~nd. l)ccc~u~-~e of oitl.. cn~:-rtr..1.n3. \y ~,i?,c
kr1J)1.·r r;.1ost :rD.~~lies f~i:!... J.y ··.·fr;l.l. 1Ihi :3 }:!1otrlcd..'.'.:c is cor;sc·~ur1icn.tcd -to other~ f.:i..cul ty r:1~;\.DlJc:,·"s .::..~; needed..
I1rfo:ri:;::!.. tion is us eel in 00:n.~~t:r1.1ctiV\.1 counsel int c\lHl p:ro£_~~--.iL1 planning for i~.1di Yichtal ~tu.d.c-;;·1~13.

4. D~.scribc the ac'hicvcnv~nt tc;:;tinc program of the school and how it is used to eYaluate and improve the curricu1um.
}Tc ~::1.;a:.1.-n z\re not t.c ::tet~ ..1. t 1::::'0. sc-n ·;, ·:.:Lv:ic ..
0y,t;CJ't"'~~1
v
--. . .;. ...... 1.

~; ~~:r·o

ti ·,tc::1

thr: :.: . ·~ic:;1~.1.1 J~(,:,:.,,e,;~ i.·l_o;-_;_a:J... ;).~;·ve:l OJ~:nc1? t r~,c st.

t,,,.....:><"'
~.-;:v....,

(·.

r':J.··q·r,',1
•'-·~-

~-1.,.
c,4

'(:i··1\
( J1.-..f'.l.)

,"""c·v•-',,-.~:.i1
•- .l:,J-~.::..1-,.·
.. ~

1.

1·.~-·~/)p"fr.-.,..-.1
u-.
. . ·•·" ... ~1'-'•'-·"'~*'..

''~Jlr:,,~r\._,,.,_,.,_,.,~i_.".-

·~1.-1-t•+
.i..'.Jd'-'

,.l
...
._:

lcJ·P{'
\
.......

/::'•'")
\,..>,·l..L

r•';~--.~~":·i~)
v;,,...•.!/···-~
-

<"'c,
... r,]'>('·'···,,.~
,_)..,.,_;.,
.... ,.,uV.1.·~,

J_;;':.:~) - ,Ju:--::":o:r J;T';;
·..:·:: lr::r!. SS)~s,.rc.l·!
~,.,)L!
f.Jf"' ... .-:, ..l.~
"',/·~~-\;·,
",.:.>rnl~-,,~,-.,
'"""'V ,-.J,-,.,cSw<•.',V
C'c•~\,,).- .... ~·-·.,, -"J)
·"·rt •
.•,;,,,,.1 ) - ., ••
_.
,,,c.o..,,.!.•,,
0·'l,Y'l°1r~"'f"

dl,;.4.,,.U.-.1....'

-

(".<'1\}A.
.f\..),.H.. ....
l),)

"Y'l"l''.l•:1
);.,
......,_, ....

'"I'('·~·....
...• ;,v

-

'1...-.·l-."·\u'c
,,J,,1,· .. ,

i.:.j_

Test (en

·1.T··t.;0·1~
1
,~,
.,,_ ,,L,.

c~ •• -.. ~-...
.;(•(·C" i:>,c·.,-+·1.'0 ..1~1
,..... +.:;.:..,~,;"'.I,.,_-~~
.. 1...1.-C"'""'""
\,.;.
. .., .,.-,
\'
·.~v.
! .. '·'-'
.,.;..J.Jv.1..vv:.,.;.c,
!:..,-.-111.,
,.,_,.)"

~ ..... ..,.

5. a) What follow-ur, studie1: of forr(1er students (gr:,duat.es and dropouts) are currently being conducted?
1110.re l1a·re :n.ot ·been (!..llY Hfor1r.;;..li7.cd" follu~·:-'J.ps clone for ·t;hc p:1.~t tv;o or three yco..r·s. J~0cau~;e o:? t.he
sr.').'-1.ll si~.c of the nchoc.l, :.1:.:1tl ( in s0:·;~0 c:.1 a,.1 s, tl1c la:r(e n:i.zo o:f f2:aily) ""',-;c a.re a.blu to 1::ecp up i1i ti.1 n.
11.~1,:1bcr of f orr1cr- r;r:da:l·'.:c s rm<l. their ac·tivi. tic:;.

b) Attach outlines of rtc•Jntly completed. follow-up studies and summarize briefly significant fi.ndings as they relate
to thc1 curriculum.
c)

Outline project.ed follow-up studies.
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IV. EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES-Continued
6. How do organizational devices such as the master schedule, individual student schedules, and course outlines reflect
staff efforts to implement objectives of the school's curriculum?
The curriculum is formulated largely by the professional staff. Their efforts arc reflected in both
the master and ir.dividu~l student scheclules. Teacher often :i.nitiates curricu.l::i,r cha:J.1~es and su1;[.(e$t
nmr proi:;rar:rn. '.11ic professiorn.l staff is responsible for writing the Pro1;r2.r.1 Plannint Guide .rh:i.ch is
[riven to each student. The materio.ls furnished by the faculty is then compiled by the ad.':linist:r·ation
and t;uidn.nce -counselor, The tcache!'s are [liven considerable freedom. to select materials and to
establish specific t:;oals and. objectives for ca.ch of the classes they tc:i.ch while opera.till£; within
the framcirerk of the philosop1:iy and· objectlvei:: of the school.

7. a) How do studrnts participate in evaluative procedures?
Teachers are cncou.ratcd to permit students to e\-d.}un.te their trochinr; tec1m:..ques. '.3tudcnts do
become involved in pro(;ress solf-ciYJ.luation in various classo:1. Aclr:iin::.stra:to~s a.nd the (,Uidance
cou...'1.selor do rocci ve ,1.cldit,ional feedback from -the s t1,clent body.

b) How are the studcnta and parents kept awm e of stu<lent progress?
stud on t rec port en.rd s a:::·(! isS\l.ei1 quarterly. 1/id--t(~x::1 pro:J:.~c.ss report~ [3.l:"O s'.;nt hotn0 to th~; ;-<tr~"'.l:::rts
of ::;tudents ,'iho r,.ro pi•::):-:fon:1:i.1:/ bclo;·r the ·~e:.<cc·i1er c;:pccki. t.i.r,n of the s tudc:,.". ;:;.:,d to r:::./ c:y\;;; of s htclnnV,
who arc perfo:c,::rl.ni:; wc}.J. h1 ::0hooJ., rcrr;orc..1 cont:::.ct, tclcp:,onc c::i.lls, or co::·1·c::.ponde;Icc by tc.::.chcrs,
8,tidancc counselor an1 a.ct-.1inist:·ators arc also uscU.

8. a) How and to what ex.tent are all teachers involYcd in evaluating the broad objective3 nnd design of the sd:iool's
curriculum'!
Jitte::::::d,s arc r:i:·:..dc to r:1ec.Jv i11divi1~.u:~?l:Ly -rri t~1 tc.?.. oJ;.e~"'f! on . . r. r0r;~1.J ar b~tsls to di:;c.·uss r.~:·i :-.·~c~:t c,f r.:-;.::.t'ilJ..l
concern incl\)..(~.:i_t(: cv;:i..~'~\::.~::tiqn o:l i.c~1chin/ ;:·:t~th:Jds, <:;dnc:::.t.!..0~1:1.l 0-:.1.tcor.n(.::;, [;..l)-:~ cu:rrionJ.1.1.:::1 C"{:.·t.~~.u-:~t:i~nn.
In f'o1r~1~~lizcd c';.::-:~1-·ie".(i.. .:.::1 ;:;tu.die:~;, te.')..che::c:J. 2.re i:nv·o11red Jn a.11 pill!,St!~I as \lc:·_;(;:r~il;cd on }.:.·:-;.~r:c . .ti} the
f irr.rt ph~t sc beit1;; th:.::L c.I CY~i):lrl t.5 on. rl.'~·1c.ce ax~c a.1 so j:t(1.1YthJ.y· J':, ~u.1 ty 1:r1ooti~.tl.i;; ~\ t whicii tic.c~ ·L~;er·c
m:i.y a.J.so l,c di1::oussion concernb,t; -~110 curr:l.cu..1u.:::i..

b) How do teachers evaluate the effectiveness of their own teaching?
Teachers are continuaJ.l:r cnco·..1ratc:l to ":::clf-cn,-:,1.u.c:te" thc:i.:r cffccti:vcnes;; on a conti:mous b::i.;;:i::;.
Some mv·o cmli:::tcd student cv,i.lu?.tion via uso of opinio:1aircs, qucs~io:1airc;;, otc.

c) What methods other than the above are used to evaluate teacher effectiveness?
1~orson:.i.l confcrcncen, room visitation and st·adcnt fcc:J.ba.ck, are the most cor:1non mctllods.
Continued c,,-, ncxl po9e
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IV. EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES-Continued
9. a) Hovv do laymen participate in an organized and constructive effort io cooperate with the professional staff in
evaluating the curriculum?
The school has rm active Citi::c;1s Consultinr; Co:nJj_ttcc which r:1.ects mo::ithly except durin1J the
S'Wrmcr rnonths. 1:~.ch r:ier:1bcr sor\··c:1 for a 3 yca1"" period. T~ei"!." :;u;:.~[cstions :.:1.rc a.ctiv·ely sou[;ht
for c~r'iculu."!1 ~":lpro,"'c!ncnt. Sepc~[.t·tc adv-1::;o:!:y councils arc U5Cll i11 all vocationo.l arca3 and

Title I areas.

b) List some constructive suggestions from la.ymen in the eommunity that have resulted in changer. in the cnr.ricu-

lum within the past four or five ye:n's.
C:i.tizc~:; ~c,,r:::iittc?. f;l'0":1Ps :'.liwc been :i.nstniI:J011t:.i.l in inf1,rnr,d.nt and n.s;:;istin[S :1.n dcvcloµ:::imrt. of
all c::-:;.,~ tJ~ni:: \Tocr:.. ~:1.on;!,.J. ;n·o~r::~~~3.
Consult :inrr Cc,r::.r:-~1. t;tce rr;CC-.'lbcrs }"'-:;.vc s:..,f~nt t:Lr:-ic :in $tu.d:t P.:nd dcvclo:::~lcn t, of rt stu.(lent )3ohn.-ri01:- n~.1J.
Dx·csn CuiUn in I'ecent . ,,-0[\r:J. ..r2~i1c ·,·r,c; c3n point to no ~!,1~1 .. -;.::J:ic01nrntssir·.:~ c1x.cric.:"J.lu.~ n.cJ.optcU., thc;.. . o
has l,ccn definite i::. ·~ into t1:c JY.cescnt cu.rricu1.a.r offeri~·i[~;.;a
It is very <liff:l.m:lt. to note sp~ccific lay su.r:;r.;estions th..1.t kwc directly re:,'.'.liocid. :b1 c·,~:::-ri.cul:.i.::·

chan;::cs.

Jr.::;·i'r pY~)rr~!~s arc ~,,,l\}'7:...ys initiatc:d on an e:,~;·1f;r.i1:--1c:nt:1:l b::.1.:; is. ~~ho ~HJ 1·rhi,::.h 1:.:t:ve r:1cJ:":it r.r t:..:::.. r., t:·,~~ _,:· ~~rt.1
adJ:tl..ni!,·:/::·..~ ti T~-e c\t.:-l~L'U."'L tion of .iv!::8 t1.. i<tl per:i.(Hl a;"c rr;t:i.3.,no-:i f.!,7'?J.} of l':()t1.::·se tho5e ",thic;1 dc,;1' t °!;:.i."".-"t: r:·::r5.·1,.
[;.J'C drvpp(•d •
0~1.r ~-:l)0C:~ :i.1 Cdl~Ca:t~) O:'!, pr01:-r:;,::1 OrncJ. C(.il(r·t!.Y\J, ti"~-c t·:'"'):t~}: }:'~'Jc J)~~:.!;,~1 a~C ·;)0+h eo::~1eGtc,.l. '..(.~. (:1
Diviii.oa of Voc:1.tio:1.~l n,~1~-~biJit\"!.,ic:n..
J.~nc::;c pror.f:t-;:.ixns a:rt! c0Hrt.:1..:r1-~Jy 1.1.r,.:.:~cr 0~~1J.. d.y· by l:~;th loc::.J.
di s·l<:~ict a.nJ tb.e r;pccial cclucatic1::1 di.strict~~

b) \VhAt z.rc som.e spe..~ific d1r,,ngc..'.l made in the sci100J's rnrriculmn rn. recent years thrst 11::we been k•st:d on pro-

fo:o.sio;·wl roo·:11.rd1 and c:p·Jdmenb~ion?
1•
2.
J.

I1l:l:1 y. Lri~:.1. /t:t~ ~
Ji.::.:0 1~c.

r:,rv.i1:0,;;,:-.,;1-t.c,1 ;,t·,1:Er·,;

Evcducrtions

a) To •what extent does the curl"'ic-uluni meet the nccd.s of students c.:.s fodicated in Section 2, "School and
Community"?
b) To what extent is the curric:ulmn consistent wif;h the philosophy and ubjectives cc.s developed. in Scclfon
8, "Philosophy ancl Objecti,.,c,/'?
c) To what extent fa the school identifying proble1ns in the curriculum and seeking their Roh;tion?

nn
no

no
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

Vocational-technical instruction in agriculture should effectively and efficiently lead
interested youth and adults to acquire knowledge, skills, attitudes, and abilities that provide preparatory education for purposeful
employment and supplementary education
for advancement in agriculture and agriculture-related occupations. Inasmuch as farming-agricultural production~is only one aspect of the broad field of agriculture, the
word "agriculture" is used in this section to
include the many facets of activities that encompass the agricultural economy. Seven
major program areas for which instruction
may be provided are: (1) agricultural production, (2) landscape horticulture, (3) agricultural mechanization, (4) agricultural
products, (5) agricultural supplies, (6) agricultural resources, and (7) forestry.
Admission of a student to the program
should n·ot be restricted by his intellectual
abilities or his socioeconomic level. Nor
should the time required for instruction re-

strict the enrolled student's right to elect
courses outside the agriculture program that
are prerequisite to college entry. In the general education phase of the program, students explore the field without necessarily
planning to work in agricultural occupations.
The objectives of instruction should be
clearly defined.
The program of agricultural education is
both in line with the school's philosophy and
objectives and based on careful analyses of
the needs of students, the community, the
state, and the nation. The program is a cooperative enterprise using both the facilities
of the school and the resources of the area. A
desirable balance is maintained among the
instructional activities in conformity with
the school's offerings and the individual student's needs and capabilities. The courses of
study are structured to permit students to
elect units of instruction in different departments that will lead to occupational proficiency.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list of
the major goals of the agriculture department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of tae
sehool (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School. Evaluation, 1785 'Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. Systematic and organized instruction is

2.

3.

4.

5.

made available to youth and adults of
the community through courses in vocational agriculture.
Efforts are made to give prospective vocational agriculture students a clear
understanding of the purposes and nature of the program before they are
enrolled.
An advisory council assists the staff in
continuous planning and evaluation of
the program.
Classroom instruction and agricultural
practice are closely integrated to meet
the needs of, and the differences among,
individuals.
The staff is employed on a twelve-month
basis so as to be able both to instruct
and to act as consultants to students,
out-of-school youth, and adults on their
projects and programs.

Supplementary Data

na 1

2 3(V

na

1 2 3Q

na

1 2 3@

na 1 2 3

G:)

6. Each full-time teacher has a minimum
of one planning period daily.
na 1
7. Future Farmers of America activities
are availHble to extend leaming in both
the classroom and the agricultural practice phases of the high school program. na 1
8. The agricultural program contributes to
the school's accepted philosophy of eduna
cation.
9. The agricultural program is an integral
na
part of the total educational program.
10. Instruction in agriculture is correlated
na
with other subject areas.
11. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in agriculture.
~l
12. Teachers of the same grade level plan together to de\'elop the agriculture program at that level.
(91
13.

na

2 3©

2

30

2 3{!)
2

30

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

(Fill in the following table for all courses in agriculture.)
·-··---

-

PER WEEK
TITLE OF

Co l'RSE

GRADE

EXROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIO:\'S

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

----Total

Number of
Periods

l\1 in utes

------

Soils

&

9 & 10

Plant Scienc e

NJ. Business

}.{On

111!, Povrer Mechanics

1

E

25

5

275

12

8

1

E

25

5

275

~1 & 12

28

2

E

16

5

275

9 & 10

0

0

E

25

-----------

.Animal Science
--------------------

--------- - - - - - - - · - - -

Evaluations
a) To what extent is vocational o.griculture education serving the needs of all students who can benefit from

such training? .
b) lJ ow sat.is/actorily do time allotments for vocationa,l agriculture meet instructional needs?
Comments

n11

nfl
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist·
Education in vocational agriculture:
1. Is based on analyses of student needs,
occupational opportunities, an advisory
committee's ~uggestions, and the agricultural problems of the community,
state, and nation. .
2. Provides the basis for advancement in
agricultural occupations, including advanced study in agriculture.
3. Provides instruction in production of a
variety of appropriate agricultural products.
4. Provides instruction in marketing- and
distribution of agricultural products.
5. Provides instruction in budgeting, record-keeping, record analysis, marketing,
and other farm management procedures.
6. Provides instruction in the maintenance and conservation of soil and other
natural resources ..
7. Provides an opportunity to develop competencies in mechanical skills needed in
agricultural occupations. .
8. Provides opportunity to study economic
problems and principles related to agriculture, such as regulatory statutes,
government policy, taxation, and consumer grades of quality. .
9. Provides opportunities for experiences
in both farming and agriculture-related
occupations.

na 1 2

na 1 2

na

2

na

2

3Q
30
3G)
30

na 1 2

38)

na 1 2

30

na l 2

3©

na 1 2 3 {])

na 1 2 3

10. Offers a variety of meaningful learning
activities in the classroom, shop, greenhouse, nursery, and other laboratories
which supplement the cooperative occupational experiences of the student..
11. Provides instruction in selection, safe
operation, and maintenance of agricultural power equipment.
12. Provides oppoTtunity for students to
learn about agricultural organizations
and their activities and public services
available to those engaged in agriculture.
13. Provides specialized instruction in landscape horticulture ..
14. Provides opportunity to study civic and
social problems related to urban, suburban, and rural living.
15. Provides opportunity for instruction in
the testing and grading of agricultural
products and supplies for quality control..
16. Provides opportunity to develop students' leadership abilities for community, state, and national needs in agriculture.

17.

na

l 2

na 1 2

30
30

na 1 2

30

na

2

30

na

2 3 4

0)

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the variety of offerings?
b) How adequate is the quality of offerings?
c) 'l'o what extent are the various offerings in vocational agriculture organized into a unified program?

Comments

na

2u)4

na

2G)4

na

2

30
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Instructional space provides for the variety of classroom, library, laboratory,
and agricultural mechanics activities required by the program.
na l 2 3(9
2. A laboratory has appropriate testing apparatus and equipment. .
na(J)2 3 4
3. The agricultural mechanics shop adna
2 3(V
joins or is near the classroom.
4. Classrooms are equipped with demonna
stration facilities ..
2G)4
5. Shops are so located as to minimize disna
2 3@
turbance to other classes ..
6. Classroom, shop, and laboratory facilities are of sufficient size to meet instructional needs.
na 1 2 3(:y
7. An office area is provided for keeping
records and for consultation and administration.
8. Storage facilities are available for
na 1 2@4
equipment and materials.
9. Audio-visual equipment is available.
na 1 2 3©
10. Adequate provisions are made for using
visual aids, including ventilating and
darMening the room and projecting the
2 3@
visuals ..
na
11. A display or exhibit area is provided.
na
26)4
12. Duplicating equipment, business mana
chines, and telephone are available ..
2@4
13. Work stations are provided according to
na
class size.
2@4
14. The necessary safety equipment is prona
vided.
26)4
15. A land laboratory is provided for production agriculture experiences where
community needs evidence fea.c;ibility. .
1 2 3 4
16. Custodial service is provided fo1· the
greenhouse and nursery facilities.
<91 2 3 4

G

The agricultural mechanics shop is equipped
with appropriate:
17. Hand tools and power tools for a variety
of agricultural operations.
18. Power-operated machines adequate in
size, quality, and quantity to meet instructional needs.
19. Welding (gas and electric) equipment.
20. Equipment and tools for instruction in
power machinery ..
21. Equipment, too1s, and supplies for instruction in agricultural structures and
materials, including concrete, paint,·
metal, wood, wood products, plastics,
and related materials. .

na 1 2 3Q

na
na

2

na

2 3(9

2

3ffi
3 4

22. Equipment and tools for instruction in
electricity.
23. Equipment and tools for study of farm
drainage, sanitation, rmd water supply.
24. Washing facilities that are supplied with
hot and cold ,vater.
25. Lighting for work requirements.
26. Ventilation equipment for shop and
laboratory ..
27. Exhaust equipment for all fumes that
may constitute a health hazard.
28. Safety equipment ..

na l 2 3Q
na 1G)3 4
na l 2 3 ~
na 1 2 3 4
na

1Gb

4

na 1&3 ,4
na
2€)4

1

The greenhouse and nursery are equipped
with the following:
29. Benches and automatic heating, lighting, ventilating, and watering controls
2 3 4
for each section of the greenhouse ..
30. At least one outside and one inside en2 3 4
trance. .
31. A headhouse that is located adjacent to
the greenhouse. It includes adequate
bench space, a walk-in refrigerator, and
6)1 2 3 4
a soil preparation and storage room.
32. A separate classroom of adequate size
for the largest class enrolled which is
located adjacent to the headhouse, green2 3 4
honse, and agricultural ::;hop ..
33. A lathhouse with a minimum of 60
square feet of space per student en2 3 4
rolled.
34. A sash house with a minimum of 100
square feet of space per student en2 3 .t
rolled.
35. Cold frames with a minimum of 10
square feet of space per student en2 3 4
rolled.
36. Up to five acres of land area for the
2 3 4
school nursery.
37. Adequate storage facilities for equip2 3 4
ment and tools ..
38. Adequate equipment and tools for teach2 3 4
ing the courses offered.

(§)1
91

G1

E)

e1

(3)1
6)1
6)1
6)1

39.

na

12

3 4

):l\
na l 28)4

Continued on next page
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III. PHYSICAL FAGILITIES-Continued

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the size of classrooms and laboratories?
b) How adequate is the size of the agricultural mechanics shop?
c) How adequate is the amount ?f classroom-laboratory equipment?
d) How adequate. is the quality of classroom-laboratory equipment?
e) II ow adequate is the amount of agricultural mechanical equipment and tools?
f) II ow adequate is the quality of agricultm·al mechanical equipment and tools?
g) How adequate are the provisions for safety?
h) How adequate a,re the facilities and equipment of the greenhouse and nursery?
i) How adequately are the facilities planned, organized, and used?
Comments

2(]),4

na
na

2 3©

na

2(]}4

na

2@4

na 1

2 3G)

na 1 2
na

3©

1@3 4

(§)1 2 3 4
na

1 2@4
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

:hecklist
'he vocational agriculture staff members:
1. Are certified to teach the courses to
which they have been assigned. .
2. Have had occupational experience, including operational and managerial responsibilities. .
3. Have preparation in basic biological
sciences.
4. Have preparation in basic physical
sciences.
5. Have preparation in basic earth science.
6. Have preparation in such applied plant
sciences as field crops, forage crops, and
horticultural crops.
7. Have preparation in such applied animal
sciences as animal husbandry, dairying,
and poultry.
8. Have pl'eparation in the problems of
plant and animal diseases.
9. Have preparation in rural social sciences
-agricultural economics, farm management, and rural sociology.
10. Have preparation in soils and conservation ..
11. Have preparation in agricultural mechanics, including power and machinery,
structures, electricity, agricultural mechanics shop, and soil, water, and natural resources conservation.

no

2

3G)

no

2

3©

no
no

2
2

3Q
3(9

no 1 2

30)

no

2

3G)

no

2

30)

no

2

3{?)

no

2

3@

12. Have preparation in general and professicrnal education, including general
and special methods of teaching agriculture.
13. Have preparation in the area of public
relations.
14. Have knowledge of laws and regulations
affecting agriculture and agricultural
education. .
15. Have had experience in conducting Future Farmers of America activities and
working with youth and adult groups.
16. Continue in-se1·vice education through
formal study and other professional activities ..
17. Maintain an active interest in professional advancement, including participation in educational organizations.
18. Participate in deciding upon agriculture
courses and planning their content. .
19. Are currently informed about occupational needs and are personally acquainted v,ith farmers and agricultural
businessmen in the community. .
20.

na

2

:Q

na

2

3(y

no 1 26.)4

no 1 2

~

na 1 2

3(V

no

2

30

no

2

3(1)

no

2

3G)

no

2 3 4

no 1 2 3(V

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual

more than once in a, b, c, d respectively):
a) Educational level:

Less than bachelor's degree _ _ _ __
Bachelor's degree
1
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

c) Years since last formal study in agriculture:
1
0-3 - - - - - · -

4-7 ---·--8-12 · - - - More than 12 _____
d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester hours

(approximate)

of preparation in

agriculture:

0-11 _ _ __
12-23 - - - -

0-2 - - 3-5
6-15 _ _ __
More than 15 _ _1_ _

24-48 - ~ - More than 48 _ _ __
2. List areas of concentration in agriculture of each staff member ( attach sheets, if necessary).

NS Production, NS Mechanization, Al:, Science
Evaluations
a) How adequate is the preparation of the staff?
b) How adequate is the agricultural experience of the staff?
Comments

na
na
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction for the high school group is
directed toward clearly formulated objectives that are appropriate for this
group.
2. Instruction for out-of-school youth and
adults is directed toward clearly formulated objectives that are appropriate for
these groups.
3. Careful planning and scheduling for
both class instruction and applied activities are evident.
4. Planned instruction is available during
each month of the calendar year.
5. Students arc provided opportunities to
participate in planning their activities
within the framework of established
procedure.
6. Instruction is correlated with agricultural experiences of students.
7. Opportunities are provided for a variety
of experimental and testing activities.
8. Audio-visual aids, field trips, and demonstrations and other instructional aids
are used appropriately.

na

1 2 3@

na 1

'.2(J) 4

na 1 2 3
na 1

f!J 3

©
4

na
na
na

9. Students enrolled in high school vocational agriculture have an opportunity to
participate in the student activities program.
10. Students with aptitude for agriculture
have counseling available about possibilities of continuing in advanced agriculture courses in high school.
11. Students with aptitude for agriculture
have counseling available about possibilities of continuing postsecondary agriculture study.
12. Cooperative occupational experience supervised by the teacher is available to
students to supplement classroom instruction.
13. Classroom, shop, greenhouse, nursery,
and other laboratory activities reflect
current problems of the occupations in
which students are being placed for experience.
14.

na

no

no

1 2 (v4

Evaluations

a) How adequately have the instructional activities been planned?
b) How well are instructional activities adapted to the needs of individual students?
Comments

na
no

1 2

3{])

2 3 4
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

:hecklist
1. Current agricultural reference books
and materials are provided in a wide
range of difficulty and variety. .
2. U.S. Government and state agricultural
publications, as. well as materials issued
by commercial publishers, are provided.
3. Periodicals, catalogues, and pamphlets
are accessible to students.
4. Teaching units, resource units, and
study guides are available for use in
instruction.
5. Farm planning, budgeting, record-keeping, and analysis materials are available
for the experience programs of high
school and adult students and out-ofschool youth on enterprise and wholefarm basis.
6. Tackboards are used for display of a
variety of materials that are current
and appropriate.

na

l 2

na

2

na

2

na 1 2

3(v
30
30

na l 2

30

na l 2

3Q

7. A variety of suitable specimens and agricultural exhibit materials are available.
8. The instructional materials contain information and suggestions regarding
practical work experiences.
9. Materials for instruction are organized
efficiently.
10. There is a plan for replacing materials,
tools, and equipment which are used for
instruction in classroom, laboratory, and
agricultural shops.
11. Audio and visual aids to instruction are
available.
12.

na 1 2

:Q

30
30

na

2

na

2

na

2

30

na

2

3©

na

2 3 4

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?

na

b) How adequate is the quality of instructional 111.citcrials?

na

23§

c) How adequate is the quantity of instructional materials?

na

2 3 4

Comments

2 3 4
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist.
1. Evaluation is an integral part of in-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

struction.
Evaluation places emphasis upon the
growth of the individual toward appropriate goals ~nd objectives. .
Agricultural mechanics activities are
evaluated in relation to the nature of the
job and the standards of workmanship
applied.
Results of evaluation arc u,;ed in determining the appropriateness of objectives
and in planning further instruction.
Classwork, agricultural met:hanics activities, and field work are evaluated by
planned procedures.
Class members participate in the evaluation of their own achievement ..

no 1 2

3Q

2

3Q

7. Records are kept of the evaluation of

no 1

2 30)

na

2

3@

practical work of das,c; members.
8. Achievement is evaluated in terms of individuai aptitudes m,d abilities and
within the limits of facilities available.
9. Follmv-up data are used in planning and
revising the curriculum.
10. Exmninations are used for both diagnosis and evaluation.
11. Evaluation allows for the time required
for achieving occupational objectives in
agriculture.
12. Teachers use evaluation results as one
index of their o,vn teaching effectiveness.

na

2

3(y

13.

na 1

na 1 2

30

no

2@4

no

2G)4

no

2@)4

no

2

3€)

no 1 2

30

no

201

no

2

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the achievement testing program in agriculture.

Deyoe' s Tests - Interstate PrL'1tcrs
Univ. of Nebrasl-::a Achievement Tests are used in avaluatinC students pr-o[1ross.

2. Show how this program is used to evaluate:
a) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Class achievement in terms of national or other norms.
c) Class weaknesses.

Tests are used for classroom activities
Shop exercises are used in evaluating mechanical activities.
On
job; fann projects; F.F,A. activities; are used in evaluatin~_ th
· d'ivi'dua1 progress of
the the
student.
· e in

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the evaluation activitfos?
na
b) To what extent does the staff use e1,al1wtion results in anal11zing the effectiveness of instruction?
no
c) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of 1tnusual promise in the field of agriculture?
no
Comments

1

34

91
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations

To what extent does the agriculture program contribute to:
a) The entry and advancement of youth and adults in agricultural occupations, vocations, services, a.nd enterprises?
b) The development of the interest of young people in the opportunities that are available in the field?
c) The fulfillment of training requirements, the acquisition of competencies, and actual employment
necessary for success in <Lgricultural ocw:pations?
d) The creation of a more acceptable home ancl community environment?
e) The economy of the area?
f) The continuing educational needs of persons in the community interested in agriculture?
g) A better informed membership ancl more competent leadership in agricultural organizations and cooperative associations?
h) The safety education of persons who daily handle dangerous farm equipment, animals, and farm chemicals? .

na

2

na

2

na

2 3Q

3f£
34

na

2@4

na

2 3<1)

na

2@4

na

2@4

na

2

30

92
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AGRICULTURE PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the agriculture program most satisfactory and commendable?

'.fue course offcrin1;s tend to reflect the desires and neeJ.s of the students based on their toals
and opporttmities.

2. In what respects is the agriculture program most in need of improvement?
An

'

addi tiona.l instructor would pcnni t additional course offerings to be :made.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the agriculture program.

Continued eveluation by the Advisory Comnittee, with recomnendations of the comnittec bei11t1
presented to the administration.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE
Evaluations
a) To what extent does the instruction in agriculture meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2,

"School and Community"? .
b) To what extent is the instruction in agriculture consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 8, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in agriculture instruction and seeking their solut-ion?

n•
na
na
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Art (Including Crafts)

~ 0~

October 1, 1978

Villa Grove High School

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE _ __

NAME OF SCHOOL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Self-evaluation by

Jan Granse
Richard Breedlove
Tom Horrrna.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

There should be some evidence indicating
that the influence of the art program is felt
by the entire student body. The program is
to be thought of as more than courses and
activities confined to an art workroom. Art
can challenge the creative power of all students. It will seek to have all students know
of the relationship of art to every important
aspect of daily living. Art can help all students: to develop a keener awareness of
aesthetic values; to develop manipulative and

organizational skills in expressing ideas, feelings, and moods; to explore personal interests and aptitudes; to acquire a knowledge of
man's visual art heritage for the purpose of
building an understanding of our culture in
relation to other times and places; to become
involved in and respond to visual art experiences; to make sound visual judgments
suited to their maturity level; to develop sensitive discrimination in the use of art at
home, in school, and in the community.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list of
the major goals of the art program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the school (as
stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
A·venue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form. without vrior u:ritten permission of the puhlisher.
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MAJOR illALS OF THE ART PROGR.1,M

1.

T.h.e student will sharpen his perception of this environment through conscious use of
his senses.

2.

The student will use his art as an expression of his uniqueness.

3.

The student will understand the relationship between his own art experiences, his art
heritage and art of our society.

4.

The student will exercise creative problem solving.

5.

The student will learn specific concepts related to art el~ents and principals.

6.

The student ,rill successfully manipulate a variety of art tools and materials.

7.

The student will be aware of career opportunities related to art and will have access
to infonna.tion needed for the pursuit of an art career.

95
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. A fundamental art course is available to
no 1 2
all students.
2. There is flexibility in the organization
4
and scheduling of art classes.
1106)2
3. Class sizes are. appropriate in relation to
na 1 2G)
nature of course offerings.
4. The assignments of staff reflect the •
strengths of their professional qualifications.
@1 2 3 4
5. A budget is provided for supplies, tools,
and equipment.
no 1 2@4
6. Time is provided for interdisciplinary
planning with teachers of other subjects. na(I)2 3 4
7. Facilities and instruction beyond regularly scheduled classes are available to
interested students.
no 1 <i) 3 4
8. Innovative programs that reflect the
unique qualifications of the departmental
staff are undertaken.
2 3 4

30
3

9. Facilities and staff are assigned to meet
school and community needs.
·
nc(i) 2 3 4
10. Supervision is provided in order to imna
plement the art program.
11. Individual instruction or special classes
na
are available to the gifted student. .
12. Teachers from the different grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in art.
§ 12 3 4
13. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the art program at
that level. . . . . . . . . . @1 2 3 4
14.

na 1 2 3 4

81

Supplementary Data
1. List and describe briefly major areas of the school's &rt program.
Fainting: tempera, watercolor, oil, ncrylic, air brush
Drawing: pen an ink, scratchboard, pencil, charcoal, pastels etc.
Printmakin1;: ·woodcut, linol eu::i, silk scroen, monoprint s
Textiles: batik, roacrame', weav:i.n[:, stitchery, printint; and paint:i.xig on fabric
Pottery: hand.built and l'thecl thrown, kiln fired glassware, mosaics
Je1'tel:rJ: lost wax, enerncling, 1\mbossin1;

Sculpture: casting, car.'i.ng, construction

2. Fill in the following table for all courses in art (including crafts).
PER WEEK
TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQL'IRED
OR
ELECTIVE

Numberof
Periods

I

---

Total
Minutes

-----

---.--n
Art I

9-12

26

1

Art II

10-12

13

1

Art III-IV

11-12

21

1

-

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

Elective

Electi, e
Electiv,

5

275

-----

5

275

5

275

----

Evaluations

a) To what extent are elective courses available for all students?
b) To what extent does the school schedule permit interested students to enroll in art courses?
Comments
(9.) Eighth graders have no a.rt.
(a..)

Al though general a.rt is available to all students~ l:imi tcd time offerings makes e1u-ol]ment
difficult or i1npossible too often!
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
I. The instructional program provides stu-

dents with basic skills and understanding
of concepts, media, tools, and equipment.
2. Growth of students' design abilities is
fostered by sequential learning experiences.
3. The program provides for aesthetic selfexpression in connection with services to
others (for example, exhibits, publicity,
and community service).

no

1 2 3(V

n.a 1 2

no

3Q

4. Provision is made for employing an interdisciplinary approach to the study of art.
5. Over-all planning for the art program reflects a logical continuity toward achieving stated goals.
6. In-depth instruction is provided in various areas of art.

no

2@4
2 G)4

7.

no

2 3 4

no

G) 2

no

3 4

1 2 3(:v

Evaluations
a) How adequate is provision for breadth as well as depth of instruction in variO'Us media?

no

b) How well is the program adapted to meet individual needs, interests, and abilities of students?

no

To what degree are art history and criticism emphasized in the program?
d) To what degree does the student body show interest in the art program?

no

c)

no

Comments

III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Studios have been planned to encourage

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

individual as well as group work.
Physical facilities include space for efficient use of audio-visual materials.
Space is provided to accommodate the
various sizes of classes.
The space provided is adequate for both
general art classes and classes in the
various media.
Tools and equipment needed for the program are available and are well maintained. .
Storage facilities, both general and specialized, are available and adequate.
Display facilities within the art complex
are provided.
Display facilities are provided in other
parts of the school complex as well as in
the art area.

no
no

no

1(3)3

4

no

1(D3

4

no

1 2@4

no

1(1)3

4

no

1@3

4

no

1(v3

4

9. The following are provided in the rooms
where they are needed ( check those that
are adequate):
_x_ Hand tools.
_._ Power tools.
~ Work tables or benches.
x Electrical outlets.
Gas outlets.
X
Sinks.
Sediment traps.
Ventilation.
x Lighting.
_x_ Easels.
_ _ Display cases.
10.

na 1

2@4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a) How adequate is physical space for breadth and depth programs in the arts?
b) How adequate are the storage facilities?
c) How adequate are the lighting facilities?

na

10") 3

4

na

1(i} 3

4

na 1 2

3@

Comments

b.) There is enou&h storage space but we need specialized facilities such as tray cabinets, paper racks,
individual storage slots-:t"orstudent ·work, and doors on the shelving units in the ::.rt room.
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

·For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
Members of the instructional staff:
1. Have earned a bachelor's degree from an
accredited institution with a major in·
art or art education.
2. Have met at least minimum requirements for state certification.
3. Demonstrate an understanding of contemporary developments in the arts.
4. Incorporate into their art teaching current practices and developments learned
through professional activities.
5. Demonstrate awareness of students'
needs through ability to stimulate and
assist their best efforts.

na

2 3@

na

2 3

na

2Q) 4

no

1 2{3) 4

©

6. Seek assistance of art supervisory personnel and rec;ources ..
7. Are active in local, state, and national
art education associations.
8. Are conversant with research literature.
9. Have demonstrated creative ability in
art through production or teaching.
10. Have access to a professional library,
which is maintained by tho school.
11.

na

na(})2 3 4
na(1)2 3 4
na 1 2 3(D
na

1@3

4

na 1 2 3 4

1 tG)4

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively:
a) Educational level:
c) Years since last formal study in art:
Less than bachelor's degree
0-3 - - , - - 4-7 _ _ _
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
8-12
More than 12 _____ _
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
d) Previous experience in years:
b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in
0-2
art:
1 ~~=
3-5
0-11
6-15 ~ ~ - 12-23
More than 15
24-48
More than 48 _ _
1_

=-

2. List areas of concentration in art of each staff member.

Painting and drawing

Evaluations
a) How sa.tisfactory is the academic preparation of the faculty?
b) How satisfactory is the professional preparation of the fnculty ~

na

2

na

2

Comments

(6.)

There is no "supervisory personnel" available, but I do use resources obtained thrcu['.h the
University of Illinois J,ib!'f>l'Y•

3{A)

30.

q"
,, ()
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
L Students with artistic aptitude have
counseling available on possibilities of
continuing in advanced art courses in
high school.
na l 2 3 (~
2. Students with. artistic aptitude have
counseling available on possibilities of
continuing postsecondary art study.
•no 1
-4
3. Studio activities as well as lecture or
seminar offerings reflect a deliberate inno 10)3 -4
tegration of art history and criticism.
4. Each student is expected to reflect his
no l 2 3©
unique personal qualities in his work.
5. Students are encouraged to seek out
comparative relationships between contemporary design and design of the past. no l 2@-4
6. Opportunities are provided for students
to discuss art in order to make judgments about themselves in relationship
no 1 2
to their environment.

2@)

7. Members of the instructional staff incorporate current practices and developments in art teaching.
8. Instruction is directed toward clearly
stated objectives in art education.
9. Instructional activities show evidence of
careful planning and preparation.
10. Students assist in planning, conducting,
and evaluating their art experiences.
11. Work is adapted to individual and group
needs, interests, and abilities.
12. Planned field trips to places of significant art interest are made.

13.

no

2

3W

no

2

3@

no

2

3@

no

2Q)-4

no

2@-4

no(J2

3 -4

no 1 2 3 -4

3G)

Evaluations
a) To what extent is the art program adapted to individual interests and abilities of students?
b) To 1ohat degree is the development of art appreciation emphasized?
c) To what extent are students encouraged to use art as a means of discovery, appraisal, explora.tion, and
expression?

no
no
no

Comments

C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Checklist
· 1. A budget is allocated for instructional re4. The above resources are effectively orno
source materials.
2(1)4
ganized.
2. Resources beyond the school are being ex5. :Members of the art department select
plored.
no
2(])4
tools, supplies, and equipment on the
3. Provision is made to have available such
basis of their quality.
materials as the following ( check if
no 1 2
available) :
6.
X
___
Films
_x_ Slide reproductions
_!.__ Opaque reproductions
~ - Original art
x
Projectors
x
Cameras
x
Television
_x_ Loan exhibitions
_x_ Laminating machines
_x_ Art reference books
_x_ Art periodicals

30

no l 2 ~ )

no

~4

no

2 3 -4

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the tools, supplies, and equipment for broad and depth programs in the arts?

no 1 2W-4

b) How well do students relate art to other subject-matter areas in the school?

no 1~3 -4

Comments
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D. METHODS Of EVALUATION

Checklist

1. The records maintained of the various
kinds of art experiences are adequate to
enable the department to use them for
-periodic evaluations.
2. Teacher and students cooperate in estRblishing criteria for evaluating art.

na

1 2 3 <1)

no

1{3)3

3. The work of students is evaluated in light
of their individual needs, interests, and
abilities. .

na

4.

na

2 3 4

4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe, in detail, the departmental procedures for evaluating student work.

Di,ch le :;son pre ;,rmts a specific concept. TLc "VJor}: i0 c-ralua.ted based upon how well tho stu.dent
understood and a;:pliel the concept. C1-a :;s participn:~c s in C\~,lua tion throu1.;h group critique as
1:cll as indi vidu2.l con.f ercric:o, p,,rt.fol:i.cl reviews -with irldi v1dual s provide oppo::·tuni ty to evaluate
progro ss over an c:dended :period of ·t:.ur,c.

Evaluations

a) How well do evaluation procedures help students understand their progress?
b) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of unusual promise in the field of art?

na
na

Comments

V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations
a) To what degree do students demonstrate creati11e ability within and outside the art program?

no

b) How well do students rela.te art to other subject-matter areas in the school? .

no

2 3 (4;
2 3 (:.()

1.00
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ART PH.OGRAM
1. In what respects is the art program most satisfactory and commendable?
Students rna.y select from a great variety of nntcrials and processes for exploration at adv:1nced
levels.
In sp:i..te of handicaps imposed by f:ic:.lity adequ:c.i.tc equipr:.cnt is provided.

2. In what respects is the art program most in need of improvement?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I believe there is a r.cod for a vn•i·~ten cu.:::-ric\1hv:-: based. upon seq1.w:nti:1l lc,,rnin[! e)+orie:r:ces.
Art Ii:isiory and 2.ppreciation course shou-~d hc D.v,dlablc for students who a1·e not, ;:nterested
in studio experiences.
l.!ini-cour3cs in spccializcc ;;.re,. s should 1m ::i:v-aDabr. to :mpplEr.Jtmt i:;cner:i.l art.
.A.d.vanccd stu1lents need a lonr,cr cl~ss - :-crh:.i.ps a double, period.
.Art students nci..d field trips to rauscu.111.s to sec origi1lal works of art.

JJ1

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the art program.
1 • Additional staff r:1rniucr should be hired.
2. Sucrncr t:rant cculd. be offered for curri0ul1.i.'l1 clcvclopm.cnt.
3. Schciulc ac.v::inccd art for dou'tlc reriod s.
4. Offer m.-\.1:i courses in jc,;,relry, coromics, dravrinL; and p:i.intir[L( etc.
5. Allot money and tir:ic for at ler,.:_;t two trips to Krannart (U. of r.) Art Mo.scum per year.
6. Enla.rg;e and improv-e facility.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN ART
Evaluations

a) To what extent does the insfruction in art meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2,
"School and Community"?
b) To what extent is the instruction in art ccmsistcnt with the philosophy and objectives as developed in
Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"? .
c) To what extent is the school identffying problems in art instruction and seeking their solution?

na
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Business Education
NAME OF SCHOOL

41°~

October 1, 1978

Villa Grove High School

DATE.~~~~~~~~~

Self-evaluation by

-------Karen

Lane

--------1luth~C~auDuuD~~~~~~~

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

Business education includes courses and
activities designed to prepare all students for
satisfactory adjustment to a complex economic society and to provide specialized vocational training for those students who expect
to seek employment in business.
Basic business education provides for the
development of knowledge and skills that will
permit students, regardless of professional
or vocational goals in life, to manage their
per-sonal business affairs and to participate
intelligently in the resolution of economic
problems which continually confront members of our society. The content of courses in
this category is determined by the economic
activities and the business problems common
to most citizens.
Vocational business education is designed
for students who have an aptitude for and an

interest in specialized training that is devised
to equip them for success in business occupations. Since the content of vocational courses
is determined by the constantly changing demands of business, the skills and knowledge
that should be developed are established by
continuing surveys of employment opportunities and analyses of duties performed by
business employees. Students are equipped
with skills, knowledge, habits, attitudes, and
ideals essential for achieving success in initial employment and for advancement to
responsible positions. Capable and interested
students are assisted in planning and preparing for additional education essential for
entrance into specialized vocational positions and the assumption of management
responsibilities.

NOTE: Before proceeding with the work on this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list
of the major goals of the business education program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives
of the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist

1. Basic business courses such as general
business, consumer economics, and business law are available to all students.
2. Vocational business education is available to all students who need' and can
profit from it..
3. Typing instruction for personal or vocational use is recommended to all
students.
4. Work experience is provided for students
preparing for employment in office positions.
5. An advisory committee, representative
of local business, assists in determining
training needs and in coordinating the
vocational and nonvocational phases of
business education.
6. The school schedule is so designed that
any student may take basic business
courses during his school career.
7. Such factors as results of prognostic
tests and success in English and typing
are considered in advising students who
wish to elect stenography.
.8. Supervision of instruction is provided
by the business education department. .
9. The business education department ac. cepts work originating outside the. department only when such work contributes to instruction.
10. Class size is determined by such factors
as type of instruction and availability of
work areas.
Supplementary Data

11. Provision is made for helping in the
na 1(3}3 4

na 1 2

na 1 2 3

©

na 1 2G) 4

na

1{v3

4

na

2 3 4

na

rici 1

na

1€)3

placement of graduates. .
12. Specific provision is made in course offerings to meet the needs of students
who wish to develop business skills and
acquire a knowledge of business principles for their personal use ..
13. Sufficient vocational courses are offered
to permit students to elect to prepare for
employment from among stenographic,
general clerical, bookkeeping, and data
processing occupations.
14. Club activities related to the field of
business are available to students. .
15. Vocational business course offerings provide both terminal training and specific
preparation for further highly specialized vocational training.
16. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential program in business education. .
17. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the business education program at that level.
18. Department objectives are stated in
terms that are behavioral and· measurable, in keeping with the diverse nature
of business.
19. Provision is made for independent study
of business. (in classroom) .

na

1 2 3©

na 1 2@)4

g,1

20.

na

2 3 4

1 2 3@

na 1 2

na 1

{j)4

2Q)4

na6) 2 3 4
na

2 @:)4

na

2 3 4

4

(Fill in the following table for all courses in business education.)
PER WEEK

TITLE OF COURSE

ENROLLMENT

GRADE

NU?.i:BEROF
SECTIONS

Recordkeep :Ing

10-12 -3-9-- --2

Consumer Education

12

89

Office Practice
12
8
Shorthand
11,12
3
Accou_n.t;_~
11-12
16
Typing I
~,10,11: 12 6
-'fyping-II
Mostfy-10 (A11"cli i-eepted) 31
..Typing-III

l],1?

I

, C.

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

~,---·z:::

Total
Minutes

Number of
Periods

-

5 -

275

4

!Require __!§_~_1 L2-_ 275 __

1
1
1
1

ElectivJ 7 to 10
5
275
275
Electiv~ 2 tolO
5
11;,, ... ,. +--In -1.Lto24 ____s_ __ -215.

2

,

275
Electiv~ 6-12
5
t;J.ec ci.ve -is~-30- --s-- -275
~, ---+-i.Y.e.L6__-]

S

·

5 ·

215

Evaluations

* a)

To what extent is basic business education available to all students?
b) To what extent is vocational business education available to students with vocational business needs?

Comments

*All seniors are required to pass a one-semester course in Consumer Education.

na

1B)3

na

1 2 3@

4
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist

1. Content of basic business courses is deterJl.lined by study and analyses of the
everyday needs of students and other
members of the community for knowledge about business and economics..
2. Vocational business offerings are based
in part on surveys of local job opportunities and job analyses. .
3. Preparation for stenographic positions
is offered. .
4. Preparation for positions involving
bookkeeping is offered.
5. Students specializing in vocational areas
are assisted in developing at least one
skill to job-standard competency.
6. Vocational business education emphasizes the development of personal and
social competencies necessary for successful employment. .
7. Courses emphasize the importance of
ethical practices and standards for the
conduct of business. .
8. Vocational business education provides
an understanding of desirable employer-employee relations.

na

1 2~4

na

2

na

2

na

2

3Q
3(y
3(Y

na

1 34

na

1 2 3@

~

na 1 2 3

9. Provisions are made for local business
men and women to have a part in instruction.
10. Vocational course offerings recognize
that job opportunities in business can
be grouped by occupational areas. .
11. The over-all departmental program provides for a balance among basic business, personal use, and vocational course
offerings.
12. Provision is made for students preparing for business occupations to gain
meaningful experiences in either a cooperative work-experience program or a
simulated office laboratory.
13. Planning for program development includes consideration of employment opportunities, changing business practices, and analyses of duties performed
by business employees.
14.

na 1 2

na

~

12@)4

na · 1

2@4

na G)2 3 4

na 1 2 3
na 1

€)

2 3 4

na 1 2 3

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the variety of basic business courses to •meet needs of students?

b)
c)
d)
e)

na
2~4
na 1 2GJ4
na 1 2
na
2 3

How good is the quality of basic business courses to meet needs of students?
How adequate is the variety of vocational business courses to meet needs of students?
How good is the quality of vocational business courses to meet needs of students? .
How adequate are the opportunities for vocational business students to practice in work situations in
the school and the community? .
na 1 {1)3 4
f) How adequate is the variety of courses for personal use to meet the needs of students?
na 1 2(!)4
g) How good is the quality of courses for personal use to meet the needs of students?
na 1 2 u)

325

Comments
As

we understand it, the only basic business course we have is Consumer Ed.
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Checklist

69

ID. PHYSICAL FACILITIES

· 12. Equipment is maintained in effective
1. Rooms used for related classes and acna 1 2 3
na 1 2
tivities are grouped together.
operating condition. .
2. Rooms are designed and equipped for
)t13. Facilities and equipment are comparable
flexible arrangement suitable to the purto those found in business.
poses of the instructional programs.
na
3 .4
14. Chalkboard space is provided.
na
15. Tackboard space is provided.
3. The location and soundproofing of class16. Plans and budget provisions are made
rooms eliminate undue interference
na 1 2@4
with student learning.
for the replacement of instructional
2 3(A}
na
na
equipment throughout the year.
4. Lavatories are readily accessible.
5. Lighting is appropriate for the learning
17. Provision is made for equipment invenna
na
activities being conducted.
tory and maintenance records. .
6. Each student work station is appropri18. Space and equipment are provided for
ate for the type of work to be done. .
naG)2 3 .4
students to puri;;ue independent study. na@2 3 4
7. Readily accessible and ample storage fa19. Equipment essential for providing an
cilities are provided. .
.
na
4
understanding of basic operations in
8. Space is provided for display of student
data processing is available. . . . . @1 2 3 4
na
2G) 20. Secretarial laboratories and simulated
work.
9. A departmental office is provided for the
business offices are equipped and availinstructional staff. . . . . . . @1 2 3 4
able for individual student use. . . . (;} 1 2 3 4
10. Telephones are provided for teacher-~
na 1 2 3 4
coordinators of work programs. . . . ~ · 2 3 4
21.
11. Appropriate audio-visual equipment is
na 1
readily accessible.

3V

c}z

1©3

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

How adequate are the space provisions to meet curricular and enrollment needs?
How well are the class1·ooms and laboratories arranged?
How adequate is the quantity of equipment? .
How good is the quality of equipment?
How adequate are provisions for the regular care and maintenance of the equipment?
f) How adequate and accessible are storage facilities? .
.;. g) How well does the business equipment in the classrooms compare with the equipment currently being
used in business?

na
na
na
na
na

1(D3 4
1 (i}3 4
1 20)4

na

2(J}4

2

3G)

1 2 3Q.

na 1@3 4

Comments

Our typewriters are up-to-date and i@pt in good repair. We have one new dictaphone.,,,
two new electronic calculators, and one old adding machine. In the main office
we have a Xerox machine, ditto machine and mimeograph. Most current offices do
not require the use of a ditto or mimeograph but we do use them in our work around
the school. We could use a lot more equipment.
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."
Checklist

Each member of the business staff:
1. Has a broad preparation in general eduno
cation. .
2. Has intensive preparation in the courses
no
he teaches.
3. Has preparation in the methods of
no
teaching his specific field.
4. Has had successful work experience in
no
business.
5. Maintains good relations with the busino
ness community. .
6. Participates in the activities of business
no
and civic organizations.
7. Maintains an interest in professional
advancement, including active particino
pation in profes~ional organizations.
8. Works cooperatively with teachers in
other departments in coordinating inno
struction.

i

2

3@1

2@4

2

3@
3©i
3q

I

2
2

2@)4

26)4

I

9. Encourages students to participate in
club activities related to the field of@
.
.1 2
business.
10. Understands the role and function of
no 1 2
the business department.
11. Participates regularly in evaluation of
the business curriculum, instructional
no 1 2
materials, and te!].ching methods.

3
3@
4

30

12. The leadership role in the department
(for example, department chairman) is
clearly defined.

no

2

3~

13.

no

2

34

1©3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively):
c) Years since last formal study in business education:
a) Educational level:

Less than bachelor's degree
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

0-3

I

4-7 _ _ __

8-12 _ _ __

More than 12

-L'---

d) Previous experience in years:
b)

Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in business education:
0-11 _ _ __
12-23 - - - -

24-48
More than 48

-~~C--.c-

i7' (.,\I

2. List areas of concentration in business education of each staff member.

Both have a comprehensive major in Business Education.

0-2
3-5
6-15
More than 15

__/__ _
------__,/'----

J. l) t)
o,

I
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the preparation of the staff in general education?
b) How adequate is the preparation of the staff in basic business subjects?
c) How adequate is the preparation of the staff in vocational business subjects?
d) How adequate is the bnsiness experience of the staff?
e) To what extent do staff members keep themselves informed about current educational research and
literature?
f) To what extent does the staff show continued interest in professional growth?
g) To what extent is the staff familiar with local business practices and needs?

no 1 2 3G)
no 1 2&4
no
2 :{3'
no 1 2@4

3©
3zf,

no

2

no
no

2
2 3 4

na

1 2 3@

Comments

B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction contributes to the general

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

objectives of the school. .
Instruction is com1istent with departmental objectives.
Interests of students are considered in
planning courses. .
Instruction in basic business courses includes concepts related to economic
principles and information concerning
current business practices. .
Instruction in vocational courses is directed· toward students' career objectives, with consideration given to basic
concepts pertaining to business organization and practice.
Individual differences of students are
considered in selecting course content
and in planning and conducting classes.
Careful planning and preparation for
teaching are evident. .
Teaching methods used are currently
recognized· as the most acceptable in
achieving desired outcomes ..
Business resource personnel of the community are used in instruction.

no
no
no

no l 2

na

no
no

l 2

10. Instruction is readily adapted to
changes taking place in business.
11. Appropriate drill activities are provided
for the students. .
12. In cooperative work-experience programs, classroom work is related to onthe-job experiences of students. .
.
13. Efforts are made to develop in students
appropriate social relationships, ethical
standards, work habits, and attitudes. .
Students with business aptitude have
counseling available on possibilities of
continuing in advanced business courses
in high school.
15. Students with business aptitude have
counseling available on possibilities of
continuing postsecondary study.
16. Practice is provided in locating, applying for, and being interviewed for prospective employment. .
17.

G1

2 3 4

no l 2 3

e

8,

1 2 3 4

na l

no

2®4

no

2 3 4

no
na

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

How adequate is the planning and preparation for instruction?
How well is instruction adapted to the needs of individual students?
7'o what extent are resources from the local business community used?
How appropriate are the teaching methods? .
How appropriate is the content of the course offerings?

no

2 3@

na

2

na

::(})4

na

1 20) 4
2 3(£.}

na

Comments

*14.

We do not have any advanced business courses available to students other than
Typing III or if Office Practice could be considered as such.

30

I '', ~,
'"I
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Textbooks and other instructional ma-

terials are selected by the business
teachers in cooperation with the school
administration.
2. A variety of 1Jp-to-date reference books
and materia1s are readily accessible for
student use.
3. Current issues of newspapers, magazines, and business periodicals are available.
*4. Study guides, assignment sheets, and
· bibliographies suited to courses offered
have been prepared and are available to
students. , _

3(v !
i

no

l 2

no

l 2 3

I

~

I

no

no

1 2(} 4

1 2(y4

5. A file of supplementary materials for
teachers is maintained.
6. Appropriate audio-visual aids are accessible.
7. A variety of resource materials and
business education professional publications are available to the teachers. ,
8. Reading materials on different levels of
complexity are used in each course.
9. Funds are provided so that resource
units and materials can be and are kept
current.
10.

no

lG 3

4

20) 4

no

no 1 2

3G

<3§} 1

2 3 4

G;J l

2 3 4

no

l 2 3 4

Evaluations

* a)
b)
c)
· d)
e)

How adequate are the quantity and variety of instructional materials?
How adequate is the content of instructional materials? ,
How effectively are instructional materials organized and used?
To what extent do resource materials reflect current professional viewpoints?
To what extent are current professional publications available to individual members of the faculty?

3(]'

no

2
no l 2 3@

no 1 2@>4
no 1

10 4

no

2 3@

Comments

*4.

No bibliographies available to students.

*a.

Textbooks and workbooks excellent but resource materials lacking. Miss Lane
uses many things for Consumers Education from readily accessible sources like
newspaper, magazines--things not supplied by the school.
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. A continuous program of evaluation is
employed to determine the extent to
which established goals or objectives
are being met.
2. Evaluation is used to identify individual
abilities and to serve guidance and instructional planning purposes.
3. Teachers use the results of evaluations
as one index of their own teaching effectiveness and alter their materials and
teaching strategies accordingly.
4. Selection of evaluation instruments
takes into account the objectives of instruction.
~ 5. Evaluation in vocational courses is
made in terms of the standards required
for employment. .

no 1 2

no 1 2

!f 6. Evaluation of student achievement in
cooperative programs is made jointly by
school representatives and employers. . ~ 2 3 4
7. Advisory committees consisting of representatives of the business community
assist in the evaluation of the educational program.
no 1 20)4
8. Opportunity is provided for students to
evaluate their own work and progress
toward individual career objectives.
no 1 {];n 4
9. Follow-up studies are used to evaluate
the effectiveness of instruction. .
no

2G)4

10.

no 1 2 3 4

*8.

We do allow for individualized study
but not too much for individualized careers.

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the testing program in business education. Typical theory, brief form and dictation tests
Typing--Skill is tested with tests in which the student must
and Gregg Awards
prove ability and skill by production test, basic knowledge by observation and objective.
Consumer Ed.--Objective and essay tests.
Southwestern Achievement Tests
Recordkeeping--Objective and filling out forms.
Accounting--Short quiz, objective and problem tests.
Sample Civil Service Tests.
2. Show how this testing program is used to evaluate:
a) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Class achievement in terms of national or other norms.
c) Class weaknesses.

a.
b.
c.

Comprehensive semester exams are given that evaluates most strengths and growth
of students but testing is done throughout so that corrective work can be done.
Compare typing and shorthand achievement with other area school''s performance,
recommended performance suggestions put out by publishing companies, and
achievement required by employers. We try to talk to employers.
Tests·are used mainly to help the teacher find weak points in teaching and also
to help the student to know weak points or strong points.

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the evaluation procedures?

b) To what extent do teachers use evaluation results in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching?
c) To what extent do evaluation procedures help the student understand the nature of his growth?
1d) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify the special needs and abilities of individual students?
Comments

*5.
*6.

We have had to lower,our standards in some cases.
Some years we have had 1 student, other years we have had none.

*d.

Hard to allow for students with reading problems particularly.

no
no
no

no

2(1)1.
2 3@
2 3(9

2(J)1.
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Evaluations

V. OUTCOMES

*a)

To what degree are students developing desirable skills and techniques?
b) To.what degree are students developing the knowledge and understanding necessary for beginning
employment?
*c) To what extent are students developing the attitudes and appreciation necessary for desirable employer-employe_e relationships? .
···
*d) To what extent are students developing moral and ethical standards related to business activities?
*ilfi) How successful are graduates in the occupations for which they were prepared? .
!) How adequately are students informed about opportunities for employment? .
g) To what extent are graduates able to make satisfactory adjustment to the continuous changes taking
place in business practices, procedures, and equipment?
k) . To what extent are students enrolled in basic business courses gaining a workable understanding of
the principles of economics and current business practices? .
i) To what degree are students acquiring skills and knowledge sufficient for pers~al use?

no 1 2(2)4
no

26)t

no 1 (i7 3 4
4
no 1
no 1 2@4

(j)3

no

2(i>4

no

2©4

no

2~

no

2 3(.Y

a.

We wonder whether standards are too high--students do not do as well as we
expect at times •.

c.

Attitude of individual student very hard to deal with. It is hard to make a
concept like desirable employer-employee relationships relevant to most students
in our classes.

d.

Moral and ethical standards seem relatively unimportant to many of the students.
This is particularly true in Recordkeeping. They seem to get channeled into
the course simply because there is no place else for them .:to go. It is hard to
teach the basic recordkeeping concepts to a class of this nature, let along try
to teach moral and ethical standards related to business activities.

e.

The ones we feel cooperated with us have been successful.
well but we expected this. Mdtivation remains a problem.

Others have not done so
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VI.
1.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM
In what respects is the business education program most satisfactory and connnendable?
Curriculum includes sequence of courses that prepare youth for initial employment
in business.
Vocational business subjects placed in the curriculum so that students will achieve
maximum vocational competency closest to the time of graduation.
The basic purpose of secretarial practice is the integration and development of
a higher level of previously acquired skills. Course includes the teaching of
some new and persnnal skills and knowledges. We did conduct a survey through
the Business Advisory Committee of the surrounding area and we are trying to
concentrate on those skills and knowledge that they indicated should be stressed.
Through the use of an advisory committee, the public is informed about the work
of the department, types of preparation being offered, and the manner in which
the business department serves the connnunity.
Both instructors have had some practical office work experience. Improvements
in teaching are continuously sought. They try to acquaint their students with
the many opportunities in business and the requirements for entering the various fields.
Semester classes in typing are offered to those students who do not have vocational
intentions but desire these skills to benefit themselves. It is not a required
course and since the advent of eighth grade typing, the enrollment has fallen.
During the past year we are making progress in counseling students as we feel
that all students can benefit from at least one semester of typing beyond the
eighth grade level of 12 weeks.
If the student has the slightest interest in a skill course, he can become
proficient enough to get a job in the business world.
Gain knowledge for personal use (personal typing and keeping personal records
through Recordkeeping course.)
Teachers are most willing to help individual students at any time.

2.

tu what respects is the business education program most in need of improvement?
Manual and electric machines are in the same room and it becomes rather confusing
to beginning typing students.
Space is a major problem. Different teachers use the rooms at different times
so we are not always free to get into a classroom without interrupting another
class. Machines must be carried from room to room. Some of the programs which
we would like to use are not possible, as we do not have enough space to send the
students to different work stations. Reproduction work must be done in the office
(which is three floors down) and when you have students scattered all over the
building, supervision is difficult.
Storage space is also a major problem in organization. Materials are piled in all
of the rooms and the rooms certainly do not present a neat appearance. We have
made great advances in comparison to seven years ago, however.
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It is sometimes difficult to have privacy when a parent comes for a conference as so
many teachers use the same rooms. It is also difficult to have privacy in counseling students.
We need to coordinate more with the English Department.
Field trips would be a definite advantage.
In those classes where low ability students sometimes cause trouble, the rooms
are so congested that it is very difficult to try some of the ideas we would
like to try.
In the past we have felt that students entering the business field needed more
guidance. We have conferred with the administration and guidance offices and
feel that we have better communication but we would still like to have more time
for individualized counseling with the students themselves.
We feel that more in the area of data processing should be done but it is hard
to make it relevant without machines. An office simulation set-up would greatly
help the secretarial office practice class.
Advisory committee should take a more active roll.
Need more transcrioing equipment.
Reconnnend, in ,order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the business
education program.
Many of the weaknesses do not have easy solutions because of lack of funds, space,
and communication. A referendum is planned.
We plan to be present during eighth grade pre-registration next year to meet with
students and explain any questions they might have about the business field before
they enter high school. This might help our problem with communication.
We have made plans to meet with the English Department at the beginning of the
year to coordinate plans.
Whenever we agree to do work for some person or department, we stress the
responsibility of working pleasantly, accepting full responsibility for the work
and seeing every project through to its completion. However, all departments
need to coordinate work better as some.things are not planned far enough in
advance to follow through. This applies mostly to office practice.
Data Processing is touched on in accounting and office practice but we feel that
without hands-on equipment it is not our first priority and if interested the
student should seek further post-graduate training.
Perhaps we are weak in extra-curricular activities in the business field, but
we find most students busy every evening and with our present load, we feel
any other activity would simply break down the quality of others.
We need field trips to
may actually face when
it least important but
visit local businesses

familiarize the student with the machines and skills they
employed. We are not placing this last because we consider
simply because field trips are not permitted. We do
during our regular class periods.
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VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
a) To what extent does the instruction in business education meet the needs of students as indicated in
Section 2, "School and Community"? .
b) To what extent is the instruction in business education consistent with the philosophy and objectives
as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in business education instruction and seeking their
solution?

na 1 2

3€)

na

2 3<!)

na

2 3~
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Distributive Education
October 1, 1978
VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
NAME OF SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Self-evaluation by

Bert Diggs

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

Distributive education provides instruction designed to prepare students for work
and further study in the field of distribution
-the marketing and merchandising of goods
and services. Distribution is the area of the
economy that adds time and place utility to
goods and services. Efficient marketing and
merchandising activities enable the consumer
to obtain readily the goods and services that
are available.
The program in distributive education
presents the place of distribution in the economy, the organization of marketing and mer-

chandising activities, and the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes needed by persons engaged in distribution, particularly beginning
workers. The program is a cooperative enterprise using both the facilities of the school
and the marketing and merchandising resources of the community. Instruction in the
school is supplemented by supervised occupational experience provided by cooperating
business or by occupationally oriented experiences that are planned and conducted by
the school.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ + _ __

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list of
the major goals of the distributive education program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives
of the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the pu.blisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
IYPE OF PROGRAM
_x_Cooperative part-ti~e
__ Project laboratory

Checklist

1. Students are enrolled in distributive
education on the basis of their interests
and abilities and an analysis of test information coordinated with counseling.
2. Provision is made for distributive education students to participate in the activities of Distributive Education Clubs
of America.
3. Provision is made for a correlation of
distributive education with other vocational areas to enable students to gain
additional knowledge and competencies
important to their occupational objectives.
4. Each student in the program has an occupational objective that has a significant relationship to his present program
of study.
5. Services of guidance personnel and
other teachers are used in counseling students concerning occupational
choices.
6: An advisory committee, including representatives of both the school and employing. community, assists in planning
and developing the total program. .
7. A coordinator is responsible for the development of the program.

na 1 2(]}4

na

1 2 3Q

na

1 2 3©

8. The program is based upon the findings
of surveys of employment opportunities
in marketing and merchandising in the
area served by the school and upon national occupational trends and employment needs.
9. The teacher-student ratio and the program schedule provide for correlation
of classroom instruction with each student's occupational experience on the
job or in the project laboratory.
10. Students receive credit toward graduation for both the classroom instruction
and the supervised on-the-job experiences or experiences in the project
laboratory.
11. The minimum and maximum number of
hours any student in a cooperative program is permitted to work conforms
with the state plan for vocational education. .
12. The employment of students in the program complies with all state and federal laws pertaining to the employment
of youth.
13.

na

1 2 3©

na

2 3 4

na

Supplementary Data
1. Fill in the following table for all courses in distributive education.
PER WEEJC
TnLE

m·

CouRsE

GRADE

ENROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

RANGE OF
CLASS SrZE

Number of
Periods

Total
Minutes

-

cooperative \'Tork Training program

9-12

29

2

Elective

3

165

.

Turn to the next page
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Supplementary Data-Continued

I. ORGANIZATION-Continued

2. Describe briefly the plan for identifying, supervising, and evaluating cooperative occupational experiences.

The cooperative work training program is designed to help students choose a career and prepare
for it.
The coordinators duties include counseling students on the job. rt also includes finding job
placements, e~aluating students on the job and checking their progress vrith their employer.
The c.w.T. program gives students a competitive advantage over those with no experience. This
experience is gained froo the classroom situation, the learning process that transpires here,
and the on-the-job placement of the student.

Evaluations
a) To what extent is instruction in distributive education available to any student who wants such train-

ing, can profit from the instruction, and meets the requirements for enrollment?
How well is the classroom instruction correlated with the occupational experiences of the students?
c) To what extent has an advisory committee been used in the development and promotion of the program? .
b)

Comments

The program is open to all high school students who meet the criteria for the program.
The classroom instruction is highly correlated with occupational experience because the instructor
handles both classroom instruction and job coordination.
Dnployers, teachers and administrators are consulted on an informal advisory basis.

~:.16
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist

9. Financial aspects of distribution including capital structure, credit, and records.

The program of studies provides for:

1. Preparatory instruction in distribution.
2. A preparatory class or course in which
projects and other individual learning
experiences are provided.
3. A cooperative class in which students
attend school part time and have supervised part-time employment in a distributive occupation for which pay and
school credit are received.
4. Instruction of youth with special needs
who are capable of a career in distribu. tion.
5. A correlation with other subject areas,
both general and vocational, to gain
knowledge and competency..
Instruction includes the study of:
6. Functions of marketing, including selling, sales promotion, buying, operations,
market research, and management as
they relate to wholesaling, retailing, and
service businesses.
7. Functions of distribution in a free and
competitive enterprise economy.
8. Product and service technology needed
by the student to progress toward his
career objective. .

na 1 2 3 ~

na 1 2

0

The curriculum aids the students to develop
competencies by the following:
1(). Determining an intelligent course of action for reaching a career goal and
evaluating his progress. .
11. Practical experience and application of
proper techniques and procedures in applying for a job. .
12. Understanding of the proper procedures
in terminating employment. .
13. Experiences that demand a conscientious effort to improve his business personality, including the development of
good work habits and acceptable attitudes.
14. The opportunity to learn new jobs
under supervision, from which the student will profit.
15. Understanding of the need to abide by
laws concerning business.
16.

na 1 2 3©

na 1 2 3('.y

na 1 2 3@
na

23©

na

1 2

3{!)

na

2

30

na

1 2.3(:D

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data

1. Describe how the curriculum has been changed during the past three years to enable the instruction to meet
better the needs of present students.

Allowing the students to take the basic courses in the mornings and leaving the afternoons open
so students can engage in actual job situations.

Evaluations

a) To what extent do the offerings provide for the development of competencies and attitudes needed by
beginning employees?
b) To what extent do the offerings aid the student in making a realistjc self-appraisal in terms of selecting an appropriate career objective?
c) How well is the curriculum preparing st?fdents for occupations in marketing and distribution?
Comments

82
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Sufficient space is provided to meet curricular and enrollment needs. .
2. An office area, equipped with desk and
files, is available for counseling with
students.
3. Movable tables -and chairs are provided
for flexibility of arrangement and to facilitate use of reference materials.
4. Adequate and conveniently arranged
storage space is provided for materials
and equipment not in frequent use. .
6. The classroom is located near a building
entrance for ease in transporting display
materials and for use by adult classes. .
6. A teachers' workroom is available for the
- teacher to study and to prepare instructional materials.

na

1 2 3©

na

10

3 4

na 1 2 3

na

©

1 2 3©

7. The following equipment is available
(place a check in front of those available):
. . .
~ Tackboard.
_x_ Chalkboard.
_x_ Visual-aid projection equipment.
_x_ Recording unit.
_x_ Bookcase.
_ _ Magazine rack.
_x_ Display counter.
-.-- Display case.
_x_ Typewriter.
~ - Duplicating equipment.
_.Y._ Telephone.
-x- Cash register.
_ _ . Paper cutter.
Sign printing equipment.
8.

na1234

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)

How
Hmo
Hmo
How
e) How

satisfactory are the space provisions to meet curricular and enrollment needs?
adequate is the quantity of the equipment? .
adequate is the variety of the equipment? .
accessible is the equipment to the teacher and students?
adequate is the budget to purchase equipment, supplies, and instructional materials?

Comments

na
na
na
na 1
na

2 3©
2 3©
2G)4
2 3~
2 3 4
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Members."
Checklist

Each member of the distributive education
staff:
1. Has preparation in such fields as economics, marketing, management, finance, retailing and wholesaling, advertising, salesmanship, credit, insurance,
accounting, and personnel management.
2. Has preparation in the philosophy, organization, administration, and methods
of teaching distributive education. .
3. Has had successful wage-earning experience in the field of marketing and
distribution.
4. Has preparation in such related areas as
vocational guidance, job analyses, occupational information, business law, and
safety. .

na l 2

G) 4

na l 2 3

na l 2 3

na 1 2

I

©
{!)

3{!)

5. Has preparation in general education
subjects, including art and speech. .
6. Has developed and maintains good professional relations with the business
community.
7. Maintains an active interest in professional advancement, including participation in educational organizations.
8. Continues in-service education through
formal study and other professional activity.
9. Keeps abreast of occupational trends
through employment and study of current literature.
10.

na l

2(]} 4

na l 2

3(9

na l 2

3©

na l 2

3©

na

2

3©

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual

more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
a) Educational level:
Less than bachelor's degree ______ _
Bachelor's degree
1
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
b)

Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in distributive education:
0-11
1
12-23

c) Years since last formal study in distributive educa-

tion:

1
0-3 ____
_

4-7 - - - - 8-12 ------More than 12 ____ _
d) Previous experience in years:

24-48
More than 48 ___ _

0-2 --------3-5 --,---6-15 ------More than 15

2. List areas of concentration in distributive education of each staff member (attach sheets, if necessary).

Special F.ducation - Vocational Training

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the preparation of the staff?
b) How adequate is the occupational experi1mce of the staff?

na 1 2 3(y

na

1 2 3©

c) To what extent has the staff developed and maintained good personal, business, and professional rela-

tions?
d) To what extent has the staff kept up to date on developments in marketing and education?

na
na

Comments

The staff is adequately prepared and the job coordinator has had 15 years of business experience.
The job coordinator is presently taking college courses in this area.

1.19
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Instruction in distributive education
contributes to the school's objectives.
2. Instruction is directed toward comprehensive career objectives.
3. Careful planning and preparation for
classroom instruction and for learning
activities on the job or in the project
laboratory are evident.
4. Business resources of the community
are used in instruction. .
5. Students assist in planning the classroom activities.
6. A record of each student's projects and
training plan is on file.
7. The experiences on the job and in the
project laboratory are used to develop
understandings and performance skills
presented in the classroom. .
8. Instruction includes basic concepts for
all students in addition to specific instruction related to the student's occupational objective.
9. A variety of projects are used to help
students work toward career objectives.
10. The teacher frequently visits training
stations and consults with sponsors concerning students' progress. .

na
na

na
na
na
na

2 3(9

na 1 2 3

©

na

2 3€)

na

2@4

11. Job assignments and projects are related to each student's aptitudes, interests, and abilities.
12. Attention is given to the development
in each student of a positive attitude
and a sense of personal responsibility
toward the job assignment and his occupational objective. .
13. The teacher is acquainted with the home
environment and parents of the students.
14. Activities of the DECA chapter are
used to supplement teaching and learning.
15. Students with an aptitude for distributive education have counseling available
on possibilities of continuing in advanced distributive education classes in
high school.
16. Students with an aptitude for distributive education have counseling available
on possibilities of continuing postsecondary distributive education study.

17.
na

na

1·2 3(V

na 1 2 3

©

na 1 2 3©

na 1 2 3(3)

na

2 3~

na

2 3 4

1 2 3€:}

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the planning and preparation for instruction?

na

b) How well is instruction adapted to individual student needs, particularly in relation to occupational objectives?

na

Comments
Ea.ch student is placed in an on-the-job situation according to their interests and ability.

;_20
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Textbooks and instructional materials

2.

3.

4.
5.

are up to date and readily accessible.
A file of supplementary materials, including product information, is maintained for use by teachers.
Such materials as business forms, handbooks, training manuals, charts, maps,
posters, and display materials are available.
Course outlines and study guides are
used.
Reference materials are provided.

no

no

1 2

3G)

1 2 3©

(9

no

2

no

2
2 3 4

no

3IB

6. Appropriate materials are available for
implementing individual learning activities.
7. Appropriate audio-visual aids are available.
8. Appropriate consumable supplies are
available for instructional purposes.
9. Correspondence materials are available.
10.

no

2 3©

no

26)4

no
no

na

~.~~
2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any unusual or especially effective instructional materials.

Speakers, audio-visual material and supplementary classroom instructional information.

Evaluations

a) How appropriate and adequate are the instructional materials in relation to fobs and occupational objectives in the field of distribution?
. b) How adequate are the instructional materials for the use of students?
c) How adequa_te is the variety of materials for teachers' use?
Comments

na 1 2

3Q

na 1 2

3@

na 1 2

30
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Evaluation activities are an integral part

of instruction. .
2. Individual progress is recorded and used
for guidance and instructional purposes.
3. On-the-job or laboratory project experience as well as classroom proficiency is
used as a basis for evaluating a student's
achievement.
4. On-the-job progress of each student is
evaluated jointly by the employer and
school coordinator..

na

2

na

2

na 1 2

na 1 2

G
30

30)
30

5. Follow-up studies are conducted on a systematic basis and used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the program of instruction.
6. In the project plan, program evaluation
is made in terms of desired learning outcomes and skill development. .
7. The advisory committee assists in program evaluation.

8.

na 1 2

30
30

na

2

na

26)4

na

2

3

4

Supplementary Data

1. Summarize or attach results of follow-up studies of graduates and former students who did not complete the program.

We do not conduct a follect a follov1-up study as such in the c.W.T. program. However, we do
have contact with gradu.2.tes and those students that drop out of our program through ancillary
agencies such as the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, c.E.T.A., etc.
'!his contact is maintained until the students are placed and engage in full t5me employment.

Evaluations
a) How effective is the evaluation of on-the-job training?

b) How extensively is evaluation information used in developing on-the-job or laboratory project activities? .
c) To what extent do teachers use evaluation results in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching? .
d) How extensively is the business community used in the evaluation of the program? .
e) To what extent are follow-up studies of graduates used in planning changes in the instructional program? .
Comments

na

2

na 1 2

3©
3
3
30

na 1 2 3 4
~
4
na 1 2
no

2

1?2
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations

a) To what extent do students exhibit skills and attitudes necessary in distributive education?
b) To what degree are students developing the knowledge and understanding necessary for successful
employment in distributive occupations?
c) To what extent are students developing moral and ethical standards related to distributive activities?
d) How adequate{y are students informed of opportunities in the field of distribution? .
e) To what extent do follow-up studies of graduates reveal successful employment in jobs for which students were prepared?
I) How well is the program accepted by the school administration, faculty, and the business community?

na

2 30

na

2

3 4~
na 1 2 3
na 1 2 3
na

2

na

3~
2 3 4

88
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the distributive education program most satisfactory and commendable?

It provides students with an on-the-job training situation. In t:r.is training situation they
learn job related behavior and responsibilities related to their vocational training.

2. In what respects is the distributive education program most in need of improvement?
]nprovcmcnt is needed in job stations, or the expanded or expansion of existing job stations.
Small tovrns do not offer a wide variety of training :itations.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the distributive education program.
1.

Expansion of job placement sites.

2.

Establislnncnt of the budgeting of time with students, acadanic and vocationally.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Evaluations

a) To what extent does the instruction in distributive education meet the needs of students as indicated
in Section 2, "School and Community"?
b) To what extent is the instruction in distributive education consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problerns in distributive education instruction and seeking
their solution?

r.,..
no
no
na

2 3~

2 3Q
2 3G)

12/4-

SECTION

Driver and Traffic Safety Education
IAME OF SCHOOL _VIL
__LA._GRO
__iVE_m:_GH_SCHOOL

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ D A T E __o_c_t_o_be_r_1_,_1_9_7_8_

!elf-evaluation by

Glenn Hardin

Robert Sergent

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

Driver and traffic safety education involves all those learning experiences provided
for the purpose of helping students learn to
use motor vehicles safely, efficiently, and effectively. This purpose is achieved through
sequences of interrelated experiences involving both classroom and laboratory instruction.
Classroom instruction deals with driver
behavior and physical characteristics (reaction time, sight and its limitations, effects of
use of alcohol and drugs, etc.), the motor
vehide in modern life, rules of the road, laws
of physics related to driving, the automobile
and its maintenance, good pedestrian practices, the development of driving skills, perceptual abilities, and attitudes.

Laboratory instruction includes teacher
demonstrations and student practice in starting, steering, shifting gears, making turns,
stopping, backing, and parking. Beginning
under simple conditions, instruction progresses until the student acquires good habits
of observation and reasonable skill in driving
(1) on urban streets and open highways with
efficiency, poise, and confidence; (2) in accord with rules of the road and with laws of
physics related to driving; and (3) in a manner that indicates a desire on the student's
part to show courteous consideration for
other street and highway users and for the
occupants of his vehicle.

NOTE: Ref.ore proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list of
the major goals of the driver education program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of
the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 178.5 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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Special Instructions: If instruction in driver and traffic safety education is offered as a part of another area such as
ialth, homemaking, industrial arts, physical education, science, social studies, or other subject areas, this section
muld be used as if instruction were offered separately.

I. ORGANIZATION
becklist
I. One staff member is charged with the
responsibility of coordinating and supervising the driver and traffic safety
education program.
I. The school master schedule includes provision for both classroom and laboratory
instruction.
!. Information on serious physical or psychological factors provided by the
guidance department or parents is carefully reviewed before the student is permitted to enroll in laboratory instruction.
f. Provisions are made for staff members
to plan the instruction program cooperatively.
5. The program is so organized that all
eligible students may enroll and receive
instruction.
6. Laboratory instruction is given only to
students who have had or are currently
receiving classroom instruction.
7. Classes are scheduled for a sufficient
number of periods per week for classroom instruction and laboratory instruction (should at least meet or exceed minimum state requirements and
nationally recommended minimum).
8. Records and reports are maintained to
protect students and school personnel in
case of liability.

Supplementary Data

A
no

1 2 3l.V

no

1 2@ 4

no

1

2©4

no

1 2

30

no

1 2

3©

no 1 2

30

no

1 2 3

(y

9. The record kept on each practice car includes the amount and cost of insurance, time vehicle has been used, mileage devoted to laboratory instruction,
details of servicing and repairs, and
consumption of fuel.
10. Driver and traffic safety education is
scheduled independently so that students are not taken from other subject
area classes to receive laboratory instruction.
11. After-hours instruction is available for
those students who cannot arrange for
it during the regular school day.
12. Provision is made for instruction in the
safe operation of two-wheeled motorized
vehicles.
. . . . . . . . .
13. Parents receive written communication
concerning the nature of the course,
student progress, legal responsibilities,
and the need for school-parent cooperation.
14. Provisions are made for establishing
and maintaining a good working relationship with local public officials who
have responsibilities for traffic.
15. The school has a set of written policies
and practices to use as guidelines for
organization, administration, and supervision of safety education.

no 1 2

no

C§' 1

1 2\_V4

16.

2

©

3(D

2 3 4

1('.p 3

4

no

2@4

no

2 3 4

2'\
no

1 2 3

no 1

no

~

(Fill in the following table for all courses in driver education.)
PER SEMESTER

TITLE OF COURSE

Dr. ])iuca.tion

GRADE

10

ENROLL·
MENT

102

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

3

Number of
Class
Hours

45

Number of
Driving
Hours

Number of
Observation
Hours

6

6-12

Evaluations
a) To what extent is driver and traffic safety education available to all eligible students who need or de-

sire the instruction?
b) How adequate are the time span and time allotments given to driver and traffic safety education for
thorough instruction?
c) How satisfactory are the records and reports?
d) How adequate are follow-up studies of student driving practices?
Comments

no
no

2

Q

no

1 2 3ffi
1 2 3 4

no

1~3 4

126
92
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
Classroom instruction in driver and traffic
safety instruction:
1. Emphasizes goals of safe, efficient, and
effective use of motor vehicles.
2. Gives students .an opportunity to study,
test, and discuss their own physical and
mental characteristics as these relate to
driving.
3. Contributes to an understanding of the
relationship of the motor vehicle to
modern life.
4. Includes opportunities for students to
develop knowledge and understanding of
laws and regulations affecting the use
of motor vehicles.
5. Emphasizes sound pedestrian practices.
6. Provides practical information and
guidance on the wise use of different
types of streets and highways.
7. Includes study of preventive maintenance and the economical use of the
automobile applicable to daily living.
8. Develops the students' understanding
and appreciation of efforts to promote
traffic safety through modern highway
design and traffic engineering, traffic
law enforcement by police and courts,
education and public information, motor
vehicle registration and inspection, and
driver licensing.
9. Provides opportunities for students to
study and discuss the basic skills required in driving, practices that mark
the competent driver, and special skills
needed to handle emergencies and difficult driving problems.
10. Contributes to the students' knowledge
and understanding of accidents, their
extent, cost, types, causes, and economic
and sociological implications.
11. Emphasizes the importance of personal
responsibility and the development of
behavioral patterns associated with
courtesy and consideration toward
others, with respect for law and law enforcement officers, and with pride in
sound driving.

12. Indicates some of the economic aspects

na 1

2 3Q

na 1 2

~

na
na

na 1 2

30

na 1 2

30

na

1 2 3(y

na 1

na

1

of driving such as insurance coverage,
driver liability, and car ownership and
maintenance.

2G)4

2 3@

Laboratory instruction:
13. Provides for the development of basic
manipulative skills.
14. Emphasizes the development of poise,
smoothness, and confidence in driving.
15. Includes opportunities for students to
apply the principles learned and discussed in the classroom.
16. Develops in students driving habits and
behavior patterns that conform both to
traffic laws and ordinances and to sound
driving practices.
17. Encourages cooperation with other
users of traffic facilities.
18. Includes driving in urban and suburban
traffic, in rural areas, on highways and
expressways, and night driving.
19. Develops in students an interest in the
techniques of handling emergency situations.
20. Provides opportunities for students to
study and discuss the effects of such
factors as alcohol, fatigue, age, emotions, drugs, and medications on the
mental and physical abilities needed for
driving.
21. Provides training in the development of
perceptual abilities.
22. Encourages understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the automobile in relationship to its own structure
and the physical forces in nature.
23.

na

1 2 3Q

na 1 2

3G

na
na

na 1

na

1 2 3©

na

2 3 4

l.",!."{
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS-Continued
Supplementary Data

I. Describe here any phases of the program in driver and traffic safety education not included in the table on page 91.
1. GU.est speakers
2. Safety demonstrations
3. Students taken from study Hall's in most instances - somet:imes P.E.
4. Safety posters Ill2.de by students.
5, Scrapbook o; accident
6. 'Films and filmstrips
7. Tape recording

Evaluations

How adequate are the provisions for students to acquire knowledge of good practices in driver and
traffic safety education?
b) How adequate are provisions for laboratory instruction?
c) How satisfactory is the correlation of the classroom instruction with practical applications, including
laboratory instruction and participation in school and community activities?
a)

Comments

. no

2

no

2

3('.y
3©

no

2

3(y

94
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
10. Necessary forms for reporting accidents are kept in the vehicles at all
times.
11. Driving simulation equipment is used.
12. A conveniently located off-street practice driving area is available.
13. The physical environment of all parts of
the school used for instruction in driver
and traffic safety education is such that
it serves as an obvious example of, and
laboratory for, safe and orderly living.
14. The rooms provided for driver and traffie safety education are equipped with
movable furniture suitable to the nature
of the course.
15. Readily accessible shelf space is provided for storage of materials.
16. Desk or cabinet filing ea_uipment is
available.
17. Display space or bulletin board space is
provided for exhibiting materials.
18. Facilities are provided for use of audiovisual materials.
19. Testing equipment to diagnose and
study visual perception, reaction time,
and other personal characteristics is
available.
20. A multiple-car driving range is available.

1. The school has available a sufficient

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

number of automobiles for laboratory
instruction for all eligible students.
If vehicles are not owned by the school,
a satisfactory written agreement has
been reached whh the owner, specifying
at least the purpose for which the vehicles may be used, the personnel responsible for their operation and maintenance, and the plan for their replacement in a manner that will not interrupt
continuity of the program.
Vehicles used for laboratory instruction
are equipped with dual control clutch
and brake pedals for the instructor's use
( or dual control brake pedal if the vehicle has no clutch pedal\.
Vehicles are equipped with outside rearview mirrors on both the left and right.
Vehicles have safety equipment for all
weather conditions, such as defroster,
safety belts for each occupant, and
padded dashboard.
Vehicles display proper identification as
driver education vehicles.
Vehicles used for laboratory instruction
are appropriately insured.
Vehicles are maintained in safe operating condition by means of periodic inspection and servicing by qualified
mechanics.
When driver education vehicles are used
for other purposes, all identification
with the driver and traffic safety education program is covered, removed, or
otherwise ·hidden from view.

no

1 2 3©

no

1 2 3©

3©

no

2

no

2{2)4

no

2

no

2

no

2

3G)
3Q
3(v

21.

no 1 2 3©

no 1 26)4

no 1 26)4
(§)1 2 3 4
G)1 2 3 4

no

12

3G)

no

2

30

no

2(2>4

no

26)4

no

2

no

2

30
3©

no 1 26)4

61

2

no 1 2

34
34

I

Evaluations

a) How adequate·are the physical facilities and equipment to meet instructional needs in driver and traffic safety education? . .
b) How well do the physical facilities for driver and traffic safety education exemplify approved safety
practices? .
c) How adequate are the storage facilities for cars, the testing equipment, and instructional materials?
Comments

no

no 1 2
no

30

1(3)3 4

129
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
All staff members who have responsibility for teaching driver and traffic safety education:
1. Possess valid teacher certificates.
2. Keep informed about current developments in driver and traffic safety education through in-service education and
active participati_on in other professional
activities.
3. Participate in school programs and community activities related to safety education.
4. Have valid driver licenses.
5. Have satisfactory driving records as
verified by official state and local driver
files. .

no 1

2 3(9

no 1 2

no

no

30

2G)4

2 3Q

no 1 2

6. Have had driving experience in cities
and on open highways under varied traffie, weather, and road conditions.
7. Have specific preparation for their assignments. (Teachers assigned to driving
simulation laboratories or multiple-car
driving ranges need additional preparation in this area.)

8.

no 1 2 3(?}

no

2 3 4

301

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
a) Epucational level:

Less than bachelor's degree _ _ __
Bachelor's degree
2
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in driver

c) Years since last formal study in driver and traffic
safety education:
0-3 __2_ _
4-7 - - 8-12 - - - More than 12 _ _ _ __
d) Previous experience in years:

and traffic safety education:
0-11
12-23
24-48
More than 48

_ _ __
---...-___2__
_ _ __

0-2
3-5
6-15
More than 15

-------_ _ __
_ _2_ _

2. List areas of concentration in driver and traffic safety education of each staff member.

Mr. Hardin - teachers classroom and lab.

:Mr. Ser,!ent - teaches lab only.

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the staff's preparation in driver and traffic safety education?
b) How well is the program of driver and traffic safety education supervised?
c) How satisfactory is the evidence of in-service growth of the instructional staff?

Comments

no
no

2
2 334~

no

2 3 4

96
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
I. Instruction is planned in relation to
school objectives.
2. Specific learning activities are directed
toward clearly formulated objectives in
driver and traffic safety education.
3. Written plans snow evidence of careful
planning and preparation for instruction.
4. Instruction emphasizes practical problems.
5. Instruction is readily adapted to new
and changing conditions.
6. Instructional activities include surveys
and studies of community problems and
conditions related to safety and driver
and traffic safety education. .

na l 2 3©

na

2 3(9

na

23©

na

23©

7. Such consultants as police officers, firemen, physicians, and safety organization representatives participate as resource persons to strengthen the instructional activities.
8. Provision is made for coordination of
instruction in driver and traffic safety
education with other areas of learning.
9. The multisensory materials used are selected in light of the objectives of driver
and traffic safety education.
10. A multiple-car method is used.

11.
na

l

3©

na

l 2

na

l 2 3G)

na l

@1
na

2G)4
2 3 4

l 2

3

4

2(2)4 \

Evaluations

How adequate are the planning and preparation for instruction?
To what extent are the learning experiences centered on practical problems?
c) To what extent do students in the driver and traffic safety education program take part in school and
community safety activities?
a)

na l 2

b)

na

3(g

l 2 3@

Comments

C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Up-to-date textbooks and basic reference

2.

3.

4.
5.

materials are available.
Supplementary teaching materials related
to driver and traffic safety education are
available.
Commercially sponsored supplementary
teaching materials are critically reviewed
before use.
Source and reference materials for staff
use are supplied by the school.
Multisensory materials in driver and
traffic safety education are provided.

na l 2

30

na

2

30

na

2(3)4

na

2@4

6. Teachers and students develop and use
such materials as study guides, diagnostic and achievement tests, code of accepted patterns of conduct related to
driving.
7. Testing devices, models, and mock-ups
ai;e available.
8. Local, state, and national traffic and accident facts are used.

na

2o)4

na

26)4

na

1 2

9.

na

1 2

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
b) How adequate is the quality of instructional materials?
c) How adequate is the quantity of instructional materials?
d) How well are accident data used to help determine proper emphases of subject matter?

Comments

na
na
na
na

30
3
4

131
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION
Checklist

1. Evaluation is an integral part of instruction. .
2. Evaluation is used to help determine the
appropriateness of objectives and the
soundness of administrative policies.
3. Various diagnostic tests are used to determine readiness to learn specific tasks
and to point out areas for improvement.
4. A variety of evaluative techniques are
used, such as written, driving skill, psychophysical, and attitude tests; observations of student behavior; ratings by
teachers; anecdotal records; student appraisals.
5. Permanent school records include information on achievement in driver and
traffic safety education.

3©1
1 2 30

no 1 2

no

no

1 2©4

no 1 2

30

6. Outcomes of evaluation are used in revising the program and in planning the
teaching-learning activities.
7. In evaluating student performance, particular care is taken to reduce or to avoid
tensions that may increase the hazards of
the situation.
8. The school endeavors to include in its
evaluation of the driver and traffic safety
education program the opinions of graduates, parents of present or former students, traffic court judges, police officials,
and insurance company officials.
9.

no

no 1 ~ 4

no

2(v4

no

2 3 4

1 2 3@

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the evaluation procedures?
b)

To what extent do teachers evaluate the effectiveness of their teaching?

Comments

no
no

18
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations

To what degree do students exhibit a knowledge and understanding of the principles and skills needed
in safe driving and for competency as drivers?
I) How well do students drive at the end of the course?
c) To what extent do students exhibit in their driving a sense of responsibility, a respect for law, and
consideration for others
d) How well do local driving records of former and present students in driver education courses support
the success of the current program?
a)

no

2

3{9

no 1 2G:54

30

na

2

no

2(2)4
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the driver and traffic safety education program most satisfactory and commendable?

1. Cars are '\'Tell equipped.
2. l?rovisions r"or in-school and after hour training.
.
3. Many supplernenta!j' materials used, resource people, filmstrip, current events etc. etc.
4. All sophomores scheduled to take it and 1"Torked into program well.

2. In what respects is the driver and traffic safety education program most in need of improvement?
1.
2.

Need more storage space for classroom
Designated place to park driver ed. car.

3. Recommend, in· order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the driver and traffic safety education
program.

we feel its quite good the way it is - if there were weaknesses we would see to it that they
were corrected.

lJLr
!100
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VII. GENERAL EVALUATION
OF INSTRUCTION IN DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION
Evaluations

To what extent does the instruction in driver and traffic safety education meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2, "School and Community"?
b) Ta what extent 'is the instruction in driver and traffic safety education consistent with the philosophy
and objectives as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in driver and traffic safety education instruction and
seeking their solution?
a)

na 1 2

30

na 1 2

3(£)

2

30

na
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NAME OF SCHOOL _

VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

DATE
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0

IB

October 1, 1978

Self-evaluation by
Patricia Meller

Dennis Sheppard

Terry Morris

Richard Breedlove

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The English program is designed to improve the student's awareness of the important role that the English language and its
literature play in his life and of their uses in
public and private discourse. Essential to the
over-all program of studies, the English program emphasizes the development of the
powers of comprehension, of critical thinking, and of coherence, cogency, and fluency in
the expression and communication of ideas
through oral and written composition. At the
same time it is designed to provide experiences and activities, particularly in literature, that will help the student become a
discriminating reader and will promote life-

long learning. In his reading, he will encounter human aspirations, foibles, courage,
cowardice, vulnerability, nobility of character, and integrity that should contribute to
his own emotional and spiritual maturity. He
should be led, through his studies, to develop
a sense of responsibility for faithfulness to
purpose of his statements and for their
accuracy.
Literature that has been selected for its
richness of texture and its excellence of content and style will promote growth in imagination and aesthetic appreciation, as well as
provide enjoyable leisure-time activities.

NOTE: Before proceeding with 1vork on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list of
the major goals of the English department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the
school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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GOAIS OF THE VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL :E1{ GLISH DEPARTMENT

READING:

1.

2;
J.

4.

s.

6.
1.
8.
9.
10.

WRITING:

In this area the student will be able to do the following:
Comprehend what he reads
Increase his reading vocabulary
Select details from a reading selection which have important
bearing on the meaning of that selection
Read orally with correct enunciation and pronunciation
Understand a writer's organization
Reach conclusions about what he reads
Adjust to different types of reading materials
Appreciate literature
Pick out the main idea of a paragraph
Interpret written selections by deciding upon the a11thor' s purpose

In this area the student will be able to do the following:

1. Write legibly
2.

Master acceptable capitalization, spelling, and punctuation
Find an interesting subject
4. Limit the topic
Stick to the topic
6. Develop a paragraph in one of the following ways:
a. Facts
b. Examples
c. Incidents
d. Comparison and/or contrast
e. Cause and effect
f. Reasons
g. Definition
h. Combination of methods
1. Include in each pararraph a topic sentence
8. Use transition words to organize information within a paragraph
9. Develop a paragraph using each of the followine ~odes of
development
a. Multiple examples
b. Extended examples
c. Hypothetic al illustration
d. .Analogy
e. Anecdote
10. Write an inductive and deductive paragraph using ma,jor and
minor supports
11. Organize a longer composition of many paragraphs using one of
the methods of organization mentioned in item #6
12. Use appropriate ttansi tion elements between paragraphs in
the longer composition
13. Apply all of the objectives of composition to the writing
of letters, both business and social, and to the research
paper

J.

s.

'3'7/

102b

.L

lh.
15.
16.
17.
18 •.
19.
20.
21 •.
22.
23.

Use exact words
Use words appropriate for the audience or reader
Select words which convey the desired connotation
Write clear sentences through the use of carefully
modifiers
Write sentences which avoid the use of unnecessary
Write sentences that have varying lengths within a
paragraph
Write sentences that highlight important ideas
Make use of paralellism in appropriate sentences
Maintain clear reference in regard to pronouns and
antecedents
Avoid awkward changes in subject and in verb forms

SFEAKING::

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

lh.

15~
16.
17.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

words
single

their

In this area the student will be ab1e to do the following:

Speak so that he can be heard
Increase his speaking vocabulary
Gain confidence in his ability to forma1_1.y adnress a eroup
Organize his ideas logically in a formal speech
Make use of the vocal, physica1-, and orgrinizational techniques
which help the speech accomplish its purpose
Develop a master.r of the various techniques involved in
maintaining the audience's attention
Give a-personal oral interpretation of the author's meaning
Know hCM to apply certain techniques in preparing an
introduction or a conclusion
I.earn the extemporaneous method of speech presentation
Use a basic and proper outline form
Do independent research and preparation for the speech
I.earn to analyze poetry and prose for the author's meaning
I.earn to recognize and employ word tone and color, devices
of poetry such as alliteration, characterization, symbolism,
and plot development
I.earn logical, judicial, and sensible cutting of prose and
poetry for oral presentation
I.earn to employ variety in vocal usage to creat and maintain
interest and understanding in the audience
I.earn to prepare a program of poetr.r based on a ·theme or
idea
Gain control of body, voice, and facial expression for greater
effect

STUDY SKILLS:
1.
2.

placed

In this area the student wi 1. 1 be ab1_e to do the following:

follow directions in completing an assignment
Do his assignments neatly
Follow the format specified by the teacher
Complete his work on time
I.earn when and how to take notes
Make good use of study time
Do his assignments thoroughly

,020

LISTENING SKI LIS:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

In this area the student will be able to do the following:

Become aware of the importance of the listening skill
I.earn the process of alert listening
Become aware of distractions and learn to adjust to them
so that listening productively can continue in spite of them
I.earn to be interested in listening by recognizing the purpose
inherent in every communication situation
I.earn to recognize central ideas
Learn to recognize statements of fact from statements of opinion

GRAMM.A...!?. AND lTSAGE SKILLS:

In this area the student wi '11_ be l"lble to do
the f cl lowing:

Identify the eight parts of speech
.Identify the parts of a sentence
3. Know the differences between a clause and a phrase
4. Recognize the differences between standard and st1bstandard English
S. Maintain agreement between subjects and verbs, pronouns and
their antecedents
6. Use the nominative, objective, and possecsive pronouns correctly
7. ITse the correct tense, voice, and mood of verbs
8. Use the correct form of adjectives and adverbs in comparisons
9. Know the various exceptions to the rule in prope~ usage
10. Know the differences between sentences, nonsentences, and run-ons
1.

2.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. English courses are required of all students.
na 1(3):3 4
2. In choosing elective courses, such as
speech and journalism, students are assisted by an English teacher or a counselor who is aware of the nature of
specific electives and the capabilities of
the students. .
2 3 4
3. Each student in senior high school has
experienced fundamental speech training, either in a separate course or
through speech activities included in the
required English course offerings. .
na0)2 3 4
4. Remedial or clinical speech activities are
available.
nau) 2 3 4
6. Instruction in developmental reading is
provided.
na 1 2(§)4
6. For all courses taught, there are carefully planned, written outlines or syllabi
that permit a reasonable degree of flexibility and adaptation, and provide for
sequential development of skills and of
understanding among students. .
na
4
7. Individual teachers help select the literary works to be studied by their classes
and make some of the decisions concerning materials and methods to be used. . na 1 2
8. Provision is made for the slower students, offering them material that is
suited to their individual abilities and
in line with their interests. .
na 1

na{j)

1{93

30

Q)4

Supplementary Data

9. Individual instruction or special classes
are available to the gifted student. .
10. Individual instruction or special classes
are available to the slow student. .
11. Provision is made for students to move
from one level of instruction to another.
12. The English teachers (including also
the teachers of speech and journalism)
are organized into a department headed
by a chairman.
13. The department chairman is afforded
time to provide leadership in all areas
of his responsibility. . . . . . .
14. The teaching loads of English teachers
make effective teaching possible.
15. Each teacher haa a minimum of one
planning or conference period daily.
16. Provisions are made for team teaching.
17. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in English. .
18. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the English program
at that level. .
19. The English department budget provides for the purchase and rental of
paperbacks and audio-visual items and
supplies.
. •.

no 1G)3 4
no 1 2

@4

no

1{3)3

4

no

1(y3

4

(§) 1
no 1

2 3 4

G) 3

no 1 2G)4

na(!)2 3 4

na 1

26)4

<§) 1

2 3 4

(9 1

2 3 4

na1234

20.

(Fill in the following table for all courses in English.)

TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLL•
MENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

PER WEEK
RANGE OF·
CLASS SIZE

Number of
Periods

Total
Minutes

9

100

4

R

23-27

5

275

English II

10

80

3

R

25-28

5

275

English III

11

87

4

R

17-25

5

275

English IV

12

31

2

E

14-17

5

275

English I

-·
Evaluations
ci) How adequate are the English courses to meet the needs of all students?

na

How adequate is the organization for instruction in English? .
c) How elfectivel11 is the organization for instruction functioning? .

no

b)

Comments

4

na

i104
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
I The English program may be organized in a variety of educationally valid patterns. Regardless of the plan, each item
ahould be studied and evaluated by the members of the teaching staff directly concerned with the instructional process
i to which the item refers. Describe separately any offerings that you feel do not fall under the following beadings.
I
1

f

A. LANGUAGE

;Checklist
1, The study of English provides information about the language, such as its structure and syntax, and opportunities for
students to improve their use of language.
2. The use of language is related to its appropriateness for effective oral and written communication.
3. Students learn, both inductively and
deductively, structures characteristic of
the English language. .
4. There is a program for improving students' use of both spoken and written
English. .

na 1 2

3

©

na 1 2e)4

na 1

@3

4

na 1(!>3 4

5. The language program is kept responsive
to current research findings. .
6. Vocabulary study is correlated with students' experiences in speaking, writing,
and reading activities. .
7. Students learn about some of the ways in
which English has changed over the centuries and is continuing to change today.
8. Students learn of the .distinctive character and richness of the dialects of various
minority groups.
9.

Evaluations
a)
b)
c)
d)

To what extent does the study of 1,anguage meet the needs of all students?
How adequate are provisions for improvjng the l,anguage skills of individual students?
How well does the program provide for sequential development of students' understanding of language?
How well does the program provide for continuing improvement in language skills?

Comments

na 1

2@4

na

1@3

na

1 2®4

4

na(j)2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4
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8. LITERATURE

Checklist
1. The study of literature is planned to
provide for students' growth in:
a) Awareness of the major themes and
ideas that pervade great literature.
b) Appreciation and enjoyment of literature. ·
c) Insight into human experiences.
d) The skills of reading literature. .
2. Although American and English literatures are emphasized, opportunities are
provided for the study of appropriate
selections from other literatures. .
3. Students study intensively major works,
contemporary as well as classic, chosen
carefully for their appropriateness to
student abilities, interests, and maturity.
4. Major works are selected on the basis
of their enduring qualities as literature.
5. Paperback and supplementary hardback
books, magazines, and newspapers are
used extensively. .
6. A variety of materials and instructional
procedures provide for individual differences within a class group.

no

26)4

no

2@4

no
no

2@4

2 3~

7. Specific instruction is provided in reading different types of literature: novels,
biography, short stories, essays, plays,
and poetry.
8. In accordance with their maturity and
experiences with literature, students are
guided to develop a variety of critical
approaches to literature and its evaluation.
9. Provision is made for the study of
works of literary merit through the
use of such media as films, radio, television, and recordings.
10. Students learn something of television,
film, and stage as arts distinct from
literature. .
11. The use of library and reference resources is taught in relation to needs.

no

2@4

no

23©

no

2 3 4

a) To what extent is provision made for students' varying interests and ability levels?

no

b) To what extent do students develop understanding, enjoyment, and appreciation of literature?

no

2Q) 4
2@4

no
no

12.

Evaluations

Comments
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C. COMPOSITION

Checklist
1. The goal of the writing program goes
beyond literacy to competence; for able
students, it goes beyond competence to
development of an individual style..
2. Motivated writing experiences are provided for all students throughout the
English program.
3. Practice is afforded both in impromptu
writing and in carefully planned and revised writing..
4. Practice is provided in the various types
of writing which are likely to be of
practical use to students. .
5. Writing on various kinds of subjects for
various purposes and audiences is
planned sequentially, with more mature
analyses and forms expected as students
progress through the grades.
6. Writing activities include expository,
descriptive, narrative, and argumentative prose, and appropriate combinations
of these.
7. Instruction is given in proper use of
source materials in preparing written
reports, criticisms, and arguments. .
8. While all writing can be creative for
students, those students with especial
ability are given special opportunities
to strengthen it. .
9. Topics for composition are individualized sufficiently to encourage and challenge each student to do his best work.

na

1@3 4

na

16:)3 4

na

1 26)4

na

1(v3 4

na

1 2©4

10. Students are taught to discover, limit,
and develop their own topics.
na 1 2 ~
11. Students are given opportunities to
write about content from other school
subjects.
na
4
12. Opportunities are provided for students
to write honestly about personal experiences, opinions, and concerns, as means
of growth in self-perception and selfunderstanding.
no
4
13. Emphasis is placed on the underlying
processes of clear and logical thinking
in organizing and developing ideas. .
no 1 2(D4
14. The use of variety in sentence structure
and of precision in word choices is an
integral part of the training in effective
written composition. .
no 1 2 3
15. A continuous program for the improvement of spelling, punctuation, and manuscript form is in operation. .
no 1 2 3
16. Remedial work in composition is available.
. . . . . . . . . . G;)1 2 3 4
17. Students are taught to avoid all forms
of plagiarism.
na 1 2
18. Opportunity is readily afforded in the
classroom for students to discuss their
reactions to the ideas, approaches, and
underlying assumptions of one another's
writing,
na 1@3 4

03

1(D3

©
©

na 1 2

na 1

e
na

€}4

€)3

0

4

1 2 3 4

1@)3

19.

na 1 2

3

4

4

Supplementary Data

1. Describe briefly the means used to measure students' growth in writing skills.

Teacher evaluation

Evaluations
a) How adequate is provision for:

(1) AU types of students to develop competence in composition?
(2) More able students to develop appropriate degree of expertness?
(3) All students to have experience in both impromptu and carefully planned writing 'I
b) How adequate is the quality of writing activities?
c) How adequate is the variety of writing activities?
Comments

na 1(v3 4
na 1 2~4
na

1 2@)4

na 1@3 4
na 1(3)3 4

lt~3
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D. SPEECH

Checklist
1. Planned instruction in speaking and

2.

3:
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

listening is an integral part of the overall English program. .
The similarities of and differences between spoken and written discourse are
taught. .
The importance of oral language is evident throughout the program. .
Emphasis is placed on the importance of
worthwhile and appropriate content in
all oral communication. .
The speaker's responsibilities for integrity of purpose and accuracy of statement are stressed. .
Logical development of a topic is emphasized.
Emphasis is given to the use of exact
and appropriate words. .
Types and uses of supporting data are
taught. .
Appropriate posture, movement. gesture, and facial expression are taught
as means of facilitating communication.

2 3

4

2 3

4

1

2 3

4

no 1

2 3

4

no

2 3

4

no

2 3

4

no

2 3

4

no

2 3

4

nr,

1

"o
no

2 3 4

10. Articulation, pronunciation, and voice
control are taught and practiced as factors in effective communication.
11. Instruction and practice are provided
in analytical and critical listening. .
12. Students are taught to apply tests to the
validity of evidence and reasoning. .
13. Instruction and practice are provided in
the comprehension, appreciation, and
evaluation of radio, motion picture,
stage, and television programs. .
14. Instruction and practice are provided
for all students in the forms and techniques of various types of group discussion.
15. Students with individual problems of
articulation and voice quality receive
appropriate special instruction. .
16. The services of a certified speech clinician are provided for students with
severe speech handicaps.

2 3

no 1

2 3 .4

nri

2

3

4

no 1

2 3

4

,..,;

2

1

4

3 4

"" I 2 3 4

no

I

2 3

.4

no

2 3 4

a) How extensive is the variety of experiences in speaking and listening?

no

2 3 4

b) How adequate is the qua.lity of experiences in speaking and listening?

no 1

c) To what extent does the program provide for the development of skills in speaking?
d) To what extent does the program provide for the development of listening skills and appreciation?

no 1

2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4

no 1

17.

no

Evaluations

no

Comments
A speech class is offered on the junior/senior level as an elective, but recently there has been

no interest shown in the course.
102a, 102b, and 102c.

Objectives for the course are written and can be seen on pages
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UI. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Classrooms are equipped with movable
furniture which can be adapted to
na l 2 3 4
group activities.
2. Bookshelves are provided in all English
na 1@3 4
classrooms.
3. ·Magazine display and storage facilities
are provided in all English classrooms. na(y2 3 4
4. Filing equipment is provided in all English classrooms.
na 1(3) 3 4
5. English classrooms are equipped for efficient use of audio-visual aids. .
na02 3 4
6. The following equipment is available
(check if available) : .
na 1~3 4
_x_ Record players.
_ _ Radio.
_x_ Television sets.
_x_ Tape recorders.
_x_ Sound projectors.
_ _ Listening stations.
_x_ Opaque and overhead projectors.
_x_ Chalkboard.
_ _ Tackboard.
_x_ Copier.

7. A stage is available for use by English
na(D2 3 4
classes. .
8. English classrooms are clustered in the
building, preferably close to the library. na l(y 3 4
no l 2G)4
9. The acoustics are satisfactory..
10. A variety of spaces are available for
such activities as team teaching, largeand small-group instruction, departmental meetings, student-teacher conferences, and storage of departmental
equipment.
nou)2 3 4
11. Facilities and equipment are provided
for instructing students with specific
reading deficiencies.
12.

Evaluations

a) How adequate are the physical facilities to meet instructional needs?
b) How adequate is the provision for storage facilities?
c) How well is equipment maintained for efficient use?
Comments

na

1([h

4

na(j)2 3 4
na

1@3

4

I

no
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

'

'Checklist
Members of the English staff:
1. Have preparation in literature for adolescents, in American and English literature, and in other literatures..
2. Have preparation for teaching reading,
speech, and language in high school.
3. Have preparation in writing beyond one
college course in freshman composition.
4. Have preparation to include mass media
in their teaching ..
5. Have specific preparation to teach such
courses as remedial reading, speech,
play production, and journalism, for
which they are given responsibility.
6. Have at least a minor in English.
7. Have preparation in methods of teaching English.
8. Are acquainted with diagnostic techniques and remedial instruction methods.
9. Assist the librarian in the selection and
distribution of reading materials for
the English program.
10. Have training in the use of educational
media and materials.

na 1 2@4
na 16)3 4
na

2@4

na 1 2(v4

na$2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4
na 1@3 4

na{y2 3 4

na 1@3 4
na 1

2(V4

11. Keep abreast of recent developments in
the teaching of English. .
12. Read literature and criticism beyond
what is taught in the classroom.
13. Write for publication or personal
pleasure.
14. Are active in professional organizations
of English teachers. .
15. Maintain active participation in inservice education through formal study
and other professional activity. .
16. Play an active part in the planning and
evaluation of the English courses of
study.
17. Are concerned with K-12 curriculum development and take steps to become familiar with all levels of instructionelementary, junior high, and senior
high.
18. Work with members of other departments to improve reading, writing,
speech, and study skilla of students in
all subjects.

19.

na

2Q}4

na

2

3G)

na(D2 3 4
na(D2 3 4

na([h 3 4

na 1 2

na

3©

1(3} 3

na(D 2

4

3 4

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of tl?-e following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively):
ci) Educational level:
c) Years since last formal study in English:
2
0-8 ___
_
Less than bachelor's degree ---=--Bachelor's degree
2
4-7 -1___
-_8-12
__
2
Master's degree
More than 12 __,_ _
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
d) Previous experience in years:
0-2 __2_ _
b) Semester hou.rs (approximate) of preparation in
English:
8-o ---=,---6-15 __2_ _
0-11 --.,..-12-28 _ _~ _
More than 15 - - - 24-48 _ _,_ _

,

More than 48 _ _ __
2. List areas of concentration in English of each staff member (attach sheets, if necessary) •

.American Literature
Speech

1 I

,,

a1.L\_o
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Evaluations
G) How adequate is the staff's preparation in English?
b) To what extent does the staff demonstrate ability to use English effectively'!

Comments

B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction is planned to achieve the

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

clearly formulated, comprehensive objectives of the English program.
There is evidence of careful preparation for instruction. _
Instruction is readily adapted to changing classroom conditions.
Student needs, interests, and experiences are among the factors considered
in the selection and conduct of instruction.
Instruction and practice in language art
skills are provided.
Instruction is individualized through
such techniques as grouping of students
with like needs and through differentiated assignments.
A high degree of student involvement
and verbal interaction characterizes the
classroom procedures.
Students are stimulated to embark on
independent study and to initiate group
projects and other creative and imaginative activities. .
Teachers use a variety of techniques
such as group discussion, project activities, laboratory techniques, and seminars.
Teachers are encouraged to experiment
with new ideas and promising techniques. _

'

11. Students are guided and encouraged in

na

12.
na

13.
na

14.
na

28)4

3©

na

2

na

1€)3

na

1 2Q)4

4

15.

16.

17.

na

103

4

a variety of ways to report their individual reading.
Students are encouraged to do free or
voluntary reading.
Provision is made to extend the classroom experiences in English to appropriate cocurricular and extracurricular
activities.
Attention is given to improving study
skills.
Students are encouraged to see literature, language, and composition, not as
separate "subjects," but as parts of
English which can serve to lead toward
an integrated whole. .
Students with aptitude in English
studies have counseling available on opportunities for continuing in advanced
English courses in high school. .
Students with aptitude in English
studies have counseling available· on opportunities for continuing postsecondary English study.

18.

na

(1)2

3 4

nau)2 3 4

na(y 2 3 4
na 1 2@4

na

2(]} 4

na 1 2@4

Evaluations

2@4

a) How adequate is the planning and preparation for instruction?

na

b) To what degree is instruction adapted to the needs of individual students'!

na 1 2@,1

Comments

'

112
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. An abundance of reading material of
high interest and appropriateness to a
variety of reading levels is readily accessible to teachers and students.
2. Adequate materials are provided for instructing students with specific reading
deficiencies.
3. Instructional materials in general classroom use include the following (check
thfse available): . .
_ _ Paperback books.
_x_ Tapes.
_x_ Periodicals.

_x_
_x_
__
_x_
_x_
_x_
_x_
__
__
_x_
_x_

na 1 2@4

na 1 2(i) 4

na 1

~4

Newspapers.
A variety of textbooks.
Pamphlets.
Dictionaries.
Films.
Filmstrips.
Recordings.
Maps.
Charts.
Pictures.
Overhead transparencies.

4.

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
b) How adequate is the quality of instructional materials?
c) How adequate is the quantity of instructional materials?
d) To what extent are materials from the library used in English instruction?

a)

Comments

na 1 2@4
na 1 2@4
na 1 @3 4
na
4

1©3
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Evaluating and recording class and individual accomplishment are an integral
part of the teaching-learning activities.
2. Evaluation is pursued through oral and
written, subjective and objective means.
3.. Students pa~ticipate in the evaluation
of their own progress.
4. Consistent effort is made through the
use of testing devices to determine the
abilities of all students in reading,
writing, speaking, and listening.
5. Evaluation of students' use of language
is based on observation by the teacher
as well as on results of standardized
tests.
6. Evaluation is used to identify students
needing remedial instruction.
7. Objective evidence is obtained of the
reading interests of students.

no

no
no
no

1 2{[)4
2@4
2@4
1G)3 4

8. Cumulative records are kept of students' reading.
9. In evaluating speaking and writing, emphasis is given to content, organization,
quality of thought, and style as well as
to mechanics. .
10. Ability to work in groups is evaluated.
11. Careful checks are made to determine
comprehension of independent reading.
12. Both teachers and students recognize
that tests are used to reveal strengths
and to suggest areas for further study.
13. Teachers use evaluation results as one
index of their own teaching effectiveness and plan their instruction accordingly.

14.

na0 2 3 4
no

1 20}4

no l 2@4

r,a

2 3 4
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Supplementary Data
1. Describe the achievement testing program in English.

Greene-Stapp at junior and senior level
NEDT at sophomore level

2. Show how this program is used to evaluate:
a) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Class achievement on national or other norms.
c) Class weaknesses.

The testing results a.re placed in a cumulative file and are available for individual teacher
review.

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the evaluation procedures in English?
b) How well do teachers use evaluation results in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching?

c) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of unusual promise in the field of English?
d) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students with unusual needs in the field of English?
Comments

:: ~ :~~
265'4
no 1
no

1(3} 3 '4

149
114
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V.OUTCOMES
Evaluations
a) To what degree do students practice desirable speech habits in the classroom?

b) To what degree are desirable speech habits used in such areas as corridors, lunchrooms, auditorium,
and school clubs? .
c) To what degree do students demonstrate ability to write clearly, correctly, and effectively?
d) T_o what extent. does the English program facilitate and encourage creative writing?
e) How well do students read with comprehension and reasonable speed? .
/) To what degree are students able to apply critical reading skills to the interpretation of literature?
g) To what extent have students' literary tastes and interests been broadened? .
h) To what degree do students show desirable listening skills in assembly, classroom, club, and other activities?

na

1G)3

4

na

3 -4
3 4

na

3 -4

na

3 -4

na

34

na

2

na

2@4

na

1Cv3

4

15 0
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENGLISH PROGRAM
1. In what respects is ~he English program most satisfactory and commendable?
1.

Strong gramnar program allowing for individualization.

2.

Literature program tha. t exposes students to a wide range of literary styles, genres, and
authors.

2. In what respects is the English program most in need of improvement?
1. Sequential writing program.
2. More electives at high school level (Speech and related courses, journalism, comparative
li tera. ture ~ •

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the English program.
1.

Hold meeting and write composition objectives in a sequential pattern.

2.

Identify objectives which should be emphasized at specific grade levels.

3.

Hire a.n assistant to help with grading; decrease class size.

l 15

151
116
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VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH
Evaluations

To what extent does the instruction in English meet the needs of students as indicated in Section!,
"School and Community"? .
b) To what extent is the instruction in English consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section S, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) T~ what extent (s the school identifying problems in English instruction and seeking their solution?
a)

na 1
na
na 1

SECTION

Foreign Languages
NAME

or SCHOOL

~ ~
0

octo bcr 1, 1978

Villa Grove Ili.L;h School

Self-evaluation by
Ted Hughes
Karen Willin.rn:on

Leslie Wolfe
This evaluation includes:
___ Both modern and classical languages

~_Only modern languages
_ _Only classical languages

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are ofTere<l for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The foreign language program in today's
schools may include both classical and modern languages. The languages to be taught
are selected after considering their educational value, the eultnral insights to be
gained from them, and, where applicable,
their vocational use, the extent of their use
by the peoples of the wol'ld, and the poh,ntial contribution to our society of a ,vorking
kno\vledge of thern.
It is desirable for students to gain an
understandillg of the linguistic and cultural
heritages of our country derived from both
the Eastern and \Vestern hemispheres, and
from Latin and Greek, in order to gain a
better understanding of our own culture and
of the problems of concern to our country.
Now and in the foreseeable future, our
society sorely needs many people who can
use a foreign language adequately. Some
scientific concepts, psychological insights,
cultural analyses, and writing about economics that are necessary to our progress as
a people and as a society are available only
in foreign literature.
The study of a foreign language is a pro-

gressive experience and implies progressive
acquisition of linguistic skills. Skills grow
rusty \vith disuse; but when learned thoroughly and with understanding, they can be
reactivated quickly, given the proper stimuli
and envirnnment. The values to be gained
from language learning will be related to
the amount of time and effort devoted to it
and to the learner's moti'vation.
Skills to be mastered include: (1) increasing ability to understand the foreign
language when spoken, (2) increasing ability to speak it, (3) ability to read it with increasinz ease and enjoyment, and (4) the
increasing ability to write it. 'The acquisition
of these skills will result in a new understanding of the concept of langiwge.
The study of another language usually
brings about a gradually expanding and
deepening knowledge of the country or countries-people, geography, history, social institutions, literature, and culture-and, as a
consequence, a better perspective of our own
culture through adjustment to the concept of
cultural similarities and differences.

NOTE: Before proceeding with ihe work of this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list
of the major goals of the foreign language department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EV /\lUt\TIVE CR.lTEfUAJ
Fourth Edition

® 196.9 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluatiun, .1785 Massachusetts
Are1we, N.lV., lVashington, D.C. 20036. AU rights reserved. No part of this material
may be rcvroduced in an11 form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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OBJECTIVES or THE roREIGN LANGUAGE DEP.ARns::NT
Note:

The objectives within a given category are arranged to parallel the progression o:f the student
in his studies~ All objectives are to be reached by the end of two years of study.

I,

Listening Objectives
The student will be able to:
1. Distinguish between sounds, whioh though sim:i.la.r could make the difference in meaning.
2. Recognize by intonation as well as by structure whether a.n utterance is declarative.,
interrogative., or mandatory.
3. Comprehend the language l'rithin the range or vocabulary and constxuctions of the text
when spoken at normal c~ssroom speed.

II.

Speaking Objectives
The student will be able to:
1. Reproduce correctly all the sounds o:f the Spanish language {I.,a.tin .American variety)
both in structural situations and in :free conversation.
2. Manipulate orally gramna.tica.l points of the language with a high degree of accuracy.
3. Be able to answer a.11 questions within his range o:f knowledge and vocabulary.
4. Speak in a S11stained monolog of a.bout one minute a.bout subjects relating to his everyday life.
5. Participate in a dialog with another student using topics and vocabulary studies when
given the situation.
6. Converse in an nonstruotured situation {outside classroom) about topics with which he
is familia.r.
7. Give all oral utterances at whatever stage o:f learning with a reasonable degree of
dorrect pronunciation and intonation.

m.

Reading Objectives
The student will be a. ble to :
1. Associate and apply his knmrledge of Spanish sounds to printed words when reading aloud.
2. Read aloud or silently with understanding anything he can say.
3. Read a.loud a :familiar passage without najor errors in pronunciation or intonation.
4. Comprehend a reading selextion on familiar materials 'When reading silently without undue
interruption to look up meanings of words.
5. Read with understanding non-literary reading selections which utilize a vocabulary even
beyond the students' active vocabulary if the student is aided by having unfamiliar words
or difficult phrases explained in the margins.

IV.

llriting Objectives
The student will be able to:
1. Reproduce a.ccura tely in writing anything he can say in the foreign language.
2. write correctly by dictation (including capitalization and punctuation) any fa.milia.r
sentence or passage.
3. Manipulate writing exercise of the gramna.tical patterns studied.
4. J.Jlswer correctly both in content a.nd gramna.r questions of a personal nature relating
to the student's every day life situations.

v.

()1].tura.l Objectives
The student will:
1. Have an initial acquaintance with the following cultural items of the Spanish speaking
peoples:
a. The Spanish speaking countries and their basic geography.
b. racial and ethnic backgrounds
c. home and family life
d. educational systems
e. food and clothing
f. recreation
g. religion
h. occupations
1. m11Sic
J. customs a.Dd traditions
k. cultural contributions
2. Develop positive attitudes to-nrd people who speak foreign languages and toward foreign
languages themselves.
3. Be a.ware of cultural differences a.nd similarities among the Spanish speaking countries.
4. Be a.ware of the cultural cimilarities and differences between Spanish speaking peoples
in general and the United states.
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I. ORGANIZATION

Checklist

1. Foreign language courses are available
to all students.
·
na
2. Course counseling is provided by staff
members acquainted with foreign language education. .
na 1&3 4
3. Class size is limited so that each member participates ·in some type of oral
activity daily.
na 1 2 3 0
4. Such factors as interest, motivation,
and the discriminating use of aptitude
tests are employed to encourage students to· elect foreign languages.
na(V2 3 4
5. Opportunity is provided for a four-year
sequence in at least one foreign language. .
.
na 1(D3 4
6. A carefully articulated language program is provided from elementary
through senior high school. .
@1 2 3 4
7. More than the usual four-year sequence
of language study is provided for those
who began study of a foreign language
in elementary school and are continuing
its study in high school. .
2 3 4
8. Language programs of students are
planned to avoid a gap between the end
of foreign language study in high school
and its continuation in college. .
na

1 2&}4

.

(§)

9. Supervisory assistance is provided to
coordinate the foreign language program.
10. All foreign language teachers are encouraged to aid in the development of
the foreign language curriculum.
na 1 2
11. Students pursue the study' of one foreign
language for a longer sequence of time
(three or four years) rather than
studying two languages for shorter sequences, say, of two years each. . . . @
2
12. A minimum sequence of three years of
one foreign language is offered before
additional languages are added to the
na 1 2
program.
13. Individual instruction or special classes
na(y2
are available to the gifted student.
14. Teachers at the same grade level plan
together to develop the foreign language program at that level.
(§)1 2

15.

3

8

3 4

3 4

3 4

na 1 2 3 4

1@ 4

Supplementary Data (Fill in the following table for all courses in foreign languages.)
PER WEEK
TITLE OF COURSE

GKADE

ENROLL.MENT

.. .

'

.

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

. --

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

S}laniah I

9-11

24

2

E..

Spanish II

10-12

11

1

E

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

11~1.3

Total

Number of
Periods

Minutes

5

275

5

275

Evaluations

a) To what extent are foreign language offerings available?
b) How effectively is the school developing its foreign language program to permit students to pursue
their foreign language study in high school at advanced levels?

na 1 (Y3 4
na

1 2G)4

Comments
An a.ttempt has been made to expand the present program into a longer sequence. .A four year sequence is
listed in out catalog oc lass offerings, however an insufficient number of students have shown interest
in the advanced levels to justify having the courses on a. regular predictable basis. l)J.e to the snail
enrollment a. t the advanced levels and due to the sharfag of the Spanish reacher with the Social Studies
department, it seems that advanced ola.sses can only be offered as "additional" preparation for the ~eac~er
by putting the advanced course in a second year class time slot. Since the la.st evaluation, there has been
one third-year class with one student completing a fourth year by independent study. (1976-77}
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
1. The materials used to teach foreign
languages lead to the development of
the four skills in· the following sequence: listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing.
2. Sociolinguistic· comparisons and teaching materials include references to the
social customs of the people speaking
the foreign language.
3. Comparisons of languages and cultures
are related to international conditions
W?enever possible.
4. Emphasis in modern language activities
is upon the language as a means of communication.
5. Listening activities stress the values to
be gained from the materials as well as
the development of the listening skill. .
6. Reading activities stress the values to
be gained from the materials as well as
the development of skill. .

7. Appropriate literary selections are in-

na

1{I)3

4

3(y

na

2

na l

2(2)4

na

na

1@3
103

na 1 2

4

4

cluded, with stress on jhe use of the
contemporary materials. l~d~nc_ed _only)
8. Bilingual backgrounds of students are
recognized in planning language offerings.
9. The Advanced Placement Program is introduced generally after the students
have had four years of intensive audiolingual training in the language and
there is a well-qualified language teacher, and when there is an alternative program provided at the advanced level for
those students who have other than
purely literary objectives for learning a
language. . . . . . . . . .

na

l 2G)4

81 2 3

G

10.

1 2

3 4

na 1 2 3 4

30

Evaluations
How adequate is the variety of offerings to meet foreign language needs of students?
b) How adequate are the provisions for helping students attain an audio-lingual command of the foreign
language?
c) How adequate are the provisions for helping students attain a reading and writing facility in the foreign language?

a)

4

na
na
na

Comments
There is only one program offered (Spanish); all students who take Spanish are presented with the
same materials.
Considerably more is being done now than formerly with the cultural
t
f th
peoples.
aspec so
e Spanish-speaking

1.56
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Language laboratory facilities are provided for regularly . scheduled practice
use by foreign language students. .
na 1
4
2. Language classrooms and laboratory facilities, if separate, are located adjacent
to each other and in a quiet area of the
school. .
•na 1 2@ 4
3. Provision is made for servicing and
maintenance of all foreign language
equipment. .
nae]) 2 3 4
4. Audio-visual equipment, such as :film projectors, filmstrip and slide projectors,
overhead projectors, tape recorders, record players, and short-wave radios, is
2 3(V
provided for the use of the department. na
5. New technological aids are examined and
na
evaluated.
6. Language classrooms are equipped for
2 34
the effective use of instructional media. na
7. Facilities for making and duplicating
na
2 38
tapes are available to teachers. .

lV3

2@)4

8. The foreign language classroom contains
attractively displayed materials that reflect the culture of the countries concerned . .
9. A display area is provided within the
school to exhibit foreign language projects.
10. Readily accessible shelf space is provided
for instructional materials. .
11. Filing equipment is provided ..
12. Language classrooms are provided with
sufficient chalkboard space.
13. Language classrooms are provided with
sufficient bulletin board space. .
14. Central storage space is provided for the
department.
15.

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the physical facilities to 1neet instructional needs in foreign languages?
b) How well are the classrooms ada'p°ted to the teaching of foreign languages?

na

03

nc(y 2

"

34
3©

na
na

2
2G)4

na
na

1 2(D4
1(3)3 4

na

26) "

na 1 2

34

na
na

Comments
The strengths of the physical facilities include 1 ) a reasonably large carpeted room with lowered
ceiling, 2) laboratory facilities consisting of a console with trays containing headsets that can
be lowered from the ceiling 3) easily accessible visual equipnent.
Weaknesses include 1) The Foreign IAngua.ge classroom is located on the first floor where there is
considerable traffic and noise. 2) no service contra.ct as such is provided for regular maintenance
of lab equipnent.
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
Members of the foreign language staff:
1. Understand foreign language conversation of normal. tempo, lectures, and news
broadcasts.
2. Speak the foreign language fluently with·
authentic pronunciation, intonation, and
rhythm ..
3. Read with immediate comprehension
(without translating) prose and verse of
average difficulty and mature content.
4. Write (compose) freely in the foreign
language, with clarity and correctness
in vocabulary, idiom, and syntax.
5. Understand the structure of both English
and the foreign language and how they
differ, and use this knowledge in curriculum planning. .
6. Have an understanding of similarities
and differences between our culture and
the foreign culture.
7. Have studied in a country where the language is or once was commonly used.
8. Have traveled in a country where the
language is or once was commonly used.
9. Have had preparation in modern methods of teaching foreign language.
10. Maintain acquaintance with recent developments in teaching foreign language
through professional reading.

na 1 2(2)4

na 1 2G)4

na 1 2©4

na 1 2(!)4

na 1 2

3{!)

na 1(v3 4
na 1 {i)3 4
na 1®3 4
na 1 2 3

€)

11. Are continuing in-service education or
are participating in activities designed
to improve their foreign language teaching. .
12. Participate in professional associations.
13. Are familiar with resource guides. .
14. Are aware of the services provided by
foreign language consultants in the state
department of education and in colleges
and universities.
15. Are able to assist the librarian in the
selection of appropriate foreign language
materials.
16. Help foreign exchange teachers and students to adjust to the school and encourage them to act as resource persons
in the foreign language program.
17. Demonstrate ability to use visual and
electronic teaching aids. .
18. Exhibit an understanding of and concern
for the needs of the students.
19. Know how to use aptitude tests for diagnosing student strengths and weaknesses
in the learning of a foreign language.
20.

na

2@4

na

2@4

na 1 26)4

na(y2 3

4

na 1 2 3 4
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Supplementary Data

1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, and d respectively):
c) Years since last formal study in the language taught:
a) Educational level:
0-3 _ _ __
Less than bachelor's degree _ _ __
4-7 _ _1_-,Bachelor's degree
8-12
_ _ __
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
More than 12 - - - ~
Doctor's degree
d) Previous experience in years:
0-2 _ _ __
b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in the
3-5 _ _ __
language taught:
0-11 _ _ __
6-15 _____
More than 15 _ _ __
12-23 - - - , - 24-48 _ _ _
1_
More than 48 _ _ __

c,

2. List each staff member's area of concentration in the language taught.
Ted Hughes - Spanish

Evaluations
a) H<YW adequate is the preparation of staff members in the foreign language they teach?

na

b) H<YW satisfacto_rily do members of the staff use the spoken language they are teaching?

na

Comments

Teacher has attended two Nm!A. workshops including a seven week stay in Mexico.

26)4
26)
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Clearly formulated objectives for the
teaching of a foreign language have
been developed.
2. Instructional practices reflect objectives
at each level of instruction. .
3. Careful planning and preparation for
teaching are evident. .
4. A variety of practice exercises, drill techniques, and other activities are employed
for the progressive development of all
language skills.
5. Student needs and interests are considered in planning instruction. .
6. Objectives and methods of learning the
language are clearly explained to students.
7. There is evidence of individualization of
instruction through such techniques as
self-instructional units, individual study,
and small-group work.
8. Instructional activities reflect the maximum use of the foreign language by
students and teacher..
9. Wherever possible, there is correlation
with other subjects.
10. Correspondence and tape exchanges with
students of the foreign country are encouraged.
11. Advanced students are encouraged to
write and compose in the foreign language.
12. There is emphasis on the learning of
vocabulary in context rather than in isolation.
13. Foreign language resources in the community are used. .
14. The language laboratory is regularly used
in the instructional process.

na 1 2~4

15. Audio-visual aids are used as an integral
part of instruction.
16. Use is made of library resources in
achieving the objectives of the courses.
17. Classroom conversation in the foreign
language deals both with everyday situations and with informational and literary
materials heard and read, depending on
the level of instruction. .
18. Sensitivity to the foreign culture is
fostered throughout the language sequence by having the students become
acquainted with the daily life and customs of the people and their contributions to all fields of human endeavor. .
19. Cocurricular activities such as language
clubs, assemblies, dramatic productions,
films, and folk dancing are sponsored.
20. The development of the language skill
to be mastered is reinforced by explanations and generalizations concerning its
structure.
21. Students are encouraged to attend foreign language summer programs. .
22. Display materials on bulletin boards are
integrated with the ongoing activities of
the foreign language classes ..
23. Students with foreign language aptitude
have counseling available about possibilities of continuing in advanced foreign
language courses in high school. .
24. Students with foreign language aptitude
have counseling available about possibil. ities of continuing postsecondary study.

naG)2 3 4

25.

no
no
no

no

1('.v3

nc(y 2

4

3 4

no

1(v3

no

1 2

4

3©

no

1 2 30

no

10

no

1 2 30

n02

no

4

3"

1 2 3©

na6)2

3"

n02

34

no

1(§)3

"

no

1@

4

na 1 2

34

no6)2 3 ..4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any innovations tried out during the past two years (attach extra sheets, if necessary).

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the planning and preparation for instruction?
b) To what degree is instruction adapted to the needs of individual students?
c) How extensively is the foreign language (modern) used in classroom conversation?
Comments

no

no
no

1 2QJ4
1G)3 4
1G)3 4
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Checklist

1. The teaching materials selected are carefully integrated and articulated from level
to level . .
na 1 2TI)4
2. In selecting teaching materials and activities, consideration is given to the
maturity and understanding of students. na
3. The foreign language program uses a
variety of materials on tape and in print
to provide for the individual differences
among class members. .
na
4. Instructional materials help the student
understand the structure of the foreign
languages.
na 1 2{i)4
5. The following materials are up to date
and easily available to staff and students
<teck if available): . . . . . . na 1(V3 4
_ _ Integrated materials such as tapes,
text materials, teacher's guides,
workbooks, audio-visual aids, classroom tests, and individual takehome recordings.
_ _ Supplementary listening and reading materials and self-instructional
units that provide for differences
in the abilities, interests, and
achievement levels among the students.
.
_ _ Collections of such resources as bilingual and monolingual diction-

.

aries, encyclopedias, and reference
grammars geared to the age level
and interests of the students.
_x_ Foreign language materials, such
as periodicals and newspapers and
young people's magazines and comic
books.
--Wall maps with foreign names,
travel literature, foreign advertisements, posters, postcards, calendars, samples of foreign money and
foreign products, games used in the
foreign country, and other appropriate paraphernalia.
_ _ Professional recordings of literary,
informational, and musical materials.
_x_ Transparencies, filmstrips, slides,
films, pictures.
_x_ Books in English dealing with the
country whose language is being
learned.
_ _ Teacher-prepared foreign language
curriculum guides, source lists, and
other materials.
_ _ Professional and reference materials for teacher use.

2U)4

1(V3 4

6.

_na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations
a) H<YW adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
b) H<YW adequate is the quality of instructional materials?.

na

1 2(3)4

na 1 2Q)4

Comments
The ciassroom library has increased in size in books in English available that deal with the
countries and cultures iXlV'olved. There is still need for. travel posters and bulletin board
materials related to the foreign countries.
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION
Checklist
1. Evaluation of students' progress is an

integral part of language teaching. .
2. The primary objectives of evaluation are
·to identify and diagnose problems, to
guide instruction, and to measure
achievement.
3. The skills are tested by techniques ap- •
propriate to the skill and to the level
of instruction.
4. Knowledge of foreign language structures is tested separately.
5. The purpose of each evaluative activity
is clear to the students and to the
teacher.
6. Evaluative techniques and activities
simulate authentic language situations.
7. Evaluative activities, especially in the
speaking skill, are conducted daily but
are not always in the nature of formal
tests.

na 1 2 @4

na 1(Y3 4

na 1 28)4
na 1 2 3G)

na 1 28)4
na 1(3)3 4

8. The four skills (speaking, listening,
reading, writing) are evaluated in proportion to the emphasis which they receive in instruction. .
9. Instructional procedures and evaluative
techniques are similar in nature and in
degree of difficulty.
10. A variety of evaluative techniques are
used.
11. Opportunities are provided for students
to evaluate their own work. .
12. The record of achievement of students
in subsequent high school and college
language courses is taken into consideration in the evaluation of the total
language program.
13. Appropriate standardized tests are used.
14.

na 1&:)3 4

na 1 2Q)
na 18)3 4
na(v2 3 4

na ).._,(V3 4
nac..!)2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

na 1(3)3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the testing·program in foreign languages.
Awritten test (partly publisher ma.de/partly teacher made) is given at the end of each unit These
tests are designed to test students' knowledge of 1) vocabulary and the sound system through
dictations, 2) comprehension, 3) gramna.r and 4') culture. other written quizzes are given a.s
necessary and a few oral quizzes. The oral and listening canprehension parts a.re probably the
weakest parts of the testing.

2. Show how this testing program is used to evaluate:
cz) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Class achievement in terms of national or other norms.
c) Class weaknesses.
a) :oi.ch unit test reflects the. individual student's achievement largely for that segment of t:mie.
Semester tests are also given and a final test in the case of Spanish I which obviously tests
knowledge of a larger segment of material. The fina:l test can be justified because of the
c'UIXIUlative nature of language study.
b) There is no comparison with national nonns except to the extent that the publisher's tests
reflect a given expected standard.
c) When an entire cl.ass does poorly on a given test or on a given po:ntion of the test, it is
evident that lea.ming has not taken place.

Evaluations

16)4

cz) How adequczte czre the evczlucztion procedures?

na 1

b) How well do teachers use evaluation in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching?

na 1(]} 3 4

c) To what e:ttent does evaluation identify students 'with particular promise in the field of foreign lan-

guage? .

Comments

na 1 2

(E'}4
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Evaluations

127

V. OUTCOMES

a) How well do students understand the foreign language when it is spoken?
b) How well do students_ speak the foreign language? .
c) How well do students read and understand the f oi·eign language without translating? ·
d) How well do students express themselves in writing in the foreign language? .
e) To what extent do students show an interest in and a sensitivity to the cultures of the people whose
language is being studied?
•.
/) To what extent do foreign language students use the language outside the classroom? .
g) To what extent do foreign language students use the language after having completed their study of it?

na
1$3
na ·1
3
na 1@3
na 1{3)3

4
4
4
4

na 1(3)3 4
naffi2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the foreign language program most satisfactory and commendable?
Classes generally are small making for a good teacher-student ratio.
Considerable audio-visual equipnent is readily available.
Amodern textbook series is used which is a middle of the road approach in the traditional - audio
lingual controv~rsy.
Willingness of the administration and school board to purchase materials and equipment as needed.

2. In what respects is the foreign language program most in need of improvement?
Need to develop within students the ability to conmunicate orally in the foreign.language.
Being a small school district and in a rural area, there is not much opportunity to exchange
ideas with colleagues in the same subject matter area.
Need to develop a four year sequence of foreign language classes for those who are particularly
talented in ·Foreign Languages or who have a particular interest in pursuging such a course.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the foreign language program.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Evaluations

a) To what extent does instruction in foreign language meet the needs of students as indicated in Section
2, "School and Community"? ..
b) To what extent is instruction in foreign language consistent with the philosophy and objectives as
given in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in foreign language instruction and seeking their
solution?

na
na
na 1~3 4
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NAME OF SCHOOL _ _ _ _v_u_i_a_G_ro_v_e_H_i_g_h_s_c_h_o_o_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE __O_c_t_o_b_e_r_,~,_,_97_8_

Self-evaluation by

Joyce Butler
Ca thy Horein

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

cation courses organized as separate subject
areas of instruction.
In some schools, instruction in health is
integrated with other subject areas. In such
cases, the Health Education section should
be modified to reflect the integrated program.
The consideration of health subject matter as part of other subject areas does not
provide for the development of the breadth,
depth, or sequence necessary for the health
education program to achieve its purposes.
However, the relationships between health
and other curricular areas should not be neglected.

Health education provides opportunities
for students to develop knowledge, attitudes,
and practices necessary to meet the present
health needs of youth and society. It also
provides an opportunity for students to develop a concept of health which will be
functional in the future.
Health education should be offered
through separate courses, that are centered
on the individual and his relationship to environment, family, and society, and are
focused on those behaviors required to
achieve a level of well-being that is necessary
for optimum functioning. The criteria in
this section are formulated for health edu-

NOTE: Before proceed:ing with the work of this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list
of the maj_or goals of health education that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the school
(as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
@
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MA.JOR GOALS OF HEALTH EIDCATIDN

niring a student's 4 years of high school, each student will spend 6 weeks in Health Education
instruction each·year (for a. total of 24 weeks). During this tjme each student will participate
in 8 34reek: units in the following areas:
1•

Dental heal th and personal heal th and hygiene.

2.

Mental health and illnes~

3.

:Drugs Tobacco and Alcohol -Use and Abuse

4.

Prevention and control of disease

5.

safety Education and Disaster Survival

6.

Pnblic and enviromnental heal th

7.

First aid

a.

Sleep and exercise, 1rutrition, and Human Growth and Developnent

of these 3-233k units will be presented during each year of high school, so by the time the
student graduates he will have participated in all eight ·units. Dnphasis in a.11 areas will be
placed on equipping the student with the following skills:

Two

1.

The student will possess a working knowledge and understanding of terminology and
· practices in each unit areas, including tho ability to make certain identifications
and judgements.

2.

student will be able to apply and to practice the positive health skills tau~t du~ing
the unit to his own life and/or during emergency situations.

3.

The student will possess positive attitudes toward his own health and health practices
and toW2.rd his conmmity•s health and health practices, and thus will be able to
make mature decisions concerning his owu a.nd his comnunity's health in later life.
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I. ORGANIZATION
:hecklist
1. Health instruction is provided through
separate courses that constitute a
planned, sequential program of study.
2. Elective health education courses are
also provided.
3. Students of comparable grade and developmental levels are scheduled for the
same classes.
4. Wherever appropriate, health education
classes are coeducational.
5. The size of classes permits flexibility in
organizing for teaching.
6. Health education is coordinated with
related subject areas.

(§)1

2 3 4

no

26)4

no(tl2 3 4

(91 2 3

4

no 1(2)3 4

7. Time is provided for staff members to
develop instructional materials.
8. Coordination of health education is the
responsibility of one individual.
9. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in health education.
10. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the health education
program at that level.

n<£)2 3 4
no(2)2 3 4

no(J)2 3 4

no(D2 3 4

no 1 2 3 4

11.

no02 3 4

Supplementary Data (Fill in the following table for all courses in health education.)
PER WEEK
TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

Number of
Periods

Total
Minutes

Health Occupations

11-12

17

1

E.

15-20

1

55

Health Educ:i.tion

9-12

340

10

R.

25-50

5

55

Nutrition
Family and Single Living
Child Developnent

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the provision for health instruction?
b) Do the time allotments for health education adequately meet the need for health instruction?
c) To what extent are opportunities provided for students to elect additional courses in the area of
health education?

ndG)2 3 4
no
4

1®3

no 1 2(V4

Comments

1.

Students are taken out of P.E. for 6.weeks course in Real th .aiucation all 4 years of H.S. (total
24weeks). They have a planned program of instruction in different areas of Health Ed. (Section
A-B-C-D) but these areas, while not overlapping are not sequential.

3.

Heterogenious grouping of grades 9-12, non co-ed.

4.

from P.E. for health ed.

Ta.ken
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HEALTH EDUCATION

II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
The curriculum consists of a variety of content areas which enable the student to:
1. Develop individual responsibility for
· personal and community health.
2. Recognize the influence of values on
health behavior.
3. Critically appraise and select health·
services.
4. Critically evaluate health information.
5. Understand his role in personal relationships (sex education and family life).
6. Identify and cope with potential hazards
in the environment.
7. Recognize the importance of preventive
rather than remedial action.
8. Understand the growth and development
of the human body and their relationship to health.
9. Understand human needs and motivation, including sexuality.

na

1(3)3

4

(v4

na l 2
na
2 3 4

C)

Q) 2

3 4

na l 2

{i)4

na

na

l @3

4 ·

na(D 2 3 4

10. Understand the role and contributions
of private, public, and professional organizations in solving health problems
of the nation and of individuals.
11. Understand factors influencing mental
and emotional health.
12. Select the foods necessary for the building, regulation, and repair of body tis-.
sues.
13. Understand the causes and prevention
of the major communicable and noncommunicable diseases.
14. Understand the hazards as well as the
therapeutic benefits, if any, in the use
of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs.

15. Understand importance of
consumer heal th.

na

20)4

na

2 (i')

4

na l 28)4

na l 26)4

na
na

2(1)4
2@4

nau) 2 3 4

Evaluations
a)
b)

How adequate are the offerings to develop in the student an understanding and appreciation of health?
Ho11.: adequate are the offerings to develop in the student a responsibility for maintaining and improving health?

na

na

Comments

III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Instructional space provides for a wide

variety of class activities
2. Space is provided for storage of instructional materials.
3. Display space is available for student
projects and other instructional materials.
4. A variety of instructional equipment is
available.

nau) 2 3 4
na l 2 @4
naG)2 3 4
na

1""@) 3

4

5. Library facilities are available to students and teachers.
6. A private area is available for teacherstudent conferences.
7. Teachers' work space is available with
provision also for collections of reference and resource materials.

na 1@3 4

8.

na 1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3g
na 1~3 4

Evaluations
a)

How adequate are physicial facilities for a variety of health education activities?

Comments

. · na 1@3 4
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."
Checklist
All staff members who are responsible for organizing and teaching health education:
1. Hold valid teaching certificates.
no l 2
6. Utilize community health resources in
2. Have preparation in the biological scihealth instruction.
ences.
• no
2 3
7. Continue in-service education through
3. Have preparation in the physical sciences. no
2@4
formal study and professional activities.
4. Have preparation in the behavioral sciences.
no
2
8.
5. Have preparation in professional health
courses (e.g., school health education,
personal and community health, safety
education, first aid, nutrition, sex education, methods and materials in health instruction) .
no l 2

3e)

©

30

no

l 2 3G)

no

(v3

4

no l 2 3 4

30

. Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
a) Educational level:
c) Years since last formal study in health education:
Less than bachelor's degree-~...--0-3 - - - 2
4-7 _ _, __
Bachelor's degree
3
Master's degree
8-12 --=2__
More than 12 ___
2__
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
d) Previous experience in years:
0-2 _ _, __
b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in
health education:
3-5 - - - - -

0-11
12-23
24-48
More than 48

_ _ __

-----'c2"--_
-~2-~

6-15

2

More than 15 ___
2 __

_____

2. List areas of concentration in health education· of each staff member.

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the staff's preparation in general education?
b) To what extent is the staff adequately prepared in the biological, physical, and behavioral sciences?
c) How adequate is staff preparation in professional health education?
Comments

no
no
no

2 3{!)
2 314(
2 3(V
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction in health education contributes to the over-all educational obna
2
jectives of the school.
2. Objectives in health education are
na
2
clearly formulated.
3. Specific activitfes contribute to the attainment of the objectives of health edu- •
na
cation.
2~4
4. Instruction has application to personal
na
2
. health problems.
5. Instruction is adapted to changing
na
2
health knowledge and needs.
6. Instruction includes the study of comna
2
munity health needs. .
7. When feasible, students have a part in
planning instructional activities.
n{y2 3 4

3(1)

30
3Q
30
30

8. Careful planning and preparation for instruction are evident.
9. Evaluation of current health information as · reported by the mass media is
included in the instruction.
10. A variety of audio-visual materials are
employed.
11. A variety of community resources are
used to supplement instruction.
12. Resource persons, both within and outside the school, are used to supplement
instruction.
13.

na 1

na
na

na

na

na

2 3 4

Evaluations
a) How adequately is the instruction planned?
b) To what extent are a variety of instructional activities used?

Comments

na 1 2 3

G)

na 1 2®4
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. A variety of instructional materials are

204

available for classroom use.
na 1
2. Printed materials adapted to a variety of
reading levels are available for student
use.
naG)2 3 4
3. Community values are considered in the
choice and use of instructional materials. na l 2 3Q
4. All instructional materials are reviewed •
regularly for accuracy and recency.
na 183 4

5. Current periodicals pertaining to health
are available.
6. A variety of health reference works are
available for use by teachers and students.

7.

na (2)3 4

na 1~3 4
na l 2 3. 4

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
b) How adequate is the·quality of instructional materials?
c) To what extent are instructional materials kept current?

na
na
na

Comments

D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Evaluation is an integral part of instruc-

2.

3.
4.
5.

tion.
Evaluation places emphasis on the growth
of the individual toward accepted objectives of health education.
A variety of tests are used.
Interpretation of test results is used in
planning instruction.
Health practices and attitudes of students
are studied to determine the effectiveness
of instruction.

na l <i)4

na
na

2
~
2 3

na

:(i}4

6. Students participate in the evaluation of
the program.
7. Students are encouraged to evaluate their
own health practices and to assume responsibility for improvement.

8.

na

1®3 4

na

2 3 4

na 1(2)3 4

Evaluations

a) How comprehensive are evaluation procedures?
b) How well do teachers use the methods of evaluation in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching?

Comments

na

na

2W4
2®4
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations

To what extent does the behavior of students give evidence of desirable habits and attitudes related to
health?
b) To what extent do students possess knmvledge and understanding of adolescent development?
c) To what extent do students possess knowledge and understanding of personal health problems?

a)

no
no
no

VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the health education program most satisfactory and commendable?

1.

Offer a wide variety of instraction, touching on almost all aspects of health; including COillilllllity
health, safety, nutrition, personal hygieno, mental health, disease, drugs, tobacco, alcohol and
consumer health. This is done over a total of 4 years, so by the time a student graduates he has
received instruction in all areas. Courses aim to give student knowledge and positive attitudes
in all areas., so the:, can make mature decisions concerning their health and health practices.

2. In what respects is the health education program most in need of improvement?
1.

Instruction needs to be presented in one course, instead of students be.ing released from P.E.
to take health.

2. One room should be designated as the ''Health Room" and all materials stored there instead of
all over the building.
3.

Group students according to grade level and develop Co-ed program.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the health education program.

1.

Instruction needs to be presented in one course.

2.

Students need to be grouped co-educationally and according to grade level.

3.

A Heal th Room should be designated.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Evaluations

a) To what extent does instruction in health education meet the needs of students as indicated in Section
2, "School and Community"?
b) To what extent is instruction in health education consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in health education instruction and seeking their solution?
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Horne Economics
ooto ber 1, 1978

VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

NAME OF SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Self-evaluation by

Karen Schweigbart
Janice Sutton
Jan Gra.nse

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

A vital home economics program is concerned
with guiding all students to develop attitudes, appreciation, understanding, and abilities necessary
for achieving satisfying personal and family living.
Further, it prepares some youth and adults for employment in occupations related to home economics.
Because every person's contributions to the greater
society depend heavily on his early "family" experiences, education for home and family life needs to
be a quality program available to all students sometime during their school career. No matter what the
interests, intellect, education, or family background
of a person is, his success, satisfactions, and growth
toward maturity will depend largely upon his ability
to relate to others, to set realistic goals for himself,
and to use resources available to him to achieve
these goals. For these reasons, if the home economics
curriculum is to be vital, the selection of offerings
must have its basis in research and must focus on
principles and ideas that tend to strengthen individuals and families.
Modifications in the roles of men and women in
regard to the home make it desirable for male students as well as women and girls to receive education for home an'd family life so that all members of
the family may carry their responsibilities effectively. With more and more women engaging in
gainful employment, they need preparation to function effectively in dual roles in homemaking and
employment. As societal forces create changes in

homemaking, the emphases in home economics programs must be revised and refocused.
The most meaningful experiences in home economics education are those that are correlated and
integrated with the home and community life of
students. Teachers can help keep programs attuned
to the needs and interests of students through cooperative planning with students, administrators,
other teachers, and parents and other members of
the community, and through recognition of the diversity and differences among learners.
In order for home economics education to be
meaningful, its goals must be realistic and the ideas
carefully selected. A variety of learning experiences
must be offered; the sequences of learning must be
carefully planned and articulated from level to level;
and multisensory experiences must be geared to
individual differences among students. In an environment of inquiry conducive to independent thinking,
students will be directed toward grasping concepts
and will become prepared to make intelligent choices
and to develop skill in applying principles and generalizations to new situations.
Home economics programs are vital when they are
characterized by creativity, flexibility, and respect
for human values. Although there will be considerable similarity among programs, they should allow
each student equal opportunity to develop his own
interests and potential with the resources available
to him.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list of
the major goals of the home economics department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of
the school (as stated in Section 3, "Ph~losophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I

I

I. ORGANIZATION

~hecklist
'[ l. Offerings in home economics are adequate in number and open to all students.
2. Class size is regulated by the needs and
objectives of individual classes.
3. Provision is made for flexible class structuring and teaching organization.
4. The teacher has sufficient released time
for in-service education and work with
individual students.
5. Provision is made for coordination of
subject matter with other departments.
6. The Future Homemakers of America or
other related organizations are an integral part of the program.
7. Contacts with homes and parents are effected to enrich home-school relationships.
8. Various means are employed to disseminate information about the home economics program to the community.
9. Teacher aides and professional personnel are available to assist classroom
teachers.

na

1 2

30

na 1@3 4
na 1 26)4

10. A committee composed of such people as
a school administrator, a guidance counselor, a parent, teachers of home economics, and representatives of agencies
and business serves in an advisory capacity.
11. Funds are provided for extraclass needs,
including purchase and maintenance of
equipment and development of new programs.
12. Within the department, a budget and
record of expenditures for purchase and
maintenance of equipment and for supplies is maintained ..
13. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in home economics.
14. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the home economics
program at that level.

15.

na 1

na

G} 3

4

12©4

na 1 2@4

na 1 2

3(9

na

2

3{!)

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Fill in the following table for all courses in home economics.
PER WEEK
TITLE OF COURSE

Orientation to Foods
Orientation to Clothing
Orientation to Child Developnent
Orientation to Housing
Single & Family Living
Personal & Professional Foods
Advanced Child Developnent
Interior Design
-,:,rofitable Sevting

GRADE

ENROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

9-10
9-10
9-10
9-10

E
E
E

11-12
11-12

E
E

11-12

11-12

E
E

11-12

E

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

Number of
Periods

Total
Minutes

E

- - - - -- - - ·-· ·-- - - - - - - -

--

.

2. Comment on enrollment trends over the last five years in this department.

Enrollment has increased tremendously in the past 5 years.

Evaluations
a) To what degree is the over-all home economics 'JWOgram organized to be of maximum benefit to all
students?
b) To what degree are time, space, funds, and equipment available to, and used with maximum efficiency
by, the teachers and administrators?

Comments

na

1 2G)4

na

1 2{I)4
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist

1. The home economics program is based
on current analyses of needs, interests,
and abilities of students.
2. Findings of research about learning are
considered in curriculum planning for
all students.
3. The scope and sequence of offerings are
planned to challenge each student and
provide depth in learning.
4. Students are permitted to progress at
their own rate, and needless repetition is
avoided.
5. Content is chosen in accordance with
clearly defined objectives stated in behavioral terms.
6. The program stimulates independent
thinking and problem-solving on the part
of students.

na 1 2

na

G) 4

1 2 (v4

na 1 2Q)4

na 1

2(!)4

7. The program emphasizes for each student opportunities to develop manipulative, organizational, and managerial
skills and insight into human relationships.
8. Offerings include preparation for employment, particularly in those occupations especially appropriate for the community.
9. Plans for evaluation of learning are
evident.
10.

na 1

2®4

na 1

2G)4

na
na

1 2(!}4
{!)3 4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of offerings to meet the needs of all students for personal and family
living?
b) How adequate is the quality of offerings to meet personal and family living needs of all students?
c) To what extent do the offerings provide opportunity for practical experience in homemaking?
d) How adequate are the quantity and quality of offerings to meet the needs of students who are preparing for occupations related to home economics?
e) To what extent do the offerings provide opportunity for work experience for students preparing for occupations r~lafed to home economics?
f) How adequate are the offerings to meet the needs of students desiring preparation in specialized areas
of home economics?
g) To what extent are administrators and the entire faculty aware of offerings in home economics?
h) To what extent are innovative and experimental offerings heing tried?
Comments

na

23©

na

26) 4
2 3(9

na

2(D4

na

2(} 4

na

2i4
2 4
2@4

na

na
na
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. The appearance and arrangement of the
rooms reflect the philosophy and content
of the program.
2. Flexible space provides for meeting
changing needs.
3. Storage is available and easily accessible
to students and teachers.
4. The home economics department is conveniently located for ease of use by those
. served and for deliveries.
5. Facilities are arranged for easy movement by teachers and students.
6. Provision is made for ( check those for
which provision is adequate) :
__
. Hot and cold running water.
_ _ Ventilation.
_ _ Heating.
_ _ Lighting.
- - · Electric outlets
and gas connections.
_ _ Appropriate electric voltage.
_ _ Chalkboards.
_ _ Display areas.
_ _ Laundry.
___ Disposal of garbage.
_ _ Protection from insects and other
pests ..
___ Teachers' work centers.
7. Equipment and furnishings in the department are selected:
a) According to permanent or temporary use.

na l 2@)4
nau)2 3 4

na 1©3 4

na 1(D3 4
na 1G:h 4
na l 2 3 4

b) To illustrate a variety of choices
within a range of costs and family
situations.
G1 2 3 4
c) To create an atmosphere that evina 1(3) 3 4
dences hospitality.
d) To create an attractive environment
na 1@ 3 4
for learning.
8. The home economics department reflects
current developments in types of equipna 1(~3 4
ment and furnishings.
9. Space and equipment are provided for
students to pursue independent experina
2G)4
mentation and study.
10. Equipment is maint.ained in good workna
2G)4
ing condition.
11. Cleanliness and sanitation are evident in
na 1@3 4
the department.
12. Provisions are made for care and maintenance of facilities by the custodial
staff.
na~3 4
13. Furnishings and equipment are so ar.ranged as to provide maximum safety to
na
2G)4
students.
14. Basic first aid is provided by a health
na
service or other designated authority.
2 30
15. Fire extinguishers are readily available,
and students and teachers know how to
na 1®3 4
use them.
16.

na l 2 3 4

Evaluations
a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

f)

To what extent do the planning and layout of the department ( including furnishings and equipment!
create surroundings conducive to learning?
How well do the space provisions meet recommended standards?
How adequate is the quality of equipment, materials, and supplies to meet curricular needs?
How adequate is the amount of materials, equipment, and supplies to meet curricular needs?
How adequate are the safety and sanitation facilities?
How adequate is the care and maintenance of the department?

Comments

na
na
na
na
na
na

l 2ffi4
l 2 3 4
1@3 4
l 2@4
1~3 4
l 2 3 4
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For. data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
1. Teachers in a comprehensive program

have a broad background in home econ.omics subject· areas.
2. Teachers of specialized areas have both
a broad background and specialized
preparation for the area taught.
3. All teachers have educational preparation in learning theory and process, curriculum development, methods, media,
and evaluation.
4. Teachers have preparation for working
with students on activities related to
home economics.
5. Teachers of occupational courses have
preparation and experience in those
areas.
6. All teachers meet state certification requirements.
7. Teachers participate in local cooperative
curriculum development.
8. Teachers are active in state-wide curriculum development.
9. Teachers participate in studies to improve learning and teaching.
10. Teachers show a familiarity with agencies and educational services available to
enhance home economics offerings.

na 1 2 3

©

na 1 2 3

©

na 1 2

na 1 2 3@

30
3

ncUh

2@4

na

2 30

na

2

na

2

na(i)2

3Q

3e)
34

na 1@)3 4

na

"'
Supplementary Data

30

11. The department reflects an awareness of
na 1 2
current trends.
12. Teachers are members of professional
organizations and participate actively in
4
na02
them.
13. There is evidence of continuous profesna 1(v3 4
sional activity by each faculty member.
14. Teachers work closely and cooperatively
with other home economists in the community and the state.
3 4
15. Teachers keep abreast of the ideas in
na 1 2G)4
professional journals.
l 6. Teachers work to make home economics
an integral part of the school curricuna
lum.
17. Teachers are sought out to assume rena
sponsibilities related to their field.
7(1)4
18. Teachers of occupational courses are familiar with employment possibilities rena
2
lated to their field.
19. Teachen, give evidence of enjoyment and
na
2 3(3.1
satisfaction in their work.
20. Auxiliary personnel assiflt in teacherrelated activities.
81 2 3 4

12Q)

3&J

na 1 2

21.

34

"·

I. What evidence is there to show that teachers are sought out to assume responsibilities related to their field?

Individual interest and teacher education.

2. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
a) Educational le"9'el:
Less than bachelor's degree _ _.....,.__
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

c) Years since last formal study in home economics:

0-3

4-7 _ _ __
8-12
More than 12 _ _ __
d) Previous experience in years :

b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in home

economics:

0-11 _ _ __
12-23, _ _ __
24-48 - - - More than 48 ___
2 __
3. List areas of concentration in home economics of each staff member.

0-2-~.....--3-5 _ _ __
6-15 _ _,_ _
More than 15 _ _ __
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Evaluations
a) To what extent is the staff prepared in home economics subject areas?
b) To what extent is the staff prepared in understanding educational principles and applying them?
c) To what extent do teachers work with students in the activities program?
d) To what extent do teachers of occupational programs show insights into specialized needs in occupational fields related to the program offered?
e) To what extent do teachers of occupational programs have skills. related to these programs? .
f) How extensive is the continuing evaluation and revision of the home economics curriculum in light of
current needs of students?
g) How alert is the staff to professional obligations and opportunities, and to wha.t extent is it resourceful
and innovative in carrying out professional responsibilities?.
h) To what extent are the home economics staff members effective in their working relationships with
other members of the faculty?
Comments

no
no
no

3i
34
2 3©

2
2

no 1 2©4
no 1 2
no

3©
2 3©

no

2(D4

no

2

30
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Students participate in setting objectives, planning activities, and evaluating
their own progress.
na 1
2. Teachers use findings obtained through
use of such diagnostic techniques as
questionnaires, achievement tests, checklists, interest inventories, and individual
na
conferences.
3. Teachers become acquainted with stuna
dents and their homes.
4. There is consideration of student needs,
no 1
interests, and abilities in planning.
5. Students are grouped in ways that fosna
ter individual growth.
6. Projects and experiments are suited to
the individual interests and ability levels
of students.
na 1
7. Provisiop is made for the availability of
reading materials of various levels of
difficulty.
8. Teaching-learning processes, by encouraging individual initiative, aid in the dena 1
velopment of independent thinking. .
9. Activities provide opportunities for students to discover concepts and relationno
ships.
na
10. Creativity is encouraged.
11. Students are required to make decisions
no
related to problems of daily living.
12. Students are required to justify their
no
decisions.
13. Students are required to assume responsibility for the consequences of their
na 1
decisions.
14. Teaching-learning processes avoid prescription of behavior.
6)1

15. Teaching-learnir.g processes encourage
development and clarification of values
2~ 4
and a general philosophy of life by fostering positive attitudes toward learning.
16. Efforts are made to create a climate
which makes learning pleasant and per3@
mits individual expression.
! 17. Activities stress the usefulness of learning.
18. Activities foster the development of feel28)4
ings of self-respect in each student.
19. Activities encourage experimentation.
20. Activities make use .of multisensory materials.
21. Activities are based on findings in recent
2(D4
research.
22. Activities are geared to the probable future employment choices of students.
23. Emphasis is given to the sequential nature of learning.
·
24. Examination of the effectiveness of
teaching-learning processes used is continuous and revisions are made accordingly.
2G)4 25. Students with home economics aptitude
have counseling available on possibilities
of continuing in advanced home eco2{y4
nomics courses in high school.
26. Students with home economics aptitude
2@4
have counseling available on possibilities
of continuing postsecondary home economics study.

12
1(3)3 4

1(3)3 4

na 1

2©4

na

2@4

na

2@4

no
na

2~4
2 3 4

na

2@4

na

2(D4

na

2@4

na

7(v4

2 3©

27.

na
na

2 3 4

23 4

Evaluations
To what extent.is there recognition of individual differences and encouragement of individual development?
b) To what extent do activities foster cognitive development or ability to think independently?
c) To what extent do activities encourage the development of values?
d) To what extent can teachers justify their choices of teaching-learning processes?
e) To what extent are activities evaluated and revised accordingly?
a)

Comments

na 1 28)4
na 1 2(1;4
na

2@4
2 3©

no

2~

na
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. The following materials (commercial and

teacher-prepared) are up to date and easily available to teachers and students
(check if available) : .
_ _ Reference books.
__. _ Periodicals, pamphlets, bulletins,
brochures.
_ _ Charts, posters.
_ _ Photographs, pictures.
_ _ Films, filmstrips, slides.
_ _ Single concept film loops.
_ _ Projectors.
___ Overhead transparencies.
___ Tape recordings, records.
_ _ Videotape recordings.
_ _ Self-instructional material.
_ _ Radioscopies.
_ _ Supplies ( clothing, food, toys,
linens, utensils).
___ Art supplies.
_ _ Models.
_ _ Case studies.

na 1 2 3 4

2. The school provides for efficient duplication service.
3. Materials of instruction are organized
and maintained for ready availability.
4. Students share responsibility for selection
and care of instructional materials.
5. An inventory of all instructional materials is maintained in the department.
6. The teacher uses community resources,
both material and personnel, in instructional activities.

na(D2 3 4

7.

na

2 3 4

na

1 26)4

na 1 26)4
na 1G)3 4

na 1 2 3©

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)

To what extent arc innovative instructional materials used?
To what extent are instructional materials of varying degrees of difficulty available?
To what extent is there evidence that the instructional materials are used b11 students and teachers?
How adequate is the quantity of instructional materials for the number of students in the program?

Comments

na 1

([)3

4

na 1 2 ~
na

1('.y

4

lf30
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Evaluation of student progress is comprehensive and continuous.
2. Evaluation is based on the objectives of
the course.
3. Evaluation is an integral part of the
teaching-learning process.
4. Evaluation is composed of written and
oral, subjective and objective means.
' 5. Evaluation is designed to assess both
teaching and learning.
6. Students participate in evaluating their
own progress.
7. Teachers help interpret evaluations to
parents.
8. Representatives of business and institutions participate in the evaluation and
interpretation of progress made in the
work experiences of students.
9. Evidence of individual progress is recorded regularly and in specific terms.

na
na
na
na
na
na
na

2 3@

2@4
28)4
2@4
2@4
2G)4
2(y4

na(D 2

3 4

na 1 2

30

10. Interpretation of the results of evaluation is used by the students and teacher
·to:
a) Guide planning for next steps.
b) Diagnose student strengths and
weaknesses.
c) Determine growth of individuals in
relation to objectives of the course.
d) Share with guidance counselors and
other personnel additional informamation from the home economics department.
11. Provision is made for some follow-up of
students to determine the effectiveness
of the program for home and family Jiving, job placement, and career success.
12.

na

2 3@

na

28)4

na

2@4

na

1(2) 3 4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a) How adequate are evaluation procedures in home economics?
b) How well do teachers use methods of evaluation in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching?
c) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of unusual ability in home economics?
d) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify individual needs of students?

Comments

na
na
na
na

1('.y3

4

1 2Gj 4
1 2@4
1 2@4
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations
a) To what extent are home economics offerings available

to all students?

b) To what extent a,re offerings elected by students?
c) To what extent are students aware of the influence of the family on its members and on society?
d) To what extent are students able to make and carry out intelligent decisions regarding personal, family,

an.d community .resources?
e) To what extent are students able

~

no
12
2 3 4
no 1
no 1 2 3 4
no

to evaluate their own abilities and to plan for continuing growth?

f) To what extent are students prepared for finding, keeping, and advancing in a job?
g) To what extent are students motivated to continue learning?
k) To what extent are students able to contribute

to society as citizens?

1:

no
no 1 2 3 4

no 1 2 3 4
no 1 2 3 4

i) To what extent do students with special aptitudes indicate a desire to prepare for home economics ca-

reers?

no 1 2e)4

VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the home economics program most satisfactory and commendable'!

For this particular area, it perpares the students tm·rards future needs.

2. In what respects is the home economics program most in need of improvement'!

Only in space and equipncnt and resource materials.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the home economics program.
1.
2.

Space

Equipnent
3. Resource materials
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VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN HOME ECONOMICS
Evaluations
a) To what extent does instruction in home economics meet the needs of students as indicated in Section

2, "School and Community"?
b) To what extent is instruction in home economics consistent with the philosophy and objectives as given
in Section 3, "Phflosophy and Objectives"?

na
na

c) To 'what extent is the school identifying problems in home economics instruction and seeking their solu-

tion?

na

SECTION

Industrial Arts ~ TI®
0

/NAME OF SCHOOL

I
[Self-evaluation by

Villa Grove High School

--------------------------

DATE

October 1, 1978

I

Robert Sergent - Building Trades Instructor

·--------------

Steve Boyer - Industrial Arts Instructor

--------------

Ro 11.a Mitchell - Ag &: Instrustrial Arts Instructor

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The industrial arts curriculum consists
of units of instruction designed to meet those
student needs that are related to the industrial sector of the American economy. For all
students, both boys and girls, the industrial
arts curriculum offers orientation to an industrial environment, occupational information, opportunity for the development of consumer knowledge and skills related to industry and industrial products, and a variety of
leisure-time pursuits to meet particular interests and needs that are important in our
modern technical society.

Emphasis in instruction is placed on
social and personal needs related to the use
of industrial goods and services in the home
and community. Industrial arts activities
are, in general, exploratory in nature and
continue to be so until students require more
specialized training in vocational trade and
industrial education.
If satisfactory vocational facilities are
not available, the industrial arts department
may assume some responsibility for this
specialized training.

NOTE: Before proceeding with the work on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list
of the major goals of the industrial arts department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of
the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. The program of industrial arts education

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

is available to all students as an elective.
Specific industrial arts objectives or
goals are identified with each course offering. .
The industrial arts program is so organized that it can be adjusted to the demands of new situations.
Industrial arts facilities are available to
students, under proper supervision, outside regular class time.
Class periods are of sufficient length to
produce progress in learning.
Class size is determined by such factors
as type of activity, available space, and
safety of students.
The school budget provides adequate
funds to support all elements of the industrial arts program.
Program development is a cooperative
endeavor involving administrators, supervisors, teachers, and lay people.
Teachers and students work together in
planning on the cJnssroom level. .

Supplementary Data

9. The industrial arts program is coordinated with other courses..
na 1 2(:v4
10. Staff members cooperate with the public
relations efforts of the school.
na
no 1 2
11. Repair and production jobs are permitted in the industrial arts program
onl,y if they are desirable educational
no
experiences for students. .
na 1 2
284
12. A daily nonteaching, conference period,
free from regularly assigned duties, is
no
provided for each teacher carrying a full
204
na
schedule of classes.
no
13.
Occupational
information
and
guidance
2~4
na
are an integral part of the program.
14. Teachers of the various grade levels plan
no 1
together to develop a sequential program
na 1
in industrial arts.
i 15. Teachers of the same grade level plan toi
no 1 2(v.4 I
gether to develop the industrial arts pro- t::::\
gram at that level.
. . . . . . ~1 2 3 4
no 1 2

G

123©

30

30

I

2301

16.

na l

2 3 4

r\
no 1

2~4

(Fill in the following table for all courses in industrial arts.)
PER WEEK

TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLL·

NUMBER OF

REQUIRED

KENT

SECTIONS

ELECTIVE
OR

1

Ba.sic -~_-;_t_~-------~-~~--------~~----~----~'.-_g..;:_,-_2~~---1 3 0 _
__
Ba._s_i~ ~o_d_s_______________,_g.. _1_2__ j;-_40___
1

RANGE OF

2 ___ ~leotive ·,·_10-20
2

llleoUve

~

of
Periods

LASS SIZE

Number

C

Total
Minutes

1~-:--

__5___ !!_~--

I 18-2~1

5

--:-:~=:-~-s_c_i_ty_______ ::: I : :
:
~~::: i :::: I :
1_2_7_5_ _
~-ing---------,,~;;--11 9
1
Clective I 10-15 ! 5
275
--Pro-~:;~-io._n___\'b-o--d--s------ 11-12 j~----,---~-1-0---,-5-1,--5---•-·--·275
-A-d~~~~-D_ra.f_

1

-------------------·---

I

Evaluations

a) To what extent are industrial arts courses available to all students?
b) How appropriate a.re schedules, time allotments, and class sizes ior industrial arts course offerings?
c) How adequate is financial support for the industrial arts program?
Comments

no 1 2 3©

1
2~4
na l 2 3 4

na
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
1. The courses provide opportunities for
youth to plan, construct, and evaluate
projects suitable to their interests and
aptitudes.
2. Experiences are provided in selected
areas so that a ·degree of skill in the use
of common tools and machines may be
developed commensurate with the student's ability and the scope of the program.
3. Broad content is developed in each
course in the program from representative industrial processes and materials
appropriate for a school shop.
4. The part that industry has played in the
development of the American way of life
is emphasized in each course area.
5. Basic skills and concepts are applied to
the solution of technical problems. .
6. Specific efforts in the program are directed toward the development in each
individual of an attitude of pride and interest in doing useful things.
7. Specific efforts are directed toward the
development of a working knowledge of
industrial materials and processes. .
8. Emphasis is placed on the development of
better understanding of such problems
as appropriateness of material to use,
quality of workmanship, design, and
function.
9. Specific efforts are made to develop an
awareness of the variety of activities
performed in our industrial environment that provide possibilities for
leisure-time activities.

10. An overview of working conditions and
labor-management problems is included
in the instructional program.
11. Emphasis is placed on developing an
ability to select, care for, and use industrial products intelligently.
.
12. Basic skills, such as reading, writing,
arithmetic, speaking, and listening,· are
continually emphasized and made a part
na 1 2 3©
of the instructional program.
13. Emphasis is placed on a continuous and
coordinated departmental program of
safety. .
14. Activities in the program are organized
to provide significant group activities
and projects that involve situations that
na
2@.4
are likely to involve problems.
15. Student-centered activities are emphana
2 3~
sized in the teaching-learning process. .
16. Experiences are provided to acquaint the
student with the world of work, including its changing nature, and to help dena 1 2 3 ©
velop a wholesome attitude toward work.
17. Students are provided an opportunity
for in-depth specialization in areas of
their respective aptitudes and interests.
18.
na

na

1 26:} .4

na 1 20.4

na 1 2

3(9

na

2

a@

na

2

30

na 1

2(2).4

na

2

na

2

no

2Q}4

na

2 3

3(£)
34

123@

Evaluations
a) To what extent are the information and experiences offered in the program related to modern industry?
b) To what extent are scope and sequence of courses related to the interests, abilities, and developmental
needs of students?
c) To what extent do the offerings provide for exploratory or tnJmtt expe?"iences with a variety of tools,
materials, and industrial processes?
d) To what extent do students understand labor-management problems? .
e) To what extent is student responsibility and leadership developed?
f) To what extent is the program flexible to meet the needs of all students?

Comments

na
na
na
na

(f;

1·
3 4
2 3 4

2 3'4
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Il. NATURE OF OFFERINGS

'

Checklist
1. The courses provide opportunities for

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

youth to plan, construct, and evaluate
projects suitable to their interests and
aptitudes.
Experiences are provided in selected
areas so that a ·degree of skill in the use
of common tools and machines may be
developed commensurate with the student's ability and the scope of the program.
Broad content is developed in each
course in the program from representative industrial processes and materials
appropriate for a school shop.
The part that industry has played in the
development of the American way of life
is emphasized in each course area. .
Basic skills and concepts are applied to
the solution of technical problems. .
Specific efforts in the program are directed toward the development in each
individual of an attitude of pride and interest in doing useful things.
Specific efforts are directed toward the
development of a working knowledge of
industrial materials and processes. .
Emphasis is placed on the development of
better understanding of such problems
as appropriateness of material to use,
quality of workmanship, design, and
function.
Specific efforts are made to develop an
awareness of the variety of activities
performed in our industrial environment that provide possibilities for
leisure-time activities.

na

1 2(3}4

na 1 2 3©

10. An overview of working conditions and
labor-management problems is included
in the instructional program.
11. Emphasis is placed on developing an
ability to select, care for, and use industrial products intelligently.
.
12. Basic skills, such as reading, writing,
arithmetic, speaking, and listening,· are
continually emphasized and made a part
of the instructional program.
13. Emphasis is placed on a continuous and
coordinated departmental program of
safety. .
14. Activities in the program are organized
to provide significant group activities
and projects that involve situations that
are likely to involve problems.
15. Student-centered activities are emphasized in the teaching-learning process. .
16. Experiences are provided to acquaint the
student with the world of work, including its changing nature, and to help develop a wholesome attitude toward work.
17. Students are provided an opportunity
for in-depth specialization in areas of
their respective aptitudes and interests.
18.

na

na 1

2@4

na 1 2G)4

na 1

26)4

na 1 2 3(£)

~

na

2

na

2 30)

G-4

na 1 2

3(£}

na

2

na

2 3 -4

no

2QJ-4

na

2

1 2 3@

Evaluations
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

f)

To what extent are the in;ormatio-n and experiences offered in the program related to modern industry?
To what extent are scope and sequence of courses related to the interests, abilities, and developmental
needs of students?
To what extent do the offerings provide for exploratory or triJ01.tt expe1-iences with a variety of tools,
materials, and industrial processes?
To what extent do students understand labor-management problems? .
To what extent is student responsibility and leadership developed?
To what extent is the program flexible to meet the needs of all students?

Comments

na
na
na
na

30

1·
3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
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m. PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Checklist
1. Facilities are appropriately located as a
unit for students as well as for adult
evening classes.
2. Total floor area is consistent with accepted standards. .
3. Natural light -is effectively controlled to
eliminate glare. Sufficient supplemental
artificial light, properly diffused and distributed, is provided. Local lighting is
provided in critical work areas. .
4. Floors are in good condition and are
suited to the area in which they are located; precautions are taken against
slippery floors, special attention being
given to machine areas. .
5. Facilities for heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning commensurate with
good working conditions are available. .
6. Exhaust ventilation, equipment is available in areas where excessive heat,
fumes, gases, and dust are produced. .
7. Where needed, properly designed and located gas, water, electrical, and compressed air facilities are provided. .
8. Each school shop facility has a minimum
of two entrance-exit doors that each
measure 36 inches or more in width.
9. Ceiling height is appropriate, i.e., between 12 feet and 14 feet in all school
shops and drawing rooms; and where applicable, ceilings are constructed of a
material having a high coefficient of
sound absorption. .
10. A ventilated fire-resistant cabinet is provided for the storage of combustible materials. A metal, self-closing container is
provided for soiled rags. Each shop is
equipped with appropriately located fire
extinguishers of the correct type and
size.
11. Shop walls· are durable and easily
cleaned from floor to top-of-door height.
Sound-absorbing materials are used on
upper wall surfaces wherever the
amount of noise suggests special wall
treatment. .
12. Washing facilities and drinking fountain of appropriate design and location
are provided. .
18. Display case of a sufficient size, properly
lighted and appropriately located, is provided. . . . . . . . . . .
14. Convenient office or desk space is provided. . . . . . . . . . .
15. A filing space is located near the instructor's desk and is adequate for all necessary records, pamphlets, and illustrative
materials.

na 1 ~ 4
na 1(;)3 4

na 1 2 3©

na 1 2Q4

na 1 2 3(£)

na 1 2 3©

na 1(3;}3 4

na 1 2

30

c~:~}
na

2 3 4
.~
'l5' 3 4

na 1

(D.4

16. School shop contains a convenient and
centrally located tool and supply center
and, where applicable, an adequate number of well-laid-out tool panel areas for
special tools.
17. Principles of "color dynamics," with
moderation, are followed throughout
each of the shops and on equipment.
18. Safe storage is provided fr>r all supplies;
storage area accommodates full-length
stock and all materials. .
19. Adequate storage areas are provided f01:
student projects under construction as
well as for articles in the assembling and
finishing stages.
20. Lockers are adequate in number and size
and are located so as to avoid crowding.
21. Equipment is arranged with reference
to the sequence of operations and their
relationship to other areas. Adequate
clearance, as dictated by the function of
the machine, is provided around all
equipment..
22. Work stations are sufficient in number
to provide flexibility ..
23. A finishing area with the following characteristics is provided in each shop
where the facility is important: adequate in size, appropriately located,
properly lighted and ventilated, easily
supervised, and relatively free from
dust.
24. A demonstration and discussion area,
with space for each student,· is provided
in all shops.
25. A. s'hop library and planning facilities
are located conveniently but away from
major machine noises and dirty areas of
the shop. Adequate space is provided for
the storage of books, 'magazines, and
folders ..
26. The facilities provided for using instructional materials are appropriate to their
purpose and conveniently located.
27. Tools and machines are selected on the
basis of their instructional value.
28. The quantity and variety of tools, instruments, and equipment provided meet
the needs of the program.
29. Unit-type machines with self-contained
motors are used throughout the program; equipment is adapted to the size
and maturity of the students, i.e., height
from the floor to the working surface of
a machine, horsepower, speed, and capacity. .

na 1 2{i).

na('.!)2 3 4

na

1(3)3 4

na 1(v3 4
na6)2 3 4

na

1(;}3

4

na 1 2{I)4

na l

2@4

na 1

23©

na 1

2(!)4

nca 1 2

30

Continued on next page
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IV. DIBECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."
Checklist

Members of the industrial arts staff:
1. Possess and put into operation a welldefined contemporary philosophy of education.
2. Are properly qualified and certified. .
3. Manifest competence in a variety of
teaching methods.
4. Recognize the importance of activities in
the instructional program.
5. Invite parent and community reactions
to the program.
6. Keep abreast of professional literature,
research, and development in the field of
education. .
7. Discuss their curriculum and sponsor
activities which help their colleagues to
a better understanding of the program.

na

na
na

2

3(9

2 3(:V
2 3(v

na 1 2 3

Q

8. Are aware of teaching problems in other
areas and work for the improvement of
the whole school program.
9. Understand counseling procedures and
guidance services and help students with
educational and vocational choices.
10. Are qualified in first aid and safety procedures.
11. Maintain an active interest in professional advancement through participation in educational organizations and
formal study.
12. Have rapport with industry in the area.
13.

na 1 2

30

na

2

3(y

na

204

na

2
2

~$

na

2

34

na

I:\

na 1 2 3

V

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
! c) Years since last formal study in industrial arts: 1
a) Educational level:

Less than bachelor's degree--...--Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

0-3 _____

4-7 _ _ __
8-12 _ _ __
More than 12 -·-·---·d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in industrial arts:
0-11 _ _ __
12-23 - - - 24-48 - - - , - More than 48 ___, __

0-2 - - - - 3-5
1
6-15 _ _ __
More than 15 -·--·----

2. List areas of concentration in industrial arts of each staff member (att..-ich sheets. if necessary).
Steven Boyer - Woods, Meta.ls

Evaluations
a) To what extent do the staff members possess a well-defined point of vieic toward industrial arts

education?
b) To what extent do staff members possess satisfactory qualifications?
c) To what extent ha.ve staff members informed themselves about current educational liter,1,ture and research?
d) To what extent do staff members discuss educational problems with fellow teachers, their administrators, and with the lay public? .
e) How adequate is the industrial experience of the staff?

Comments

na 1 2

3~
na 1 2 3 4
nc

2

3(v

'ffi

na

2

na

2 3 4

188
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Objectives of the program are stated in
terms of expected student behavioral
outcomes. Activities of the program can
be shown to relate to objectives. .
2. Lesson plans and course outlines are
available for each area.
3. In developing each phase of the pr<r
gram, specific provisions are made for
individual differences among students. .
4. Specific efforts are directed toward the
attainment of appropriate social relationships and good work habits..
5. Students working in groups exchange
ideas in the solution of problems.
6. Industrial arts education attempts to familiarize youth with management and
production practices of industry as these
affect both workers and the production
of physical goods.
7. Activities provide an opportunity for
boys and girls to become familiar with,
and to use many of, the basic tools, materials, and machines of industry. .
8. Students conduct appropriate tests and
experiments which pertain to science and
industry.
9. Students learn how a variety of commercial products are made.
10. Students study the sources of materials
and supplies, characteristics, and limitations of industrial products. .
11. Students develop appropriate drawings
and other plans and follow a systematic
procedure in developing a problem or
project.

no 1

2 3G)
2@)-4

no 1

2 3(V

no 1

2@)-4
2 3(v

no
no

no

1 2(v4

no 1 2

3(.v

na 1 2

30

no

2

no 1 2

30
30

12. Community resources are used as aids to
instruction.
13. Numerous activities are designed to
help students develop qualities of leadership.
14. Students draw on many out-of-school
sources of information in fulfilling assignments. .
15. Provisions are made for students to participate in related extracurricular activities..
16. Students take an active part in the safety
program by serving as student safety supervisors, solving thought-inducing
safety problems, and taking safety tests.
17. A wide variety of suitable materials and
techniques are employed in instruction.
18. Field trips that. are related to shop experiences are provided.
19. Students with industrial arts aptitude
have counseling available on the possibilities of continuing in advanced industrial arts courses in high school. .
20. Students with industrial arts aptitude
have counseling available on possibilities
of continuing postsecondary industrial
arts study.
21.

na 1

2(3) -4

no

7.

no

2@-4

no

na

~

103

©
-4

2 3(V

na 1 2 3 4

~

na 1

2 3~

Evaluations
a) How effectively do instructional activities relate to student needs and program goals?
b) How adequate is the planning and preparation for instructional activities?
c) How effectively do instrttctional activities meet community needs? .
d) How adequately a.re the students' needs for leisure-time activities being met?
e) How effectively do teachers work with staff in other academic areas to provide more effective instruction?
·

Comments

na 1 2 3@

na 1 2

:r':J

na 1 2 ~
na 1 2

3{4j
?£}
A

na 1 2 3

na 1 2 3 ~

189
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Current resource units

and teaching
guides of the city, county, and state are
available.
2. Up-to-date textbooks are available.
3. Appropriate reference materials are
available in each area. .
4. Descriptive materials and commercial
products are available for instruction. .
5. Occupational brochures and current editions of the Occupational Outlook Handbook are available.
6. Posters, charts, graphs, and pictures are
available.

na 1 2
na 1 2
na
na

3{'.y

3l9
1 2 30)
2 3(9

na 1 2

3(9

na 1 2

30

7. Teaching aids consisting of miniature,
cutaway, and actual-size projects and devices are provided.
8. Programed instructional materials are
available.
9. Teacher-prepared materials such as study
guides, course outlines, and resource
units are available.
10.

na

2:(V

na

U"

na

2

~

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations
a) H,yw extensively are teaching guides used?
b) To what degree are good quality and appropriate texts and reference materials available?
c) H fYW adequate is the variety of instructional resources?

Comments

na

2

aQ

na 1 2 3@
na

2

30

190
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Evaluation is considered an integral
part of the teaching-learning process.
2. A continuous program of evaluation is
employed to determine the extent to
which students _achieve established goals
or objectives.
3. Student participation in the evaluation
procedures is a part of a learning situation..
4. Industrial arts teachers carefully record
objective data and anecdotal information.
5. Periodic evaluations are made of current
course content and methods.
6. Evaluation of student progress is based
on a variety of related criteria and suitable techniques of appraisal.
7. Evaluation is related to differences
among student aptitudes, abilities, and
knowledge.
8. Individual progress is recorded and becomes a part of the cumulative record of
the student, to be used for guidance purposes.
9. Student judgments of industrial arts experiences are secured near the end of
courses and at specified times following
graduation.

na

1 2 3Q

na 1 2

30

na
na
na

na

l 2 3(v

na

1 2

3(VI

10. Data obtained from tests and other evaluative devices are used to help students
know what they have done well and what
needs to be improved. .
11. Comparisons are made between articles
developed by students in the industrial
arts program and commercial products.
12. Records are made of each student injury
in the school shop and are compiled and
analyzed regularly.
13. Industrial arts equipment and facilities
are ip.spected periodically by fire prevention and safety experts. .
14. Teacher self-evaluation is conducted at
regular intervals. .
15. Evaluation instruments for appraisal of
both factual content and manipulative
activities are used ..
16.

no

1

30
1®3

no l

no

2{j)4
2

4

no

30
2 3Q

na l

2G)4

no

2

na

2

34

na 1 2~4

Evaluations
How appropriate are the evaluation instruments?
b) How satisfactory are the evaluation procedures used in the program?
c) How effectively are changes implemented following an evaluation of the program?
d) How satisfactory is the inspection of the school shop and its facilities?'

i~

a)

Comments

:: 1
na 1 2 3(!)
na

204

191
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V. OUTCOMF.S
Evaluations
a) To what extent do students possess a knowledge and understanding of the properties and uses of important raw materials?
b) To what extent do students possess a knowledge and understanding of basic industrial processes?
c) To what extent are students developing a reasonable degree of skill in the use of basic tools and 1nachines?
d) To what extent do students develop an ability to organize and perform their work efficiently?
e) To what extent are interests, aptitudes, and abilities in the industrial arts discovered and developed by
students?
f) To what extent do students develop an appreciation of good design, construction, and craftsmanship?
g) To what extent are youth developing an ability to select, care for, and use industrial products intelligently?
h) To what extent are students developing positive attitudes and good practices relating to safety?
i) How extensively do students develop constructive leisure-time activities or hobbies relating to the industrial arts?
i) To what extent do students possess information about various industrial occupations and industries?
k) To what extent do students understand the phenomenon of technology, the role of the inditiidual in relation to it, and its role in cultural exchange? .
l) To what extent do students understand and have an appreciation for labor-management problems?

na

na
na

no
na
na

2~4
2 3 4

2&5P
2 3 4

2
2 33 4~

na

2

na

2 3 4

3ffi

30

1 ·2
no 1 26)4

na

na

no

2ffi 4
2 3 4
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the industrial arts program most satisfactory and commendable?

The Industrial .Arts program is most satisfactory in the respect tba.t it gives the present day
youth a chance to see what they can do constructively. There are few opportunities other than
industrial arts for youth to experience "work: oriented• activity. The Villa Grove program is
progressive a?,d no doubt will increase as demands for technical training increases.

2. In what respects is the industrial arts program most in need of improvement?
1.

Update of equipnent.

2.

Shifting of enrolJ.ment in woods to more in drawing and electricity and electronics.

3.

Inclusion of more girls in the program.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the industrial arts program.
1.

Provide room, equipnent and ins.truction junior-high industrial arts program.

2.

Guide students (boys and girls) into courses to meet their abilities and needs better.

3.

Vocationally orient students sooner in their schooling.

4.

Provide expanded facilities in areas not now included:
Power Mechanics
Foundry?

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Evaluations
G) To what extent does instruction in industrial arts meet the needs of students as identified in Section 2,

"School and Community"?
b) To what extent is instruction in industrial arts consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"? .
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in industrial arts instruction and seeking their solu-

lution?

na

2[)4

na 1

2 3

na

2V

(V

SECTION

Mathematics ~ TITI
0

NAME OF SCHOOL

Villa. Grove High School

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DATE

Qctober 1, 1978

Self-evaluation by

La.nee Herrrllan, Chairman
James l,lilf=m~·ro=r~t=h~-----

__Ka~=n=ch=e=r~-------

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The secondary school mathematics curriculum consists of those courses, units of
instruction, and activities designed to contribute to both the common and special
mathematical needs of secondary school students. The curriculum places the proper
amount of stress on developing ( 1) accuracy
and facility in performing fundamental
mathematical operations, (2) ability to analyze and solve problems of a variety of types
and varying degrees of difficulty, and (3) an

understanding of the nature and structure
of mathematics so that students will be able
to apply the basic principles to entirely new
areas. The curriculum includes concepts and
processes of modern , mathematics upon
which technical and scientific progress depends. Provisions are made for students to
develop competence in such aspects as proof,
organization of data and other information,
and drawing of conclusions, both specific and
general.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list of
the major goals of the department of mathematics that will aid in the achievement of the objectives
of the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
A.venue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. A minimum of one year of study in
mathematics is required.
2. Courses in mathematics are provided for
all students.
3. Courses are available throughout the
secondary school program to suit the
student's ability and to meet his academic and vocational needs.
4. Provision is made to prepare students to
enter college with advanced standing in
mathematics.
5. Provision is made for the transfer of
students from one ability grouping to
another.
6. The mathematics curriculum emphasizes
general principles, ideas, and techniques
that have wide application and educational value.

Supplementary Data

na

2

na

2

7. Provision is made for students to pursue
independent study.
na(v2 3 4
8. Individual instruction or special classes
are available to the gifted student.
na 6)2 3 4
9. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential program in mathematics.
na 1 2ci)4
10. Teachers of the same grade level work
together to develop the mathematics pro-~
gram at that level.
. . . . .~1 2 3 4

30
30

na 1 2 3Q

na 1 2 3(D

11.

na 1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3©

(Fill in the following table for courses in mathematics)
PER WEEK

TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

Number of
Periods

Total
Minutes

Practical MA thematics

9

17

1

Elective•

17

5

275

r.ntro. to Algebra.- First Year

9-12

54.

2

Elective•

27 ea.

5

275

Intro. to Algebra - Second Year

10-12

20

1

Elective

20

5

275

.Algebra I

9

27

1

ID..ective•

27

5

275

Geometry

10-12

23

1

Elective

23

5

275

Advanced Algebra

11-12

15

1

Elective

15

5

275

Senior Mathematics

12

10

1

Elective

10

5

275

Technical Mithematics

11-12

18

1

Elective

'

18
5
275
•One of the three required for
graduation. ·

Evaluations
To what extent are mathematics courses available and suited to the abilities and needs of the students?
b) To what extent are students electing mathematics courses beyond those that are required?

a)

Comments

na 1 2
na 1

3V

2(2)4
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
1. The mathematics curriculum is built
upon and extends the knowledge, skills,
and understanding developed in previous
years.
2. Courses stress the understanding and appreciation of the structure and beauty of
mathematics.
3. Courses at all levels stress an understanding of the field postulates.
4. Courses at all levels stress an understanding of and ability to use important
mathematical relations such as equality,
inequality, and congruence.
5. Courses at all levels stress understanding
and proper use of mathematical symbols.
6. Courses provide opportunities for students to learn about relationships in one,
two, and three dimensions.

7. Opportunities are provided for students
na
to develop computational skills.
8. The offerings include development of the
real and complex number systems.
na
~4
9. Courses at all levels stress the nature of
proof and provide the student with opportunities to develop some facility in
handling the process of proof.
10. Opportunity is provided for students to
organize and analyze raw data and interpret the results.
e1 2 3 4
11. The curriculum includes some study of
relation and function and provides the
student with opportunities to gain skill
in graphing them.
na
2

2 3@

na

1 2

30

na

2@4

na

28)4

na

2

na

2

30
3©

30

12.

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. What offerings ~ be provided that are not included in the present program?
could

eomputer program:dng

2. What offerings in the program seem less appropriate than formerly in light of present-day trends in mathematics?

None
3. What updating of offerings has been made within the past five years?

None

4. What plans are there for updating the offerings within the next five years?
There a.re no specific plans a. t the pre sent time. The area. of computer programning a.ppea.rs to be
one feasible area. in which our program could expand to meet students' . needs. Financially this
addition to our program is unrealistic a.t this time. but if the price changes in microcomputers
continues a.s they have been, within five yea.rs we may be able to begin giving it serious
consideration.
Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of offerings in mathematics for meeting the needs of the students?
b) How adequate is the content of offerings for developing the mathematical knowledge and skills needed
by all students? .
c) How adequate is the content of offerings for developing the mathematical understanding and appreciation needed by all students?

Comments
Checklist ~: Use of field postulates not appropriate for Practical Mathematics

30

na

2

na

2 3

na

2@4

(!)
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
The following equipment is available:
na l 28) 4
1. Chalkboards ( wall or portable) .
na l 2 3(y
2. Bookcases in all rooms.
3. Storage space for materials and supplies. na l (V3 4
na l 2 3 (y
4. Tackboards.
c;:>1 2 3 4
5. Chalkboard stencils.
na l 2 3@
6. Graph or cross-section chalkboards.
na(I) 2 3 4
7. Display cases.
8. Chalkboard instruments.
na
na
2Q) 4
9: Geometric models.
10. Overhead projector, sound projector, and
other visual aids.
na
2W4

2 3©

11. Wall charts of logarithmic, trigonometna l 2 3@
ric, and other tables.
(§)1 2 3 4
12. Facilities for computer science.
13. Typewriter with mathematical symbols. na ·1 2@ i..
na 1 2 3@
14. A demonstration slide rule.
(5,123 4
15. Spherical chalkboards.
,,;>na l 2 \:V4
16. Duplicating equipment.
na(!)2 3 4
17. Calculators.
18.

na l 2 3 4

Evaluations
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

How adequate are the space provisions for present class sizes?
How adequate is the equipment to meet enrollment and curricular needs?
How adequate are the storage facilities for equipment and supplies?
To what extent is the instructional equipment used?
How adequate is the area provided each teacher /or work space and student con/ erences?

na
na
na
na
na

1@3 4
l 2(i:4
1~3 4
l 2(V4
l 2@4

Comments
The responses to evaluations a and c above are prjmarily in reference to the ma.thematics classroom
on the second floor.
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
Members of the mathematics staff have preparation in:
1. Algebra (eleip.entary and advanced).
no 1 2
2. Elementary geometry (synthetic and
no
analytic).
no
3. Trigonometry.
no
4. Statistics and probability.
5. Advanced geometry, such as foundations,
no
2@4
non-Euclidean, or projective.
no
2@4
6. History of mathematics.
no
7. Methods of teaching mathematics.
no
8. Elementary functions.
no
2 3 4
9. Calculus.
no
2 3 4
10. Elementary logic.
11. Modern algebra, including such courses
as theory of numbers, Boolean algebra,
no
and group theory.
12. Higher analysis, such as real variables
no 1 ?
and complex variables.
13. Vector analysis or matrix algebra.
no 1 2 3(9
no 1 {i)3 4
14. Computer programing.
15. Introductory topology.
no l(p 3 i_
16. Student teaching in mathematics.
no 1 2 3 ~

~ ~14·
,W

The members of the mathematics staff:
17. Participate in activities of professional
no 1(3)3 4
organizations.
18. Demonstrate a familiarity with current
no 1@3 4
professional literature.
19. Participate in mathematics workshops,
institutes,
conferences,
professional
meetings, and in-service programs.
noQ2 3 4
20. Are prepared to assist the counselor in
advising students regarding careers in
fields requiring the use of mathematics. no 1 2 3©
21. Participate in the selection of textbooks
and in the organization of the matheno 1 2 30
matical curriculum.
22. Take advantage of the opportunities to
visit classes in other schools.
(§Ji 2 3 4
23. Assume the initiative in seeking the help
of well-qualified consultants in matheno 1G3 4
matics.
no

24.

1

2

3

4

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively):
a)

Educational level:
Less than bachelor's degree _ _ _ __
Bachelor's degree
2
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

c) Years since last formal study in mathematics:
0-3 _ _ _ __
4-7 ------8-12 _ _ __
More than 12 _ _ __
d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in math-

ematics:

0-11 _ _ __
12-23 - - - 24-48 _ _. ;cc2__
More than 48 _ _ __

0-2
3-5
6-15
More than 15

_ _ __
_ _ __
_ _2_ _
_ _ __

2. List areas of concentration in mathematics of each staff member.

Both members of ·t.he ma.thematics department ba.ve a broad, general preparation in the field
of ma.thematics vrith a possible area of concentration in the application of mathena.tics to
the physical sciences.

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the preparation of the staff to teach the current courses in mathematics?
b) To what extent is the staff prepared to teach new topics in mathematics?
Comments

no
no
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction is directed toward clearly

formulated, comprehensive/objectives in
mathematics.
Teacher defined .
na l 2 3 G)
2. Specific instructional activities contribute to the comprehensive objectives
na
2 3(9
of the mathematics program.
3. Careful planning and preparation for inna
2 3(V
struction are evident.
4. Instruction is adapted to new or changna
ing conditions.
2
5. Drill activities are meaningful to stu2
na
dents.
6. Provisions are made for individual difna
2@4
ferences.
7. Examples from the local area are used
to provide practical applications of
na02 3 4
mathematics.
8. Discovery techniques and laboratory
na l 2@)4
methods are used when appropriate.
9. The mathematics teacher assists the
counselor in advising students. about
mathematics and in helping each student select a program of study which
no l 204
best meets his needs.
10. Students are encouraged to supplement
classroom activities in mathematics by
using the school library or the matheno l
4
matics resource center.
11. Cultural and scientific uses of matheno l
matics are emphasized.

30

3(D

{J)3

20,4.

12. Instruction in mathematics is coordinated with that in other subjects.
13. A variety of instructional aids are used.
14. Provision is made for instruction of
(§1234
groups of varying sizes.
15. Provision is made for students to demno l
onstrate solutions and proofs.
16. Modern trends m course content and
topic development are in evidence in inno 1
struction.
17. Students are informed about professional and vocational opportunities in
no
mathematics.
18. Participation in extraclass activities inno
volving mathematics is encouraged.
19. Instruction emphasizes student underno
standing of the content.
20. Selections from the history of mathematics are included whenever appropriate.
21. Students with mathematics aptitude
have counseling available on possibilities
of continuing in advanced mathematic
no l 2 3(9
courses in high school.
22. Students with mathematics aptitude
have counseling available on possibilities
of continuing postsecondary matheno
matics study.

2 3©

23.

no

Evaluations
a)

b)

How adequate is the planning and preparation for instruction?
How adequately are the instructional activities adapted to the needs of individual students?

Comments

na
no

2 3 4
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. A variety of general and technical reference materials are provided.
2. Supplementary reference materials that
emphasize applications of mathematics
are provided. . .
3. Instructional guides include unit outlines, suggested activities, resource materials, and evaluation aids.
4. Selection of textbooks by teachers and
administrative personnel is based on the
results of objective study.
5. Supplementary instructional materials,
including films, filmstrips, slides, and
transparencies, are available.

no 1 2@ 4

no 1 2

d) 4

no 1 2 3

no 1 2 3

{I)

0

6. Professional periodicals, including some
that are directed to the students, are
available.
7. Information on current professional opportunities in mathematics is available.
8. Materials for the construction of instructional aids are available.
9. Supplies, such as colored chalk and various types of graph paper, are available.
10.

no 1@3 4
no(D2 3 4
no(v2 3 4
no

2 30)

no

2 3 4

no 1 26)4

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
How adequate is the content of instructional materials?
c) To what extent do reference materials reflect contemporary professional views of mathematics and
mathematics education?
d) To what extent are these materials being used?

b'

Comments

no
no

no
no

2~4
20)4
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Student progress is evaluated in light of

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

objectives.
The evaluative process makes provision
for individual differences.
Evaluation includes mathematical understanding as well as operational skills.
Pre-evaluation is used to determine the
mathematical aptitude of students.
Tests are used to determine the achievement levels of all students.
Tests are used for diagnostic purposes.
Students are encouraged to evaluate
their own achievement.
Both teachers and students recognize
that tests should be used to reveal
strengths and to point out areas for improvement.
Evaluation techniques include measurement of growth in ability to organize
and ability to generalize.

no
no
no
no

2(v4
l (2)3 4
G) 3

4
no l 2(§)4
no l

no

l 2 3(V

no l

2 3

©

10. Part of the evaluation program consists
of tests designed to determine the stuent's ability to use knowledge in new
situations.
11. Provision is made for the evaluation of
both understanding and skill.
12. Evaluation includes measurement of student understanding of proofs and ability
to use proofs.
13. Test results and teacher evaluations are
made available to counselors in order to
assist students in the election of advanced courses.
14. Teachers use evaluation results as one
index of their own teaching effectiveness.

no l

2

3G)

no

2

3(V

15.

no

2 3 4

no

2

3{!)

no

2

3(9

no

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the achievement testing program in mathematics.

sophomores are given the National Education Developnent Test, a portion of which covers the
area of mathematics

2. Show how this testing program is used to evaluate :
a) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Class achievement on national or other norms.
c) Class weaknesses.

Little or no use is ma.de of these test results in the ma.thematics program.

Evaluations
a) How comprehensive are evaluation activities?
b) To what extent do teachers use evaluation results in analyzing their teaching effectiveness?
c) To what extent are evaluation results used to diagnose difficulties and identify areas that require remedial instruction?
d) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of unusual promise in the field of mathematics?
Comments

Checklist, ~: We were unsure as to the ability to measure this growth.

no
no

na
na

1(3) 3 4
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

/)

To what extent do students exhibit an understanding of the basic principles of mathematics?
To what extent do students exhibit skill in the per! ormance of basic mathematical operations?
To what extent do students understand the logical structure of mathematics and the nature of proof?
To what extent do students demonstrate the ability to analyze and solve problems?
To what extent' are students able to organize mathematical knowledge and make appropriate generalizations?
To what extent do students recognize and appreciate the role that mathematics has played in the development of past and present cultures?

no

2G)4

no

2~4

no

2~4

no

2'3 4

no

2(])4

no02 3 4

Comnent: Our response to each of the above evaluations is based upon the studentts completion
of a particular course and where we find the student at that point in reiard to his
knowledge"and understanding of mathematics.
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the mathematics program most satisfactory and commendable?
1. Number and variety of courses offered.

2.

Ma.th teachers have their primary training in mathem:i.tics, with secondary training in fields
related to ma.thei.,a.tics a.pplica.tions.

3.

Teaching responsibilities are concentrated in the ma.them.tics curriculum.

2. In what respects is the mathematics program most in need of improvement?
1.

More comnu.nication between different grade levels (grade, junior high, and high school) as
to what they a.re doing and what changes each would like to see made.

2.

Need for reduction of some class sizes to enable more individual work with students.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the mathematics program.
1. Meetings with high school, junior high, and intermediate teachers to talk a.bout what each
is presently doing and what changes each would like to see made in order to improve the
ma.th program.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMATICS
Evaluations
e)

To what extent does the instruction in mathematics meet the needs of students as indicated in Section
!, "School and Community"?

b) To what extent is the instruction in mathematics consistent with the philosophy and objectives as
developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?

na

2 3 4

na

2 3 4

na

2 3 4

c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in mathematics instruction and seeking their solu-

tion?
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SECTION

AME OF SCHOOL

Villa Grove High School
DATE October 1, 1978
---------------·--------------

elf-evaluation by

Kenneth Krejci

Sharon .Tur_i,,_________
BQJLJ,_aw son

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The primary purpose of the secondary
school music curriculum is to continue a program of music education that makes a major
contribution toward developing cultural and
aesthetic values for all high school students.
SU<;h values are taught through music
courses and through interdisciplinary instruction to enrich other phases of the curriculum in which music plays an important
part. Such instruction includes the most common basic elements that are best learned in
school.
The program provides a variety of musical experiences, with emphasis on the study
and performance of selected musical litera-

ture representative of a wide range of periods, styles, nationalities, forms, composers,
and media. Community music resources and
activities are brought to the attention of students and direct participation is encouraged.
A strong music program has as a goal the
discovery and development of aptitude and
subsequent encouragement to further study.
The individual student should be provided an
opportunity and be encouraged to develop his
musical talents to their fullest possible potential. Fundamentally, the program should
increase the student's understanding of the
art of music and its place in contemporary
life.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list of
the major . goals of the music department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the
school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. All students have the opportunity to participate in formal music courses and
musical groups.
2. Music offerings that carry credit are included in the regularly scheduled school
day.
3. Opportunities are provided for solo and
small ensemble experience.
4. The school's scheduling procedures permit students to participate in performing groups.
5. Cooperation with community music organizations is encouraged.
6. Talented students may elect courses to
form a major sequence in music.

na

2

3@

na

2

3(])

na

26)4

7. The music faculty participates in the
planning and teaching of interdisci- ~
plinary courses.
. . . . . . . \.!!;),' 1 2
8. Teachers from different grade levels plan
together to develop a sequential program
na 1 2
in music.
9. Teachers of the same grade level plan together to develop the music program at
that level.
10. Individual instruction or special classes
are available to the gifted student.
na

na

2@4

11.

(S>1

2 3 4

na 1 2
3~

na

3 4

3(y

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Fill in the following table for all courses in music.

TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLLMENT

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

PER WEEK
RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

Number of
Periods

Total
Minutes

Chorus

9-12

26

1

elective

-

3

165

Bind

9-12

58

1

elective

-

5

275

2. Supply information for last complete year as follows:
a) Percent of students who participated in any music courses and performing groups: __2_3_$L __
b) Percent of all students who participated only in performing groups: 23;;,
c) Number of full-time teachers of music (or equivalent) : 1 3/5
d) Total enrollment in the school:
319
3. Describe any un"ique characteristics in the organization of the music department which contribute positively or negatively to the music program.
(1) Band and chorus are scheduled at the same time vrhich precludes a daily rehearsal schedule.
(2) The scheduling of music events can be facilitated because of the sma.11 staff.

Evaluations
<:;;>1 2 3 4
a) To what extent are music courses available to meet general music needs of all students?
b) To what extent are music courses available to meet specialized musfo needs of individual students?
na 1 2 3©
c) To what extent does flexibility in the scheduling of classes permit students to elect music courses which
they want and need?
na 1 204
na(i)2 3 4
d) To what extent do time a.l/otments for music cou.rses meet instructional needs?
e) How adequate is the number of music teachers in relation to the needs of students?
naG)2 3 4

Comments

116
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
The music courses:
1. Extend the knowledge, skills, and attina
tudes developed in previous years.
2. Involve activities appropriate to the in2 3€)
dividual needs and abilities of students. na
3. Provide an opportunity for recognition
and
encouragement
of
individual
na 1 2 3(!)
achievement.
4. Bring worthwhile programs in the comna
munity to the attention of students.
2@4
5. Continue opportunities to develop skill
na 1(3)3 4
and ability in reading music.
6. Provide for development of basic music
skills for students who may have had no
na 1(3)3 4
previous training.
7. Provide, in unison and part singing, for
the particular needs of the changing
na
voice.
8. Provide for groups such as duets, quarna
2 30
tets, octets, and other small ensembles.
9. Provide exploratory experience with a
na
2 3©
variety of musical instruments.
10. Provide opportunities to listen to rena
2 3©
cordings of many types of music.
11. Provide opportunities to listen to other
na
2
students perform.
12. Provide opportunities to study a wide
range of music of various periods,
styles, nationalities, forms, composers, .
and media. . •
na 1 2(v4

2U)4

2(D4

3(~

13. Provide an opportunity for students to
understand the historical and cultural
milieu in which the music being studied
was created.
14. Emphasize understanding of music as an
expression of religious faith.
15. Provide an opportunity for talented stu-·
dents· to learn to improvise, compose,
arrange, and conduct. .
16. Provide opportunity to cooperate with
other departments in presentation of
school performances and programs.
17. Provide for the development of student
leadership in music.
18. Provide a balanced music program in
which no phase is unduly emphasized.
19. Provide opportunity for students with
broad musical interests to study both instrumental and vocal music.
20. Provide opportunities for class instruction in stringed, wind, percussion, and
keyboard instruments, and voice.
21. Include classes in music history and
theory.
22.

na 1

{§) 1

2 3 4

na
na

na

na

1(3) 3

G1

4

2 3 4

na
na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any innovative or unusual phases of course content or teaching methodology.

2. Describe any limitations in the music offerings.
Nothing is offered to the general student in mu.sic, all courses being oriented to-ward performance
groups.
Evaluations
a) How well does the variety of music offerings meet the needs of all students?

b) How well does the quality of music offerings meet the needs of all students?
c) How adequate is the offering in vocal music?
d) How adequate is the offering in stringed instrument music?

na 1~3 4
na 1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

(§)1 2 3 4

e) How adequate is the offering in wind and percusssion instrument music?
na 1 2 3©
f) How well are music courses correlated with other courses·?
(§)1 2 3 4
g) How well are music courses adapted to individual aptitudes and' abilities of participating students?
na 1 2 3©
h) To what extent are opportunities provided for talented students to realize their optimum potential in
mu.<iical performance, understanding, and creativity?
na

2 3@.

Comments
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. Music rooms are adequate ir_@lighting, ventilation, and acoustical treatment.
2. Rcli'earsal rooms are readily accessible to
performing areas.
3. Music rooms ar~ located to provide a
minimum of interference with other
classes.
4. Properly designed chairs are provided
for instructional use.
5. Needs of music department are recognized in the schedule for use of performing areas. .
6. Provision is made for individual and
small ensemble practice.
7. Storage facilities for equipment are provided.
8. Provision is made in the budget for the
purchase and replacement of equipment
as necessary.

no02 3 4
na(y2 3 4

na 1(3}3 4
na02 3 4

na 1@3 4
na('.y2 3 4
no 1©3 4

9. Pianos are available where needed.
10. Pianos are kept in tune.
11. Provision is made for the care and maintenance of musical instruments.
12. Provision is made for accessible storage
of music.
13. Inventory of equipment and supplies is
accurate and current.
14. Instruments for student use are available.
15. Music stands are provided.
16. Record players are accessible.
17. Recording equipment is available for departmental needs.
18. All areas can be locked securely.
19. Bulletin board space is provided.
20. Classrooms are neat and attractive.

no
na

2 3(%)
2@4

na

2@)4

na

2€)4

na

2 30

21.

na 1 2 3 4

no
na
no

2G)4.
2 3~

2 3 4

na 1 2 3G
na(D2 3 4
na 1 2 3@
na 103 4

na 1{D3 4

Supplementary Data
1. What special equipment or facilities not covered above are provided?

Records a.re provided in both the band a.nd chorus room a.s well a.s the library.
is available.

A strobe tuner

2. Are there any limitations on the music programs because of lack of facilities or equipment?

La.ck
La.ck
Size
Lack

of practice rooms limits a.mount of small group and individual ·work.
of adequate perfonning areas limit type a.nd quality of performances.
and shape of rooms do not provide good rehearsal conditions.
of PA equip:nent limits performance possibilities.

Evaluations

a) How adequate are space provisions for music instruction?
b) How adequate are space provisions for music performance? .
c) How well does the music equipment meet enrollment and curriculum requirements?
d) How adequately does the budget provide for the needs of the music department in relation to other departments?
e) How adequately are provisions made for care and replacement of music equipment?

Comments

nc(i}2 3 4
no 1@3 4
no 1@3 4
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
Members of the music staff:
l. Have knowledge and ability to teach music
in a secon'c:lary school.
2. Have experience in community, professional, or other music activities.
3. Have knowledge of new materials and current developments in music education.
4. Continue in-service education through
formal study and other professional activities.

na

2 3(y

5. Demonstrate active interest in professional advancement, including participation in education organizations.

na

6.

na 1· 2 3 4

23a,

na 1 2 3(y
na

2 3Q

na 1 2

30

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
c) Years since last formal study in music:

a) Educational level:

Less than bachelor's degree _ _ _ __
Bachelor's degree
2
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

0-3
4-7
8-12
More than 12
d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in music:

0-11 _ _ __
12-23 _ _ __

24-48 - - - More than 48 _ __,,2.___

0-2
'3-5
6-15
More than 15

1
---,.-__,_ _
_ _ __
_____

_ _1 __
_ _ __
__1_ _
_ _ __

2. List areas of concentration in music of each staff member.
One instrumental anpha.sis, one weal anpha.sis.

Evaluations
a,) Hmv satisfactory is the general education of the staff?
b) Hmv satisfactory is the preparation of the staff in vocal music?

c) Hmv satisfactory is
d) How satisfactory is
e) How satisfactory is
f} H mo adequate is the
Comments

the preparation of the staff in stringed instrument music?
the preparation of the staff in wind and percussion instrument music?
the preparation of the staff in the teaching of music?
preparation of the staff /or the courses and activities to which they are assigne,I?

na 1 2 3@
na 1 2 3©

@1

2 3 4

no 1
no
no

223~
3 4
2 3 4
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction in music contributes to the
school's objectives.
2. Instruction is directed toward clearly
formulated, comprehensive objectives in
music.
3. Instruction is constantly concerned with
the improvement of the quality of the
musical experiences involved.
4. Careful planning and preparation for
instructional activities is evident.
5. Instructional activities arc related to the
music interests and needs of students.
6. Individual differences are recognized in
determining the type and degree of participation.
7. Students are advised that private study
is important.
8. Opportunity is provided for students to
participate in planning, conducting, and
evaluating music activities.

na 1

2

30

na 1

2

30

na
na
na

30
2 30
2

20) 4

no

2(!>4

na

2@4

9. Instruction in music is coordinated with
courses in other subject-matter areas.
10. Students are Jed to understand that
music is an individual artistic experience
and has deeper significance than mere
entertainment.
11. Students with mmiical aptitude have
counseling available on the possibilities
of continuing in advanced music courses
in high school.
12. Students with musical aptitude have
counseling available on the possibilities
of continuing postsecondary music study.
13. Students are assisted by counselors and
music teachers in selecting the type and
extent of their participation in music.
14.

na

na

na

6) 2

3 4

1(D3

4

na 1 2

3©

na 1 2

3©

na

2

3G)

na

2 3 4

1 2G)4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any innovative techniques which you have found to be successful, such as team teaching, programed instruction, and use of television.

Good corrmunication be~veen vocal and instrumental departments.
Tape recordings, video taping when available.

Evaluations

How adequate· is the planning and preparation for instruction?
How well is instruction adapted to needs of individual students?
c) To what degree are student interests considered in planning and conducting music courses?
a)

na

b)

na 1(3) 3 4
na

1 2 3©

1 2 3©

Comments

Instruction is heavily geared tarra.rd perform:i.nce with little emphasis place on music history, theory, etc.
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Textbooks, reference books, and supplementary materials which provide for a
variety of music interests are available.
2. Sheet music is provided for all classes and
performing groups.
3. The school library is supplied with books
and periodicals about music, as well as
recordings and other appropriate materials.
4. A wide variety of audio-visual materials
related to music are available.

4

5. A syllabus provides students with a wide
range of selected literature each year of
participation.
. .
. . . .
6. Provision is made for the preparation and
duplication of materials created by the
teaching staff.
7. The staff is informed on provisions in the
copyright law dealing with reproduction
of materials.

4

8.

na

(])3 4

na

1 2 30

na
na

1(2)3
1@3

(3, 1 2
na 1 2

3 4

3Q

na

23©

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any innovative practices using such materials as programed tapes, microfilms, microcards, and microfiche.

Evaluations

16)3

a) How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?

na

b) How adequate is the quality of instructional materials?

na 1 2@4

c)

How adequate are the materials supplied for music department needs?

Comments

4

na 1 2@4
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Procedures have been established to iden-

tify students of unusual promise or talent.
2. Student performances are recorded and
used in evaluation.
3. Students help to evaluate their individual
and group performances.

na

1(~.b 4

30

na

2

na

23©

4. Testing procedures are used for diagnosis
as well as measurement.

5.

e

1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe how teachers use evaluation results in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching.

Listening to perfonn..,nce and rehearsal tapes.
Contest sheets from judges are used to cv3.luate teaching.

These sheets are reviewed ,·rith the students.

Evaluations
a) How well are program objectives evaluated?

b) How well is student achievement evaluated?
c) How well is teaching effectiveness evaluated?
d) To what extent are evaluative processes valid?

Comments

:: ~ ~~:
no 1 ~ 4
no

1{:V3 4
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations
,)a) To what degree are listening skills and an appreciation of music being developed in all students?
lb) To what degree are students developing their ability in vocal music?
/c) To what degree are students develoving their ability to vlay stringed instruments?
/d) To what degree· are students developing their ability to play wind and vereussion instruments?
ie) To what degree are students det•eloping creative ability in music? .
if) To what degree are the talents of gifted students being developed? .
jg) To what extent is the curriculwrn a.dequate to accomplish the objectives of the music program?

.I
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the music program most satisfactory and commendable?

Students have fine potentials in perfonning.
School policies and procedures all011 for trips, etc.
Band and chorus have acadrnri.c crea.it.

2. In what respects is the music program most in need of improvement?

Vocal program is more than a full time job and needs additional personnel. More time is needed
with choral students. Present schedule of having the band and chorus meet on the same time period
presents conflicts. Equipncnt needs updating and rehearsal facilities need upgrading (too small).
There exists no true performance area.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the music program.

It is felt that comnunity and administrative support is needed to recognize the need of additional
financial resources to upgrade rehearsal and perfonnance areas; to hire additional personnel; and
to better equiv the music areas (new piano for the chorus room; P.A. equipnent.)

184
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VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC
Evaluations
To what extent does the instruction in music meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2,
"School and Community"?
b) To what extent is the instruction in music consistent with the phil_osophy and objectives as developed
in Section 3, "PJiilosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in music instruction and seeking their solution?

a)

na

1 2(3)4

na 1 2G).4
na6)i 3 .4

SECTION

Physical Education ~ 0~~
VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

October 1, 1978

NAME OF SCHOOL _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Self-evaluation by

Merle Greger

Ka.thy Horein

Russ Ghere

Dennis Sheppard

This evaluation covers the physical education program:
_x
__For boys and girls
_ _ For boys
_ _ For girls

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The physical education program consists
of those courses and activities designed to
help meet physical and recreational needs of
all youth. The physical education program is
interpreted as including the required class
instruction, intramural and interscholastic
programs, and other related physical recreational activities. Information about the
·abilities, interests, and health status of the
boys and girls is gathered and used in planning a balanced program and in adapting the
activities to the needs of the individual
students.
Best results are obtained when all these
activities are administered under the direction of qualified physical education personnel. Provision for such administration includes: (1) articulation of the required class
instruction and intramural and interscholastic athletic programs; and (2) use of sound
educational principles in the conduct of all
aspects of the program.

The comprehensive goals of the program
emphasize the mental, emotional, and social
aspects of living, as well as the physical developmental aspects necessary for a satisfYing and active life. The program emphasizes
the relationship of physical activity and of
conceptual development to the chronological
age and physical and mental maturity of
youth.
Both present and future physicaJ and
recreational needs of students are met: (1)
through participation in a wide variety of
physical activities that will lead to the development of coordination, strength, skill, and
endurance; (2) through participation in a
variety of physical activities having continuing lifetime values; and (3) through experiences designed to develop knowledge, understanding, and attitudes which would result
in desirable practices necessary to maintain
physical, social, emotional, and mental
health.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list of
the major goals of the physical education program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of
the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"). Where it is felt that two separate
programs are in effect, evaluations may be made for each, using a separate form for boys and another
for girls.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. £0036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. The program, including interschool athletics, is under the direction of a specialna 1 2
ist in physical education. .
2. Courses are required in all grade levels
na
of the secondary school. .
3. Consideration· is given to abilities and
needs of students in assigning them to na~l
physical education classes.
L:./'"' 3 4
4. Supplementary instruction is provided
for students with deficiencies in ability
or physical education background. .
na(v2 3 4
5, Provision is made for regular depart::;~ sta~ ~eet~ng~ fo~ cu_rri~ulu~ ~Ian~
2 3 4
6. The organiza.tional pattern permits flexibility in the assignment of staff for effecti\'e use of their special abilities. ·
7. Class size is such that it permits effective teaching. .
8. The community is kept informed of the
purposes and goals of physical education, intramural activities, and interschool athletics.* .
9. The total program, including interschool
athletics, is adequately financed through
na 1 2
the regular school budget. .
10. The interschool athletic program is under the control and administration of
na 1 2
school authorities..
11. Adequate time is provided in each class
na 1 2
period for showers and dressing.
12. Minimum state eligibility standards for
interschool athletics are subscribed to
na 1
and enforced. .

G)

18. In addition to recommended periodic
medical examinations, such examinations
are required before participation in athletics.
14. Medical assistance is readily available in
case of student injuries. .
15. Consideration is given in teachers' schedules for planning, organizing, and supervising intramural and interschool athletics.
16. Opportunity is made available to parents
and students for insurance coverage of
all boys and girls engaging in sports and
competitive activities.
17. Protective equipment is provided according to the demands of the program. .
18. Parental permission is required for students to participate in competitive sports
or other activities that require travel. .
19. Interschool and intramural schedules are
reasonable in terms of the demand upon
students' time and the distances traveled.
20. Men and women physical education teachers cooperatively plan and conduct coeducational instruction and activities. .
21. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential program in physical education. . . • . .
22. Teachers of the same grade level plan together to develop the physical education
program at that level. . . . . . .
23.

na
na

na(D2 3 4

na 1 2

:Q

na 1 2 3(.y

naG)2

na 1

3 4

2@ 4

na 1 2@4

e,

2 3 4

/:":\
~1

2 3 4

na 1 2 3 4

• lnter•ehool athletic• ia Interpreted aa includlnll' p)aydays, sports days,
Informal lnteracbool ,:amea, and oriranlzed lnteracbolastlc athletics.

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the allotment of time for physical education, including adapted physical education classes.
No adapted - 55 min. each day 9-12

2. Describe policies and practices for excusing students from classes.
Doctor's excuse if inactive for more than one day.
3. Describe class assignment procedures.
None

Evaluations
s) To what degree are physical edu,cation activities provided for all students?
b) How aatisfactorily do time allotments meet instructional needs? .
c) How sat~factory are the controls and safeguards for all athletic act,ivitie,?

Comments

na 1 2
na
na

~

12af.,
1 2(!µ
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
The physical education offerings provide:
1. Experiences that promote the normal
physical growth and development of stuna 1 2 3©
dents.
2. A range of activities that are selected
and taught in light of individual needs,
na '®3 ,4
interests, and abilities of students..
3. Adapted activities or programs for students who have special needs or problems of learning in connection with the
physical education program. .
@1 2 3 4
4. Education to develop understanding of
na 1 2@),4
basic movements and body control. .
5. Elective programs based on individual
student interests. .
(§)1 2 3 4
6. Activities that contribute to body condina 1 2 3€)
tioning and total fitness. .
7. Experiences that create interest and skill
in, and have carry-over value for, recna
2 3(Y
reational activities.
8. A variety of indoor games, sports, and
na
2 3(y
other athletic activities. .
9. A variety of <Y'dtdoor games, sports, and
na
2 30
other athletic activities.
10. Sports activities offering competition between individuals and groups having
similar maturity patterns and similar
skill levels. .

11. Aquatic activities. .
@1 2 3 ,4
12. Dance and rhythmic activities.
na123@
13. Individual activities such as gymnastics,
archery, and golf. .
na
'-(v-4
14. Outdoor education 2.ctivities such as casting, water safety, and camping skills. . ® 1 2 3 4
15. A varied intramural program. .
na(!)2 3 ,4
16. Opportunities for students to participate
in coeducational and corecreational activities ..
17. Interschool athletic experiences for the
more highly motivated and skilled students.
n<.])2 3 4
18. Instruction in techniques and experiences
for relaxation and reat to meet individual health needs. .
19. A well-balanced physical education program for ei•ery student, including members of school athletic teams.
20. Experiences to develop self-confidence
and leadership ability.
21.

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any innovative or unusual phases of your program.

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the variety of experiences to meet· the individual physical education needs of o.ll

b)
c)
d)
e)

students?
How adequate is the content of experiences to meet the indi-vidual. physical education needs of all
students'!
How satisfactorily do experiences provide for present and future leisure-time needs?
How adequately does the program provide activities for individual physical education needs?
How adequately does the program relate. to the over-all school philosophy and goals? .

Comments

We teach archery, tennis, gymnastics and dance.

na 1 2 3©
na
na
na
na

1 26)4
1 2©4
1(a;3 4
1 2©-4
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Checklist

m.
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES

1. The facilities are designed for commu-

na 1
nity as well as school use. .
2. The school site provides adequate space
for conducting a modern program of outdoor physical education activities. .
na 1 2~4
3.. Gymnasium space has sufficient teaching
areas to accommodate current class sizes.
4. The height from the floor of the gymnasium to the nearest overhead obstrucna
tion is at least 20 feet. .
5. Provision is made for spectator seating
na 1 2
in gymnasiums. .
6. Additional teaching stations with proper
equipment and flooring for special activities are available. .
{::)1 2 3 4
7. A swimming pool is available, and provisions are made for custodial care to
meet strict sanitary and safety requirements.
@1 2 3 4
8. Building entrances and exits meet fire
·na 1
and safety code requirements.
9. Functional, adequately sized, wellequipped, and conveniently located offices
are available. .
10. Instructional facilities include permanent equipment and apparatus essential
for the following activities (check those
that apply):
na 1 2(i}4
_ _ Aquatics.
_x_Dance.
_ _ Adapted physical education.
-~Gymnastics.
_x_Team, individual, dual, recreational
games.
_x_Testing.
_x_Weight training.
_ _Wrestling.
11. The outdoor physical education activity
area is:
a) Developed, marked, and maintained
4
for a var.iety of activities ..
na
na 1
3 4
b) Readily accessible for use.
4
c) Enclosed for safety and protection.
d) Free from obstructions and safety
na 1@3 4
hazards.
e) Suitably
surfaced, graded, and
na
4
drained.

1ffi3

®1 23

12. Locker, shower, and drying areas with
space to accommodate peak loads include
(check if available): . . . . . .
x Lockers in sufficient quantity to
meet enrollment needs.
_ _Well-constructed and well-equipped
drying rooms for clothing.
_ _ Shower heads consistent with recmendations for largest anticipated
class sections.
_x_Hot and cold water with temperature controls.
_x_Floors that facilitate maintenance
of sanitary conditions.
_ _ Forced ventilating system.
_x_Locker and shower facilities for
visiting teams.
___ Soap and towels.
_ _ Secured benches in locker room
aisles.
_x_Mirrors.
_ _Hair dryers.
13. Means are provided for amplification of
music and voice. .
14. Score-keeping equipment is provided to
keep participants and spectators informed (both indoor and outdoor). .
The entire indoor area, including such facilities as gymnasium, shower, dressing and
locker rooms, and offices, is equipped with:
15. Appropriate flooring with satisfactory
finish.
16. Effective, controlled lighting with appropriate protective safety devices.
17. Effective controlled heating..
18. Effective controlled ventilation. .
19. Effective controlled acoustical treatment.
20. Effective controlled safety measures.
21. Sanitary toilets and lavatory facilities.
22. Sanitary recessed drinking facilities. .
23. Sanitary wall-type or built-in cuspidors.

na 16)3 4

na 1

2@ 4

na 1 2 3

na

©

1 2<2)4

na 1 ffi3 4
na 1 2 3 4
naG)2 3 4
4
na 1
3 4
naU) 3 4
4
na 1
na 1 2 3 4

.. 'W'
ffi3

24.

1©3

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the space provided for indoor physical education?

nau)2 3 4

b) How adequate are the facilities for outpoor physical education?
no 1 2!4
na 1 2
4
c) How adequate is the quantity of permanent equipment for physical education?
na1234
d) How adequate is the quality of permanent equipment? .
e) How adequate are the provisions for professional inspection of equipment. to maintain satisfactory
health, safety, and sanitation standards?
<3>1 2 3 4

Comments
11-a Maintained and marked by instructional staff and students.
Need tarp for J!ym floor
Need more sarev ma~s.
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
1. All members of the physical education
faculty have professional preparation
equal to or beyond the basic state certification requirements. .
2. Teachers with coaching assignments are
members of the instructional staff with
work load expectancies, tenure, and other
responsibilities and privileges comparable to those of other faculty members.
Physical education staff members:
3. Keep informed of current developments
in the professional field. .
4. Maintain an active interest in professional advancement, including participation in educational organizations. .

na 1 2 3

na

©

5. Continue in-service education through
formal study and other professional activity.
6. Regularly participate actively in faculty
meetings, plans, and projects. .
7. Promote and maintain effective working
relationships with other school colleagi:es.
8. Strive for balance in the physical education program by supplementing and complementing departmental colleagues.
9. Supervise paraprofessional aides.

na0)2

3 4

na 1 2 3(D

na 1

23©

na

2~

na

23©

1 2®4

10.

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Da1a
1. List activities that have been found to be particularly effective in· maintaining a high level of interest toward inservice professional education.

Coaches Clinic - own expense

2. List the methods and techniques which the staff has found to be especially productive in developing and promoting interdisciplinary projects.
a. Vle.tcach P.E. to special education students 1'rhile co:nfcring and cooperating ,r.i.th the
instructor as far as the special limitations and needs of her st-udents.
b. Girls P.E. and Home Ee. on grooming.
3. Describe efforts to plan cooperatively with paraprofessional~ noncertified personnel, and student leaders to improve
physical education programs.

1.

Conferences with student teachers.
(a) Help guide program.
(b) Discipline problems discussed.
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Supplementary Data-Continued
4. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively):
a) Educational level:

c) Years since last formal study in physical educatifn:

Less than bachelor's degree - ~ ~ Bachelor's degree
2
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

0-3_~-4-7 _ _ __
8-12 _ _ __
More than 12 _ _1_ _
d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in physi-

cal education:
0-11 _ _ __
12-23 - - - 24-48 _ _ __
More than 48 _ _ __

0-2
3-5
6-15
More than 15

---..--_ _ __
_ _z-_
_ _ __

5. List areas of concentration in physical education of each staff member.

Mr. Ghere - team sports
Mrs. Greger and Mrs. Horein - individual sports and activities.

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the preparation of the staff for teaching physical education?

na

How adequate is the preparation of the staff to conduct a balanced intramural and interscholastic
program?
c) How adequate is the preparation of the staff to conduct school and community recreational activities?

na

b)

Comments

na
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction in physical education contributes to the school's objectives. .
2. Instruction is directed toward clearly defined, comprehensive objectives in physical education. .
3. Careful planning of instructional activities is evident. .
4. Students receive instruction in a wide
variety of activities that are presented
sequentially.
5. Students' needs, interests, and experiences are considered in planning the
learning activities ..
6. Instructional activities are integrated
with the health instructional program. .
7. Health appraisal data are used in classifying students for physical education
activities.
8. Opportunities are provided to develop
leadership abilities through such activities as directing game and exercise programs, coaching small groups and teams,
and demonstrating skills and techniques
to others.

na 1

na 1
na 1

2@4
26)4
2@4

na 1

2@4

na 1

2 30

(§)1

2 3 4

na t{V3 4

9. Opportunities are provided for students
to assist in planning, conducting, and
evaluating activities. .
10. Teaching through demonstration is used
effectively. .
11. Instructional aids are used. .
12. Suitable clothing is required for participation. .
13. Attention is given to showering and drying properly. .
14. Students with physical education aptitude have counseling available on possibilities of continuing in advanced physical education activities and courses in
high school.
15. Students with physical education aptitude
have counseling available on possibilities
of continuing in postsecondary physical
education study.
16.

na 1 2 3

na 1@3 4
na 1 2@4
na 1(!>3 4
na

2 3©

na

2@4

e

1 2 3 4

na 1@3 4
na 1 2 3 4

©

Supplementary Data

1. List the technique.<J that have been found most effective for providing continual review of the physical education program and updating of its objectives.

a. Ta~ing to students
b. Staff conferences.
c. North Central evaluation.

2. In providing for sequential instruction, how does the staff ascertain the quantity and quality of students' experiences
in the lower grades?

a. Class not grouped according to class level.
b. Elementary work on sane basic motor movements.

Evaluations
ci) How adequate are the planning and prep~ration for instructional activities?
b) To what eztent are data from health appraisals used in making instruction effective?
c) To what degree are instructional activities adapted to the needs of individual students?
d) To what degree are health and safety factors considered in the conduct of activities?
e) To what eztent do the activities provide opportunity for desirable social and emotional development?
Comments

B & C - Not space, t:ime or instructors to make adaptations for individual students.

na
na
na
na
na

1 2(v4
1~3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3©
1 2@4
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Printed materials and other instructional
aids from a wide range of sources are
available.
2. The school library provides a wide range
of books and periodicals concerned with
the physical activities and interests of
boys and girls. .
3. Adequate equipment and supplies are provided for the peak load of participation in
classes and intramural and interscholastic
programs.
4. Selection of quantity and quality of materials and equipment is consistent with the
highest standards of safety. .

5. Instructional procedures are supplemented through the use of instructional aids
such as single-concept videotape, film,
recorded tapes, charts, transparencies,
models, and exhibits, and t.he department
is sensitive to promising new developments.
6. Equipment necessary for an adequate testing program is provided. .

7.
no

no

2 3 .4

120-'

Supplementary Data
1. How are instructional aids obtained and used by teachers and students?

A.

Teacher and student self-evaluation.

B. Teachnique teachini

2. Does the department work from a budget that provides for obtaining instructionaleids, for their repair and maintenance, and for replacing broken and worn-out equipment?

Yes

Evaluations

How adequate are the reading and reference materials?
b) How adequate is the quantity of instructional materials and
c) How adequate is the quality of instructional materials and
d) To what extent are materials and equipment conveniently

a)

.
equipment?
equipment?
accessible to students and teachers?

no
no

Comments
VTe don't use as many instructional materials as we could such as charts, posters, movies,
and library facilities.

no

no

214
2 3 4

2 3 .4

2 3 -4
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

C'necldist
1. Evaluation is an integral part of the
teaching-learning process.
2. The results of examinations, including
medical, posture, and motor ability, are
considered in assessing individual student achievement. .
3. Evaluation takes into consideration individual aptitudes and abilities.
4. Observation of performance is used as
one method of evaluation..
5. Students assist in evaluating and recording their own progress in the program. .
6. Records are kept of specific behavior
characteristics and incidents that are
relevant to the mental, social, and emotional development of students. . . .

8

1 2 3 4

na

7. Various evaluation measures are used
frequently for the purpose of measuring
students' strengths, weaknesses, and
progress.
(@1 2 3 4
8. Various evaluation measures are used
frequently to evaluate the effectiveness
of the curriculum. .
(§) 1 2 3 4
9. Records are kept and used for program
improvement and individual guidance.
~1 2 3 4

na

10.

na 1 2 3 4

na(D2 3 4

e

1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any unusual technique for evaluation, such as videotape, student tape recordings, and case studies.

2. Describe the achievement testing program in physical education.

3. Show how this testing program is used to evaluate the:
a) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Class achievement on national or other norms.
c) Class weakn_esses.

Evaluations
a) How comprehensive are evaluation procedwres in physical education)
b) How well do teachers use results of evaluation in analyzing the effectiveness of their teaching?
c) To what extent do evaluation procedures help students understand the nature of their progress?
d) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of unusual promise in the field of physical
education?
Comments
We do not make appropriate use of evaluation techniques
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V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations
a) To what degree have students developed knowledge and understanding concerning a variety of physical

education activities? .
b) To what extent have students developed skills in body mechanics and physical education activities?

c) To what extent do students carry on physical activities during their leisure? .
d) To what degree have students developed interests and skills in physical activities which can be used as
adults, which have high potential value for adult leisure?
e) How satisfactory is the social and emotional behavior of students as spectators or partfoipants in activities? .
f) To what extent have the students developed physically strong, healthy, well-coordinated bodies?
g) To what extent do students exhibit an interest in the existing program?

2854

na 1
na 1 2 3 4
na 1:

2@4

na

2@4

na

20)4

na 1

2IB4

na 1 2 3 .4
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the physical education program most satisfactory and commendable?

1,

Ca.rry over and leisure time activities.
variety
Gymnastics

2.
3.

2. In what respects is the physical education program most in need of improvement?
I.
II,
III.
IV.

Y.

Facilities
a. Indoor space
b. Locker room improvei.'1lent
Smaller classes
Additional instructors
More equipment
a. Sw-imning pool
b. Tennis courts
CUrriculmn improvement
a. I:nnce-coed
b. More coeducational activities

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the physical education program.

Facilities
a. Gym space
b. Locker roan
o. Tennis Courts
d. Svnm:ning pool
2. Classes
a. Small enrolJment
b. Group ability and/or grade level
c. Adapted.
3. More qualified instructors on all levels.

1.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Evaluations
a) To what extent does the instruction in physical education meet the needs of students as indicated in
Section t, "School and C01nmunity"? .
b) To what extent is the instruction in physical education consistent with the philosophy and objectives as
developed in Section S, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in physical education instruction and seeking their
solution?

na

1 26)4

na 1 2@4
na 1@3 4
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NAME OF SCHOOL ________y~-~~--~Z:C~:.:__!1~1$_~_S~_!i~~~ ---··-····----·--·-··.-------···-···------·--·-····-DATE

October _1_.,___1978_

Self-evaluation by

Leslie vrolfe

• La.nee Tierrma!m

Thy Fancher

Nelson Wasson

Tom HOll1!l.').

GUIDING P!11NCIPLES
These pri11ciples are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The science curriculum consists of those
courses and activities designed to meet the
individual student's educational needs related to science. Emphasis is placed on the
process of scientific inquiry by students so
that they can discover and interpret scientific knowledge, develop desirable attitudes,
interests, and appreciation related to science
and scientists, and recognize that these behaviors can be applied to the solution of cur-

rent and future problems in a scientific age.
Inquiry is stimulated through various
means, using the laboratory as a focal point
for learning. 'l'here should be provisions for
both small-group and individual instruction.
0 pportunities should be provided for students to apply methor1s and knowledge of
science to inquiry into the solution of problems of society related to scienee.

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as a pa'.'t of the section a list of
the major goals of tlh:! science department that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the
school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITEfHA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evalu2.tion, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washin[ltun, D.C. 20036. All right.g reserved.No part of this material
may be reproduced i'.n m,y form witlwut prior written vcrmission of 11m publisher.
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L ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. A sequential science program is pro-

2.
3.
4.

5.

G.

7.

vided.
Science courses are developed around
conceptual schemes of science.
Science as a process of inquiry is reflected in the science program.
The curriculum provides opportunities
for students to study the history q,f
science and the lives of important scientists and their contributions.
Provision is made for students to use
the science facilities under proper supervision at times other than regularly
scheduled class periods.
Time is provided in the teacher's daily
schedule to prepare for classroom demonstrations and laboratory and field activities.
Provision is made for the teacher to
work in the laboratory during regularly
scheduled preparation periods.

no
no
no

no

1 2@ 4

no 1 2

I

30!
I
I

8. Provisions are made during the school
day for teachers to help special science
groups and students working on science
projects.
9. Class size is determined by type of instruction, ability of students, and the
number of available work stations. .
10. Individual instruction or special classes
are available to the gifted student.
11. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in science.
12. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the science program
at that level.
13. Students in any grade have the opportunity to elect a science course.

noG)2 3 4

no 1

(2)3 4

noG)2 3 4

e

1 2 3 4

no

no 1@3 4
14.

no

2 3 4

no

12®4

Supplementary Data
1. Fill in the following table for all cour;:;es in science.

TITLE OF COURSE

ENROLL·
MENT

GRADE

_______ _______ ------------

OF
SECTIONS

I

i

41

9

2

E

------- - --- --------- - - - - - - - - - -· ----------:---------- - - - - - - - - · - - -

Physical Science

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

I

PER \VEEK

RA:-.GE OF ·-----·---Ci.ASS SIZE

; 9-10
i

I

37

E

2

18-23

I

5

- - - - ----·--1-----------

15-22

,

j

1

10

1

1

275

i

275

---!----------

5

I

'

. ---1-------

------------··------·------ -------·---·,-----·--"-l---------- · - - - - - - --------- ------ ··--)-

Biology

I------

N umber of 11
Total
Periods
Minutes

------------1------1-----

._

General Science

N UM fl ER

59

3

E

18-26

5

1

E

8

1

5

E

15

I

5

,

275

I

275

'

275

-------- -· - ---- -------------------------- ·- --r--·-------;---I

Chemistry

i 11-12

8

Environmental Studies

· 11-12

: 15

I

:_~---

l_____2_ __

I

,

----------- ------------ -------- -- ----- ---- ---:- ----------1----,------1--------- ---- --------'-- ---- -- -:---1

I

,... ___ . ________ ------·------·--·----------- _________ :__ -- __________ i __________ - - - - - ---------- _______________ \ ___ ---· ------ ___

___ Ph~~~~-----------------------------~-

0__

J____ ~ - - - ~ -

J________

!__~--- I__~

2. Describe any unusual programs or characteristics of the science department (attach sheets, if necessary J.

Evaluations
a) To what extent are science courses provided for all students in grades included in school?
b) To what extent do the tirne allotments for science courses satisfactorily meet instruction needs?
c) To what extent does the schedule provide teachers with time to prepare for classroom. demonstrations,
laboratory work, ancl special projects? .
d) To what ei:tent is the science curriculmn coordinated from grade to grade? .
e) To ichat extent are c:i:perimentation and innovation currently taking place in the science curriculum!
f) 'l'o what extent does the variety of ofjerings meet the needs of all students?
Cornments

no 1 2

3©

nci

1G)3 4

no

1(v3

'1

no

1 2
2 33 ~
_
no 1
na 1 2 3 ~

!12
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
phecklist
he instruction in science· is designed to:
1. Aid students in the development and ap. plication of scientific attitudes.
2. Develop skills in the process of science,
such as recognizing and identiiying
problems, stating hypotheses, understanding assumptions, observing carefully, collecting data, interpreting and
evaluating data, and drawing proper
conclusions.
3. Stimulate students through the process
of inquiry to discover facts and formulate principles relevant to the development of conceptual schemes of science.
4. Develop in student.c; skill in using the
equipment and instruments of science.
1

5. Provide opportunity for students to design and construct necessary apparatus
and equipment.
6. Develop skill in finding, reading, and interpreting science literature.
7. Show how applications of the basic principles of science have contributed to
other areas of learning.
8. Recognize the role of science as an integral part of general education.
9. Include exploration of leisure-time activities and career opportunities in
science.
10.

no 1 2©4
no 1(v3 4

na
na

3©
2 3©

2

na

2@4

na

2 3 4

no

2

30

no

EvaluaUons

a) To what extent does the content of offerings meet the science needs of students?
b) To what extent do the offerings encourage the student to understand the nature of science as inquiry as
well as a structural body of knowledge?
c) To what extent do the students develop skills in the use of apparatus ancl equipment?
d) To what extent is laborator11 work an integra.l part of the science program?

Comments

2

30

no

2G54

no

2

30
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III. PHYSICAL F AGILITIES
Checklist
The physical facilities for science include:
1. Classrooms with flexibility to allow for
various kinds of instructional activities.
2. Facilities for large- and small-group instruction and independent study.
3. A demonstration table that is visible to
all members of the class.
4. Water and other desirable utilities.
5. Space, tools, and materials for building
and maintaining equipment.
6. Space and equipment for maintaining
Jiving plants and animals.
7. Bookshekes and magazine racks.
8. Display cases, tackboards, and adequate
chalkboard space. .
9. Space for storing equipment and materials.
10. Provisions for the safe storage and
handling of hazardous materials.
11. Exhaust fans to remove noxious and
toxic gases.

3 4

12. Provisions for the use of audio-visual
equipment.
13. Readily accessible first aid and safety
equipment.
14. Files for inventory accounting.
15. Private office space for instructors.
16. Space, separate from the classroom, for
setting up and storing long-term projects.
17. Service areas for preparing and dispensing laboratory supplies and equipment.
18. An outdoor science study site.
19. Provisions for safely and quietly transporting apparatus from service areas or
stockrooms to classrooms or from one
classroom to another.
20. Space and facilities for preparation of
solutions.

3 4

21.

no 1@3 4
noQ)i 3 4
noG)2 3 4
no 1 2@4
no

G)2

3 4

no 1G)3 4
no 1 2

04

no 1 2(!)4
no 1 ~ 4

no(D2
na6)2

no

2@4

no 1 26')4
no 1 26)4
no'2J2 3 4

m(D2 3 4
no 1 2 3(:!}

nr(})2 3 4
no(i)2 3 4
no 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Daia
1. Describe any unusual science facilities that are either part of the school's facilities or easily available to science
classes.
'.I.he school grounds contains many easily accessible natural environmental sites for
observation and field Trork.

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the total space provided for science instruction?

b) How adequately are the classrooms and laboratories furnished and equipped for science iu.~truction?
c) flow adequate are storage facilities for equipment and supplies?
d) How adeq,uate are the provisions for the safe storage of hazardous ma.tcrials?

e) How adequate are the vrovisions for student safety?
f) How effective is the management of laboratories?
g) How adequate is the office space provided for teachers?
h)

How adequate is space vroi,ided for project work?

Comments
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
All members of the science staff:
1. Have an understanding of the role of
science in general education.
2. Have adequate preparation in each science area they teach plus course work in
related fields.
3. Exhibit evidence of an up-to-date knowledge of the facts and processes of
science.
4. Demonstrate use of up-to-date methods
of teaching and knowledge of ways students learn science.
5. Demonstrate a familiarity with community resources for teaching science ..
6. Continue in-service educ;ttion througl:
formal study and other professional activity.

no

1 2

no

na

30:

no

2

nr:

:'(~4

7. Maintain an active interest in professional advancement, including participaticm in science and general education
organizations.
8. Have the assistance of paraprofessional
or professional laboratory aides.
9. Have access to secretarial help ...
10. Have access to duplicating machines and
other equipment for preparing class matel'ials.
11. Show enthusiasm ar:d genuine interest
in teaching.

nu

12.

no

no

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the samL, ir,r.lividna1
more than once in a, b, c, and d r2spectively):
a) Educational level:

Years since last formal study in science:

0-3
4-7
8-12

Less than bachelor's degree
Bachelor',; degree
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

More ihan

2

1

1~~

, d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester

hours

(approximate)

s~ience:

of preparation
0-11

in

12-23
_
24-48 - - - - ~ More than 48

1

2. List areas of concentration in science of each staff member.

1 - Physics
1- Biology
1 - Physical Science

0-2
3-5 .. -·
6-15 _ --- _3 _
More than 15 ... ______ _
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Evaluations
2) How adequate is the vreparation of the staff in science subject matter?
b) How adequate is the pre.pa.ration of the .c;taff in learning theory and in up-to-date methods of teaching

c)
d)

e)
f)

science?
To what extent have members of the department participated in c01trses, seminars, mul workshops
dealing with 1'ecent developments in science and science education?
To what extent are staff members reading the literature in sciencc education and in the area of
science they teach? .
To what extent do science staff members attend professional meetings?
To what extent does the school administration contribute to the professional improvement of its teachers?

no 1 2 3@
no

n@34
no l 26)4

nc('iy3 4

no(}J'2

3 4

Comments

school policy does not allow release from teaching duties to attend any activities.

8. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Checklist

1. Careful planning and preparation for
teaching are evident. .
2. The learning activities of each course
build on the previous science education
of the students.
3. Methods of instruction differ for slow,
average, and able students. .
4. Teaching stimulates the interest and active participation of students. .
5. Science resources of the community and
environment are used.
6. Emphasis is placed on the development
of investigative techniques. .
7. Some students develop science investigations beyond the usual class- requirements . .
8. Instruction is concerned with developing
interrelationships of the sciences and
other fields 9f learning.
9. Appropriate use is made of audio-visual
and other aids, programed materials,
and electronic teaching devices.

no

2(v4

no

2@4

no

23©

no

2G}4

no

2

3©

no 1 2

3(9

10. Appropriate use is made of case study
materials.
11. Laboratory activities are investigative in
nature and encourage student inquiry. .
12. Students are informed about professional and vocational opportunities in
science ..
13. Students with science aptitude have
counselinrr available about the possibilities of continuing in advanced science
courses in high school.
14. Students with science aptitude have
counseling available about the possibilities of continuing postsecondary science
study.
15.

no l 2 3Q

Evaluations

a) How adequately does instruction provide for the differing need.,; and individual abilities of students?
b) How adequately do the teachers plan and prepare for instruction? .
c) To what extent does instruction promote the use of inquiry in problem-solving situations?
d) I{ ow adequately do classroom procedures- refl,ect the objectives of the course?
Comments

el

2 3 4

no 1 2

3©

no l 2(D4

no 1 ~ 4 .
na 1 2 3 4
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. The budget includes an adequate amount
for science supplies and equipment.
2. Suitable methods are used for ordering
and keeping an inventory of supplies.

na 1

{JJ 3

na 1 2 3

4

©

The instructional materials include:
3. Equipment and materials for classroom •
na
demonstrations.
4. Equipment and materials for individual
and group laboratory work and projects. na
5. Well-selected and easily accessible books,
periodicals, pamphlets, and reference
na 1
materials. .
6. Reading materials appropriate for a
range of students of differing abilities
na
and interests.
2(})4
7. Resource units, teachii~g guides. and
na
other materials.

2{v4

2(Y4

2@4

8. Study guides, laboratory manuals, and
project materials..
9. Appropriate types of audio-visual aids ..
10. Catalogues for the selection of equipment, supplies, and services..
11. New courses of study in science prepared by national committees and commissions.
12. Textbooks with copyright dates within
the last five years.
13. Library of professional materials, including source books for science teaching.
14.

na 1(} 3 4

na 1 2@4

na 1 2

30

na 1(3)3 4
na 1@3 4
na(!}2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

2G)4

Evaluations
How adequate is the quality of materials?
b) How adequate is the quantity of materials?
c) How adequate is the variety of materials?
d) llow well are instructional materials organized and maintained in good condition?
e) How satisfactory is the provision for storage of instructional materials?
f) How satisfactory is the procedure for obtaining supplies?
g) To what extent are materials other than textbooks and equipment used by teachers and students?
a)

Comments

The members of the science department would like to have a budget for major items
which could be chosen on a cooperative basis.

na
na
na
na
na
na
na

'f'
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2(D4

l(V3 4
1~4
1 2 3 4
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist

1. Evaluation is an integral part of instruction.
2. Evaluation places emphasis upon the
growth of the individual toward accepted
objectives of science education..
3. Evaluation is composed of oral and
written, subjective and objective means.
4. Science tests assess more than recall of
facts; they include evaluations of applications of principles, comprehension,
synthesis, judgment, and understanding
the process of science. .
5. Evaluation is made of the laboratory experiences of the students ..
6. Evaluation is made of out-of-class science
activities.

na 1 2

na

2

na

2

na

30

30

23©

na 1 2
na

&

2

3(£}

0

7. Pretests are used in planning instruction
and as a basis for measuring growth. .
8. Results of eyaluation are used in guiding students in their selection of more
advanced courses and life careers. .
9. Informal evaluation of instruction is
carried out through conversation with
students, class discussion, and observation.
10. Students participate in the evaluation of
their own work.
11. Teachers use evaluation results as one
index of their own teaching effectiveness.
12.

na

1(!)3

na 1 2 3©

na(y 2 3 4
na 1@4
na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the test_ing program in science.

Both objective and subjective means are used to test for recall and understanding of concepts.

2. Show how this testing program is used to evaluate:
a) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of individual students.
b) Strengths, weaknesses, and yearly growth of classes.
c) Class achievement in terms of national or other norms.

na

Evaluations

a) How effectively do the evaluation procedures measure the attainment of accepted objectives of science
education?
b) To what extent do teachers use evaluation results to analyze the effectiveness of their teaching? .
c) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of unusual promise in the field of science?
d) To what extent do test items evaluate more than simple recall?
Comments

4
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V. OUTCOMES

luations

what degree do students:
Exhibit an understanding of fundamental principles and concepts of science?
Possess skill in interpreting scientific information and literature? .
Possess skill in fi.nding and using science materials and equipment?
Exhibit ability to use the inquiry process? .
Exhib-it an interest in science as shown by.their leisure-time activities?
Exhibit an understanding and an appreciation of science and scientists?
Possess a knowledge of vocational opportunities available in the fields of science?
) Continue the study of science in postsecondary schools?
Integrate knowledge in sci'.ence with that of other disciplines?

na

1 2(1)4

na

1 2~34
4
na 1
:1C

1 2 3 4

r.a l
na
na
r.a

na

26)4

1(v3

4

"~'

1 2 3 4
2 3 4

;::,-;;,4
__, .
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCIENCE PROGRAM
1. In what respects is. science education most satisfactory and commendable?

a.
b.
c.
d.

'.['here is a wide range of course offerings.
Instructors are well-<iualified for their courses.
A very hannonious relationship exists among the manbers of the science department.
Instructors show initiative and ingueni'ty · in supplying mat~rials for their classes.
e. Class size is kept to opt:imum levels.

2. In what respects is science education most in need of improvement?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Lack of sufficient lab cquiµnent for individual students use.
Lack of sufficient and adequate space.
Some departID3nts lack storage space.
Greenhouse and anjJnal housing space is non-existent.
e. Rearran[!ancnt\of physical facilities for better usage.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the science program.

a. Biology program needs roan for expansion for project and laboratory work.
b. Lab facilities are in need of jJnprovcment.
c. The establishment of an identifiable budiet for major purchases in the science department
would provide long tenn jJnprovement in the deparilr..ent.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE
Evaluations

To what extent does the instruction in science meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2,
"School and Community"? .
b) To what extent is instruction in science consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in
Section 9, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in science instruction and seeking ~heir solutions?

a)

na

2@4

na

1 2 3©

na

2@-1

SECTION

Social Studies {{1~TIIB
NAME OF SCHOOL

DATE October 1, 1978

Villa Grove High School

Self-evaluation by
.Ann Schnitz

Howard Osborne
Ted Hughes

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

of each human being, with emphasis upon
the examination of values and value conflicts, rather than upon the indoctrination of
specific values.
The social studies program is based upon
the assumption that the democratic society
depends upon citizens who make rational decisions consistent with basic democratic
values and who can make such decisions in a
context of rapid cultural change, change in
which the citizen participates and which he
also directs.
The social studies classroom provides an
environment in which students can inquire
into questions dealing with man's social behavior, an atmosphere in which the search
for truth assumes primary importance.

Social studies is the study of man's social
relationships in all their variations, both
past and present, and draws its substance
from the disciplines of anthropology, economics, geography, government, history, socielogy, and social psychology. Man's physical environment and his psychological and
biological make-up are considered to the extent that they help explain these social relationships.
The primary objective of the social
studies program is to teach young people to
think for themselves and, to that end, to provide them with the concepts and modes of inquiry of the social sciences and history. It
also promotes a rational adherence to a set
of values based upon the worth and dignity

NOTE: Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as a part of the section a list
of the major goals of the social studies department that will aid in.the achievement of the objectives of
the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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SOCIAL STUDIES OBJECTIVES
SKILLS
l.

To enable the student to take well-organized notes.

2.

To enable the student to think critically--to interpret and
evaluate material in order to form opinions.

3.

To enable the student to interpret and use m~ps, charts,
graphs, and other illustrative materials.

4.

To enable the student to express 1:ds interpretations, evaluations and opinions in ornl or written fashion.

5.

To eriB.ble the student to meke ~eneralizations b.::i.sed on the
material presented.

CONTENT
1.

To enable the student to recognize the various factors-georgraphical, economic, political, societal, historical-that infludence civilizations.

2.

To enable the student to discover parillels between the past
and present,ie· trends.
--:.)est-present
--past-past
--present~present
To enable the stu~ent to reco~nize the contributions of his
heritage, as well as those of-other ethnic groups :1nd cultures.·

4.

To.enable the student to re~lize the necessity of using our
natural and human resources wisely.

ATTITUD:SS ;i1,rn V:'.~LITTS
1.

To enable the student to set personal standards of conduct
based on the examinations of accepted societal values.

2.

To enable the student to recognize the dignity and worth of
each individual.

3.

To enable the student to use intelligence to improve human
living.
To enable the student to consciously accept the res~onsibility
for achieving social action in a democratic context.

4.

5.

To enable the student to recognize the interdependence of
peoples.

237
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
1. The department has a written statement

3©

of its objectives. . .
na l 2
2. The stated objectives reflect a consideration for freedom of the student to engage in inquiry, the grounding of knowledge in factual evidence, respect for the
opinions of others, and the tentative·
na l 2
nature of knowledge. ·.
3. The objectives encompass not only the
conveying of knowledge, but also the
learning of inquiry skills by which
· knowledge is acquired and used in the
daily encounter with one's environment. na 1 2
4. The objectives are stated in terms of
student behaviors that are measurable. na 1(v3 4
5. A comprehensive and continuous social
studies program i s ~ for all stuna 1 2 30
dents.
,a.Vq.il~ble
6. A program which includes a balanced
treatment of history and the social
sciences is provided for each student. . na
2@4
7. Elective courses are available to all stuna
dents.
2 30
8. The social studies program is planned to
provide for sequential development from
na 1@3 4
grade to grade.
9. Provision is made at each grade level
and in each course to practice basic and
recurring social studies skills as they
apply to the respective area ..
10. Instructional activities in the social
studies and other subject areas are coordinated by representative teams of
teachers.
na(y2 3 4
11. The social studies program is evaluated
at regular intervals and revised accordingly.
na 1
3 4
12. New developments in the teaching of social sciences and history are reflected in
the program_.
··
·

3G)

30

(3)

13. New approaches to learning, such as inquiry-oriented approaches and independent study, are reflected in the program.
14. A continuous effort is being made to relate the social studies program to the
local and world community..
15. Community groups and agencies are consulted on development of the social studies program.
16. Teachers are provided released time for
study, class preparation, and conferences with students. .
17. The organization and role of the social
studies department is clearly defined in
the written statement of objectives ..
18. Members of the department understand
its role and function. .
19. The leadership role in the department is
clearly defined ..
20. Teachers participate in decisions affecting their instructional activities, determination of course content, and selection
of materials.
21. The atmosphere within the department is
conducive to the professional growth of
its members.
22. Individual instruction or special classes
are available to the gifted student..
23. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential program in social studies.
24. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the social studies
program at that level. .
25. The budget provides funds to buy and
rent instructional materials. .
26.

nc(})2 3 4

na

2@4

no

2©4

8 ,2 3 4
na l 2

30

na l 2®4

naQ 2 3 4

na

2 3 4

Continued on next page
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I. ORGANIZATION-Continued
Supplementary Data (Fill in the following table for all courses in social studies.)
PER WEEK
TITLE OF COURSE

GRADE

ENROLL·
MEN'.f

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

REQUIRED
OR
ELECTIVE

RANGE OF
CLASS SIZE

Number of
Periods

Total

Minutes

·'·

s. History

11

87

4

R.

19-27

5

275

World. History

9-12

19

1

E.

19

5

275.

Regional Studies

9-10

16

1

E.

16

5

275

Government (u. s.}

11-12

9

1

E

9

5

275

Sociology

11-12

17

1

E.

17

5

275

Psychology

11-12

6

1

E.

6

5

275

U.

Evaluations
a) To what extent is the organization of the social studies consistent with the philosophy and objecti'Ves

of the school?
b) How adequate is the coordination of sequences and courses in the social studies?
c) How adequately is the department organized for evaluation and revision? .

na 1 2 3@
na 1
na

2W4

t@3

4

Comments

our department has made several major changes since our last evaluation:
1} The .Economic Social Problems class has become 2 separate classes. Consumer Education has been
transferred to the Business Department; however, a semester length Sociology class has been
developed and added to our curriculum.
2} A Regional Studies class emphasizing geographical and cultural information a.bout major areas
of the world.
3) The sE:mester length Citizenship class has been transferred to the Junior High curriculum.
We believe that our department offers a more than adequate number of courses for a school of our
size.
A deparunent chairperson would help to expedite department business a.no could serve as overall
coordinator of our program.
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
1. Concepts and principles for the various
social sciences and history are clearly
stated for each of the courses.
2. The principles and concepts are made
available.
3. Study units, lesson plans, and instructional practices provide evidence that instruction is directed toward the learning
of these concepts and principles.
•
4. Factual information from both the past
and the present is selected to teach the
concepts and principles that have been
identified.
5. Study guides and courses of study provide for a range of reading ability
among students, and contain suggestions
to teachers for individualizing assignments. .
6. In each class, systematic efforts are made
to involve the students in identifying
problems and issues and contributing
ideas that lead to the revealing of relationships among concepts, principles, and
generalizations.
7. Opportunity is given students to search
a variety of sources for data on the topic
under study.
8. Instruction teaches the skills needed to
find relevant information.
9. Assignments are varied according to the
individual interests and abilities of students. · .
10. Specific provisions are made for extensive use of a variety of resources outside the classroom.

11. Geography, world history, and problems
na 1 26)4
na 1 (1)3

4
12.
13.

na 1 2@')4

14.
na

1 2(V4

15.
na 1~3 4

16.

na 1 2©4

17.
18.

na 1 2 3€)
na

courses consider local, national, and international problems and their interrelationships in light of the objectives of
the course ..
Course content is derived from both
Western and non-Western sources..
The teacher respects the student's right
to hold points of view that differ from
his own.
Through analysis of conflicting ideologies and the identification of common
elements among them, the student is
helped to understand the moral values
underlying our social, political, and economic heritage.
The historical bases of our social, political, and economic values are studied. .
Opportunity is provided for students to
practice the principles they have learned
by assuming responsibility for democratic action in the conduct of school
activities.
The responsibilities and duties as well as
the rights of the individual are stressed.
Courses stress the depth study of major
problems and concepts rather than a
limited survey of many topics. .

2@)4

na

2(V4

na

2

na 1

2(y4

na
na

na

2(v4

na

2

na

1&3

na 1 2

19.

3©

30
4

3

4

na 1 2(i}4

na 1 2(04

Evaluations

a) To what extent do the offerings encourage students to evaluate their own beliefs, attitudes, values,
and social conduct?
b) To what extent are social, political, and economic problems and issues objectively investigated? .
c) To what extent do the disciplines of the social sciences contribute to the social studies courses? .
d) To what extent do the offerings challenge the abilities of all the students enrolled in the social studies?

2G)4
22IB4
34
(v34

na 1
na 1
na 1
na

Comments
The nature of our social studies classes provides a great deal of variety.
Sociology to streo human relationships and social problems.

We offer Psychology and

OUr high school U.S. History course ha.s been changed somewhat to correlate with our Junior High

Social studies cuITiculum. The Junior High F.istory class stresses u.s. History up through the Civil
War and the high school class emphasizes U.S. History from the Civil war to the present.
Adding Regional Studies has helped us add non-western culture and learning experiences to our
curriculum. U.S. Government also deals with some aspects of the non-western world.
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. The social studies instructional space provides for a variety of instructional activities (check those available) : .
_ _Large lecture rooms with the equipment ne~essary for large-group
presentations, such as public address system, movie screen, over-·
head projector, desks or tables.
_ _Seminar rooms for small-gr.oup discussion.
_ _Work rooms where students have
the facilities for working on social
studies projects.
_x_Conventional classrooms which accommodate 25-35 students.
_x_Material resources center containing
social studies materials and reading and study space.
_ _Independent study facilities.
_ _Conference rooms for use by teachers, parents, and students.
_ _Departmental or individual offices.

na

1(3)3 4

2. The following equipment is available
(check if available):
_x_Bookshelves.
_x_Magazine racks.
_ _Television.
_x_l6-mm. projector.
_x_overhead projector.
_x_Other audio-visual equipment such
as rearscreen, opaque projector,
filmstrip projector, tape recorder,
and darkening blinds.
_x_Map rails and racks.
_X_Bulletin and chalk boards.
_x_Copying machines.
_x_Typewriters.
~ a p e r cutters.
3. Storage space is provided for social studies equipment and supplies.
4. Teaching of social studies is limited to
rooms which are appropriately equipped
for serving this function. .

5.

na 1 2 3

4)

Bl

na

1

na

1 · 26)4

4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations
a) To what extent are the facilities and equipment consistent with the teaching strategies implied by the
departmental objectives? .
b) How adequate is the space for instructional activities? .
c) How adequate are equipment and facilities for instructional activities?

na

:(j\
28)4

na

2

no

30

Comments
Audio-visual equipnent adequate and well maintained. The equipment is centrally located in either
the main office or the unit library for greater efficiency.
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist
The social studies staff members:
1. Have intensive preparation in the subject or subjects they are teaching, including an understanding of their nature and
the processes of inquiry peculiar to them.• na 1 2@4
2. Have a comprehensive background in the
social studies which includes an introduction to as broad a spectrum of history and the social sciences as is practicable. .
3. Have preparation in the methods of
teaching the social studies, including the
study of theories of teaching social studies, the preparation and evaluation of
instructional objectives, instructional
materials, teaching strategies, and evaluative devices ..
4. Have had prior experience or are currently involved in nonschool activities
such as travel, social welfare work, research, governmental work, or political
activity.
5. Participate in the preparation of courses
of study, selection of textbooks, reference and library materials, and other
na 1 2 3 ~
instructional materials.

6. Participate regularly in evaluation of
the social studies curriculum, instruetional materials, and teaching methods.
7. Have continued their study of contemporary affairs by reading books concerning contemporary affairs .and by regularly reading current news and opinion
magazines..
8. Have continued their study of the subject or subjects they are teaching by
reading books dealing with the subjects
and by regularly reading scholarly articles dealing·with the subject(s) ..
9. Have been active in professional organizations of social studies teachers during
the past year. .
10. Have participated in conferences and
workshops for social studies teachers
during the past year..
.

11.

na 1 2(j)4

na 1 2 30)

na 1 2 3(V

na(Y2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

S~ppleme~tary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories ( do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
c) Years since last formal study in social studies:
a) Educational level:
0-3 _ _ __
Less than bachelor's degree - - - - 4-7
_..,,_ __
1
Bachelor's degree
8-12
__
, __
Master's degree
2
More than 12 __1_ __
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
d) Previous experience in years:
0-2 _ __
b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in social
3-5
_ _ __
studies:
6-15_.,...2
__
0-11 - - . - - 12-23 _ _, _ _
More than 15 _ _ __
24-48 _ _ __
More than 48 __2_ __

2. List areas of concentration in social studies of each staff member.

Ted Hughes - European History
Schnitz -u.s. 20th Century
German History 20th century
nick Breedlove - Psychology

Ann

Continued on next page
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Evaluations
a) How aqequate is the staff's preparation? .
b) To what extent does the staff give evidence of keeping abreast of new theories and knowledge in history
and the social studies? .
c) To what extent does the staff give evidence of keeping abreast of contemporary affairs? .
d) To what extent are staff members involved in the evaluation and improvement of the social studies curriculum?
·
e) To what extent do staff members show continued interest in professional growth through participation
in professional organizations and in nonschool activities that contribute to professional competence?

na 1

na
na

2(!)4
26)4.
23@

na 1 2 3

{£)

na 1@)3 4

Comments

Teachers should be full tnne in the high school.
Release tnne to participate in professional meetings and activities is a priority item for our
department members.
Belonging to professional organizations is somewhat diminished if one oan•t attend the meetings
or participate in their activities.
B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instructional activities contribute not
only to the day-to-day and long-range
objectives of the social studies, but also
to the general objectives of the school. .
2. Careful planning and preparation for instructional activities are evident.
3. Frequent opportunities are provided for
experience in democratic procedures.· .
4. Students make extensive use of the library and of community resources ..
5. A variety of instructional techniques are
used (check those used): . . . .
-=:__Individual and committee reports.
_X_Panel discussions.
~ctures.
_!__Class discussion.
_x_simulation.
_x__Role-playing.
~Large-group instruction.
-L-Small-group instruction (seminars
of 15 or fewer students).
_! __Independent study.
__. _Team teaching.
_ _Other.

na 1 2

3Q

na

2C)4

na

2@)4

na
na 1

2®4
2 30

6. Community resources are used to enrich
learning experiences. .
7. Instruction is related to contemporary
affairs. . · .
8. Instructional activities relate work in
social studies to work in other fields. .
9. Controversial issues are recognized and
reflectively analyzed in an atmosphere of
free inquiry. .
10. Students with social studies aptitude
have counseling available about the possibilities of continuing in advanced social studies courses in high school. .
11. Students with social studies aptitude
have counseling available about the possibilities of continuing postsecondary social studies study.

12.

na 1

2(9

na

1 2 3(v
2e)4

na

1 2@4

na

1 2(D4

na

na 1

2(V4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations
a) How adequately do the teachers plan instructional activities? .
b) To w~t extent do teachers encourage student contributions to instructional activities?
c) To what extent are teachers aware of current instructional ideas and techniques? .
d) To what extent are teachers employing a wide range of teaching strategies? .
e) To what extent do teachers study and employ the classroom use of reflective processes of inquiry?
f) How consistent are instructional activities with the departmental philosophy?

na 1 2 3(V
na 1 2<i14
na 1 2~4
na 1 2'3 4
na
na 1
1 2~
3

Comments

In-service teacher training would be very desirable.
Field trips are not now pennitted and ~re feel that these excursions are highly beneficial for students

C. INSTRUtfi6NAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. A wide and balanced range of reading

materials is available ..
2. The collection includes recent works from
all the social science disciplines. .
3. Newspapers and periodicals present a
. wide range of editorial opinion..
4. The collection includes documents and
other primary· source material. .
5. Instructional materials provide for dif-.
ferent levels of student ability and different cultural backgrounds. .
6. Different types of instructional materials
are readily available (check those available) :
_ _Books and periodicals.
_ _ Pamphlets, posters, pictures, clippings, etc.
_ _ Films, filmstrips, and film loops.
_ _Tapes, records.
_ _Transparencies.
_ _ Maps, charts, and globes.

no

2

3G)

30
na 1 (V3 4
no.G'.)2 3 4

na

2

no 1 2®4

no 1 2 3

(V

7. Study guides, assignment sheets, and
bibliographies have been prepared and
are available to the students. .
na
4
8. The department maintains a readily
available file of resource units and materials.
(§)1 2 3 4
9. Instructional materials are adequate to
meet the departmental objectives.
na 1 2@ 4
10. There is evidence that students and
teachers are making use of the variety of
instructional materials available to them. na 1 2(!)4
11. A professional library of current publications and periodicals is accessible to
the teacher.
2 3 4

1&3

@i

12.

no 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)

How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
How adequate is the quality of instructional materials?
How adequate is the quantity of instructional materials?
To what extent is use being made of instructional materials?

na 1 2

G

:::1

Comments
Library materials are ,·rell organized and accessible for teachers and students.
The administration has been favorable to ordering new materials and equiirnent - at least insofar
as the budget pennits.

new

textbooks "l'rill probably be available for the next school year in soveral social studies classes.

A professional library for our department could be most desirable for us.
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Evaluation procedures are designed to

measure student progress toward achieving the stated instructional objectives. . na 1
A variety of evaluative procedures are
na
4
used to measure student learning. .
Evaluation is yiewed as a process for
determining student progress in order
to make recommendations for future •
. . )3 4
learning activities.
na
Students are made aware of basic evaluative criteria and procedures and underna
stand their relative importance..
Evaluation procedures measure various
levels of student cognition, such as
knowledge, comprehension, application,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation ..
na
4
Procedures are undertaken to measure
student growth in skills appropriate to
the social studies. .
na 1(ih 4
Procedures ar1; undertaken to ;measure
student growth in the affective domain
(i.e., the development of attitudes, values,
and beliefs).
na(v2 3 4
Efforts are made to evaluate the students' ability in learning situations, both
na 1 2 3@
group and individual activities. .

2Q4

2.
3.

4.

l(V3

1 2(v.4

5.

6.
7.

8.

103

9. The results of evaluation are given to
the students promptly with interpretations and suggestions by the teacher or
members of the class. .
10. Efforts are made to improve construction and scoring of teacher-made tests.
11. Teachers use evaluation results as one
index of their own teaching effectiveness and alter their materials and teaching strategies accordingly. .
12. Standardized tests with nationwide
norms are used to compare the progress
of students in this school with the students in the norm population. .
13. Teachers have the opportunity to share
opinions and information about courses,
evaluative instruments, and procedures
with their colleagues. .
14. Teachers encourage students to participate in evaluating their programs and
progr~ss.
15.

nci

na

na

2 3G)
2(v4

1{!)3

4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations
a) To what degree are the evaluation procedures contributing to improved instruction? .
b) How adequate are the evaluation instruments for the tasks expected of them? .
c) To what extent do teachers use evaluative procedures to judge their own teaching effectiveness?
Comments

na
no

2~4
2 3 4

na

2 3 4
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V. OUTCOMES
&valuations
1) To what extent do students exhibit an understanding of the basic concepts and principles of history

and the social sciences?

na 1 2{i)

b) To what extent do students exhibit a working knowledge of the modes of inquiry of history and

the social sciences? ·.
e) To what extent do students exhibit an understanding of the complex nature of social problems, both
national and international?
d) To what degree do students exhibit the ability to deal systematically and objectively with controversial
issues?
1) To what extent do students appear to examine critically their own values, beliefs, and attitudes? .
nTo what degree do students exhibit a critical adherence to the values basic to a democratic society? .
g) To what extent do students exhibit the ability to make rational decisions consistent with basic democratic values?

na0 3 4
na 1@)3 4
4
na
1~3
na 1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

na 1(3)3 4
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the social studies program most satisfactory and commendable?

The Social Studies curriculum is varied and has been changed and expanded.
Audio Visual ma.teria.ls and equipnent are adequate and satisfy our depariinent needs.
The administration has generally been favorable to virtually all classroom activities planned
by the social studies teachers.
Supplementary. material and cor:mu:ii ty resources have been used successfully.

2. In what respects is the social studies program most in need of improvement?

!@re preparation t:ime 'trould be greatly appreciated in order to more adequately prepare, grade
papers, use the library etc.
Professional meeting leave and/or in-service days would be helpful in updating our methods and
our curriculum.
Encouraging and allowing field trips at lea.st one a. limited va.sis would be a.n important co~ribution to our social studies curriculum.

3. Recommend, in order of priority,_ steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the social studies.

Shorter class periods, not just for the social studies, a.re a priority item.
More preparation tmie is badly needed for social studies teachers.
Professional meeting time is strongly recOilJllended.
In service training.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Evaluations
a) To what extent does the instruction in social studies meet the needs of students as indicated in
Section ft, "School and Community"? .
b) To what extent is the instruction in social studies consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 8, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in social studies instruction and seeking their solution?

na 1

28)4 ·

na 1 2('v4 ·
na 1 2@).i
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NAME OF SCHOOL

October 1, 1978

VILLA GROVE IITGH SCHOOL

Self-evaluation by

Doris Dunn

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make chan~s.

Special education is generally accepted to
mean education designed for, and available
to, handicapped children and youth whose
educational needs are different in part from
those of most of their peers.
In order that every child and youth may
have readily available the opportunity for
education and training within the limits of
his ability, educational systems should incorporate plans to meet diverse needs. Special
education is built on the concept of understanding unusual differences among the
school-age population and meeting individual
needs. In order to help understand the needs
of the handicapped and to plan subsequent
programs for them, a multidisciplinary
(team) approach is often used. This team
may call for the services of medical, psychological, social work, educational, and other
personnel in order to carry out the work.
Children and youth in need of special education are not limited to specific categories
such as the deaf. Rather, they include all
those whb require unusual curricular or instructional adjustment throughout their
school career or some significant portion of
it. The handicapped are considered to differ
in physical, mental, or emotional characteristics to a degree that school programs designed for the majority of children and
youth do not afford them optimum opportunities for maximum adjustment or progress.

Therefore, they need special instructional
and supportive services to achieve and adjust
at the highest level consistent with their
abilities.
Special education for handicapped youth
is a program that is not entirely different
from the education offered others enrolled in
the school. It refers to elements of education
that are both different from and in addition
to the standard offerings. Its integration into
regular classes or curricular offerings should
be encouraged when appropriate. All programs should be sequential and continuous.
Special education should be part of, rather
than apart from, the total school program.
However, the necessary modifications may,
from time to time, appear contradictory to
this principle.
Special education services embody three
elements worthy of considerati"on: ( 1)
trained professional personnel, (2) special
curricular content for certain handicapped
groups, and (3) specialized or modified facilities.
Every student should have an opportunity to complete successfully a program of
studies designed to meet his individual needs
and abilities. When such a program is completed satisfactorily, he should receive a diploma or certificate comparable to that of
other students of the school who have completed their curricular requirements.

NOTE: Before proceeding with the work of this section, prepare and attach as part of this section a
list of the major goals of the special education program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Checklist
l. Policies and procedures for establishing
and operating special education programs are clearly defined and make provision for all handicapped students.
2. Special education teachers have a major
role in establishing procedures for the
identification, evaluation, placement, and
transfer of the handicapped.
3. The special education program(s) operates under the leadership of a trained
special education administrator.
4. Supervisory services are provided for
special education teachers and program.
5. The special education education program
is an integral part of the instructional
program.
6. The staff is offered the same considerations as other staff members.
7. Opportunities for staff professional development, curriculum development, and
in-service training are provided.
8. Budgets for special education programs
are formulated as part of the school
budget.
9. Appropriate teacher-student ratios are
in effect and meet state standards.
10. Teachers are members of an interdisciplinary team that participates in dec.isions regarding placement, curriculum,
evaluation, and instruction.
11. Before a student is transferred to or
placed in a special education program,
both parents and student receive a complete orientation to the program.

12. Students are provided special supportive

na l

2(]} 4

na l

na

2 3@

na

na
na

na

2 3@

na

2 3{;)

na l 2

na 1

3©

services as needed.
13. A systematic plan is in effect for evaluating the quality of special education
services.
14. Clerical personnel are available.
15. The school maintains an approved and
continuing screening and referral procedure.
16. The school cooperates with professional
and lay groups to coordinate activities
concerned with the referral of handicapped children and youth.
17. Referrals are made to other agencies to
secure diagnostic information.
18. Professional records, including cumulative records, psychological findings, case
histories, and medical reports, are available and used by appropriate personnel.
19. Handicapped children in organized programs are re-evaluated at intervals to
verify their continued eligibility.
20. Teachers from the various grade levels
plan together to develop a sequential
program in special education.
21. Teachers of the same grade level plan
together to develop the special education
program at that level.

na l 2@)4

22.

na

30
2 34

na
na

~
2 44

na l 2(!}4

na

26)4

na

2

30

no l 2

3©

na l 2(v4

na l 26)4

na

2

204

Evaluations
na

26)4

b) How effective is the administrative leadership?

na

2@4

c) How adequate 'is the financial support for special education programs and services?
d) To what extent is the special education program an essential component of this school's program?
e) How accurate and complete is identification and assessment of the handicapped?
f) To what extent are referrals made to proper services?
g) How adequate is the follow-up after clinical referrals?
h) How adequate are the supportive services?

na

3~
34
2ffi4
2 34
2$4
2 34

a)

How effective are the policies pertaining to .~pecial education programs?

Comments

na
na
na
na
na

2
2
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
I. The curriculum is designed to meet the

2.

3.

4.

5.

needs of handicapped children and youth.
Students have an opportunity to develop
specific talents and abilities as well as to
strengthen areas of weakness.
Handicapped students are assigned to
regular classes in those cases where such
placement is appropriate.
Special students are involved in the regular program only as·their progress determines this to be desirable.
The school has special services to take
care of assessment and referral needs
(check if available) :
__ Audiologist.
___ Educational diagnostician.

na 1 2

na

3

__ General medical practitioner.
__ Neurologist.
__ Occupational therapist.
__ Ophthalmologist.
__ Orthopedic surgeon.
__ Otologist.
__ Pediatrician.
___ Physical therapist.
__ Psychiatrist.
__ School psychologist.
___ Social worker.
~-Speech therapist.
__ Other _ _ _

Q

1 2 3(.v

na 1 2 3

Q

na 1 2 3

ID

na 1 2 3

4
na 1 2 3 4

6.

Supplementary Data
I. If the program titles listed below do not describe the programs offered, make appropriate changes. Include only of-

ferings that are a regular part of the school program.
ENROLLMENT OF STUDENTS,
N,\Tl'RE OF INSTRUCTION

BY
BY

-------

PROGRAMS,
:--ATl'RE OF HAKDICAP

·------

In SelfContained
Classroom

------·

Resource
Teachers

Itinerant
Teachers

Total

Ft:LI.-TIME
EQVIVALEKCY
OF
TEACHERS
IN EACH
PROGRAM

'.\t'MBER OF
HAl'iDICAPPED
STUDEl'iTS IN
REGt;LAR PROGRAM CLASSES

------------

I. Hearing impaired

-----------2. \'ision impaired

--------3. Speech handicaps

---------

·-------4. Orthopedic handicaps

-----------------

5. Other health impairments

------- ------ -----14

6. Retarded, educ.able

7. Retarded, trainable

-

-------

14

---------

------- --- ------ ----- - - - · - - · - - - - - - -------

8. Slow learners

1

1

-------·---- -

-------

9. Socially/emotionally maladjusted

10. Learning disabilities

~--

.

11. Multiple handicaps

12. Hospital• or home-bound
13. Behavior
14.

Disorders

.

-----------·-13
-------------

1·

1

I

SECONDARY EfJrfr° CURRICULUM
VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

SOPHOMORE
MATH II----Individuel work with the

4

basic concepts

ENGLISH II------reading, spelling. vocabulary through use of
vocationally oriented material
GEOGRAPHY------map reading--learns about the .50 states--able
.
locate and spell 50 states

to

VOCATIONAL EDTJCATION----understar.d ing job l imitations, re 8d ing
about ~ifferent jobs the student would
possibly be able to do, reading want ads,
leP.rning good work hebits, appearance
DRIVERS EDUCATION----students are integrated into regular classroom
·
with extra help in room from special education
teacher
COOPERATIVE WORK TRAINING----classroom and on the job training
PHYSICAL EDUCATION----in tegrated with regular stud en ts

JUNIOR
MATH III------ind ividua l work with 4 basic processes through
job related math problems such as wages, car expenses,
ENGLISH III-----reading, spelling, current events, oral and
written communication, instructions, newspapers,
BASIC SKILLS------basic skills in everyday life such as basic
skills around the house, basic skills of getting
around, basic skills of using money, basic
skills on the job, basic skills of following
directions, basic skills of shopping
AMERICAN HISTORY----role and obligations as citizens, voting
procedures, tynes of government, federal
and state constitutions, reports on presidents
COOPERATIVE WORK TRAINING-----classroom and on the job training

PHYSICAL EDUCATION--integrated with regular students

SECONDARY EMH CURRICULUM
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VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

SENIORS
MATH IV-----individual work on student's trouble areas in
processes

4 basic

ENGLISH IV--reading, spelling through use of occupational
information, application blanks, letters, newspapers
CONSUMER EDUCATION--purchasing, installment buying, budgeting,
banking, wages, irisurance, taxes, home and
car ownership, com~unity and government
resources, leisure time activities
COOPERATIVE WORK TRAINING---c lassroom and on the job training

PHYSICAL EDUCATION---students are integrated.into the regular
classes

SCIENCE----Intertwined into English, History, Vocational Education,
Basic Skills.
Physiology--elemental description and
function of body systems. Hygiene--emphasis on
practical personal hygiene. Health--prevention and
hazards of alcohol, drurs, smoking, maintenance of good
mental health. S8fety~-personal, home, auto, job.
First Aid--fundamental do's and don 1 ts

All subjects are clearly defined, but there is much overlapping
in the subject areas. The emphasis in all classes is on making
the student a contributing member of his society. Most of the
work is vocationally oriented.

VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL EMH CURRICULUM

JUNIORS

SOPHOMORES
credit
MATH II
ENGLISH II
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
GEOGRAPHY
DRIVERS EDUCATION
CWT--classroom
job

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

credit
1
1
1
1

MATH III
ENGLISH III
BASIC SKILLS
AMERICAN HISTORY
CWT--classroom

1
l

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

job

1
1
1
1
1
1

I\)

\T,
I\)

SENIORS
MATH IV
ENGLISH IV
CONSUMER EDUCATION
CWT--classroom
.iob

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

credit
1
1
l
1
1
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS-Continued
Supplementary Data-Continued
2. Attach a complete schedule of special education programs, classes, services, and activities.
3. Attach a statement of the requirements and restrictions governing students' choice of programs, services, and
subjects.

Evaluations
a)

To what extent are all programs and services subjected to periodic assessment and re-evaluation?
How appropriate are the offerings in relation to the school's stated philosophy and objectives? .
c) How extensive are enrollments in specific programs and courses in relation to the stated philosophy and
objectives?
d) How adequate is the variety of programs and special subject offerings in light of.community and student needs?
e) How well are industry, business, and on-the-job resources outside the school correlated with school
programs to provide additional education and training in the community?

na

b)

na

f) How adequate and appropriate is the related instruction?

na

Comments

na
na
na

23©
23©
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. The school facilities are so constructed

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

or modified that individuals having
physical handicaps do not encounter architectural barriers which prohibit or
limit their use of facilities.
Instructional · areas for handicapped
youth are of appropriate size to provide
for optimum program development.
Spac.e is available for special education
and supportive services.
Work and office areas are appropriate in
size and shape.
Each instructional and service area is
equipped with the furniture and other
equipment necessary for the maximum
development of the program.
The equipment and furniture are aesthetically pleasing, comfortable, and in keeping with the general design of other
parts of the school facilities.

no6)2 3 4

na
no

no{vi 3 4

7. Each instructional and service area has
appropriate shelf, storage, file, and display space.
8. Special transportation is provided for
those students who cannot use regular
transportation.
9. Transportation is available for field
trips.
10. Adaptive physical education, recreation,
and training facilities and adequate
spaces are available both inside and outside the building.
11.

no6)2 3 4

no
no

Comments

34
1 2 34

no{D2
no

Evaluations

a) How appropriate is the classroom space for instructional activi:ties?
b) To what extent is the work and office space for professional and other staff adequate and appropriate?
c) How appropriate are other aspects of the physical facilities for optimum development of programs and
services?
d) To what extent is the equipment frmctional and its quantity sufficient to meet the needs of the program
and services?

3©
2 3©
2

no
no
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IV. DIRECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

Instructional Staff here includes all special education personnel.

Checklist
1. The latest state department of public instruction requirements for special education personnel have been obtained by the
school and are available to any teacher
or prospective teacher.
2. Outstanding teachers who are interested
in any handicapped children are encouraged to work with these children.
3. Personnel associated with programs for
handicapped youth are given opportunities to visit other classrooms, communities, institutions, and agencies, and to
attend professional meetings.
4. Teachers and other interested personnel
participate in in-service training programs.
5. Special education personnel are encouraged to engage in research and
experimentation.

All special education personnel:
6. Adhere to professional ethics in handling confidential information.
7. Are actively identified with appropriate
community organizations and issues.
8. Maintain active membership in edu.cational and other professional organizations.
9. Demonstrate desirable working relationships with intraschool personnel,
parents, and professional lay groups.

lO. Make effective use of referral sources.

na

1 2 3 (;)

na

1

Special education teachers are:
11. Certified by state department of educcation for the specific areas they teach.
12. Prepared by a broad background of understanding of handicapped children.
13. Prepared in technical methodology of instruction in given specific or related
areas.

29

Special education therapists and the ancillary
and referral personnei are:
14. Certified by the state licensing board
for their specialty.
15. Able to meet state department of education requirements.

na{y2 3 4

na(j)2 3 4

na

Special education directors and supervisors
are:
16. Certified by the state department of eduI
cation as administrators of special edu2
catio_n.
. .
. . .
I
17.
Prepared
by
comprehensive
training
in
!
special education.
26)4 !

na 1

2

na
na

na 1 2

30

34
G)1 2 3 4

G)1

2

naQ2 3 4

3(!)

na

i 18.

30:

34
(§)1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

®1

2

I
na

1 2

3G)I

Continued on next page

There is 1 Special Education Class {educable retarded) in the high school.
program is a county program with the secondary class in Villa. Grove.

The Special Education

2~6
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively) :
a) Educational level:
c) Years since last formal study in special education:
Less than bachelor's degree
0-3 - - - Bac;helor's degree
4-7 - - - 1
Master's degree
8-12 - ~ - ~
Sixth-year program
More than 12
Doctor's degree
d) Previous experience in years:
b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in
0-2
special education:
3-5
0-11
6-15
12-23 _ _ _ _,_
More than 15
24-48 - - MMe ilian 48 _ _ __

2. List areas of concentration in special education of each staff member.

Secondary Educable Retarded.

Evaluations

How well prepared are administrators and supervisors?
b) How well prepared are teachers?
c) How well prepared are supportive personnel?

a)

Comments

Evaluation A - Administrators and supervisors are in Area office in Mattoon.
Evaluation C - supportive personnel are in area office in 1iattoon.

@1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3

®

~

2 3 4

_,...iL.:.r-,

c..,/ I
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B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist

na

2

3(y

4. Regular school activities are adapted ·for
use in each of the special areas.
5. Expectation is geared to the level of
achievement potential of each student.
6. School and community resources are used
to supplement the in-school program.

na

2

38

7.

1. Instructional methods and techniques in

use are appropriate for the program in
which they are being used.
2. Special services such as sheltered workshops and on-th.e-job training are provid.ed.
3. Activities are aimed at strengthening the
areas of weakness.

na 1 2

30

na

2

na

2

na

2

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations
a) How appropriate is the planning and preparation for instruction?
b) Huw eft·cctil'ely a~e the instructional activities carried out in relation to the stated purposes and objectives of special education?

0
30
0

na

2

:0

na

2

30

Comments

The Villa Grove Special Education class has very good work-study program ,-ri th all students
working at least 2 hours a day. At present, 9 work off car.ipus and 5 on campus.
Stv.d.cmts have been allowed to have basketball cames here and away with Paris and Casey.
We are allovred social picnics with other special education classes fror.i other schools such
as Casey, Paris, Charleston and 1~ttoon.

-, r:' ,..i

i242
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

1Checklist
1. Textbooks, pamphlets, magazines and
newspapers, and other appropriate reading material are provided.
2. Source books and reference materials
which parallel the most significant aspects of each unit or course of study are
available.
3. Materials are selected to meet a variety
of reading levels of students in each
class.
. 4. Maps, charts, models, globes, and similar instructional materials are available.
5. Motion pictures, filmstrips, and slides
are available.
6. Appropriate study guides or assignment sheets have been prepared and
are available to students.
7. A variety of resource materials is available for the use of teachers.
8. Textbooks are selected by special education personnel.
9. Materials and supplies in use are appropriate for meeting the needs of
handicapped children.

na l 2

3{I;)

na

2

30
3(9

na

2

3Q

na

2

na

2

na

2

na

2

na l 2

na l 2

30
30
30
30
3{!)

10. Instructional materials are available to
promote each program of special educa(;>1 2 3 4
tion.
11. Several series of textbooks are available. na l 2 3
12. High-interest-low-vocabulary materina l 2 3(y
als are available.
13. Special instructional materials for the
visually impaired are available (check
(91 2 3 4
those available) :
_ _Braille materials
_ _Braillers
_ _Talking books
_ _ Books with large type
_ _Tape recorders
_ _ Large-type typewriters
14. Special instructional ma~erials for the
deaf are available ( check those available):
_ _ Captioned films
_ _Audio-amplifier system
_ _Other

©

(§)1234

15.

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. What other instructional materials for handicapped children are provided?
(Describe.)

vocationally oriented reading materials.

Evaluations

How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
b) How adequate is the quality of instructional materials?

a)

Comments

na
na

3@
2 3€)

2
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Provision is made for evaluation of student progress in relation to objectives.
2. The evaluative process makes provision
for individual differences.
3. Evaluation is made of the student's
I knowledge and ·operational skills.
I 4. Pretests are used.
I 5. Tests are used to determine the achievement levels of all students.
6. Tests are used for diagnostic purposes.
7. A multidisciplinary team is used to validate the diagnostic information available.
8. Interpretation of test results is used in
conjunction with other information to
assist students.
9. Students are encouraged to evaluate
their own achievement.

10. Both teachers and students recognize
that tests should be used to reveal
strengths and to point out areas for improvement.
11. Evaluation techniques include measurement of growth in ability to generalize
and ability to organize.
12. Part of the evaluation program consists
of tests designed to determine the student's ability to use knowledge in new
situations.
13. Teachers are encouraged to develop case
studies on each of their students.

na 1 2 3(!}

14.

na

2 3 4

a) To what extent are systematic procedures used to evaluate student progress?

na

2

b) To what extent do teachers use evaluation results in analyzing their teaching effectiveness?

na

2

na

2

na

2

(j)
3(9

~ ~~
~ ~ffi

na
na
na
na

na 1

na 1 2 3Q

na
na

na
na

Evaluations

3(j)

30

Comments

V. OUTCOMES
Evaluations
a) To what degree are the students:
(1) Able to return to regular classrooms?
(2) Able to participate in other school activities?
(3) Able to exhibit an understanding of individual rights and responsibilities?
( 4) Developing desirable attitudes toward work?
( 5) Developing knowledge and skill commensurate with their work needs?
(6) Aware of local employment conditions· and opportunities?
b) How well does the community accept and support the special education program?
c) How well satisfied are the parents with the special education program?
d) How satisfactory is the special education program as far as the general teaching staff is concerned?
e) How satisfactory is the special education program as far as the administration is concerned?
f) How effective has been the communication of the aims and objectives of special education to the community?

na 16) 3 4
na l 2 3(y
na

2

3@

na
na

2 ~
4
2
2 3 4

na

2@4

na

2 3©

na

na
na

23~
2 3 4

na

20
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
1. In what respects is the special education program most satisfactory and commendable?

The curriculum is based on everyday life situations and practical applications to problems students
will face after they have graduated. The curriculum is vocationally oriented as this is the
secondary students greatest need. VTe have a very good work experiences program where all students
work at least 2 hours a day or more depending on their year in school and their job.

2. In what respects is the special education program most in need of improvement?

Larger roam to allovr for more i:rroup work.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses of the special education program.

Larger room.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATIONS OF INSTRUCTION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Evaluations

a) To what extent does instruction in special education meet the needs of students as indicated in Section
2, "School and Community"?
b) To what extent is the instruction in the special education program consistent with the philosophy and
objectives as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Ob:iectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in special education and seeking their solution?

no

no
no
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SECTION

Trade, Technical, and Industrial Education
VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

octo ber 1 , 1978

NAME OF SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Self-evaluation by

Robert Sergent

Steve Boyer

Karen Schweighart

· Area being evaluated

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
T·hese principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.·

The basic purpose of trade, technical, and
industrial education for in-school youth is to
prepare them for advantageous initial entry
into employment in a specific or closely allied
trade, industrial, technical, or service occupation. This purpose may be achieved in the
secondary school through either a full-time
in-school program or a part-time school and
a part-time employment (cooperative) program or both. The instructional program is
based upon clearly defined skills, proficiencies, and knowledge needed for successful entry into a particular occupational area
in which there are opportunities for employment. Only those students who can reasonably be expected to profit by the instruction
are selected for enrollment in trade, technical, and industrial education courses. These
programs can be conducted in comprehensive
high schools, in area vocational schools, or in
other types of vocational schools, such as
service or skill centers.
The i,istructional program is conducted

by teachers who are occupationally competent through wage-earning experience in the
occupation and who have been given instruction in the techniques of teaching. The skills
and related technical information taught the
students are those which are needed by the
typical worker in an occupational area.
Theory is related to the skills of the occupation. Advisory committees are used to aid in
promoting, establishing, maintaining, and
continuously evaluating the program.
Careful attention is given to selection of
students for admission to trade, technical,
and industrial education courses. General
school records and exploratory experiences
and activities are carefully reviewed in determining whether or not a prospective student has the ability, aptitude, and interest
needed to master the skills and knowledge required in the occupation. General education
is included in the program for all students
in trade, technical, and industrial courses.

NOTE: If the school deems it advisable, different areas within trade, technical, and industrial education may be evaluated separately. If this is done, the name of the area should be placed on the line provided above. If all areas are evaluated together, individual area differences can be noted under
"Comments."
Before proceeding with work on this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list of the
major goals of the program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of the school (as stated
in Section 3, "Phi1osophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

'"--------------'

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
A. GENERAL
Checklist
1. The program is under the general direction and has the support of the administrative officers of the school system..
2. The principal and other school personnel
show an interest in the program and
have an understanding of its objectives.
3. Qualified vocational education personnel,
both administrative and supervisory, are
directly responsible for the program.
4. Vocational education administrative and
supervisory personnel participate in the
selection of teachers and coordinators. .
5. Financial support is given to the program as evidenced by provision for
competent instructors, building facilities, equipment, materials, supplies, and
aids.
6. An employer-employee advisory committee helps to plan the program.
7. Class sizes are limited to a number that
can be instructed effectively in the facilities available. .
8. Provisions are made for in-service education of teachers ..
9. The trade, technical, and industrial education program is planned to meet the industrial needs of the labor market op. a
wide geographical basis. .

na 1 2

3(LJ

na 1 2

30

na 1 2

3&

na 1 2

3€)

na 1 2e>'

G)

2 3 -4

na

2(v-4

na 1@3 -4

10. There is recorded evidence that there
are job opportunities for those students
enrolled in each course on a local, state,
or national basis. .
11. Students are carefully selected on the
basis of interest, aptitudes, and ability
as reflected by records, teacher recommendations, and interviews. .
12. The time spent in skill development complies with the state plan for vocational
education. .
13. Information units and study are planned
to contribute directly to the trade or occupation for which training is given. .
14. Provisions are made for students in the
program to participate in the social and
extracurricular activities of the school.
15. Trade, technical, and industrial education students are scheduled in general
education classes with academic students.
16. Provisions are made to work cooperatively with other agencies in occupational programs. .

3{v

na 1 26)-4

na 1 2

3(Y

3©
1 2 30

na 1 2

na

30
2 30

na 1 2

na

na 1 2 3 -4

17.
na 1

na 1 2

&

Supplementary Data
Indicate in the space below (1) the major areas of instruction offered in trade, technical, and industrial education,
(2) the grade levels at which the area or activity is offered, and (3) the number of students enrolled in each offering for
the current year. Continue this form on additional sheets as needed.
Grade(s)

Number of
Students EnroUed

~

11 & 12

16

Building Trades '1,2

11 & 12

16

Industrial Area(s)

Building Trade~

c.w.T.

9 .- 12

Woods

9 - 12

45

Metals

9 - 12

40

Electronics

9 - 12

35

Drafting

9 - 12

40

248.
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Evaluations

to all students who need and can
profit by it? .
How adequate are the time allotments for the program? .
To what extent do the enrollments in the classes reflect the needs for trained workers in the geographical area?
How adequate are provisions for administrative and supervisory personnel? .
How adeqwtte are the pr011isions for advisory services?

a) To what extent is trade, technical, and industrial education available
b)

c)
d)
e)

na 1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4
na

1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

Comments

B. COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

While major attention of the school is directed to its in-school program, the values of informal work experience for
all students are recognized, and more formal, supervised work programs related to curricular areas are provided.
Informal work activities are encouraged by the staff, and placement facilities are available to notify students of work
opportunities and to assist in a liaison capacity between student and employer. Opportunities for work within as well
as outside the school are identified.
Supervised and cooperative work programs providing for application of vocational skills and understanding learned
in school are organized and operated by representatives of both the school and community. These encourage further
development of skills and understanding in a realistic business or industrial situation as well as reduce costs for the
school.
Checklist
1. Cooperative work experiences are ar-

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

ranged in diversified occupational areas.
A coordinator of work experience programs is employed. .
The coordinator is active in seeking
work experience opportunities in the
community.
The coordinator has had experience both
as a teacher and a worker. .
The coordinator visits the student on the
job regularly enough to ensure the attainment of the goals of the program.
Supervision of students is considered a
cooperative responsibility of both the
school and· business or industrial representative.
An advisory or planning committee, including representatives of both the
school and community, assist in planning and coordinating the work program.

8. Provision is made for compliance with
all legal requirements relating to the employment of youth.
9. Student enrollment and placement in the
cooperative training program involve ·a
process of testing, counseling, and interviews.
10. Placement of students involves matching aptitudes and interest to the job opportunity. .

no

2 3 4

na

2 3 4

no

1 2 3 4

no

2 3

4

no 1 2

3 4

na 1 2

3 4

no 1 2 3 4

no 1 2

3 4

no 1 2 3 4

na 1

2 3 4

11. Provisions are made for the cooperative
student to receive individual supervision
and instruction correlated with on-thejob experience.
na 1 2 3 4
12. Assignment is approved only where
learning opportunities exist and exploitation of the worker is unlikely. .
no 1 2 3 4
13. Cooperative students spend not less than
time specified in the state plan for vocational education in on-the-job experience
and in-school instruction.
no 1 2 3 4
14. Work experiences provide for the development of new skills based upon previous in-school accomplishment. .
no 1 2 3 4
15. Work experiences are planned to assist
students in the development of effective
theory or knowledge as well as manipulative skills.
no 1 2 3 4
16. Work experiences are planned to assist
students in the development of effective
personal and social characteristics in
their chosen field. .
no 1 2 3 4
17. Schedule provisions ensure a sufficient
time allotment or block of time in work
activities to accomplish the goals of the
program.
na 1 2 3 4
18. Wages are arranged with consideration
for the learning opportunities of the job
and the production or service elements
of the work.
na 1 2 3 4

SECT1otf
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B. COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS-Continued

Checklist-Continued
19. Work experience programs are revised
periodically in the light of the information obtained through evaluation procedures.
20. Provisions are made to include information units during regular school periods
according to an organized plan of instruction.
21. A training program (memorandum) is
on file for each student and is signed by
the training agency, student, parent, and
coordinator.
22. Records showing scholastic achievement,
work-related experience, and attendance
of each student are maintained.

na

na

1 2 3~

1

2 3{])
I':'\

2 3l,V

na

1

na

1 2

3©

23. Reports of the effectiveness of the work
experience program are made periodically to the school and to the employer..
24. Comprehensive records of each student
show the nature, amount, and quality of
the work done. .
25. Evaluation procedures recognize standards consistent with the maturity and
training of students. .
26. Credit toward a certificate or diploma is
granted for successful completion of
supervised or cooperative work.
27.

na 1 2

na 1 2

na 1 2

na

2

~

0
30
~

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe briefly important features of the work experience program.
The

c.

W. T. program at Villa Grove High School offers students an opportunity to

participate in a release tme situation.

It motivates many students who would

otherwise drop out of school.

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of work experience in relation to curricular offerings and student needs?
b) How well satisfied are employers with the work experience program?
c) How satisfactory is supervision and coordination of the work experience program? .
Comments

na 1 2 3 ~
na 1 2 3
na 1 2 3 4
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II. NATURE OF OFFERINGS
Checklist
Trade, technical, and industrial education includes experiences that:
1. Are designed to develop such skills and
6. Provide for the study of employer-emtechnical knowledge for beginning
ployee and fellow worker relations ..
workers as are justified by employment
7. Are evaluated in the light of studies of
opportunities. .
no 1 2 3('.9
graduates.
8. Are designed to assist students to make
2. Are based upon and organized around a
careful analysis of the skills and knowlsatisfactory adjustment to economic, inedge required for successful employdustrial, and social changes. .
no 1 2
ment in an occupation.
9. Provide a basis for continued training
3. Acquaint those enrolled with opportuafter graduation. .
nities for employment in a related group
10. Are related to locating, applying for,
no 1 2G)4
of occupations.
and being interviewed for a job.
11. Are confirmed by advisory craft com4. Emphasize desirable personal characteristics, good work habits, and satisfacmittees.
no
2
tion found in good workmanship.
5. Place emphasis on safety practices in
12.
no
2
industry.

30

G

3C)

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)

How adequate is the variety of offerings in relation to community and student needs?
To what extent are the offerings consistent with present industrial needs?
How adequate are information units? .
How effective are the advisory committees?

Comments

na

2 3G)
2(!)J.

na

26;,

na 1

0'-

no

:(DJ.

na

20
1 2 3 .(

na 1
na
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III. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Checklist
1. The buildings and site are available for
the training needs and are an integral
part of school or vocational center facilities. .
2. The location and soundproofing of the
area eliminate undue interference with
other school activities.
3. The floor area includes acceptable clearance for traffic lanes between machines
and equipment where students work.
4. An area is provided for information
units of instruction. .
5. The specific types of floors are appropriate to the work of each area.
6. The area for information units is
equipped with furniture, equipment, and
utilities.
7. Li2"ht is provided to meet the requirements for work in each part of the instructional area. .
8. Hand tools comparable to those used in
industry are provided.
9. Machines similar to those used in industry are provided . .
10. Machines are equipped with safety devices.
11. Tools, equipment, and safety devices are
maintained in good condition.
12. Storage space and facilities are provided for tools and small equipment.

na 1

na

2

30

na 1 {!)3 4
na
na

2 3€}
1 2€3}

na 1 2

30

na

30

2

na 1 2(D4
na
na

1€>3 4
2©-4

13. Storage space and facilities are provided for materials and supplies.
14. Tool storage and stock room systems approximate those used in industry. .
15. Benches and work stations are sufficient
in number to meet needs of the maximum class enrollment.
16. Utility outlets are provided where
needed.
17. All switches and electrical controls--are
clearly marked and a master switch is
available.
18. Materials and supplies are available to
meet enrollment needs.
19. Fire extinguishing equipment is available and conveniently located.
20. First aid supplies are available ..
21. Provisions are made for the use of
audio-visual aids. .
22. Washing facilities are supplied with hot
and cold water.
23. Ventilation provisions ensure healthful
working conditions.
24. Office equipment is provided for the instructor.

25.

1(vl 4
na 1@ 4

na

na

1©

4

naQ2 3 4

na 1 2@4

2~4

na

na 1 2 3©
na

1©3 4

na 1 2€)4
na
na

1@3 4
1 7{D4

nc(2)2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3©
na

0

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the space provided for trade, technical, and industrial education?
b) How well is the shop area planned and laid out? .
c) How adequate is the amount of equipment to meet needs of the largest class?
d) How adequate is the quality of equipment?
e) How adequate is the amount of materials and supplies?
f) How adequate is the quality of materials and supplies?
g) How adequate are the storage facilities? .
h) How adequate is the protection of students from fire, toxic gases, dust, and personal injury?

na 1

-£]}4

1i3 4

na
na 1 2 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

na 1 26)4
na 1 2@4
na(!}2 3 4
na 1

204

Comments

Above mentioned pertains to J)ldustrial .Arts shop.
Bllilding Trades bas a. tool bus and the house where working, actually all that is needed though.
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IV. DffiECTION OF LEARNING
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

For· data on preparation of teachers, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."
Checklist
Members of the trade, technical, and industrial education instructional staff:
1. Have worked· as journeymen or have had
like experience in the occupation which
they are now teaching, in accordance
with the state plan.
2. Have had preparation in the philosophy
and practices of trade, technical, and industrial education with emphasis on
methods, materials, curriculum, and
evaluation. .
3. Have extended their preparation beyond
minimum certification requirements.
4. Appreciate the need for general education as well as vocational education.
5. Have had preparation in the field of vocational guidance.
6. Keep up to date with developments in
education through summer employment,
workshops, institutes, curriculum studies, or research.
7. Have knowledge of laws, codes, and
regulations pertaining to occupations
for which instruction is offered. .

na 1 2 3@

na
na
na
na

3(9
30
3€>
1~3

8. Have knowledge of present industrial
conditions and resources of the geographical area.
9. Have preparation in first aid, hygiene,
and safety practices as applied to the
occupation taught.
10. Are active in the in-service teachertraining program.
11. Hold :membership and actively participate in their professional organizations.

3©
2 3©

na 1 2

na 1

2e)4
1 2(!)4

na 1
na

2

2

2

na 1 2

na 1 2

4

30
30

Coordinators for cooperative programs:
12. Have a background of industrial experience.
13. Have had preparation in the principles
and practices of cooperative occupational education. .
14. Have had special preparation in the use
of related resource materials.

na 1

2 3©

na 1

2(!;4

na 1 2

3©

na 1 2 3 4

15.

Supplementary Data

1. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively):
a) Educational level:

c) Years since last formal study in trade, technical, and

Less than bachelor's degree _ _ _ __
Bachelor's degree
2
Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree
b) Semester hours

(approximate) of preparation in
trade, technical, and industrial education:
0-11 ~ - - -

12-23 _x_ __

24-48 ~x-~More than 48 _ _ __

industrial education:

0-3 _ _ __

4-7 _x_·_x_ _
8-12 _ _ __
More than 12 _ _ __
d) Previous experience in years:

0-2
3-5
6-15
More than 15

2. List areas of concentration in trade, technical, and industrial education of each staff member.

Building Trades

c.w.T.

Metals
Woods
Electronics
Drafting

_ _ __
_ _ __
__x_ __
-=x'----
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A. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF-Continued

Evaluations
a)

How adequate is the work experience of the staff?

na 1 2 3©

b) How adequate is the professional preparation of the staff for teaching trade, technical, and industrial

education?

na 1 2

3©

na 1 2

30

na 1 2

3(D

c) How well are the staff members keeping up with industrial and educational developments in their spe-

cializations?
Comments

B. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Checklist
1. Instruction contributes to the objectives

3©

na 1 2
of the school. .
2. Instruction is directed toward clearly
formulated objectives in trade, technical, and industrial education.
na
2
3. Careful planning and preparation for
instruction are evident. .
na
2
4. Instruction is adapted to new or changing industrial conditions.
na
2
5. Activities approximate, as nearly as
practicable, conditions existing in industry. .
na 1 2
6. The industrial resources of the employment area, including field trips, are used
in instruction. .
na6)2
4
7. In addition to developing skills for employment in an occupation, students develop a working knowledge of related
occupations.
na 1 2 3(v
8. Shop or laboratory management approximates conditions existing in industry. .
na 1 2@4
9. All instructional activities are conducted with regard for student health
and welfare.
na
2
10. Learning experiences emphasize the
principles of safety and fire prevention. na
23Q
11. Provision is made for correlation of information units with manipulative activities.
na 1 2
12. Both manipulative activities and information units are given appropriate emphasis. .
na 1 2

30
3@
30

30
3

('.y

13. The course of study provides for sequential development.
14. There are records showing progress of
individual students.
15. Repetitive practice is carried on to develop a reasonable degree of skill and
acceptable work habits. .
16. Projects, activities, or problems undertaken reflect the basic principles needed
in the occupational area. .
17. Provisions are made for individual differences.
18. Students have an opportunity to participate in the general school student activities program. .
19. Students with trade and technical aptitude have counseling available about the
possibilities of continuing in advanced
trade, technical, and industrial education courses in high school. .
20. Students with trade and technical aptitude have counseling available about the
possibilities of continuing postsecondary
trade, technical, and industrial education study.
21.

na

26)4

na 1 2

na 1 2
na

2

na 1 2

3Q
3{])
3{!)
~
?.\

na 1

2 3~

na

2

:(9

na

2

3 4

G

0

Evaluations

How adequ~te is the planning and prep~ration for instruction?
b) How well are instructional activities adapted to individual differences of students with special needs?
c) To what extent do the instructional activities approximate desirable conditions existing in industry? .
d) How satisfactory is the instruction?
a)

Comments

na 1 2 3{4)
na 1 2 3©
na 1 2©4
na 1 2

0

2',q
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Checklist
1. The following instructional materials are
up to date and easily available to teachers
and students (check if available):
~ variety of textbooks and reference· materials.
~Trade, technical, and engineering
journals and industrial pamphlets.
_x
__Occupational brochures.
_x_Plans, blueprints, drawings, specifications, and instruction sheets of
x the type used in industry.
_ _Typical samples of completed projects.

na 1 2

~odels, mock-ups, simulators, films,
x slides, and other visual aids.
_ _Copies of state and Federal bulletins and brochures regarding
trade, technical, and industrial edux cation.
_ _Programed instructional materials.
_ _Educational television.

3&

2.

na 1 2

3 4

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the variety of instructional materials?
b) How adequate is the quality of instructional materials?

Comments

D. METHODS OF EVALUATION

Checklist
1. Appropriate· measures (tests, records,
recommendations, reports, and instructor interviews) are used in selecting
students for trade, technical, and indusna 1
trial education.
2. Evaluation is an integral part of inna 1 2G)4
struction.
3. Objective techniques are used to evaluna 1
ate work of students. .
4. The interpretation of test results is used
in adapting and planning instruction. . na 1
5. Students p~rticipate in self-evaluations'
na
and course evaluation.
6. Student aptitudes and abilities are conna 1 2
sidered in evaluations.
7. Critical comparisons are made between
the quality of work of the school shops
and that of industry. .
na 1 2

2Q}4

04
:04
04

3©
a(J}

8. Individual student progress is recorded
and used for guidance and placement
purposes.
9. Follow-up data are used in revising the
program.
10. Records of follow-up data concerning
both graduates and dropouts are available.
11. Both teachers and students recognize
that tests should be used to reveal
strengths and to point out areas for improvements in teaching and learning. .
12. Advisory committees have a part in the
evaluation of the total program. .
13.

na

1'(])4

na

2@4

na

1(~)3

na

1(1) 4

4

na 1(3)3 4
na 1 2 3 4
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D. METHODS OF EVALUATION-Continued

Evaluations

a) How satisfactory is the selection of students for the program?
b) To what extent do teachers use evaluations and standardized achievement test results in analyzing the
effectiveness of their teaching? .
c) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students of exceptional promise? .
d) To what extent do evaluation procedures identify students with special needs?
e) To what extent do evalua.tion procedures identify students who need a change of occupational ob~~?

na

2(y4

na

2(34

na

2 3©

na

2@4

= 2(V4

Comments

V. OUTCOMES.
Evaluations

a) To what degree are students developing knowledge and skill commensurate with their employment objectives?
b) To what extent do follow-up surveys of graduates reveal successful employment in jobs for which students were prepared?
c) To what degree do students show an appreciation of good workmanship? .
d) To what _extent are students aware of local, regional, and national employment conditions and opportunities? .
e) How proficient are students in the use and care of machines and equipment? .
f) To what degree are students developing desirable work habits, attitudes, and understanding concerning employer-employee and fellow worker relations? .
g) How proficient are students in the use and care of tools and supplies? .
h) To what extent are students observing principles of safety and fire prevention?

Supplementary _Data
1. Describe any important changes or innovations which have been made during the past two years.

1, Helper in Building Trades plus a periodic student teacher.
2. Changed Industrial Arts program more in line with state reconmendations.

na

2{])4

na
na

2$4
2 3 4

na
na
na
na
na

,r
~4

4

4
2 3 4
2
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VI. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRADE, TECHNICAL,
AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
l. In what respects is the trade, technical, and industrial education program most satisfactory and commendable?
1.

Good comnunity acceptance - strong administrative and school boa.rd support.

2.

Personnel interested and trained -v,ell in vocational fields.

2. In what respects is the trade, technical, and industrial education program most in need of improvement?

1.

More teachers and subjects of a vocational nature.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for improvement of weaknesses in the trade, technical, and industrial education program.

1.
2.

More and better facilities
FUnneling of student to vocational are~s where d~nd is.

VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN TRADE, TECHNICAL,
AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Evaluations ·
a) To what extent does the instruction in trade, technical, and industrial education meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2, "School and Community"?
b) To what extent is the instruction in trade, technical, and industrial education consistent with the philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 9, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in trade, technical, and industrial education and
seeking their solution?

na
na
na

r)7'">

SECTION

~.~

Student Activities Program
NAME OF SCHOOL

Vil_l_~_Gr_c:,ye High School

Self-evaluation by ·

DATE

.

_Russell Ghere __

Jim Mikewor_.th _

-Merle Greger

Ann Schnitz

_Kenneth Krejci

Rex Rund

~

Octobe_r 1 , _197_8

Teresa Donahoo

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The school provides educational experiences of several types. Though the classroom
instructional program is the dominant means
of attaining a school's objectives, they
cannot be met solely through the formal
courses of study. The student activities program is generally the major means of fulfilling those objectives that are not adequately
:,erved by regular classroom instruction.
Typically, student activities are characterized by extensive student participation in
both planning and carrying-out of these
activities.
Experiences in the student activities program are designed to help meet the leisure,
recreational, social, and emotional interests
and needs of all students. These experiences
also provide opportunities for self-directed
specialization in areas of the curriculum of
particular interest to individual students.

The student activities program is planned
to develop desirable social attitudes in situations providing opportunity for individual,
small-group, and entire school participation.
It provides ample oppol'tunity for development of understanding and cooperation
among social and ethnic groups within the
student body. The activities are conducted
under conditions that increase the likelihood
of carry-over to out-of-school life. Under
competent guidance, students share responsibility for selecting, organizing, and evaluating the activities and outcomes. In all
activities, the development of democratic
leadership and cooperative attitudes is a
major objective. Extensive opportunities are
provided for this development. Policies have
been formulated to avoid overemphasis on
contests and the exploitation of students for
the benefit of the school or community.

Non;: Before proceediny with work of this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a list of
the major goals of the student activities program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives
of the Rchool (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

_____________.
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. GENERAL NATURE AND ORGANIZATION
A. GENERAL NATURE OF THE PROGRAM

Checklist
The student activities program:
10. Provides membership opportunities to
1. Is integrated with and supplementary to
all students on a democratic basis a:J:)D{na 1 2 3@
na 1@) 3 4 1Oa. Ilhelps to prevent the development of
the program of studies.
na 1(3)3 4
2. Provides opportunities for leadership
clannish tendencies and cliques. .
na
2 3@ 11. Receives active cooperation and support
and for experiences in cooperation ..
na
2 3{I)
3. Gives students opportunities to exercise.
from members of the school staff.
initiative and to assume responsibilities. na
12. Receives cooperation and support from
4. Provides opportunities to coordinate
parents and other members of the comna
some activities of the home, school, and
munity.
community.
13. Provides activities for the variety of inna 1@3 4
5. Provides opportunities for students to
terests and needs of individual students. na
14. Provides for activities to be organized,
assist in resolving school issues and
problems.
naG)2 3 4
changed, or discontinued as student inna l 2 {i)4
6. Seeks to develop desirable attitudes,
terests and needs change.
ideals, and appreciation essential for the
15. Provides orientation for students new to
na(j)2 3 4
age in which we live ..
!10 1 2 G'.)4
the program.
na l 2 3@
7. Fosters the development and perpetua16. Avoids the exploitation of students.
tion of desirable school traditions, such
17. Is geared to the general economic levels
na l '.2(J) 4
of the school population.
as standards of conduct, school festivals, and historical observances.
na 1 2(] 4
8. Seeks to make every student and teacher
18.
feel accepted in the total life of the
school. .
na l 2Ci)4
9. Seeks to make each member feel a sense
of loyalty and responsibility to the
school.. .

2 3©

Supplementary Data:
1. Describe membership and activities of any adult community groups which are associated with any part of the stu-

dent activities program.

Adult communities groups lim:i.ted their parti.cipation in school activities only to
special occasions.

Evaluations
a) How well does the student activities program complement and enrich classroom activities?

na

,

__
10")3
4

b) To what extent is the student activities program based on study and analyses of student interests and

needs? .
c) To what extent have policies been established to serve as guidelines and safeguards for the activities
program?

na(lJ 2

3 4

na(.02

3 4

Com..-nents

The school should promote more coordinated activities between school and community
activity groups.
The school organizations need more interaction with the community.
More opportunities should be afforded to students to offer more imput into the
decision making processes of the school.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROGRAM
B. GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

Checklist
I. The general objectives of the student activities program.are based on the interna
ests and needs of students .Rrox/aJ!le objectiv1s
formulated through the involvement of
I
faculty and student representatives
under the leader.ship of the administrar.,06')2 3 4
tion.
2. The total activities program is coordinated through an activities director and
an advisory coordinating council reI
sponsible to the administration. .
.
1 2 3 4 I
3. A regular time and a place for meeting
are available for each organization.
no6)2 3 4 J
4. A calendar of activities is prominently
displayed or oth•2rwise available to students and faculty.
no
4 I
ri. Each activity has 2t le:i.st one faculty
\
sponsor who has ability and interest in
j
that activity.
no 1 2 3
6. Faculty sponsors provide guidance and
supervisim1 for students participating
in the activities.
no 1 2 3 {J)
7. Students are assisted through counseling and other student services in determining the ext..:mt of their participation
in the activity program ..
naG) 2 3 4
x. Provision is made to prevent monopoly
of leadership opportunities by a small
proportion cf students.
na
3 4

, 23© I
I

I
I

I

G

·1

1(V3

©

I
!!.

9. Students are encouraged, under proper
guidance, to practice democratic principles in planning and managing activities.
na
10. Attention is given to training student
leaders in the performance of the offices
to which they are elected.
na
11. Students participate in the evaluation
of the activities.
no
12. Each student's participation in the activities program is recorded on his perna
manent record.
13. Records of activitv meetin_gs and programs are kept.
indi:victual group~ 0
14. Records are maintained of evaluations
and are used for improvement of the
no
activities.
15. The administration and the students
agree on what should be appropriate
no
qualifications for holding an office ..
lG. Students are encouraged to elect as officers and rcpresent:i.tives those who
best meet the standards for holdir.~
na
office.

1 2(.J) 4
2@ 4
2@ 4

bf

17.

(3)3

18

no

4

3 4

2 3 4

18

S11pplementary Data
I. Describe the school'>; pbn for preparing student leaders for the responsibilities of thP. oflices to which they are elected,
including understancling- the elements of parliamentary procedure.

There is no formal p;:'ep8.ra tion.

2. Describe eligibility regulations for participation in activitic8 :md for holding office.

There are no overall eljgibilities required for activities or holding offices; however
individual organizations may have such regulations. All participate in sports and
cheerlead:i.ng must have a passing average.
B. Attach copies of the constitutiom; and bylaws of general organizations mid any sets of rules that are in force.

E·mluations
To what: extent
/J) To what extent
management of
c) To what extent
participation in
d) To what extent
gram?
a)

docs the faculty vrovide cooperative guidance and supervision of the activities?
does the student activities vrogram provide opportunl'.ties for students to help in the
activities?
does the school assume responsibility for encoura{Jing or limiting individual student
activities?
do students show understanding of the principles and objectives of the a.ctivities pro-

Comments

There should be a descriptive student handbook of all student activities.
Eligibility is decided by each organization.
We need a master calendar of all events.

na

na

no6)2 3 4
na

1 2@ 4

~) r,, ,-I
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II. STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL GOVERNMENT
Checklist
The student council (or similar body):
1. Provides opportunity for all students to
participate in a representative, democratically functioning form of government.
2. Functions within limits clearly defined
by constitution and bylaws and with authority delegated by the administration:
:J. Is provided with faculty sponsorship
and guidance to accomplish its clearly
defined functions. .
4. Is participated in by students who assume their responsibilities for the
proper functioning of the organization.
fi. Is participated in by faculty members
who assume their responsibilities for
the proper functioning of the organization.
S. Is assisted · by administrators who assume their responsibilities for the
proper functioning of the organization.
7. Provides opportunity for any student
who possesses the qualifications stated
in the constitution and bylaws to be
nominated and elected to office. .
8. Has officers who are elected by all students or their representatives. .
9. Has elections that are supervised in accordance with the constitution and bylaws.
10. Assists the faculty and administration
in developing school policies pertaining
to student behavior and dress. .
11. Demonstrates a concern for the protection and care of property.

na 1 2 3@

na 1 2 3

na

©

1 2 3('.V

na 1

2(V4

na 1 2

na 1

30

2 3

©

na

2 3@

na

2

na 1

3@

2 3@

na

1(3) 3

na

1 2@)4

4

12. Encourages broad student participation
in other student organizations and activities.
13. Uses all the communication media available in and to the school. .
14. Has a part in the awarding of nonacademic honors. .
15. Assumes responsibility for the introduction of new students to school life and
activities. .
16. Assumes some responsibility for the operation of the intramural program. .
17. Takes an active part in all school activities.
18. Conducts its meetings at an appropriate
time and with any necessary arrangements so that all elected representatives
can be present.
19. Promotes wholesome interschool relations.
20. Promotes student morale, school spirit,
and general welfare of the student body.
21. Serves as the official body for the expression of student opinion. .
22. Participates in district, state, and national student council organizations.
23. Encourages student participation in
community activities.
24. Assumes responsibility for some of the
school social activities in cooperation
with the faculty and administration.
25.

no(I}2 3 4
na I 2 3@

(@1

2 .3 4

nau}2 3 4
no(i) 2 3 4

G1

2 3 4

na

2 3@

na

2

30)

no I 2

3©

no

(E4

no 1

2

3Q

n~

1(~ 3

no

2

3@

na

2

3@

4

Supplementary Data
1. Give examples of student. council participation in critical or important situations or issues during the past two years.

The student council was instrumental in establishing a student center for students to use
during their studyralls. It also set up an all-school election to select a student body
president who also serves as the student council president.
2. Describe how the school processes and implements student requests for changes or improvements of the school.

The members of the student body are directed to make their wants known to the student
council members who in turn bring the matter before the council.

3. Describe the concept the students have of their school.

The atmosphere is relaxed - not too permissive yet not too dictatorial.
Evaluations
a) How adequate are provisions for student participation in school government?
b) To what extent do students show an understanding of the objectives and functions of student government and its relationship to the administration? .
c) How well do students show understanding and acceptance of their responsibilities in the school? .
d) To what extent can the student council be considered a functioning example of a democratic group?

2 3©

na
na
na

1 26' 4
1@3 4

no 1

~

3~

Comments

The members of the council have learned that changes in policy cannot be implimented
overnight and they have been br.ought to the realization that there are cer.tain chann~ls
through which one must work in order to authorize these changes. They have also learned
the value of cooperation.
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Checklist

2 76

III. THE SCHOOL ASSEMBLY

1. A school assembly committee is in
charge of the school ·assembly program. @ 1 2 3 4
2. Both faculty and students are represented on the assembly committee. .
c§) 1 2 3 4
3. A faculty member is responsible for the
coordination of assembly programs to
ensure continuity, appropriateness, and
quality.
na
4. Assembly programs are planned to meet
a wide variety of needs and interests. . na
2@4
5. School assembly programs are in large
part presented by students and by stuna
2@4
dent organizations.
6. Students are provided opportunities to
na
2(i)4
preside at assembly programs. .
7. Courteous audience habits characterize
na 1@3 4
student behavior in assemblies. .
8. Records are kept of assembly programs, na(y2 3 4
9. Care is taken that all programs are appropriately rehearsed.
na (!) 2 3 4
10. The assembly programs include such activities as the following (place a check
in front of those activities that are
na 1 2 3 4
used): .
_x_Lectures on various subjects by
qualified speakers.

..1L_Musical and dramatic programs
X
emphasizing student participation.
_ _Programs by special performers or
artists.
_ _Motion pictures.
_ _Debates, panel discussions, and
forums.
_x__Formal ceremonies for such purposes as patriotic commemorations
and recognition of student achievement.
..x._student council activities.
_ _Student demonstrations antl exhibits.
_x__Rallies and "pep" meetings.
_ _Discussion of school and community policies and problems, including law enforcement, vandalism,
accidents, and fires.

11.

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Number of school assemblies per year:

5 (Not including pep assemblies}
2. Length of assembly period: ---=5'-=5'- ( pep assemblies - 10}
3. State briefly the subject matter of your last four assembli-

-~ attach copies of the programs.

Dr. Murray - Psychological Problems of Teenagers.
Pep Assemblies - (football and Basketball)
Skits - Boys & Girls
Gymnastic program - Weight Training Program
Jazz Band
Dress Day - Fifties

Evaluations

a) To what extent do the students show an understanding of the objectives of the assembly progra1n?
b) How satisfactory are the assembly programs as educational experiences? .
c) How actively and extensively do students participate in the presentation of assembly programs?
d) To what extent do the last four programs indicate the quality of assemblies?

na 1

(3) 3

4

:: ~ ~~~
na 1 2 ~

Comments

More programs are suggested
varied programs which will provide educational experiences for the students should be
offered.
An assembly committee of faculty and students should be appointed to procure programs.
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Checklist

2 77

V. SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS

1. All work incident to the publications activities of students is supervised by
faculty sponsors. .
na 1 2 3(v
2. Attention is given to developing a sense
of responsibility on the part of students
for the content. and presentation of publications.
nc;i
2 3
3. Untrue or offensive statements are •
avoided in all publications.
na 1 2 3
4. Publications encourage self-expression
and creative work on the part of students.
no 1~ 3 4
5. Publications activities are integrated
with work in appropriate curricular
areas.
na(j) 2 3 4
6. Publications report outstanding student
achievements. .
na 1 2 8)4
7. Publications_ aid in coordinating the
various aspects of the student activities
program.
(§) l 2 3 4
8. Publication staff members are selected
after careful consideration of such factors as ability, interests, and desirable
attitudes.
no 1
3 4
9. Publication staffs are organized for efficient work.
na 1 2('.p 4
10. Publications activities are sufficiently
diversified to enlist the participation of
interested students.
2 3 4

©

©

&

11. Publica.tions assist in providing cooperative relationships with other schools. . na(j) 2 3 4
12. Publications assist in the development
of desirable home and school relations .. na 1®3 4
13. Publications assist in the development
of desirable school-community relations. na 1@3 4
14. Publications have a wide circulation in
na 1@3 4
the school. .
15. Publications have a wide circulation in
na6)2 3 4
the community.
16. Emphasis is on inexpensive publications. (§)1 2 3 4
17. A suitable place is provided for students
na 1{2)3 4
to work on publications. .
18. Provision is made for students to work
na(p 2 3 4
on publications during school time. .
19. Cooperation is maintained with various
interscholastic associations concerned
with problems of publications, such as
editing, art work, and business managena (i}3 4
ment.
20. Publications interpret the total school
na 1 2(1)4
program.
21. Publications offer an opportunity for
· students to develop better understand(§>1 2 3 4
ing of current critical issues.
22.

na 1 2 3 4

nc(D

Supplementary Data

1. List publications, indicating general purpose of each and number of students engaged in preparing and issuing each.
(Use separate sheet if necessary.)

The yearbook is our only school publication with approximately 15 students helping
prepare it.

2. Explain the part played by publications during the past two years in alerting students and school officials to issues
of concern to the school community.

Nothing

3. Submit three successive issues of each publication.
Evaluations

a) How adequate is the nuniber of school publications?
b) How adequate is the frequency of issuance of'fflJi~? yearbook
c) How e:x:tensively do students participate in the planning and preparation of each publication?
d) To what e:x:tent do the three successive issues indicate the quality of the publications?
Comments

naU) 2 3 4
na 1 2 3©
na 1(!)3 4
<§)1 2 3 4
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'Additional criteria applicable to music activities are to be found in Section 4-12, "Music." If the extraclass music activ,ities are distinctly separate from the music offering in the program of studies, it is advisable to adjust features in
Section 4-12 to the individual school's organization of its music activities.

Checklist
1. A variety of extraclass music activities
are available to students. .
2. Extraclass music activities make provision for different ability levels.
3. The scheduling of extraclass music activities is coordinated with that of other
out-of-school interests of students.
4. Counseling is provided to assist students
in the selection and extent of participation in the extraclass music activities.

Supplementary Data

na 1

@) 3

na 1 2

no

1

4

8) 4

(3) 3

5. Overemphasis upon competitive music activities is avoided. .
6. Nonparticipants a'sX~HX~OplU<~ieij~K~
indicate interest in and appreciation of
the music activities presented to the entire school. .

1 2

no

6) 2

®4

Participants indicate interest no 1
in and appreciation of the music
activities presented to the entire
school.

©

3 4

4

7.
no

1 2 3

no

2 3

©

.

1. List the music organizations and number of members in each. (Use separate sheet if necessary.)

Band 45
Mixed chorus 40

2. Describe the development of any new music groups or activities during the last two years.

20%

3. Give the percent of the school's students participating in one or more music organizations.

Evaluations
a) How varied are the voluntary music activities?
b) How extensively do students participate in the voluntary music activities?
c) How great is the interest and enthusiasm of all students for music activities?

na 1(1)3 4
no
no

1 2L_3) 4

1©3 4

Comments

Band and chorus are given for academic credit and considered as curriculum subject.
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Checklist
1. Space is available for informal or smallgroup social activities.
2. Space is available for such activities as
school dances, banquets, and sports
rallies. .
3. The general aims of the social program
are carefully planned in accordance with
the school's concept of its obligation in.
this area. .
4. Students and faculty cooperate in planning the social program. .
5. The over-all social program encourages
participation of all students.
6. Informal games and recreation are included in the social program.
7. Social affairs appropriate to the type of
school are a definite part of school life. .
8. Students are instructed regarding appropriate dress and conduct at various
social activities.
9. Instruction in social dancing is provided
when conditions warrant it.

no

1(3) 3

4

no 1 2(i>4

no 1 d; 3

4

no

2@ 4

no

2@ 4

na G) 2 3 4
no 1

2@ 4

no

2 38)

no

'2 3

10. Opportunity is provided for desirable
association of the two sexes.
na
11. Attention is given to the development of
social etiquette and desirable social interests and attitudes.
no
12. Fraternities, sororities, or similar exclusive organizations are forbidden to
have any activities under school sponsorship.
.
13. Membership in a fraternity or sorority
bars the individual from holding any
elective school office. .
~
14. All school social activities are supervised by teachers or by parents and
teachers jointly.
no
15. A variety of activities is provided to
meet the needs of all students. .
no

G

16.

no

1 2

3W

1@3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 3G)
2 3@
2 3 4

©

Supplementary Data
1. List the annual social activities sponsored by the school.

Pep Rally - Homecoming Dance - Christmas Dance
Sadie Hawkins Dance - Jr. Sr. Prom
Photo Club Carnival - Variety Show - Art Fair

2. Describe any innovations in this area during the past two years.

Variety show has community involvement.

Evaluations
a) To what extent do students participate in planning the social activities?
b) How extensively do students participate in such activities?
c) How adeq11ate are the provi8ions to assist students u:ho have particular need for participation in
wholesome social activities? .
d) How well do students conduct themselves at social functions?

Comments

A major social activity is provided each month.

no
no
no
no

2 3@
26) 4
2(] 4
2@4
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IX. PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES-Continued
Supplementary Data
1. Attach a list of the extraclass intramural physical activities and the number of participants in each.
2. Give the percent of students who are regularly participating in one or more intramural activities:
BOYS

30%

GIRLS _,Q......%"'--

3. Attach a list of the interscholastic physical activities and the number of participants in each.
4. Give the percent of students who are regularly participating in one or more interscholastic activities:
BOYS

GIRLS _ __

5. Attach a list of local eligibility rules for interscholastic competition.
6. Attach a copy of the schedule of interscholastic activities.
7. Describe briefly the plan of intrarnnral activities.

Boys basketball

8. Attach a financial statement for last year's interscholastic activities showing a summary of all sources of income and
all expenditures.
!l. Describe the insurance plan or include samples of the types of policies students are offered and any other important
feature;i including new developments in this area during the last two years.

Check for new developments

Evaluations
a) How adequate arc the provisious for the interscholastic physical actii:ities?
b) How adequate arc the provi'.sions for the intramural physical activities?
c) How e~;tensii'ely do students participate in the extraclass physical activities?
d) To ii:hat degree are the health and safety of participants in the physical activities vrotectecl?
e) In llie conduct of the phusical acti1.1ities, to what extent is consideration given to the educational welfare of students? .
f) To what e;ctent do students show an unde1·standing of the philosophy and ol1jecti1.1es of the school's
physical actir'ities vrogram?

no
no

l 2@4

103

4

no

2G)4

no

2

no

2@4

na

2(V4

Comments

In reference to "B" the only intramural activity offered for boys is basketball.

30
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X. SCHOOL CLUBS
This section is designed to evaluate primarily those clubs and activities not already evaluated under previous sections.
These might include such clubs as those concerned with photography, radio, art, hobbies, crafts, shop, costume design,
stagecraft, hospitality, and similar activities.

Checklist
1. School clubs are organized or discontinued in response to student interest
and need.
2. Students are acquainted through a11
available means with the turposes and
activities of each club.
3. Membership in clubs is voluntary and
is open to students who are qualified to
participate.
.J. Faculty sponsorship and guidance are
provided for all clubs.
:,. Clubs are so conducted as to assist in
revealing additional interests and abilities of students.
6. Club activities are related to curricular
activities whenever desirable.
7. School club activities are related to
community club activities when appropriate.

8. Provision is made for different levels of

. na

ability within the clubs ..
l 2(j)4

na l 2@)4

na
no

2
2

,0)1
3(9

10.
11.
12.

13.
no l 2
na l

3(y

(3)3

naQ:)2

14.

4

34

na l 2

30

9. Clubs provide opportunity for students
to develop hobby and leisure-time interests.
Club activities are evaluated periodically
by students and faculty.
Clubs practice appropriate elements of
parliamentary procedure.
Provisions are made for proper financing of school clubs.
Clubs are given an opportunity to publicize their activities.
An annual directory of clubs, their officers, sponsors, and meeting times and
places is available.

15.

na 1

2 3(£)

no 16)3 4
na 1

@3

4

no6)2

34

no 1 2

30

no(!}2

34

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
l. List the clubs and number of active members in each. (Use a separate sheet if necessary.)

Photo Club -

F.H.A. - 17
F .F. A. - 20
F.T.A. - 0

Varsity Club Art Club - 8

45

Yearbook Staff - 27
Student Council - 20
45

2. Describe important changes in club activities during the last two years.

More varied activities.

3. Give the percent of students holding membership in one or more clubs. - - - ·

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the variety of club offerings to meet stude11,t needs and interests?

no

4

b) How adequate is the quality of activities carried on by the clubs?
c) How extensively do students participate in school clubs?

na
na

4

Comments

The student acitivites finances are handled in the very best possible manner.
They are well organized, well managed, and well supervised by students,
teachers, administrators and the school treasurer.

4
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XI. FINANCES OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Checklist
1. An over-all plan for school control of
the finances of all student activities is in
effect and adhered to ..
2. The treasurer for student activities
funds is a member of the school faculty.
3. The treasurer is responsible for maintaining accounts showing the itemized·
day-by-day receipts and expenditures
and the monthly bank balance. .
4. The treasurer for school activities funds
is adequately bonded.
5. Both students and teachers participate
in the management of the student activities finances. .
Ii. Students consider the handling of student activities finances as valuable business experience.
7. Officially approved forms and accounting procedures are used for the accounting of all funds ..
8. The expenditure of student activities
funds provides for an equitable distribution of the funds among the various
activities.
9. Reports are made periodically to students of the financial status of each
organization.
lO. Provisions are made for the auditing of
all funds at the expiration of the term
of office of each treasurer.

no l 2

e1

2

3(£)
3

,4

no

2

30

no

2

30

no l 2 30)

no

1(3) 3 4

no l 2 3

G)l

G)

11. Auditing reports are posted or published
periodically.
12. Printing of tickets is under the direction and control of the treasurer of the
student activities funds or some other
delegated authority. .
13. Means used to raise money through student activities are justifiable educationally ..
14. Numerous and unrelated drives for
funds are avoided ..
15. Organization treasurers receive instructions about how to discharge their financial duties. .
16. Financial support for student activities
is obtained from the following (check
those which apply):
_ _ Special student activity fees.
_ _ Funds from general taxation.
_ _ Admission charges for games or
public performances.
_X_Others (identify) fun_d_ _ __

17.

3 ,4

no l 2

3(?)

(§)1

no

30

2 .3 4

l 2 3©

no 1 2 3 4

projects - - - - - - -raising
-

2 3 ,4

no(v2

no l 2

no

l 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Submit copies of all forms used in the organization, management, and supervision of student activities finances.
2. Give brief descriptions of the organization, management, and supervision of stu~ent activities finances. (Use a
separate sheet if necessary. Indicate any recent changes or developments in this area.)

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the organization for proper handling and accounting of student activities finances?
b) How extensively do students participate in the handling of and accounting for activities finances?
c) To what degree is student participation in the activities finances planned as a learning experience?
d) To what degree are the methods 1lsed for raising funds characterized by educational values?
Comments

no 1 2

3(£}

l 2(3) 4
no 1

no

2(3_}4

no

2 (i),4
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XII. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROGRAM
/1. In what respects is the
student activities program most satisfactory and commendable?
•

I
I

The student council which initiates many new ideas and the photo club are
our two·most commendable organizations. The finance of student activities
are hendled well.

2. In what respects is'the student activities program most in need of improvement?

The variety of our programs has improved during the last 5 years. However,
more time during the school day in which to meet, more faculty involvement
and a means of alleviating the financial strain would be desirable.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of weaknesses in the student activities program.

Time during the school day is needed for organization meeting.
More faculty involvement would help improve the student activities program.
Increase the scope of student involvement to include the un-involved students.

XIII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROGRAM
Evaluations
a) To what extent does the student activities program meet tlJ,e needs of students as indicated in Section

2, "School and Community"? .

no 1 2

b) To what extent 1'.s the student act-ivities prograrn consistent with the philosophy and objectives as de-

veloped in Section 3, "Philo.~ophy and Objectives"?
c) To ichat e;-rtcnt ifi the 1:ichool identif11ing problems -in the student activities program. and seeking their
Sfllutfon?

no

ci) -'

1 2Q) 4
.?.::\

no ll_V 3 4.
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SECTION

Educational Media ServicesLibrary and Audio-Visual
NAME OF SCHOOL ......
· _ _ _Villa

Grove __
Hi_·gh
___ ~_<?h_o_o_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,--DATE _~ctober 1 , 1978

Self-evaluation by

Patrick Carr

Jan Granse

___.Dick...B.r.e.e..dlQY.~

Sally Swa=n~--

___ c!QY~e Butle"'-r_______

- - - - - - - - - · · · · · - · - - -----·
This evaluation includes:
-X-Both library and audio-visual services
_Library, only
_ _Audio-visual services, only

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These p1inciples are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The school's function is to provide the
student with a variety of worthwhile ideas
and experiences and to help him develop a
desire for further exploration. These ideas
and experiences may be transmitted directly
by live communication or vicariously through
recorded print, sound, or images. Since both
means of contact are vital to the learning
process, the teacher has always needed the
· support of materials and services to broaden
and extend the range of learning. Librarians
have long served this function by making
printed materials available and encouraging
their use. In recent years, mechanical and
electronic advances have provided many new
ways of storing and communicating ideas.
Thus the library now has available many new
materials and services to supplement its
basic educational medium, the book. ·
The educational media program must
remain an integral part of the school's overall educational activities. It must provide not
only materials and services, but also assistance in their production, organization, and
effective use. Therefore, certain terms employed throughout this section refer both to
personnel of the library and to those dealing
with audio-visual materials and services.

____________.
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

Media generalists are staff members who
have training in both .audio-visual services
and library science; media specialists belong
in one of the foil owing groups: library scientists, audio-visual personnel, programmers,
archivists; subject specialists are college
graduates who have subject majors; technicians can be repair and maintenance specialists, graphics producers, projectionists,
photographers, electricians, computer programmers; and volunteers are student and
adult helpers.
.
Because of the technical nature of many
of the newer media, some schools have developed separate administrative organizations to provide audio-visual services to students and teachers. Others have developed
an integrated administrative unit, called the
"instructional materials center" or "educational media center," which furnishes those
services usually associated with the library
and, in addition, provides a wide variety of
audio-visual and electronic services. The criteria that follow are intended for the evaluation of the entire range of educational
media services, regardless of the degree to
which their administration has been unified.

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Ma.ssachusetta
A -venue, N. W., Washington, D.C. 20096. AU rights reserved.No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
A. FINANCIAL PROVISIONS

Checklist

1. The director of educational media services constructs a detailed budget after
·consulting fac~lty members. . . . .
1 2 3 4
2. A sum of money is budgeted annually for
the educational media program, and the
directors of the respective services are
informed of the amount available to them. na
S. Budget allotments may be spent as
na
needed any time during the year ..
4. The school accounting system facilitates
efficiency in the expenditure of budgeted
funds by keeping accounts current to
funds available, disbursements, encumna
brances, balances, and income.
5. The budget provides for (check those prona 1 2 3 4
vided for) : .

~Purchase of books, periodicals, newspapers, and pamphlets.
_!_purchase of audio-visual materials.
~ental of materials
_x_Purchase and maintenance of audiovisual equipment.
_x_care, repair, and binding of printed
materials.
_x_Purchase of professional literature,
institutional memberships in professional organizations, and professional travel.
-1LPurchase of supplies and equipment
for producing educational materials.

G

na 1 2 3 A

6.

Supplementary Data
1. Enter expenditures for the past two years and the budget for next year. (The data should indicate which figures are
for this school and which are for the entire system. For example, the amount for library materials may be alloted to the
school, while the amount for audio-visual materials may be the allotment for the system.)

K-12
Purchase of materials:
Library
Books
Encyclopedias
Periodicals
Newspapers
Pamphlets
Audio-visual
Motion pictures
Filmstrips
Recordings .
Expendable materials
Repair, binding books
Audio-visual materials .
Miscellaneous
Rental and transportation of materials
Purchase of equipment
Repair of equipment .
Faculty-staff collection
Institutional memberships
Professional travel
Total

EXPENDITURES

Year

$

76-]1__

1,374.15 _
82.50
332.70

EXPENDITURES

Year

77-78

$_ __

Est.

BUDGET

Year

78
----

,~oo.!.oo>

)

300.00)
--- )

22.00
42.00
1,185.39
161.00.
127.21
550.71
1,864.58
1,131.08
412.33
29.00

1,000.00)
1,777.28

7,314.65

1,800.00
_Ll00.00
450.00
15.00
9,065.00

Evaluations
a)
b)
c)
d)

How adequate are funds for the purchase of printed materials?
How adequate are funds for the purchase and production of audio-visual materials? .
How adequate are funds for the purchase and repair of equipment? .
To what extent do the budgetary procedures contribute to effective .~ervice?

Comments

214

na 1
·na 1 2 3 4
na 1

2 3 4

na 1 2 3 4

The totals above pertain to K-12 as the materials purchased can be used in both K-8
and 9-12 areas. The budget has increased over 1976-77 but is lower than in 1971-72
when the last evaluation was made.
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. B. SELECTION OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR ACQUISITION

Checklist
1. A process of evaluation is applied to the
selection of all materials. .
2. Equipment is selected on the basis of
mechanical and performance specifications as determined by the staff.
3.. A file of film and television study guides
(teacher fuides) ii:i available for reference. . . 011es. s~nt) . . . .
4. The following factors receive consideration in the selection of educational media
(place a check in front of those that receive consideration): .
x_Present and potential academic and
recreational interests and needs of
students.
!__Range of reading ability among students.
L._Range of other abilities among students.
__Educational objectives of the overall curriculum.

no

_x_The informational content of the
curriculum.
__x_Present inventory and distribution
of materials.
~Types and content of materials requested by individuals.
_.x_Data on circulation or the extent of
use of materials of various types.
_Need for basic selection tools and
educational media bibliographies for
specific subjects.
__Quality of materials in terms of accuracy of content and approach.
....--Availability of materials and equipment from nonschool sources.
_X-.The instructional organization (such
as teaching, independent study, language laboratories, and home use of
audio-visual materials).

1

na

no

no 1

2@4

5.

na 1 2

3 4

Supplementary Data

1. Describe the process of selection and evaluation of materials.

All teachers offer lists of materials.
we order.

Their wants are number one on the materials

2. List the selection tools and resources.

Subject Guide to Books in Print
Media and Methods
Publishers Annuals
Audio-Visual Instruction
Wilson Library Bulletin
Media Digest

Selection Guide to Audio Visual Materials
Books-School Selection Guide
Cassette Collectors Review
.

3. Describe any cooperative activities engaged in by school and community agencies regarding educational media.

Our school-is a member of the E.D.I.S.U. Coop at Charleston.
available for our teachers to use •.

Around 2000 films are

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the process for the selection of educational materials and equipment in relation

needa of the ed·ucation program?
h) How effectively are teachers involved in the selection of materials?
c) How effectively a·re students involved in the selection of materials?

to the
na 1 2@.i&

na 1 2@4
na 1 2@,4

Comments

Any teacher desiring materials to supplement their classroom text cam supply a request
for a certain title or subject and chances are the materials will be ordered. The
school feels that if the media will benefit the child's learning it should be· secured
(depending on the budget, of course).
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C. CLASSIFYING, CATALOGUING, AND PROCESSING OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

Checklist
I. All educational media-print and

11011-

print-of permanent value are inventoried, classified, and catalogued centrally, regardless of where they are
housed.
·
2. A card catalogue that includes all educa.
tional media is maintained. .
3. Information about the acquisition of
materials is kept in an accession book or
on the shelf-list card.

na

2 3{y

na

23©

na 1 2

4. All periodicals, ·pamphlets, and pictorial
and like materials are organized for easy
accessibility and effective use.
5. An inventory of equipment, including
location and maintenance record. is
current.

na

2

6.

na

2 3 4

na

1

30

30,

Evaluations
a) How
b) How
c) How
d) How
e) How

adequately are bouks organized /01· effective use?
adeq·uately are periodicals, pamphlets, pictorial arid like materials organized for effective user
adequately are audio-visual materials organized for effective use?
accurate and up to date are the card catalogue arid shelf-list files?
current is th.e intientory of equipment? .

na 1 2@4
na 1 2@4
na 1 2@4
. , na 1 2

2

na

~

3W

Comments

Directories of listings of materials availabe to teachers are written and distributed
to all. Over seventy of these have been written and given to teachers.

D. ACCESSIBILITY OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

Checklist
1. Educational media are available to stu-

dents and teachers whenever they are
needed.
2. A flexible and efficient loan system has
been developed. .
3. Audio-visual equipment is available in
sufficient quantity to avoid inconvenience
and delay in its use.

4_. Audio-visual materials are available for
group and individual use.

na

5.

na

na

1 2 3 4

na

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any special or new procedures for making educational media materials and equipment more accessible.

Every teacher is informed of new or developed educational media materials as they
become available. Each teacher also is told when a new piece of equipment is
purchased.
Evaluations
a.)

How accessible are educational media?

na 1 2

Comments

Every teacher is given a list of all available AV equipment and its location. Most
materials are in sufficient supply so that two or three teachers can share many of
the machines. All equipment is available to all teachers.

~
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E. CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

Checklist

na 1

2 3@

na

2 3@

7. Equipment is appropriately marked.
8. Storage facilities are available to meet
the particular conditions, such as those
of temperature and humidity, required
by certain audio-visual materials and
equipment.
9. Serial numbers of equipment are recorded on the inventory card. .
10. There is a definite plan for replacement
of worn-out and obsolete materials and
equipment.

na

2 3(V

11.

1. Books and other printed materials are

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

properly shelved or filed ..
Books and other printed materials are
repaired and rebound according to accepted library standards ..
Periodicals are reinforced or placed in
protective covers. .
Audio-visual materials are regularly
inspected and repaired. .
Records of the use of equipment and
materials are maintained.
Records are maintained on the repair
of audio-visual materials and equipment.

na

1 2 3@

na

1 2 3@

•na

1 (1)3 4

Evaluations

a) How adequate are provisions for care and maintenance of educational media?

b) How effective is the replacement program of worn-out and obsolete materials and equipment?

Comments

During the last three years our school has been serviced on a regular basis
by an audio visual repair service only twenty miles away. This provides us
with an excellent service and the ability to have repair problems handled
quicker. Likewise, we have available the services of a local electronic's
engineer who has serviced a lot of equipment at very moderate charges.

na 1 2

30

na 1 2

3Q

na

2

3W

na l

2(3) 4

na

2 3 4
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II. PHYSICAL FACILITIES

1. The educational media center is located

conveniently in relation to academic classrooms.
2. The educational media center has easy
access to the loading and delivery area..
3. The size of the center is adequate to provide good reading and study conditions.·
4. The educational media area is lighted,
heated, and ventilated to meet acceptable
standards for the various purposes
served.
5. The center is acoustically treated.
6. The center has floor covering that is
sound absorbent. .
7. The educational media center includes the
following {check those available): .
_!_One or more classrooms.
~Browsing area for recreational reading.
~tudy area which includes individual
carrels with capability of response
systems .
..JLEnclosed office or offices with adjacent
lavatory facilities for personnel.

na 1 2@4
na 1 2~4
n_a

2@4

na 1
2 3~
na 1 2 3 4
na 1 2

3©

na 1 2 3 '

__Easily supervised conference rooms.
.z_Workroom.
.JL_Photographic darkroom.
..x.-Listening and viewing facilities.
....x_Storage facilities for materials and
supplies, audio-visual equipment, and
such audio-visual materials as are not
immediately needed by students and
teachers.
...x._Area for maintenance and repair of
materials and equipment.
..x__Adequate electric power and outlets.
~Production facilities for audio and
visual presentations, including graphics, television, and radio.
_I>rovisions for the utilization of diai
access, information storage and retrieval, and computer-assisted instruction.
..!_Area for professional materials and
their utilization by teachers.
_Adjacent elevator or electric booklift.

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the space provisions to meet needs?
b) How satisfactory is the location of the center?
c) How adequate are the provisions for workroom and storage space?
d) How adequate are the facilities for use of library resourced
e) How adequate are the facilities for use and production of audio-11isua.l resources?
f) How adequate is the storage space for library materials? · .
g) How adequate is the storage space for audio-visual materials and equipment? .
h) How adequate are provisions for ezpansion of space when needed?

na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na

1 2G) 4
1 2~4
1 2 3 4
12~

'i
1 2 3 4
1
4
1 2 3

Comments

The media facilities have greatly expanded as the room next to the library is now
part of the materials center. The greatest need at this time is more shelving
for the books on the library side.
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III. FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT
Checklist
1. The educational media center is provided

with the following ( check if available and
evaluate as a total group) :
x__A.djustable shelving.
~-Periodical shelving.
__ Newspaper· shelving.
x__Tables and chairs of suitable size and.
height.
__Dictionary stand or table.
L_Atlas stand.
x....__Card catalogue cases.
x...._Vertical-file cabinets.
x__ Cabinets, cases, shelving, or racks
for storage of materials, such as recordings, large posters, maps, prints,
films, filmstrips, slides, tapes, realia,
video tapes, and equipment.
~ulletin boards and a display area.
__Display cases.
x__ Charging desk.
x...._Desks and chairs for staff.
__Stools (sitting and step).
x__Typewriters.
x__Book trucks for materials and equipment.
__Locker.
__Sinks with hot and cold running
water.

no 1

2~ 4

The following audio-visual equipment is easily accessible.
(Insert number of items in blanks only for that equipment
which is available for the use of this school exclusively.
Each grouping should be evaluated after the numbers have
been filled in for the individual items.) :
2. Projection Equipment . . . .
no 1 2@ 4
.l__Motion picture projectors-16 mm.
_1_Motion picture projectors-8 mm.
0 . Sound filmstrip projectors.
23Filmstri~2x2 slide projectors.
-U-Filmstrip-31A,x4 slide projectors.
_1_S1ide viewers .
..6.-Filmstrip viewers.
2-0paque projectors.
UL..Overhead projectors-dassroom.
LOverhead projectors-auditorium.
2LWall screens.
_1_Tripod screens.
-S-Projection carts.

3. Audio Equipment .
_Q_Radios AM-FM.
32_Record players.
_Q_Public address systems, portable.
~Recorders-tape.
4. Production Laboratory Equipment
..x._Copying machines.
4_Lettering equipment.
lL_Spirit duplicator.
lL_Drymount press.
lL_Primary typewriter.
lL_35-mm. camera and accessories.
~Copy camera and stand.
__Other cameras (identify).
lL_Paper cutter.
6. Television Equipment
JL_Cameras.
.x._Video tape recorder.
..x._Monitors.
__Microphones and stands.
_Other (identify).
6. Maintenance Equipment
__Film splicer.
__Film rewinder.
__Film inspector.
.x._Tape splicer.
7. Other Audio-Visual Equipment .
__Microfilm reader or reader-printer.
.x_Drapes or other facilities to darken
classrooms.
8. Electronic Stations .
__ Dial access.
_Listening and viewing.
__Listening only.
·__Teaching machines .
__Computer terminals.

9.

na 1 2

30

oa 1@ 3 4

A01234
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111. FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT-Continued
Supplementary Data
1. Describe, in general terms, the adequacy and use of audio-visual equipment.

Teachers have an excellent supply of audio-visual equipment available to them and
use it often. We have access to thousands of films from the co-op and a goodly
supply of projectors.

2. Describe unique installations not appearing in the checklist.

8. List additional equipment and services from the school system.

Other services in the school system include a language lab in the Spanish room and two
remedial reading labs - one in the grade school and one in the high school. A cassette
duplicator provides the opportunity to make additional copies of many materials in
minutes.

Evaluations

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
/)

How
How
How
How
How
How

adequately is the center furnished and equi'pped?
adequate is the audio-visual equipment? .
good is the condition of audio-visual equipment? .
adequate is production laboratory equipment?
adequately are materials and equipment maintained?
adequate is light control in classrooms?

Comments

We have developed a multitude of cassette programs for students which can be checked
out like books. This includes tapes, made on books, biographies, states and tall
tales as well as thousands of old radio shows.
The AV center now offers a variety of cassette players and record players for students
to use throughout the day.
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IV. MATERIALS
A. PRINTED MATERIALS

Checklist
1. Books (fill in the requested numerical data and evaluations) :
EVALUATIONS

Classifications•

Number of
Different
Titles

Number of
Volumes

How adequate is each
major classification
in relation to need?

000 General works

40

43

na 1 2 3 4

100 Philosophy

78

85

na 1 2 3 4

200 Religion

66

70

na 1 2 3 4

741

760

na 1 2 3 4

27

29

na 1 2 3 4

1410

1457

na 1 2 3 4

600 Useful arts

603

617

na 1 2 3 4

700 Fine arts, recreation

361

374

na 1 2 3 4

800 Literature

781

801

na 1 2 3 4

2311

2334

na 1 2 3 4

501

510

na 1 2 3 4

920 Biography

2204

2217

na 1 2 3 4

F Fiction

4417

4531

na 1 2 3 4

131

133

na 1 2 3 4

13671

13961

300 Social sciences
400 Philology
500 Pure science

900 History
910 Travel

Professional collection
Total

X X X

*If a different classification system is used, make the necessary changes.

2. Periodicals and newspapers are provided
which include general coverage of a
variety of subjects pertinent to the educational program. .
na 1 2G)4
3. General periodical and newspaper indexes such as Readers' Guide are available.
na 1
4. Periodicals indexed in the Guide are
kept for a period of three to five years
and are accessible.
na 1
4
5. Local and wider-coverage newspapers
are provided which emphasize current
news, ideas, and differing editorial
points of view.
na 1 2~ _4

204
2@

6. Vertical-file materials provide· for the
various areas of the curriculum and
guidance needs.
na
7. The vertical-file materials reflect the
local and world scene.
na
8. The vertical-file materials appeal to the
interests and needs of the teachers and
students.
na
9. Vertical-file materials are readily accessible.
na
10. Provision is made for keeping verticalfile material up to date. .
na
11.

na

2

U

2 30}
2 3(!)
2 3

@

2@4
2 3 4
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A. PRINTED MATERIALS-Continued

Supplementmy Data

424
42

1. How many books wer~ added to the collection in the past year? .
2. How many books were withdrawn from the collection in the past year?
3. Describe how paperbacks are acquired, processed, and used.

We use many rebound paperbacks in the library. With its binding as strong as a
regular book, they are the most popular type for junior high and high school
students. All are catalogued •. The English teachers in the high school as well as
many teachers in the grade school have their own collections. We have one box of
paperbacks which may be check out - but they are not included in the card catalog.

4. Attach a copy of the periodical subscription list.
5. Attach a copy of the newspaper subscription list. Decatur Herald, Villa Grove News
6•• List general periodical and newspaper indexes which are available.

Reader's Guide·to Periodical Literature

7. List the titles of periodicals for which back files are maintained, and indicate the form in which they are kept.

Reader's Digest is bound. The following magazines and newspapers are clipped and
articles placed in a current topics file available for students to check out: U.S.
News and World Report, Reader's Digest, Time, Newsweek, National Geographic, Changing
Times, Decatur Herald, Champaign News-Gazette, Urbana Courier.
·

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the periodicals to meet student needs and interests?
b) How adequate are the periodicals to meet faculty needs?
c) How accessible are the files of back numbers of periodicals?
d) How adequate are the newspapers to nieet student and faculty needs?
e) How adequate is the supply of vertical-file materials?
I) To what degree are the vertical-file materials kept up to date?

na
na
na
na
na

1 2@4

1 2@4
1 2-@)4
1®3 4
1 2 3©
na 1 2

{!)4

Comments

The extreme high cost of having magazines bound have resulted in taking articles from
the magazines and placing them in approximately six hundred topic folders. The stident
may check out the entire folder for a report, or just a personal interst. The city
library keeps many magazines for 5 years and they will check.them out.
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B. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

.

Type ot Material

Number of Titles
Borrowed from
School System
Central Depository
during the Most
Recent Year

Number of Titles
in Permanent
Possession of
the School

Motion pictures, 8 mm.

0

Motion pictures, 16 mm.

16

Number of Titles
Rented or
Borrowed from
Outside Sources
during the Most
Recent Year

0

0

0

1245

0

0

0

1204

0

0

12

0

0

Recordings, disc

620

0

0

Recordings, tape

194J

0

0

80

0

0

13

0

0

Posters

1810

0

0

Transparencies and
transparency masters

1444

0

0

0

0

0

76

0

0

112

0

0

15

{\

{\

Dioramas

1

0

0

Others (list)

0

0

0

Film clips or cartridges, 8 mm.
Filmstrips-silent, sound
Slides-silent, sound (sets)

Study prints

.

Models

-

Microfilms and microforms
Charts
Maps
Globes

-

-

·-

--

Evaluations
a)

How satisfactory are the-audio-visual resources?

Comments

We belong to the film coop at Charleston and their large supply of films provides
teachers with many excellent film choices. We have over 1200 filmstrip of which 400
have sound (locally done). Each teacher in the school system is supplied with
directories of all AV materials such as filmstrips, transparencies, tape recordings,
records, posters, etc. and good use is made of the materials.
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C. PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Number of Titles
in Permanent
Possession of
the School

Type of Material

Textbooks

Number of Titles
Rented or
Borrowed from
Outside Sources
during the Most
Recent Year

112

0

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

.

With mechanical machines
With electronic machines

Number of Titles
Borrowed from
School System
Central Depository
during the Most
Recent Year

Evaluations
G) How adequate are the programed instructional materials'/

na1234

Comments
The school started a. program in 1977-78 a.nd pla.ns a.re to expand it for 1978-79 a.s a. full time

teacher for high school lea.ming disabilities ha.s been hired. A lot o:f prograced materials
are used in this area.

D. RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS

Type of Material

Number of Titles
in Permanent
Possession of
the School

Number of Titles
Borrowed from
School System
Central Depository
during the Most
Recent Year

Number of Titles
Rented or
Borrowed from
Outside Sources
during the Most
Recent Year

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Recordings, tapes

1405

0

0

Recordings, discs

0

0

0

Radio scripts
Video tapes
Kinescopes

Evaluations
ci) How adequa,te are the radio and television materials? .

riol23.4

Comments
we ha.ve begun a very exciting program involving old ra.dio tape recordings. we a.re using them
to motivate children to rea.d. - both media. makes the person vi:r.ialize the action and the
ohara.cters. It ha.s J.ikei·rise been used very successfully in the classroom of 3 teachers.·
The possibilities a...-e limitless. Students may check out the old radio shO\'fS 1 too.

!86
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V. EDUCATIONAL MEDIA STAFF
See Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."

Checklist.
1. A media generalist with special qualifi-

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

cations in library science and audiovisual education is charged with responsibility for services.
A professional libradan is charged with
the responsibility for school library serv- •
ices..
A professional audio-visual coordinator
is charged with responsibility for audiovisual services.
Additional qualified personnel are provided as needed. .
Paraprofessional assistance is provided.
Educational media personnel (librarians, audio-visual coordinator) have
status consistent with school's organization for administration and faculty. .

no 1 2

3(y

no 1 2

3©

no 1 2

3{i)

no'G)2 3 4
no 1 2

3©

no 1

2 3

7. The allotment of time is adequate for
educational media personnel to carry on
their specialized duties. .
8. The director of educational media services participates in policy-making decisions related to educational media. .
9. The school system's administrative organization and relationships are such
that teachers and educational media
personnel have a sense of administrative support.
10.

no 1 2 3@

no

1 2 3

{1)

no

2 3

(£}

no

2 3 4

G)

Supplementary Data
Indicate the number of staff or the hours per week as requested below:
1. Full-time media generalist.
1
2. Full-time equivalence of all professional librarians.
3. Full-time equivalence of all professional audio-visual personnel. .
0
4. Total number of teacher hours per week by teachers who are assigned to educational media duty.
5. Full-time equivalence of paraprofessional assistants.
(a) Student _ 2 _
6. Number of assistants on a volunteer basis:
2
0
(b) Adult
Total
7. Total number of hours per week provided by volunteers:
7
4
(b) Audio-visual_3_
Total
Student assistants
(a) Library - 0 ( b) Audio-visual_o_
Adult assistants
(a) Library
Total
8. Describe supervisory assistance given in educational media by state, county, district, or other agency.
The educational region office visits regularly. ':le have the opportunity to share ideas at a
county institute held annually. Usually specialists from the state are there to assist and
suggest new innovations.

>

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the number of personnel to meet needs?

b) How adequate is the provision for paraprofessional assistance?
c) How adequate is the preparation of the educatiqnal media staff?

no
2@4
no 1 2 3@:)
no 1 2@4

Comments
The personnel available consists of one person responsible for the complete library and I!Xldia
program. one paraprofessional aide helps in both areas.
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VL SERVICFS AND ACTIVITIES
Checklist

Members of the educational media materials
staff:
.
l; Produce a written statement of policy
concerning selection. and use of educational media which involves the thinking of administrators, faculty, students, /.'.:'I\
and board. . . . . . . . . . ~ 1 2 3 4
2. Involve faculty and students in selection
of materials.
na 1
3. Organize all educational media for convenience, availability, and effective use. na
4. Keep chief school administrators informed of the needs of the program as
well as of the services performed.
na 1 2 3
6. Assure effective articulation and coordination of educational media services
within the school system.
na 1 2 3
6. With cooperation of teachers, keep collection functional by systematic weedna
ing and maintenance.
2
7. Take annual inventory of educational
na
media, wherever located..
8. Maintain a clearinghouse of up-to-date
information concerning community rena
sources for instructional purposes. .
9. Maintain communication with students,
na
faculty, and community..
10. Participate in the activities of profesna
sional organizations. .
11. Contribute to knowledge through research and publication in the educational
na 1 2
media field.
12. Coordinate procurement of educational
media and equipment purchased by inna 1 2
dividual departments.
· 13, Develop an in-service training program
for teachers as well as orientation for
na
2
new faculty.
14. Maintain an active interest in current
na
2
developments in educational media..
15. Share with teachers the indexes and
published bibliographies of educational
media and assist teachers in selecting
printed and audio-visual materials for
na 1 2
classroom planning and use. .
16. Systematically inform teachers of new
materials and equipment that have been
na 1 2
acquired.

©
©

30

3©
3Q

3©

17. Assist in planning for effective use of
ecjucational media and equipment. .
18. Systematically inform teachers of student interests and needs as observed in
the use of educational media.
19. Assist teachers in the development of resource lists of available materials in
special areas. .
20. Cooperate with teachers in providing
materials and preparing exhibits for
bulletin boards and other displays. .
21. Provide professional assistance in the
production of educational media.
22. Order and schedule the use of rented or
borrowed educational material. .
23. Train projectionists to operate audiovisual equipment. .
24. Provide educational media for reserve
collections or subcenters..
25. Provide instruction and encouragement
in the use of computer-a~isted instruction, dial access, and data storage and
retrieval.
26. Assist in the production of radio and
television presentations. .
27. Cooperate with other members of the
staff in acquainting students with the
proper and effective use of educational
media. .
28. Guide students in their selection and use
of educational media in terms of their
abilities and interests.
29. Assist students to develop discrimination in reading, viewing, and listening.
30. Assist special-interest groups to use resources of the educational media· center
in the promotion of their projects. .
31. Deve}Qp research and reference skills in
students.
32. Acquaint students with the use of a net. work of libraries and information centers.

na 1

2@4

na 1 2

na l 2

3©
30
3Q

n.a

2

na

2

na

2

na

2

3©

na

2

~

Qi

3©
3c)

2 3 4

na 1 2 3@

na 1 2

na

2

na

2

na

2

na

2

na 1 2

3(9

3©
30
30

38
3©

na 1 2 3 4

33.

Supplementary Data
1. Describe ways in which the services are provided (including reports, utilization records, yearly acquisitions, and pub-

licity releases).

we oontantly develop and distribute to a.11 teachers directories of ma.teria.ls a.va.ila.ble in a.11 a.rea.s.
As new acquisitions become av-dilable, lists a.re sent to all staff of its a.vailibility.
Continued on nezt pa.ge
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VI. SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES-Continued
Evaluations
a) How adequately do members of the educational ·media staff work with teachers in selecting materials?
b) How adequately do members of the staff serve teachers and administrators in the effective use of media

rind equipment?

na
na

c) How adequately do members of the staff keep teachers and administrators informed of the status of

and the need for educational media services? .

na

d) How adequately do staff members help in -the production of appropriate educational media?

na

e) How adequately do members of the staff help students make effective use of educational media?
f) How effectively do students use the materials and facilities for leisure-time activities?

na
na

30
2 30
2 3©

2

:i©

2
2
2 3 ..

3~

Comments
Each.teacher is well m-ra.re of all the materials in the library and media center through the many
directories of available rnaterials. Interested staff members select individual materials from
catalogs or preview items of interest. others prefer to suggest titles or subjects and have us
order or select. The library and media center is well used by all.

VII. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES
1. In what respects are the educational media services most satisfactory and commendable?
The school bas a large n'l.ll:lber of overhead projectors, records players, and movie projectors. Likewise, a goodly number of cassette players and filmstrip machines. We have a high speed cassette
duplicator which is the greatest tool of all for manufacturing material. All teachers have access
to all materials. The school is very much for AV in education.

2. In what respects are the educational media services most in need of improvement?
1·1e need a number of cassette players as this tool bas unlimited possibilities in the classroom
as well as several additional filmstrip machines. OUr video equipnent was ruined through
vandalism.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of existing weaknesses in the educational media services.
1. Secure cassette players so each teacher that would make use of one would have it available.

2. Repair or improve video tape facilities.
3. Secure additional filmstrip ma.chines for use in media center.

VIII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES
Evaluations
a) To what extent do educational rnedia services rneet the needs of students as identified in Section 2,
"School and Community"?
b) To what extent are educationa.l media services consistent with the philosophy and objectives as dc·veloped in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"? .
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in educational media services and seeking the-ir solution?

na
n~
na

23(y
230
2·30
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Dennis Sheppard
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or: modification. Please feel free to make changes.

Guidance services constitute an integral
part of the educational program. These
services should be under the professional direction and coordination of qualified school
counselors and the administrative leadership
of the school's principal. These services seek
to focus the educational processes on the
individual student.
The guidance program seeks to assist all
students to mature in self-understanding,
self-responsibility, decision-making ability,
development of values, and attainment of the

attitudes and skills required for productive
citizens in our society.
The program consists of specialized services, some of which are described in this set
of checklists and evaluations. These services
entail participation by all members of the
school's staff. In addition, these services are
an integral phase of the school system's program of student-personnel services. It is
essential that the guidance program be coordinated with, and make full use of, the
resources of the home and community.

NOTE: Before proceeding with the work uf this section, prepare and attach as part of the section a
list of the major goals of the guidance program that will aid in the achievement of the objectives of
the school (as stated in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives").

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

--------------'

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20096. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. ORGANIZATION
The school's guidance program functions within a context characterized by (a) clarity of purpose, (b) clearly defined
leadership and organization, and (c) completeness of scope of service.

Checklist
1. The school guidance program consists of

2.

:t

counseling services, informational services, student and community studies,
placement 8el·vices, and consultation
services.
no
The guidance services are provided for
all students at all grade levels. .
na
Administrative, guidance, and instructional staff members regard guidance
service as a cooperative undertaking in
which each haR well-defined responsibilities ..
no 1
3 4
The professional counselors and the
school's administrators provide leadership in coordinating the school's guidance services for new students .
no 1 2 3@
Provision is made for the coordination
of the school's guidance services with
the services of other student personnel
staff.
Teachers and other instructional staff
members are provided continuing opportunities to achieve an understanding of
the guidance services, of their own functions in the guidance program, and of
the functions of the school counselors.
no 1 2
A school guidance committee provides
continuing evaluative and advisory assistance to the program .
el 2 3 4

{J)

-l.

,j,

H.

7.

@)4

Guidance services, as an integral part of the
educational program, seek to help all students to:

8. Mature in self-understanding, self-responsibility, and decision-making ability.
9. Develop values and skills needed for effective and productive living in our
society..
10. Develop an understanding- of the significance and relationship of education
and productive work in our society..
11. Develop a capacity to meet the need to
adapt to changing education and work
roles.
12. Make wise vocational and educational
choices ..

no 1

no 1

no 1

no
no

The administrators of the school and the
school system support the guidance program:
13. By providing an adequate budget.
14. By allocating to the guidance program
a supporting staff that will promote optimum conduct of all the guidance services.
15. By providing the physical facilities,
supplies, and equipment needed for effective guidance services.
16. By providing leadership in enlisting the
support and cooperation of the local
board of control, parents, community
youth-serving agencies, business, industry, and government.

nou)i 3 4

17.

no 1 2 3 4

na(D 2
no

3 4

103

4

Supplementary Data
1. Attach a sheet explaining the program and its organization. Ccmnittee felt tb:lt this should come frau the

board, administration, and the guidance director.

Evaluations

• a) How adequate is the school's statement of guidance purposes, organization, and services?
b) How effective is the leadership of the school's counselors in providing for and organizing the guidance
program?
c) How adequate are the plans for continuing development and improvement of the program?
d) How effective are the guidance services in aiding students?

no

2@4

no

2@4
1 2©4
1 2{!)4

na
no

Comments
.
The students seem to have a better understanding of the guidance services than they did 3-4 years ago,
and are using the services more. Need more coordination between parents, teachers, and administration
and a definite statement of purpose, organization and services.
.
•A is evaluation as a No. 3 in tenns of the goals ma.de up by the school guidance counselor since l~st
evaluation. These goals were made up by counselor; not by administration. Response for~ on basis of
former school statement would be a No. 1.
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II. GUIDANCE STAFF
For specific data, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member."
A. COUNSELORS; GUIDANCE SPECIALISTS

Checklist
1. The school allows sufficient time for

counselors to carry on their professional
responsibilities.
2. The persons who are responsible for directing and coordinating the guidance
services meet all academic, experience,
and personal requirements for school
counselors.
3. Persons who have responsibility for directing and coordinating the guidance
services have academic preparation in
administration and supervision.

na 1 2 3 (!)

na 1 2

na 1

Every school counselor:
4. Holds a master's degree with a major
na
in counseling and guidance. .
5. Is fully certified by the state department
na
of education. .
6. Has a background of successful teachna
ing or work experience. .
7. Demonstrates understanding of the
na
school's philosophy of education.
8. Maintains a commitment to improve
personal capabilities and professional
services through active participation in
na
guidance associations.
9. Encourages students to assume responna
sibility for their own development..
10. Helps students develop the ability to
na
understand themselves. .
11. Helps students formulate plans and decisions that will increase their learning
na
opportunities. .

3@

2 3{!)
2
2
2
2

3©
30
3©
3Q

2G.t

2©4.
2@4

12. Helps students formulate plans and decisions with respect to postsecondary
school education. .
13. Helps students formulate vocational
plans and make appropriate vocational
decisions.
14. Seeks help from teachers when working
with students in matters of classroom
behavior.
15. Seeks involvement of parents in developing an optimum home environment
for students. .
16. Seeks involvement of nonschool personnel in creating a desirable out-of-school
environment for students. .
17. Provides materials and consultative assistance to teachers. .
18. Works cooperatively with other student
personnel specialists (speech therapists,
nurses, psychologists, and the like) in
the school. .
19. Identifies and uses resources outside
the school. .
20. Performs roles outside guidance and instruction similar to those required of all
other professional staff members, but to
no greater extent than any other professional member of the school staff.
21.

na 1 2

3@

na 1 2@4

na 1 2®4

na 1 2G)4

na

2@4

na

2

3©

na

2

3(9

na

2@4

na

23©

na 1 2 3 4

1 2@4

Supplementary Data
1. List below all persons specifically employed as counselors or as guidance specialists in this school. In doing so, list

first the name of the person charged with responsibility for the professional direction and coordination of guidance
services in this school.

Name
Robert l,aWson

a,)-------------~

Assignment or
Area, of Responsibility
H. s. Gu.ids.nee

b) ~~~~~--~~~--c) - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

f) ~~~~~~~~~~-

All

--------- --····---·----·

---·

d) ~ - - - - - - - - - e) - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

Proportion of Full Time
Employed as a Counselor
or Guidance Specialist

------------------

----------···-··------
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A. COUNSELORS; GUIDANCE SPECIALISTS-Continued

2. Indicate the number of professional staff found in each of the following categories (do not count the same individual
more than once in a, b, c, and d respectively):
a) Educational level:

Less than bachelor's degree ______
Bachelor's degree
1
.Master's degree
Sixth-year program
Doctor's degree

c) Years since last formal study in guidance:
0-3 - - - - 4-7 _ _ __
8-12 _ _ _
,_
More than 12 _ _ __
d) Previous experience in years:

b) Semester hours (approximate) of preparation in
guidance:
0-11 _ _ __
12-23 - - - 24-48 __,_ __
More than 48 _ _ __

0-2 - - 3-5 _ _ __
6-15 -·--,,-More than 15 _ _ _ __

3. List areas of concentration in guidance of each staff member (attach sheets, if necessary).

Principles of Guidance
Introduction to Principles of Measurement
Test Use in Guidance
Psychology of I.earning
Mental Hygiene
Basic Principles of Counseling
Occupational Infonnation in Guidance
Introduction to Psychology
F.ducational Psychology

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the academic preparation of the school counselors?

na

b) How adequate are the background, experiences of the counselors?
c) How satisfactory are the personal qualifications of the counselors?
d) How adequate are the qualifications of the persons having responsibility for professional direction
and coordination of the guidance program? .
e) How adequately are the roles of the school counselor being performed'!

na
na

2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
3 4
2 3 4

na 1 2
na 1

Comments

.Although the counselor has not studied fonna.lly in the last few years, he does make an attempt
to attend workshops and meetings of the East Central Chapter of I.G.P.A.
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B. COUNSELOR-SUPPORT PERSONNEL

Clerical and paraprofessional aides should be employed to free the school counselors fur their professional roles. The
following criteria relate to the use of counselor-support personnel (both paid and nonpaid) in the school guidance pr<•gram.

Checklist
Cou!1selor-support personnel:
1. Are used to permit counselors to perform
professional roles more efficiently.
2. Work under the supervision of professional counselors. .
.
.
3. Have duties limited to those for which
they have been specifically prepared.

91

G

2 3 4

l 2 3 4

81

2 3 4

4. Are not responsible for counseling.
5. Have access only to nonconfidential data
about students ..
6. Are given in-service training by professional counselors in the school.

7.

(31

2 3 I.

G1

2 3 I.

(@1

2 3 4

no l

2 3 I.

91

2 3 4

Evaluations
a)

To what extent are counselor-support i,ersonnel w;ed?

I>) To what extent are counselnr-support per.qonnel assigned duties consistent with specific prepara-

tion they ha'lJe received?
c) How adequately are counselor-support personnel fulfilling their function?

d) To what extent doPs 11se of support personnel free counselors for thefr professional 1nork activities?

Comments

C. ROLES OF TEACHERS IN THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

A program of guidance services cannot operate effectively without the active participation of classroom teachers. The
following statements describe the classroom teacher's role in the guidance program.

Checklist
Classroom teachers :
1. Employ both formal and informal procedures established in the school for communication between individual teachers
and counselors.
2. Use cumulative record information to increase understanding of their students
and the student body.
3. Use information from the cumulative
records in providing for individual differences among students in their classes.
4. Contribute appropriate data to the cumulative guidance folder.
.
. .
5. Assist counselors in their study of particular students.
6. Serve as professional participants in
case study conferences.

no

no

G
na

no

1 2@4

1{3)3

4

1 2 3 4

1

2 3(3)
2

3Q

7. Seek help from counselors in their study
of and attempts to help students.
8. Obtain educational and vocational guidance information from counselors for
use in specific units and courses.
!). Refer to the counselor students who are
identified to be in need of special counseling assistance.
10. Cooperate with counselors in planning
and carrying out recommendations.
11. Attempt to help on the problems that
students bring to them.
12. Participate in the formulation of basic
policies for the school guidance program.

rn.

no l

2@4

no 1

20).1

na

2@) 4
2(3) 4

na

26)4

na

no

1&3

4

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. List ways in which the role of the teacher in the guidance program could be strengthened.
Teacher orientation at beginning of each year.
Orientation of new teachers to guidance services.

Evaluations
a) To what extent do the teachers carry out teachers' roles in guidance?
b) How effcctivel11 do teachers carry out their roles in the guidance program?
Comments

na
na

26)4
2@.4
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D. CONSULTATION AND REFERRAL RESOURCES

Guidance needs of students cannot be met completely through the cooperative efforts of counselors, teachers, and school
administrators. In addition, student personnel specialists (such as school health personnel), psychologists, social
workers, welfare agencies, juvenile courts, psychiatrists, clergymen, and personnel counselors should be used as student.
needs dictate.

Checklist
Other student per_sonnel specialists in the school
1. Referrals by counselors to other student
· personnel workers are made as needed.
na
2. Reports are routinely interchanged among
school counselors and other student persomiel specialists.
na
3. Written policies state procedures and responsibilities for referral.
na
Professional counselors in nonschool settings
4. School records are made available to other
professional counselors after permission
has been granted by the student and his
parents. .
5. School data are released only to competent nonschool counselors.

2@4

2 3@
2@4

N oncounselors outside the school setting
6. Counselors seek agencies and individuals
to whom students may be referred for
special help. .
7. Written school policies govern conditions
and procedures for referring students.
8. Procedures have been established for the
transmission of reports from nonschool
agencies and individuals to whom students have been referred. .
9.

na 1
na

na 1

2G)4

1 2

30

na 1 2

30

'10

ilQ

1 2 3 4

2@4
2 3{!)

Evaluations
a)
b)
c)
d)

How adequate are the ~eferral resources available to the school countelors?
To what extent do school counselors use referral resources?
How effectively do counselors make referrals of students?
To what extent do school counselors serve as referrol sources for other student personnel specialists and
for persons from outside the school?

Comments

•a - At times it has been felt that there was (is) a need for a school social worker.

na

na
na
na 1 2©4
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III. GUIDANCE SERVICES
For purposes of organization and description, the guidance program is divided into sets of "services." These services
must be well coordinated if the guidance program is to contribute effectively to the attainment of the school's objectives.
A. COUNSELING, SMALL-GROUP PROCESSES, AND CONSULTATIONS

Qualified counselors assist students in their planning, decision-making and personal development, individually through
counseling, and collectively through small-group processes. To promote the effectiveness of their efforts, counselors consult with teachers, parents, and others significant in the lives of the students.

Checklist
Counseling and small-group processes:
1. Complement each other, neither displacing the other. .
2. Are differentiated from advisory, punitive, or other relationships based on
threat. .
3. Assist students to become increasingly
self-directive in planning, decision-making, and personal development. .
4. Are concerned with all phases of student
development as they relate to educational and vocational development, planning, and decision-making.
5. Recognize the responsibility of students
and their parents for making decisions
and accepting the consequences of their
decisions.
6. Are available to students on several
bases, such as personal request, counselor-initiated contacts, and referrals
from teachers, parents, administrators,
and community agencies.
7. Are available to students on a continuing basis. .
8. Are available to students during the
school day and at other designated times.

1

2G) 4

no 1

2G) 4

no

no

1 2 3©

9. Are scheduled and protected from encroachments by nonguidance functions.
10. Are conducted by counselors who are
professionally qualified and observe high
ethical standards.
11. Have facilities and equipment available
that provide privacy for students as well
as security for the counselor's memoranda about students.
12. Are explained periodically to students,
teachers, administrators, and others.
Conferences:
13. With teachers, parents, and others are
held to share information and gain mutual understanding about the students
who will be enlisting their assistance.
14. Are provided both school time and other
designated periods of time. School time
may be used for home visitations. .
15. Are provided with facilities that ensure
privacy.
16.

na

1 2~4

na

1 2 3©

na 1

(3) 3

4

na 1

2(]).4

na

2@4

na

2@4

na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a) To what extent are counseling and small-group processes available to students when desired and needed?
b) How effective are counseling and small-group processes in assisting students toward higher levels of
educational and vocational development, including planning and decision-making abilities?
c) To what extent are students, parents, teachers, and administrators aware and supportive of counseling
and small-group processes? .
d) To what extent are conferences initiated by counselors and sought by teachers, parents, and others? .
e) How effective are conferences in enluting the efforts of teachers, parents, and others in cooperative activities?

Comments

na

2@4

no

26;)4

na
na

2~4
2 3 4

na

2 3©
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B. THE STUDY OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Comprehensive information about students is essential to an effective guidance program. This information is most
useful when it is developmental in nature, gathered cumulatively from preschool through postschool for each student.
This information needs to be systematically recorded, effectively and ethically used, and, periodically, sifted and brought
up to date.

Checklist
1. The sources of information are comprehensive and reliable (check those used): na 1 2@4
__Records from schools previously attended, including elementary schools.
_Appropriate tests of scholastic abilities, achievement, special aptitudes,
and educational progress.
__Inventories of educational-vocational interests and aspirations.
__Interviews.
2. The physical status and special characteristics of each student are studied by
means of periodic, professional physical
examinations. .
na 1 2 3
3. Interviews by school counselors are used
to verify and augment information
gained by other means.
na 1 2@ 4
4. Appropriate information gained by
teachers and other staff members is
accumulated in the student's personnel
folder. .
na 1 2@4
5. Information regarding each student's
social adjustment, aspirations, and
values is gathered and recorded by
means that protect the student's right
of privacy. .
na
·4
6. The information for student personnel
folders is carefully selected for its significance and recorded by professionally
competent persons to ensure accuracy
and confidentiality.
na 1 2e)4

©

1@3

7. Information about students is made
available only to persons judged by the
school's counselors and administrators
to be entitled to the information and
competent to use it properly..
na 1 2
8. The information recorded provides a developmental view of students which can
be interpreted to students, parents, and
other persons who can use it constructively.
na 1 ~ 4
9. Counselors furnish teachers with information about students' characteristics
and needs, both systematically and in
response to special needs.
na 1 28) 4
10. Professional persons, both in and outside the school, to whom students are
referred by counselors are provided inna 1 2 3(i}
formation gathered by the school. .
11. Case studies and case conferences are
used to collate. interpret, and apply the
na 1 2@4
information about students. .
12. Professional staff members periodically
sift and assess information about students to keep it up to date and valid.
13. Information about students is accumulated and studied by school counselors to
assess changes in the community and the
student population.

30

14.

na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data

1. Describe additional methods used by the school in gathering information about its students.

Questionnaires/surveys (Student & Faculty)
Results (Grad.es) from colleges
Visiting fonner students in college.

Evaluations
a) Hoiu completely does the school use the sources and means t1.vailable to it in gathering information

about its students? .
b) How well is the right of privacy of students and the professional interpretation of information
guarded?
c) How effectively is appropriate student information made available and used by appropriate persons?
Commenm

na(j} 2 3 4
na 1 2 3©
na

1 2@4
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C. INFORMATION FOR EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL PLANNING

Checklist
1. Provisions are made for collecting and
organizing current educational information, such as descriptions of the following (check those in current use) :
.~Opportunities within the school
x itself.
__ College and junior college programs.
3_Vocational and trade school programs .
.:-_Apprenticeship programs.
~On-the-job training programs.
~Adult education programs.
! ___ Correspondence schools.
-~Financial aids for all types of educational opportunities.
2. Provisions are made for collecting and
organizing current occupational information, such as descriptions of the following ( check those in current use) :
~National occupational trends.
~Current local job market trends .
.~Agencies and people that can be
used as resources about occupations,
industries, placement, training, and
work in general.
__Community sources of information
about job opportunities.

na

na

1 2 @4

1 2@4

3. Provisions are made for counselors to
use school time to meet with representatives of educational institutions, industries, and unions. .
4. Provisions are made for the use of educational and occupational information in
1·egularly scheduled classes, special
courses, and student activities.
5. Counselors use occupational and educational information in counseling and
small-group processes both for informational purposes and to help students explore and develop understanding about
educational and work roles.
6. Informational materials are available for
frequent use by students, staff members,
and other interested adultfl. .
7.

na

1 2@4

nu l

2(D4

na 1

2G) 4

na

2

na

2 3 4

30

Evaluations
a) How adequate, accessible, and -well organized are the informational resources available to students,

counselors, teachers, parents, and others? .
b) How effectively are informational resources used in classrooms, activities, and with individual students?
c) How well are students, teachers, and others acquainted with 1wurces of information and the use of these
sources /<Yr educational and vocational development and adjustment?
Comments

na
na
na

2(3) 4
28)4
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D. EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL PLACEMENT
Placement activities are designed to meet the needs of students, dropouts, and graduates. These activities are not imposed upon the students, but are a culmination of counseling, individual study, work experience, and other guidance
services.
Checklist

1. Students are assisted in planning a meaningful program of studies, including informal student' activities. .
2. Consideration is given to the arrangements for work experience, part time and
full time during vacation, in relation to
educational, vocational, and economic
needs.
3. Students are assisted in making choices
involving placement (a) as students, ( b)
at the point of dropping out of school,
and (c) upon graduation.

na 1

2@4

na 1 2

G) 4

4. Students are assisted in finding information about future employment and education. .
5. The members of the guidance staff cooperate with employers and community
agencies concerned-with job placement..
6. The guidance staff helps provide leadership in solving problems in the area of
placement.

7.
na

na 1

2U)4

na 1

26)4

na

2@4

na

1 2 3 4

1 2@),4

Evaluations

a) How adequately are educational placement needs of students being provided for?
b) How satisfactorily are students assisted in finding appropriate jobs?
c) How well are the school's placement services coordinated with those of other agencies?
Comments

Almost all try to help as much as possible in this area. The ma.in problem in the area of placement
is the overall lack of available jobs. Every effort is ma.de to place students ·when jobs become
available.

E. RESEARCH ANP EVALUATION SERVICES
Prerequisite to improvement is clear knowledge of both present strengths and weaknesses. In addition, knowledge
gained through research can contribute to the improvement of guidance.
Checklist
1. A plan for annual evaluation of the guid-

ance program is in existence.
2. The plan for evaluation of guidance services has been developed by the professional guidance workers in cooperation
with teachers and administrators.
3. Annual reports of evaluation results are
prepared for the faculty and administration of the school. .
4. Research in the school is based on a
planned program of research rather than
a series of separate research projects.

naQ2 3 4

naQ)2 3 4

e

5. The research plan calls for both descriptive studies of a longitudinal, continuing
nature, and experimental studies of
shorter duration.
6. Experimental research designs are of
such a nature as to make repetition possible in other settings.
7.

(§) I

G

2 3 .4

1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a) To what extent is a systematic program of evaluation of guidance services in effect?
b) How adequate is the design for evaluation of the program of guidance services?
c) To what extent is a planned research program included in the program of guidance services?
d) How adequate are the research designs being used?
e) To what extent are results of research and evaluation studies being distributed?
Comments

4
na· ~
1 2' 33 4
·
na 1 2 3 "\.

4
@1~3
na 1 2 3 4
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IV. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GUIDANCE SERVICES
l. In what respects are the guidance services most satisfactory and commendable?
There is one full-time counselor who devotes his ti"'lle totally to counseling and guidance activities.
Guidance does not follow the 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. plan, Students are free to call the counselor at home
or at school. The "open door" policy seems to be successful. The counselor relates verJ well to
the students. He is sincere and knows ho~ to protect the confidentiality of the counseling cases.
He does coordinate cases so that students, teachers and parents are given an opportunity to ·work
problems out together. Ile also assists students in finding information about future eoployment and
education and in makilll! choices involving placement as students, at the point of dropping out of
school and upon [rradua tion. He also interviev,s every freshman coming into the high school in order
to best handle their needs.

Facilities. The high school Guidance Office is centrally located.
ma.terial for students to use in an outer office.

There is "abundant" resource

2. In what respects are the guidance services most in need of improvement?

Resource materials are in constant need of updating. This may be an expensive project, but a necesarry one if accurate and current infonna.tion is to be given students in reiard to jobs, training
programs, salaries, job outlook, etc.
It was felt by some members of the connittee that I!lOre counseling help is needed. {Exacples here
could include: a female counselor to whom girls might relate easier, or perhaps one who does the
testing and research and could see to areas of curriculum development based on comnunity needs,
liaison to business and work comnunity, apprenticeship programs, etc. Or, simply, one who could
provide additional help with the counseling cases, perhaps a social worker.)
Amore defined list of counselor's responsibilities between guidance and administration is needed.
Also, pa.rt-time support personnel would be helpful (secretary).
3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of existing weaknesses in the guidance program.
1. Create a Guidance Catmnittee to work with the counselor and administrators to fo:rni a definite
policy and guidelines to fit with the school's statement of Philosophy and Objecti,-es.

2. All teachers should be oriented to the guidance facilities available.
3. Continue updating of resource materials and facilities in high school guidance department
by allocating funds.
4. Consideration should be given to the acquisition of part-tjine support personnel.

V. GENERAL EVALUATION OF GUIDANCE SERVICES
Evaluations
a) To what ea:tent do the guidance services meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2, "School

and Community?
b) To what extent are the guidance services consistent with the philosf>'Phy and objectives as develf>'Ped in
Section 8, "Philosf>'Phy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems in the guidance services and seelcing their solution?

na
na 1

26)4

na 1@3 4

SECTION

School Facilities
NAME OF SCHOOL
Self-evaluation bJ

_Robert.Sergent
Janice Sutton
·-------------Wayne Davis
---·---·-·

Charles Blackford
Harold Edwar9~ .

Dc:mny_ Powell _
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make changes.

The school facilities, consisting of the
site, buildings, equipment, and services, are
major factors in the functioning of the educational program. The facilities provide more
than a place for instruction. The physical environment assists or limits student achievement of desirable learning outcomes.
The school facilities must provide a
physical environment ·which contributes to
the successful conduct of the program that
has been designed to meet the educational
needs of youth. This requirement encompasses provisions for a variety of spaces for
teaching and for extraclass, recreational, and
community activities. The buildings must
provide temperature, ventilation, illumination, and acoustical conditions and sanitary
facilities and services conducive to the development of acceptable behavior as well as
essential to the health and well-being of its
occupants. The buildings must also be designed, .equipped, maintained, and inspected

EVALUATIVE CRITERLl\
Fourth Edition

so as to minimize the possibility of harm to
the occupants in the event of accident, fire, or
other emergency or disaste1· conditions.
The buildings should be adequate to meet
current and future program demands. The
spaces withfo should be sufficiently flexible
to provide for multiple uses of the areas in
the over-all curricular and cocurricular
programs.
The facilities, both indoors and outdoors,
should be developed to take advantage of all
important features of the site, ,vith appropriate attention given to design and aesthetics; The grounds about the buildings should
include well-kept lawns and shrubbery. The
various elements should be used whenever
they a1·e appropriate to learning activities.
The school facilities should be an integral
part of a community plann"ing program. The
entire facility should stimulate students and
staff to use and care for its areas effectively.

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written per-mission of the publisher.
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I. THE SITE
A. LOCATION

Checklist
'l'he site:
1. Is readily accessible to the students
served. .
2. Is accessible over hard-surfaced roads
and walks. .
3. Is accessible to public transportation
lines.
4. Is centrally located for present and anticipated school population insofar as
local conditions make advisable. .
6. Is reasonably protected fron1 traffic and
transportation dangers.
6. Is reasonably protected from environmental noises and undesirable odors.
7. Is reasonably protected from smoke and
dust.
8.. Has the following services (check if
available) : .
~Electric service.
~Gas service.
_x_Tclephone.

2@,
2 3(V

na
na

(~1

2 3 4

na

1

2@)4

na

1@3

,4

no

2GJ,4
2 3 ll;,

na

2 3

na

9. Has been developed to provide grounds
with proper drainage of surface water.
10. Has approved facilities for sewage disposal.
11. Has approved supply of potable water. .
12. Has fire hydrants that are easily accessible.
13. Is reasonably protected from overhead
electrical transmission lines and from
gas transmission lines.
14. Allows for future site development and
plant expansion.
15. Is free from vermin.

16.

/"'--,

na

2(__3)4

na
na

2 3 r4)
\:.
2 3r~)

na

2

na

2

na

na

2 3 (4)
2:3)4
\..:,

na

2 3 ,4

na

2 /~ 4

na

2 3

.:4 ·

na 1 •'

2: 3

4

/

3G)

(3,) 4

€)

Evaluations
a) How accessible is the site to the students served?.
b) To what extent is the site conducive to good health?.
c) To what extent arc the site and its surroundings sa,f e for students?
d) How satisfactory am the educational and cultural characteristics of the environment?
c) To what degree docs the site limit or promote the various aspects of the program?

:

no

·\

l 2 3,4.'

na

Comments

The site has been improved since last evaluation because of safety innovations, but
still needs a constant effort to lessen safety inadeq~acies.

B. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Checklist
The site:
1. Is sufficiently extensive to provide for
present educational need::i.
2. Is sufficiently extensive to provide for
future expansion needs.
3. Provides area for the physical education
program for both boys and girls.
4. Provides sufficient area for organized
sports for both boys and girls.
5. Is free from obstructions and hazards to
students en route to and from play and
recreational areas.
6. Is provided with walks or driveways
leading from all exits.
7. Is provided with suitable fences where
needed.
8. Includes parking areas of sufficiant size
to serve school and community requirements. .
9. Has parking areas that are accessible by
adequate roadways.
10. Has properly maintained parldng areas.
11. Has parking areas and walkways which
are well lighted for night use.

na
na

no

12. Includes facilities for easy loading and
unloading of supplies.
2 (i) 4
13. Facilities are so organized as to provide
smooth and safe flow of pedestrian and
na 1
4
2
vehicular traffic.
I 14. Has adequate provisions to enable the
2{i)4 !
physically handicapped to use the site
naQ2 3 4
and facilities easily and safely.
15.
Includes
facilities
for
safely
loading
and
I
na 1 2(i)4
unloading transported students. .
16. Includes areas for outdoor educational
2@4 i
activities, such as gardening and nature
no 1 204
study.
17. Is so planned that outdoor activity noises
interfere relatively little with classroom
20) 4
activities.
18. Is attractively lanascaped.
19. Is maintained in good condition and
na
2{i)4
appearance.
20. Has outdoor play areas which are situated conveniently near the dressing
no
2@4
rooms.

3@1

•• ,@,.
na
no
na

na
na
na

{JJ3

I

23@1

no

na

21.

2 3 4

Evaluations

a) How c;ctcnsive is the site in terms of the number uf students enrolfod?
b) ll ow adequa.tdy does the site provide for educational activities?
c) How satisfactory i8 thr condition in which the grounds are kept?
d) How satisfacifJry is the aesthetic quality of flte school grounds?
e) To what extent do the vhysical qualities of the school grounds promote accident-free use by students,
staff, and others?

na
2 3G)
,...
no 1 2 30)
no 1 2@4
no
2(:1) 4
na

26)4

Commontn

No ramp facilities for handicapped, however, continued effort is being made to maintain
the physical characteristics of the entire plant.

II. THE BUILDING OR BUILDINGS
Checklist
1. The building(s) is placed on the site so
as to provide for efficient use of the total
area.
2. The building is placed on the sifo so as
to provide an attractive appearance.
3. The building is so situated and planned
that future expansion needs can be met.
4. The building is free from ornamentation
and architectural features that m:i.y deteriorate rapidly. .
5. The building is free from all concealed
or "dead" spaces (hollow spaces between
pa1·titions and under floors) where dan-

na

2@4

no

2

3(y

7.

na

2

3(4)

8.

1 2G) 4

9.

na

6.

gerous gasses might accumulate and
through which fire might spread. . . .
The gross structure of the building is
of durable, fire-resistant materials. .
The building has a plain, durable roof
with adequate provision for drainage.
Nonsupporting classroom partitions
make it possible to change size and arrangement of rooms. .
'fhe arrangement of driveways, doorways, and floor levels facilitates truck
deliveries with a minimum of interfereqce with school activities.

no

2@4
2@4

na

204

na

1 2~4

no
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III. THE BUILDING OR BUILDINGS-Continued
Checklist-continued
10. All building exit doors open outward and
are equipped ,vith panic hardware.
11. All exits are clearly marked with legal
exit lights. .
12. An exit plan is uniformly posted in each
room.
13. All construction and installations meet
requirements of building codes.
14. Spaces under stairways arc 'not used for
storage.
15. Stairways and ramps are provided with
continuous hand mils at correct heights.
16. Stairs, ramps, ancl landings havo nonslip
tread<;.
1'/. Conidors, stairways, and ramps of sufficient size arc so arr:mged as to expe<lik
the flow of traffic.
18. Corridor floor materials arc fire resistant.
19. Corridors are prm•idc<l w:th illumination
at all time., when the building is in use.
20. Lockets are provi1ld to meet the need,;
of all students.
21. Corridors, stairways, and ramps :we
plmmed for ease in cleaning.
22. Cofridors are acoustically trea tcd.
23. The heating plant is located to provide'
efficient operation.
24. The heating plant has a direct outside
entrance.
25. The heating plant is maintained in clean.
orderly c011dition ..
26. The interior materials and workmanship contribute to an attractive sppcarance.
27. The colors of the walls, ceiling, and trim
contribute to an attractive appearance
and. satisfactory illumination.
28. If school activities are housed in sever;il
buildings, provision is made for the
protection of students against inclement
weather or dangerous traffic conditions
while they go from one building to
another.

29. The general appearance of the inter·ior
of the building encourage:; student cona 1
operation in maintenance.
no l 2
30. The general appearance of the exte,·ior
of the building encourages student cono 1
4
no l
operation in maintenance.
Factors
important
for
efficient
use
of
31.
no
2 3@
the building during out~of-school hours
1
arc considered (check those available) : no
2
no
___Lighting of outdoor areai:; and park2@4
ing facilitiesi
n,:,
_____ Separate entrances and exits for
2 :~ (,D
areas to be used.
__ Zoning of heating and ventilating
no 1~3 4
;I
systems for Reparate use of certain
facilities.
2 r."'
31..t II
na
__ Protection of facilities not ur.ed.
no
____Toilet and lavatory facilitic•fl.
__ Shops and lab0ratories.
!
,,-.
___Cb8Sl'00Dt3.
no
2(],' 4
__Andi tori um.
___Libr:lry.
no
2 30!
I
__
Gymna"'it111u,.
I <H)
2(})4 I ~)~.
no 1 ,,...,
P;·ovisions arc made for the follO\ving
na 1(~)3 4
services (check those available) :
na
_.. _Commercial television reception.
I
Ll
na
__Closed-circuit television distribution.
21~/4
____ _'l'r,msmission or distribution of mano
2 3 '.1'i
terials information ar.d audio-visual
- !
projections from a central source to
no
2
selected areas.
-.-Connection to computer.
__Bnildingwide communk;itioi1s sysno 1
tem.
33. The heating plant has been planned to
4
na
meet future expansion needs.
no l 204
An
auxiliary
power
supply
is
available
34.
na(D2 3 I.
iu the event of a power failure.

2 301

no 1

20)4

3€)1
®3

2G}4

30

I
I

23~£) i

I

"'

I

0'

l

3~1

2@4

1G}3

35.

~v,

na 1 2

~

4

2 3 4

Evaluations
a) How satisfactory is the exterior appearance of the building?
b) How satisfactory is the interior appeara,ncc of the building?

na
na

2 3@
2~) 4

c) How adequate are lhe stcirways and ramps?

na

20)4

d) How adequate are the corridors?
e) Ilow adequate a,·e the exits? .
f) To what extent do the general characteristics of the bu.ildfr.g promote good hr.alth?
g) How adequately do the building structure and equipment prornote sa.fe use? .
k) How satisfactorily are the school facilities arrQ;nged to permit and encourage community use?
i) How satisfactory are the pro·1.'ision.1 for the use of the building by the phy'lically handicappecl.?

na

2 {PA

na

2 3 (4)

na

2 3 4

na

2@4
2(V.4

Comments

na 1

naG)2 3 4
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III. BUILDING SERVICES
A. ILLUMINATION

Checklist
1. Appropriate intensity imd brightnessbalance of light are provided for by welldesigned fixtures. .
2. Illumination of the assembly space and
the stage is adjustable to varying needs.
3. Stairways, ramps, corridors, toilet rooms,
and similar spaces are properly illuminated.
4. Provision is made for regulation of
lighting in all spaces. .
5. Electrical outlets are of safe design and
are properly located. .
6. All control switches are easiiy accessibie.
7. Paint and finish on walls, floors, nnd
desks prnvide nonglossy reflecting surfaces.

8. All writing surfaces and reading areas

na

21.J,14

na

2(314

are designed to minimize glare in the
student's field of vision.
9. Ceilings and other surfaces have ap.propriate reflection values.
10. All spaces are surveyed periodically to
ascertain light intensity..
11. Light fixtures are kept clean and are
inspected regularly for maintenance at
maximum efficiency.

2'3\4
',--~

12.

na

2(i)4

no

2(iJ4

r~.

'-'-'

no 1
no

na
na

20)4
2i~4
'--'·

,,.,

na 1(..2)3 4

na

2/3,'·4
'-- ..

na

2 3 4

~

1 2l3)4

Evaluo:tions
a) How adequate are the vrovisions for -illumination?

na

b) How effectively ar·c both the mechanical provisions and the inspection 1·outi_ncs controlled to enn,re

proper illumination?

na

Comments

B. TEMPERATURE AND VENTILATION

Checklist
1. Appropriate temperature is maintained

5. Inspection of the heating ~nd cooling sys-

na 1 213':
,.__, 4
in all spaces.
2. Ventilation facilities ensure a sufficient
supply of clean air and proper circulation
no 1 2G)4
in all instructional areas.
3. Ventilation facilities ensure a sufficient
supply of clean air and proper circ~1lation
. na
in all auxiliary and service areas.
20J4
4. Temperature adjustments are quickly and
na
2(?)4
easily made.

tems is made annually by appropriate
inspectors.
6. Heating and ventilating systems are
zoned for separate or pa.tial use. .
'{.

no

i 2

3W

na 1 ~) 3 4
na 1 2 3 4

Evaluations

a) How adequately is proper ti:mperatu.re maintained!
b) How a.dequately is proper conditioning of air mainitJined?
c) llow flexible is the heating, cooling, and ventilation system to provide for partial use of the building
and for different requirements in different areas?

Comments

na

2 (3}.t
2@4

na

26)4

na
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C. WATER AND SANITATION

Checklist
1
1. Sanitary drinking fountains are provided in sufficient number and in loca2 3(1)
no
tions to meet the needs of students..
2. Drinking fountains are maintain".!d in
2 3(!)
no
sanitary condition.
3. The drinking water, if not from an approved municipal system, is tested periodically.
.
1 2 3 4
4. Toilet and lavatory facilities for boys
are provided on each floor.
na 1( 2') 3 4
5. Toilet and lavatory facilities for girls
,,,.-..
are provided on each floor.
na l (_2) 3 4
6. Conveniently accessible toilet and lavatory facilities are provided for men
faculty members. .
nc(})2 3 4
7. Convenielltiy accessible toilet and Java·
tory facilities are provided for women
faculty members. .
2 3 4
nu',
8. Toilet and lavatory facilities are proYided fo1 the custodial staff..
na(_l 2 3 4
9. Toilet al!d laYatory facilities are ~onveniently accessible to the administrative suite. .
na 1 2 3 /4'\
'- .. /
10. Toilet and lavrifory facilitie:s are provided for the handicapped.
na li2 3 4
11. All toilet and lavatory equipment is
made of impervious materials, contributna 1 2 3(~
ing to sanitary conditions.

G0

/--;_.\

12. All toilet and lavatory equipment is kept
in good repair.
,.
13. Lavatory facilities are provided with hot
and cold water.
14. Mirrors are provided in all lavatory
rooms . .
15. Entrances and windows of all toilet
rooms are shielded to ensure privacy.
16. A supply of soap, towels or mechanical
dryers, and toilet tissue is provided in
all toilet and lavatory rooms ..
17. Students ccoperate in the care of toilet
and lavatory facilities.
18. Desirable standards of sanitation are
maintained throughout al! toilet and
lavatory rooms.
19. Toilet room floors and walls are of impervious materials.
20. Provisions are made for disposal of
trash, inducting sanitary napkins. .
21. Equipment for dispensing sanitary napkins is available. .
22.

na

26) 4
2 3i)

na

2 3(__4)

na

2 3 (~)

na

2' 3! 4

na

,,....
/',

1 2) 3 4
nu 1\_,

no

2 :, 4
no

2

no

2./,.._])
.:1
__ .,-

no

2 3 4

Evaluations
a) How adequate are tl:c drinking facilities?
b) To what dcyree are the drinking f acilitics maintained in a sanitary condition?
c) How adequate is the number of toilet and lavatory rooms?
d) To what degree is there an adequate suP71ly of safe wa.tcr for all purposes?
c) How satisfac_tory is the location of the toilet and lavatory roorns?
f) II ow ade,11wte arc the equipment and facilities in all toilet and lavatory room.c,;?
g) To what degree arc all toilet and lavatory rooms maintained in 0, sanitary condition?

-

... ·-~-J

na
na
no
no

,,
2 3'..4;
2 3(~)
/"''"',
2' n,. .1
\.~~/
2 3
r•.

. ;·-i

\. ..~")

1 (__2j 3 4
/i)4
no 1 '·
.t. l, j
na

no 1 2

3cD

Comments

Toilet facilities were lacking in some areas, with certified and non-certified personnel
facilities being almost non-existent.
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D. MISCELLANEOUS BUILDING SERVICES

Checklist
1. The building is inspected by school personnel and at specified inter:rnls by public inspt>ctors as a preraution against
explosion and fire.
2. The installation of all electric conduits
and ,yiring has been im.;pedecl and rertified by a public inspecto1·.
H. Fire extinguishers (appropriate to the
area) and other fire-fi~hti1Jg- c>qaipment
are readily accessible.
4. Fire extinguishers are maintained in acceptable condition.
5. Fire gongs nr :ilarms are clistind from
regular progrnrn signals.
6. Fire gongs or alarms are in good working order, and wh('l'e fra;;ii1le, are connected to the local fire department. .
7. Fire alarm stations are placed in accorda11ce with code regulation:.-;.
8. An alternate alarm syskm for use in
case of power failure is ,n-ailaule.
n. Ali fire extingu i slwrs are i!ispccted and
approved mmually.
10. Personnel arc trained in tlw use of fire
extinguishers and fire safely equipment.
11. All fire alarms are placed so as to be
heard thrcmghout the entire building.·

12. The alarm system is designed so that the
master control quickly designates the location of fire or machinery failure.
no l 2@4
1"<J, Provision is made for the care and safe
storage of all combustible materials.
u. All combustible materials are stored in
fire-resistant areas.
no l 2Q,}4
15. \\'01kroom and dressing facilitie,i a1·e
provided for the custodial staff.
2
no
16. Com·cuieutly located service and supply
closets are provided for the custodial
2
staff.
,.
no
I
17. Custodial supply closets nre equipped
with hot and cold water and sinks.
2
no
I 18. Storage space is provided thl'oughout the
building in accordance with needg,
net
2@4
Exterior lig-hting is provided fo1· nir~ht
rn.
I
use of facilities and as a S[1fcguanl
no
2 3(3)
against \"andalism.
20. Custodial supply closets arc adequately
(',
no\,!; 'J 3 4
ventilated ...
21. Emergency shutoff switches are loGated
no l 2 3@1
in areas where hcavr-duty equipment
and machinery arc use.fl. .
na 1}) 2 3 4
22.
na l 2 3 Q

3@1
3©1
3(,Di

4

na

2(2)4

na

2(2} I.

na

1Gj3

t.

,1a

20)1.

no

20)4

na

,,-:;~
2i.___:3;

no

2

no

2(3\
4
·-- J

na

2(3)4
'--

no

2 3 4

I

I

Evaluations
a) Il ow adequate arc the preco utiun!! against dama.ge by fire?

b) How 1cell docs the custodial staff kcev the buildinrt clean?
c) Row adequate is storage space?

Comments

1.
2.
3.

naQ.)2 3

Training on use of fire extinguishers etc. should be conducted.
Storage·is quite inadequate.
No alternate sources of power.

,!

3('~

jld
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IV. TEACHING AREAS
For data on inclividual teaching areas and specialized areas of instruction, see Sections 4-1 through 4-18.

Checklist

5. Provision is. made for communication

1. Teaching stations provide sufllcient area

to accommodate existin~ class enrollments in effective learning situations.
2. General size all(] arrangement of teaching stations pro\'i<le for the adaptatio11
of instruction to a n1rifty of Jearniiw
acth·ities.
3. Spaces are provided for l:trge-group,
small-group, and independent study.
4. Furniture and equipment are adequate
for operation of ,;paces for various activities and organization:,] pattern,;;
(check those available):
--~Disr,lay cases.
2-Work rnrfaces.
_lf__Writing ureas.
--~--J nstnictional media.
-~--Television and other
communication medi:,.
_:~__ Storage.
__-_Shelving.
__?C_Seating.

no l

2f),1
6.

26) 4

no

2/:314
'--- /

no

no

l

2(])4

7.
8.

!),

10.

with other- areas of the building-, including administrative offices and educational media center.
All surfaces contribute to make the mumination and the acoustical and aesthetic environment satisfactory.
Clocks are provided to meet requirements of the organization of programs.
A central 11ignal system . is provided
when approprint~ to the organization of
programs.
Storage spaces of sufficient size are con.veniently located. .
Instructional areas nre cquipl)ed with a
suflkient number of connmiently located
electrical ontlets.

11.

no 1

20)4

na

2()4

no

2(3)4

c~·\

r,o l 2 3 ._'.)

.-,

na 1(2; 3 4

nu l 2 3 4

Evaluations

How satisfac:to111 i.~ th s1,oce in terms of number of particivants and. nature of activityr
b) How adequate is the equipment c1ssocfotcd ~cith teaching spaces?
c) Jln,v acl<iquate are fl,(' rni-iron111cntal conditions for instruction?

a)

Comn1ents

na

{3

no

2{~) 4

na

2 ~.,:

-,

A

.d
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A. ASSEMBLY SPACE AND EQUIPMENT

Checklist
1. There Dore assembly spaces and equipment for the following (check those
available) : .
_x_Public use.
_x__Student assembly.
-~Large-group instruction.
.2;__Studcnt study purposes.
_LDramatics.
~PuLlic speaking.
~Deb1>.ting.
~--Music ( vocal and instrumental).
__ Other purpJ.,es (specify)·:

2. The assemLly space is provided ,vith adequate entrances and exits, both from 1.hc
outside and from other parts of the
building.
3. The assembly space is big enoueh antl
the supporting ser\'ices are ample to RCcommodatc the actiYitics for which il is
to be used. .

na 1 {i)3 4

na

1 2 <3 4

4. The assembly space is easily subdivided
and rearranged to provide versatility for
a variety of uses. .
5. The assembly space meets all fire safety
standards in regard to exits, aisles,
equipment, signs, and geometric proportions.
6. Services maintain proper conditions of
temperature, acoustics, and illumination.
7. Provisions are made for the storage of
all equipment ..
8. N eccssary auxiliary spaces, such as
dressing r,reas and lavatories, are provided.
9. Appropriate seating, properiy arranged,
is provided.
10. All seating is arrn(:ged to provicle for
maximum efficient use of the as;:;embly
space.
11.

/".

no 1 2 (J} 4

na

2 (3) 4

no

2,~4

....:\

na 1 '--~
i 2j 3 4
na

2 3 4

no

2 ,3~4
'

na

2,i)~

no

2 3 4

na

2(}' 4

na

2 3.4

no

·.:/· 3 4

na 1 21':3,'4
, __....

Evalt,ations

a) llow
b) How
c) How
d) How
c) How

adequate are the assembly spaces?
adequate are the auxiliary services and spaces?
achquate are t!:e facilities and e(Juipment of the asscm1Jl1f space?
adequate are the provisions for saf cty in Uw asscm/Jly space?
aUroctive fa the appeara1ice of the asscm/1/y space?

na

2,,

3

4

no l 2 (:l) 4

Comments

Assembly space we felt has something to be desired. Financial limitations
prohibit much improvement. We do feel we get maximum usage from facil:i_ ties
available.
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B. FOOD SERVICES FACILITIES

If the school lunch program is contracted to an outside source, describe the arrangements under Supp1emenl.ary Data

and omit those questions that are not relevant. For additional information concerning lunchroom administration, see
Section 9, "School Staff and Administration."
Meals are served to the students in a ( check the facilities used) :
..!_Dining area.
__Commons.
_Other

Checklist
1. The dining area and furnishings arc at-

tractive, durable, and e,isily deaned.
2.. The dining area is designed so that it
can be used for :.ithcr purpcses ..
3. The dining area meets the needs of the
sch<Jol program.
4. The dining area is available to stuclenls
who bring their lunches ..
5. The dining area is designed nnd fnrnishcrl to promote a safe and efficient
traflk pattern ..
6. The dining area can be subdivided.
7. The illumination in the dining area
meets lighting- standards.
8. The dining area is well ventilated.
!). A se:paratc dining area is providc>d for
staff.
10 .. Acoustlcal provisions reduce noise to a
minimum . .
11. Service equipment is (check those
used): .
__ Fixed.
____ Portable.
12. Service is provided from a (check those
used) : .
__ Central kitchen.
__ Self-contained unit.
__ Satellite from another school.
13. Sanitary drinking water facilities are
provided in the dining area ..
14. Sufficient and appropriate receptacles
and service are provided for disposal of
refuse. .
15. The floor surface is in good condition,
safe, and e&sily cleaned. .
16. Facilities, materials, and maintenance
are available to keep dining and serving
areas clean and neat. .

no

.-,
2 \_3) 4

no

2(1\4

no

2 3

na

'}

(:i'

17. Lavatory facilities are readily accessible
to students entering or leaving the dining area.
18. The kitchen is designed for maximum
efficiency.

rn.

,.-~-"\

3,4

20.
21.

-,

no 1(2 3 .r\
nu 1 2 3, 1,·
na
na

2 3( .r\
2 3,J.

22.
23~
24.

F\

no

/":"!

nc,

2C~, 4

no

2

3'._,i~)
-,,,

no 1 2 3 (~)

no 1 2

3G)
30

no

2

no

2 3

/4'

~~

lllumination in the kitchen meets Eghting stand:,rds ..
The kitch:m is ventilated.
The kitchen and service areas 2.re furnished with equipirn:nt that meets local
and state sanitation ~:tandards. .
Mcchanic.;f dbhw:.u.:hing facilities are
provided.
,\ ttention is given to maintaining food
service supplies and equipment. .
11.efrigcration facilitit'"l are apprcprid.e
£1.nd easily accc::;siblc. .

2: 3 4

'-

no

no

2(:i\1

no

2

3 X,

no
na
no

2 3 4!

na

25. Storage facilities are easily accessible. .
26. Stora;:;e facilities arc m<1intaincd in an
orderly and sanitary condition. .
27. Storage facilities are located adjacent to
the kitchen area. .
28. Storage facilities are of sufficient size to
hanclle needs of food service area.
29. Garbage and refuse are disposed of in a
sanitary manner . .
30. Dressing, toilet, and lavatory facilities
arc provided for food service personnel.
31. Facilities permit thorough cleaning of
dining and kitchen areas on a regular
schedule.
32. All pieces of mechanical equipment are
provided with safety devices.
33. Electrical outlets are located in accessible areas . .

na

34.

na
11(.l

na

zj'. 4

no

2 3({:

no

2 3(~~

no

2 3 (~)

no

28)4

no

2 3 4

/

.....,,
~

Continued on next page
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B. FOOD SERVICES FACILITIES-Continued

Supplementary Data

-25_2

1. Seating capacity of the lunchrnorn or dining room
2. Number of student shifts ne<'essary

4

Evaluations
a) How adequate is the dinin9 anM
11) How adequate are facilities in the dini'f1g o.naf
. c) How satisfactory are the lightinp, vcnWating, ancl aesthetic aspects of the dining area?
d) How adequate is the size nf the f ocd vreparation area?
e) How adequate and efJicicut is the equipment for service?
f) How well designed and equipped is the kitchen area'/
g) How satisfaciurily arc sanitary wnditions maintained?
h) ]low adequate are the dry sloiage facilities?
i) How adequate are the r.:frir1c,·atfo11 facilities?

/';"'

na
ne1

2

3c9

2

3(0

na

2@4

nu

2@ 4

na

2(1)1.
,,..

no

2u)

no

2 '.l.al
"', ..-'

na

2 3(.1._)

no

2

,

4
.

··-,

3(~)

Comments

Not too murh that. can be done about the main thoroughfare being through the center of
the cafeteria. Any suge;estions for impro\rernent will b~ readily accepted.

C. OFFICE AND STAFF FACILITIES

Checklh;t
l. The geueral ofTice is easily accet-sible to
8. Storage space is provided.
2 3(~j I 9. Work, storn~{C, conference, lounge, and
no
students, staff, and general puLlic. .
2. The general office is supplied wit:1 necE·slibrary areas are pn,vided for teachers,
I
no
2
sary equipment.
10. Provisions are made for appropriate
3. The oflice is planned and arranged for
furnishines for faculty work, conferna 1~
4
effective m,e.
ence, lounge, and library areas.
4. Mail and bulletin facilities are provided
11. Appropriate provisions arc made for
na 1 213;4
safe storage of all important records,
for teachers.
I..:.
5. Office space h; provided for administra12. Equipment (mimeograph, copring, etc.)
tive and teaching personnel. No teacher no 1@3 4
is provided in the faculty working
6. Space is provided for student personnel
areas.
no
services.
7. Space is provided for a reception and
13.
na
waiting area.

301
3

no 1("2·
, ___,. 3 '-

na

2 3 4

110

2 3 4

na

1 2@,

Evaluations
a)
b)
c)
d)

How
How
How
How
e) How

satisfactory is the location of the ce1itral cdministrati-ve offices?
satisfactory are the space provisions for the central administrative servicee?
adequate is the equipment for the central adtninistrative services?
adequate are storage, work, and conference a·reas fo,· teachers?
adequate is the office equipment for teachers?

Comments

Storage space still limited.
Office space for teaching personnel still lacking.

na 1
na
na 1
na

03

4

2G).t
2IB"
23 4

-~

")

,.~
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D. CLINICS, INFIRMARY, OR HOSPIT/\LIZAl!ON FACILITIES

Checklist
L Space is available for phy,;ic:i.1, health,
and dental examinations.
'.!. Ofllce space is provided for the school
nurse.
3. Equipment is provided for physical examinatiom,.
4. There is a first aid room or infirmary
with suitable cots or beds.
5. Toilet and Javat0ry facilities are directly
accessible to patients.
6. Provisions are made to meet the dietary
needs of students who are sick or Jrn,ve
special dietary problems.

(§) 1
na

2 3 4

1 26)4

{o;)1234
/'"'

no 1(]) 3 4

(4j

no

2 3

no

1 204

7. Provisions are made tu isolate immediately students suspected of carrying contagious or infectious diseases.
8. Transportation is available for students
who are ill and must be sent home or tri
a hospital.
9. First aid equipment is available.
10. Provisions are made for maintaining
health rec@rds.
11. Privacy is provided for clinic activities.

12.

no

l 2(3\4
,_'.J

,

~,..- ....

no
no

no

<i~0

3(.1)
3(4)

2
2

2 3~)
~ ..
1 2 3 4

no l 2 3 4

Evaluations
2 3 4

a) How adeq,,;,ai,e are the jaeilities for health e:cawinalions of atudcnts?
b) How adc(]uate me the fc.ciWics for treatment of minor illnesses or injuries?

nu

2j~,4

c) Huw adcqye,te are the fariii'.Ut>s fc>r kefpiny record·, of c:unninations ar;rl frealmc11/?

110

21·· 3\ 4,

Ccm.monf;,

Nurses office not most iwi vate room i.n school.

'

...

-~~
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VI. SPECI.A.L CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
1. In what respects are the school facilities most satisfactory and commendable?

The site has a lovely looking campus appearance.
The overall asthetics are pleasing to the eye.
The growth potential is great with amount of school owned property.

2. In what .respects are the schqol facilities most in need of improvement?

1.

Storage facilities

2.

Handicapped facilities

3.

Restr~om and lounge for certified and non-certified staff.

4.

Teacher work areas.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of existing weaknesses in the school facilities.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Storage
Teacher work areas
Handicapped
Restroom improvement

)

) - Because of financial limitations, doubt remains about
))
too much improernent however.
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VII. GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE SCHOOL FACILITIES
Evalua.tio:ru,;

To what extent dC; the .~chool jac'ilities meet the needs of students as identified in Section 2, ''School and
Community" f
b) To what extent are the school facilities aJJpropriate to the philosophy and objectives a.~ developed in
Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent i.<: the srhnnT identifying problems in the school facilities a,nd seeking their solution?

a)

no 1
no
no

Not trying to hide from problems - continually confronting these problems head-on
with intent of solving them within our limited financial framework.

284
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School Staff and Administration
NAME OF SCHOOL ______ _____ Villa

Grove High School______ --·-- --

. _____ DATE

@

October JJ_ 1978

Self-evaluation by

__ Tom Homma __________________ _

Cathy Hore in ______________ _

-·-·------------

-··- Howard_Osborne __________

Doris Dunn ...

__j(_Ay_ Fc1ncti~~

JJ~lsori_ \'!?$~9I'! _____________ _

-

-----·-----·-------·--------

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These principles are offered for your acceptance,
rejection, or modification. Please feel free to make chr.nges.

A competent staff is essential for a good
school. The staff is a cooperating group of
individually capable persons devoted to common educational purposes and motivated by
a desire to develop the philosophy and carry
out the clearly formulated objectives of the
school. Staff members should possess qualifications of preparation, experience, and attitude that contribute to effective learning.
The number of staff members is adequate for
the educational program, the school enrollment, an<l the special needs of the students.
The teaching load and the total working load
are such that maximum efficiency in service
is assured. Salaries are maintained at a level
sufficient to ensure a standard of living comparable with the social demands on the profession and to avoid the necessity for securing supplementary income.
The primary responsibility of administration. is to the educational program. Every
condition of management and organization
is worthwhile to the extent that it is beneficial to teaching and learning and contributes

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

to the community of which the school is a
part. Coordinating instruction, activities,
and services into an effective educational
program requires talented and forwardlooking leadership.
Responsibility for the satisfactory functioning of the school rests with the principaL
His responsibilities include leadership in the
educational program, in supervision and im-·
provement of instruction, in community relations, and in management and maintenance
of plant and facilities.
A pervasive process of democracy is implied in all administrative actions. Appropriate opportunity is given for those concerned
with or affected by the educational program
to participate in its development and evaluation. The need for cooperative effort toward
the attainment of educational goals is recognized, and its practice is encouraged. Democratic procedure, however, does not preclude
independent administrative action when consistent with established policy.

© 1969 by National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. All rights reserved. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of the publisher.
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I. SCHOOL STAFF
A; NUMERICAL ADEQUACY

19

Indicate the number of staff members who devote all or part of their time to the secondary school for the current year
77 -19--7.8_. Total student enrollment 330

----~--------···

--·-··-

NUMBER OF STAFF l\'IEMBERS

I

STAFF
Part time

Full time

--

1

_ _ _1_____

2. Classroom teachers

9

18

1

0

4. Educational media personnel

0

1

5. Health service personnel

0

1

0

4

----

-

6. Specialists and consultants

7. Food services personnel
-

0

-

1 1l3
17 14/15

··-

I

--- 1

·-1·-- :;: 1 13/105

-

8

2 2/3

8. Secretaries and clerks

0

3

1

9. Custodial and maintenance personnel

1

2

1

0

1

10. Paraprofessionals

II
-

1. Aclministrator(s) (include supervisory)

3. Guidance counselor(s)

TOTAL FULL-TIME
EQUJVALENT OF
ALL MEMBERS

I
2L3
1QJ:)1

11. Others

TOTAL

I

27.962
-

Supplementary Data
1. List administrative positions.

High School Principal - Full Time
High Sc~ool Assistant Principal - Part-time 1/3

2. List supervisory positions.

C.W.T. Supervisor 3/14

3. List paraprofessional positions.

Title I - 1/7
Building & Trades - 3/7
Multi-Media Supervisor - 1/3
4. Describe any assistance which is regularly received :from th~ school district or other unit.

None

Continued on next pog"'
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SCHOOL STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION
A. NUMERICAL ADEQUACY-Continued

Evaluations
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

How numerically adequate are the administrators and supervisors?
How numerically adequate m·e the classroom teachers?
How numerically adequate is the vrofessional noninstructional staff (3, 4, 5, 6 from the above table)?
How numerically adequate are the assistants and aides?
How numerically adequate is the food services staff?
How numerically adequate is the secretarial and clerical staff?
How numerically adequate is the custodial and maintenance staff?
How numeri'.call11 qdequafe is the paraprofe.c;sional .c;faff?

no
no

2(~4-,

2 3 (~,

14'
no 1 2 3 ',.J
no 1 2 (~)4
no

2 3J;

no

2 (_3; ..t

~,

no 1 2@,4
no

1(fP

4

Comments

B. BOARD OF CONTROL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
1. Board of Control (board of education, board of trustees, school committee, or equivalent body)

Checl-.list
1'1. Accepts its rt")sponsibility to protect staff
The board of control:
~i
1. Acts as a policy-<letennining body.
no 1 2 3 (A,; I
members and students from exploitation
no 1 2 3(_~,
by individuals and agencies ..
2. Has written, comprehensive rules for de'i
termining its policies, organization, and
,._
I Hi. Formulates regulation., upon the advice
no I (2,, 3 ,4 1
procedures.
of the superintendent and principal regarding the U:'le of the school plant and
3. Delegates all executive functions to the
I
1-·
no
2 3 /,~
..(,
no
other school property.
2, 3; ~
administrative head of the school.
2 3;4,
16. Holds rcgulai· meetings at stated times. no
4. Maintains clear-cut lines of demarcation
2 3([
17. Function.s only when in oflicial sessions. no
between its authority and that of .the
no 1 21}, 4
18. Keeps :H'curate minutes of its proceedchief administrator.
2 3(~)
no
5. Makes decisions after having received
ings.
'
l!l. Carries on business in meetings opeH to
the recommendations of the administra,t)
2 3 1'no
na
the pulilic.
tive head of the school.
2 3
6. Accepts fully its responsibility for fi-- I 20. Provides that all personnel resp011sible
2 3 /4
na
nancing the educational program.
for the handling and accounting of
, :.;iiI
,_
no 1 2 3.'4J
school funds are adequately bonded.
7. Makes sure that all employees meet miniI
' 21. Recog-nizes its responsibility for the promum legal requirements for employna 1 2 3
tection and the economical expenditure
ment.
1
no 1 2 31:;'
of fonds.
8. Is responsible for insurance on school
'-property, including equipment and sup22. Has the leg-al responsibility fu1· making
na I 2
plies,
final decisions (within the framework of
!l. Provides fo1· 'the safekeeping of records,
the state constitution and the laws and
!I
regulations of the state board of educadeeds, and other valuable papers in fireno
tion) (,n clismisrnl of teachers, program
proof vaults or cabinets.
no
2 3(,4)
of studies, and quality of in::;truction.
10. Authorizes the preparation and presenno
23.
Is
responsible
for
providing
liability
intation of an annual budget.
2 3 (~)
no
surance for all employees.
11. Adopts and publishes the budget after
2 3(!}
no
2 (~)4
24. Engages in a planned program of study. no
careful study and an open hearing.
25. Assumes responsibilit~· for evalnation of
12. Hires all school employees only on recno 1(v 3 ,4
all programs.
ommendation of the administrative
no123(_!)
26. Provides for periodic audit of all finanhead.
,......_
na
2 3(~)
cial transactions. .
13. Carries out all professional and official ;
relationships with schcol employees
2 3 4
na
through the superintendent or adminis27.
trative head or established negotiation
;:::,
na 1 2 t:!}-4
channels.

I

~,

'11

c~ I
c,r;

I

,(~ I

Supplementary Data
1. What actions haYe been taken to prepare for, eliminate, or ease sitnations that might ca.use or add to social unre~t7

A.
B.
C.

Meeting with community church leaders
Wed. nights - set aside for church activitie
Citizen Consultant Committee

32e
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1. Board of Control-Continued
Evaluations

a) How consistent are published board policies with the checklist?
b) How effectively are p11blishe<; policies observed? .
f

na
2(~4
na 1 2(~ 4

Comments

#25 - Evaluation process goes to administrators & faculty.
U1a

Board policies are moderated under necessary circumstances.

2. Superintendent of Schools

The following functions are c~mmonly regarded as the special responsibility of the executive head of the school system, but their performance may be delegated to other competent persons. Check on the basis of performance of the functions by the proper person, regardless of title.
Checklist
The superintendent of schools:
1. Has a broad background in general eduna
cation. .
2 3 .~\
2 3 ,.if)
2. Has extensive professional preparation. na
2 3,J;
na
:J. Has successful teaching experience. .
4. Has successful administrative experina
ence.
ii. Exhibits a well-formulated philosophy of
no
education.
2 3 l~')
li. Show:; an awareness of the educational
no
i1eeds of the community ..
7. Keeps the board of control informed,
through periodic reports, regarding the
school's objectives, achievements, needs,
-7\
no 1 2 3 1~,
and plans for the future ..
8. Plans and presents annually the budget
for consideration by the board of conna
trol.
9. Formulates the Ludget in conformity
na
with legal requirements..
2 3 I~
10. Arranges for the accounting system to
be organized in sufficient detail to make
computations of important unit costs
2 3 ,'j;
na
possible.
11. Administer& or supervises the administration of the business affairs of the
na
school system.
2 3 ~J
12. Submits reports regularly to each individual charged with the use of funds or
supplies, indicating the status of his
account.
13. Exercises proper control over the care
and distribution of supplies and equip-

ment.

na 1 2(~4

14. Supervises all school employees in the
no 1 2(i
4
performance of their duties. .
', )
15. Recommends professional and nonprofessional employees for appointment on
the basis of their qualifications for particular services.
na 1 2 3~ 'V
16. Conducts research concerning educational problems of the school and the
community.
no
2 3(4)
17. Uses the results of research in planning
the educational program ..
no
2 3 1-1)
18. Involves the building principal and faculty in formulating recommendations,
policies, and the budget.
no 1 2 31_4)
19. Secures the cooperation of the staff in
carrying out recommendations and
policies.
no 1 2 3j)
20. Facilitates the professional improveno ((12 3 4
ment of the staff.
21. Assists in the coordination of school and
.41
no l 2 3 t'':_..,
community activities..
22. Considers the availability of community
or other finances in arriving at practical
2, -..__-'
:f. 4
no
solutions to educational problems.
23. Participates in a continuing program of
no
2 3;f1
self-improvement.
24. Serves as consultant to the board and
"'
no
2 3,jJ
employee groups during negotiations.
25. Provides the community with educano
2 3{j;
tional leadership.
26. Provides for periodic codification of
no
2 3(~~
records.

,,-

27.

no

2 3 4

na

(4'.
2 3 ,_

na

2

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the professional preparation of the superintendent and his assistants?
b) How extensi-ve i'.s the educational experience of the superintendent and his assistant.~?

~

3~)

Comments

#12 - Departments do not have set budgets to use - materials & equipment is based
on use and needs.
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3. Principal and Administrative Assistants
3.1. PREPARATION AND QUALIFICATIONS
(For data on preparation of individual staff members, see Section 10, "Individual Staff Member.")

Checklist

The principal and administrative assistants:
1. Have a broad backgr0und in general
education. .
2. Have extensive professional preparation.
3. Have successful teaching experience.
4. Have successful administrative experience.
5. Exhibit a well-formulated philosophy of
education. .
6. Show an awareness of the e<lucational
needs of the community. .
7. Demonstrate their familiarity with the
educational program.

na
na
na

2 30}
2 3 14 1

na

2 3

i~J

na

2 3

(4,J

no

2 3 (4)

na

2 3i_~J

2

3c4}

"'

;

8. Keep abreast of current philosophy and
,2 3 (4..J
na
practices in secondary education.
9. Maintain membership in professional
2 3(4)
na
organizations.
10. Attend meetings of professional organina .1 2 3(~
zations ..
11. Participate in a continuing program of
na
2 3 (£;
self-improYement.
12.

no

2 3 4

no
na

2 3(~

/»,

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the professional preparation of the vrincival and his assistants?
b) How extensive is the edu.cational experience of the principal and his assistants?

2 3

({1

Comments

3.2. DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS

Although the following functions are commonly the special responsibility of the principal of the secondary school,
their performance may be delegated to others. Check and evaluate on the basis of performance of the functions by the
proper person, regardless of title. If the principal is also the head of the school system, the criteria dealing with the superintendent of schools should he checked with reference to the principal.
Checklist

The principal:
1. Is the responsible hearl of the school.
2. Budgets his time to provide a balance
between admjnistrative and supervisory
duties.
3. Makes sure that all staff members understand their duties and responsibilities. .
4. Equalizes the working load of staff members as much as possible. .
5. Requires that materials and supplies are
used efficiently and economically.
6. Provides for administrative procedures,
such as scheduling, attendance, and reports.
7. Provides regular and accurate reports :.
regarding the condition and progress of
the school. .
8. Inspects plant facilities regularly to ensure efficient operation and healthful
conditions.

na 1 2 3 (' -4),

no

2

3r))

no

2

3(j)

na

2

3<})

2

3

na 1 2 3

na

4

©

9. Provides for drills, traffic control, and
similar activities to ensure student
na 1
safety. .
10. Directs the planning and operation of a
program of safety education.
(.~) 1
11. Directs the public relations program in
na
cooperation with the superintendent.
12. Participates in the selection of staff
no
members.
13. Provides direction and supervision for
na
student activities..
14. Provides educational leadership for his
no
community.
15. Directs and uses research to determine
the effectiveness of various school programs and operational procedures.
na

,,....

2,Ji4
2 3 4

2 3(,4)

2 3 (.4)
2

3(4.J

2(3'
I...J

,4

1 2 3(J)

na 1 2 3

©

16.Cornmunicates effectively with
parents, students, faculty &
other members of community.

na

2 3(~)

330
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3. Principal and Administrative Assistants-Continued
3.2. DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS-Continued

Supplementary Datu
1. What actions have been taken to prepare for, eliminate, or ease situations that might cause or add to social unrest?

A.
B.

Active figure in C.C.C.
Meeting with community church leaders

Evaluations
a) How effectively do the princ1'.pal and his assistants perform their duties?

Comments

3.3. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
The principal of the school has the major responsibility for educational leadership, but assistance may be furnished
by supervisors, department heads, and other administrative as,;istants. The total contribution of all concerned with eciu-·
cational leadership should be considered in checking and evaluating the following items.

Checklist
The principal, assisted by other members of the staff h:wing
1. Is a major professional leader of the
school.
na 1 2 3 (_4-)
2. Assists staff members in improving the
articulation and continuity of all aspects
of the school program, both within
grades and between grades. .
na 1 2 3 1~4')
3. Affords appropriate opportunities for
staff mernlJers to share in the administration of the school. .
4. Helps new teachers to begin their work
with confidence and to become construcna 1 2 3 ({,
tive members of the staff.
5. Helps all staff members to attain a feeling of security and satisfaction in their
work.
na 1 2 3 I~)
6. Encourages the professional grO\vth of
his teachers and helps them to develop
to their highest potential.
7. Works with 1)arent-teacher and other
organizations to improve the service that
the school renders to students and the
community.
na 1 2 3 \./;)
8. -Formulates plans, in cooperntion with
staff members, for the improvement of
2 1\ 3)
the educational program ..
na
... 4
9. Stimulates the staff to initiate and carry
2 (3)4
na
out curriculum studies.
10. Aids teachers in obtaining and using a
.na
2 3 (4\
varietv of up-to-date materials.
..._.'/
';.

leadership responsibilities:
11. Uses classroom visits and interviews to
help teachers increase their effectiveness.
12. Arranges a variety of educational activities, such as workshops, conferences,
and individual and group research projects.
13. Aids in the development of a professional library. .
14. Provides opportunities for teachers to
observe the work of other schools,
clinics, or related services.
15. Recognizes, on personnel records, by
letters of commendation, or other means,
instances of unusual professional growth
or educational achievement. .
lG. Uses a friendly and understanding approach in discussing the problems of
teachers.
17. Encourages staff memben; to seek ways
of promoting moral and spiritual values
through school activities.
18. Knows the community and is aware of
its changing needs.
19. Provides or maintains an environment
that is conducive to educational growth
and development. .

no 1 2 1_3~'. A

no ll 1 2 3 4

,·.o_

no ,1_, 2 3 L

f\O

1 2 3 1,.1,:

no

2 3(f

no

2 3t..'1J

110

2

na

2 3 4

na

\
2 3 /4
,_j

na

2 3/4\
'--"

--\

'A'

v{
'I __,

_./

20.

Evaluations
a) How effective is the professional leadership of the principal and his assistants?
b) How satisfactoril11 does the principal provide opportunities for staff mernbers to participate in policymaking?
Comments
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C. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

1. Selection of Staff Members

Checklist
1. Teacher selection is a rno.[Jerative process

involving the superintendent, principal,
and department heads or supervisors.
2. Candidates are selected on the basis of
their qualifications for the parlicnlar position they are to fill.
3. Both the amount and quality of each candidate's experience arc examined.
,1. 'l'he college transcript of ca~h candidate
is examined.

no 1 2 31))

I

!
i

2 3 :;j',
'

no

I

__/

no

2 3

~4;

no

2 3

~~;

I

I
l

I

5. Recommendations frorn niliable sources
are carefully and confidentially examined.
G. Personal interviews are conducted with
each candidate ,vhose recommendations
and credentials warrant further consideration.
7. Whenever possible, the candidate is observed at work.

! 8.

no

.-

1 2 3 41

,,

-1)

no

2 3

no

2 3;4

no

2 3 4

nc1

2 3'_4;

na

2 3 ,_4J

-

Evaluation&

··,,

a.) How satisfactO/'y are the 1ilethods usecl in the ~dection of professional staff members t
o) How successful hos the present administration been in selectin[f competent staff?

·"\

Comments

2. Experiente and Length of Service

[n<licate below the experience of cb~sroom l,!acher;;.

L'';" •:

- -1_
.\-UMBL;, UI·

\'1·.\l<~

·,-~,-,·,-_1_l_;s('-~1' ~ ' ' " ' "

OF EXl'FR!F};CE

.

1--- -------

:deu·--·--- - -

-:------

I ~

i - 2~~·:::·:

[----------- - --- - ___ I__

!

s-

1

1

19

1-----~0-;~--

22,~~~S~ooo~ --1- - - __ f~::~u:,'1'~"~ 1'""'j,':".": - ---1.

.,

i

3
- ;·--

i

5

\Vornc;:--1

I

----!- __________I -

l'cr,i.:m

+--- ----- ---;-------

i·---

.\Vor,1e1, --,

!\Icn

l'erccnt

'

----------!
1; --

+
1--+-~~-____ -I 2 +
--+- ----------\---- ---·------ ------·----!---- ------.. .- ----!_. __________ --;-

2 --

:

1

--1--·-- 2 -------1-

I
----,3--1-10

2

3

:

6

-------2 ------ ~-?---

;------------ - - - ·-·- --1- - - - ----,--------- --------------1--- ---- -------- - --------------- ------- --j

5- 9

·

I__ ---_ ,_:;
.

Less than 1

:-------Total -

-

!-- _3 .

I
·

- ---'

4

---------- -- ---

'

I

34

-I _

24_~_

i

:

----------1--~~--- ·:--

'-------------- -

5

12________ 1_ _ ~8

5

2 ___

-

4

1_ -_,._

31

---,-£Q_-~_

I

---1--;-------~2- ---,---~?--..-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - __ __J ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Evaluations
a) How satisfactory is the t0tal amount of experieur.:e oj teache1·s?

no 1 2 3

b) How satisfactory is the length of service of teachers in this school?

na 1 2 3 4

Comments

4
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3. Staff Improvement

Checklist
Members of the school staff:
1. Make and use studies of students and
community.
2. Demonstrate a concern with the study and
solution of educational problems.
8. Help to plan a ncl arr actiw, in faculty
meetings.
4. Us0 professio1:;il assistance from outside
som·ces when necessary aml desir::ih]0,
5. Use professional publications.
6. C<mtinuc to increase their knowledge and
understanding of thrir fields of specialization.
7. Continue their formal education through
organizt'd r:nursrs or t,ther approved
means.
8. Arc adding to their cultm·:i.l and educational g-rowth by the following mrthods
( check those which appl:v 'I :
___,Programed Rh1dirR.

no
na
na

2 3

na

2 3
2 3

na

r'l('I

,

,,4)

2

no

_x_Educational television.
_x_Travel.
X,_ln-service activities; curriculum studies.
,, _ _Teacher exchange programs.
::,;___ Reading in their respective subject
areas.
X Participntion in loC'.al, state, and federal gow1 nmental functions.
X_,Joining and participating in professional organizations.
:X:__ Being aware ,of and using recent research in thefr subject areas.
x_Becoming acquainted ,Yith high-speed
data processing and student accounting as it applies to their snlJject areas
and the rnnnagement of the sehMl.
no l 2

Supplementary Data
J. List the studies

01'

investigations that are currentl:v being pursned.

A Gifted Program

2. List ways in which 1lH' s1aff membr:r~ an! addin~ tq their eullural and erlurntional growth.

Evaluations
a) How c);tensivc arc the group study activities of the staff?

no

b) II ow satisfactory is the systematic study done by individiwls?
c) How extensively are appropriate shtdu 11wteriols mwilable to staff members?

na

Comments

no 1 , 2.· 3 ~,
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4. Salaries and· Salary Schedules
Include here only clas8room teachers who give part or foll time to the secondai·y school. Repol't those employed full time
by the school system at the actual salary reeeiYed, regr:rdless of whether or not full time is given to the secondary school.
Report those employed only part time by the school system at the equivalent full-time salary. Thus, a teacher employed
for half time service at S-J,000 per year should be reported as receiving $8,000. If room and board constitute part of the
remuneration, include them at a fair monetary equivalent and give allowance made for this factor under "Comments."
Indicate in the following table the number and percent of teachers in each salary classification.
1 .

S.\L.\RY

I

-----------~------

~----

I

r-lE!s

\\'O!JEN

--

~----------·-------·--- ----·--··--

]\um~.::..._

8

r--Ov:r_SlS~000 ________ _8________
1
$14,SOO-S!4/>99

J.------ -------- ----- ·-··--,--·---------,---

=~::::::i:::::: --= ==
- s~~:~~~-~~~~:~~~ _

TOTAL------·l
Percent~

_...l5_____
. .
,-----------i

~--1== ~= !---=I ~ -. =-= L__i
1

-------··-1-- ---l-----l---1_--2 ______-4_. _____!
. ___ 12_____1
_._J _______________L__ _
2
_A_ _____ :
_ _ _j_ __ ·····---- ____ ___A ________s._ _______ lQ___ J

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 _____________ _! ____ 1- - 6.._
.

$11,500-$11,999
SI 1,000-SI 1,499
$10,500-SlO,~'.~
1
_§~000-::~~0:499 · - __ .___ l

I

7 ___ I_

8

I___
I

_________1______ _ ___ _L ___ .-

_s 9,soo-~9,999

____ _s__.
1

-T::~~~~f~~:-·= =~~=--==~=-~\ __
$ 9,000-$ 9,499

L____

5
.

15
I
!}_____,

10

··-I

---=-~-=1

---1---_---1-----~-=----,-.:.~---2

7 ,500-S 7,999
- $$·------·---·-----·---·---------·---I
7,000-S 7,199
----------·- ------------------ ·----·-----,---- ------,------$ 6,500-S 6,999

S

6,000-s 6,499

1

5,499

=-~;:a~~~~ _=~-=~~-=-~=~=:~~-~-==---0
: ______

Checkllnt
1. 'l'he school has a definite salary schedule,
including regular increments, for professional stafI members.
2. Salaries provide for appropriate standards of living fo terms of socioeconomic
conditions in the community..
3. '1:he initial salary is determined by the
amount of education and experience of
candidates.
4. Persons of the same type 01· rank of position receive equal salaries for equivalent
education and experience (except as in 5
below).

2

1--------:-·-------,--------

~.soo-s s,999

s s,ooo-s

1

.

na l

2 3 (4)

na l

2/ 3) 4

I
I
I

I

no 1 2

3©1

I
na

1 2 3 1.._.,
4)

52 _____~:~-

I

-=~~~-j

5. 'l'he salary schedule id sufficiently flexible
to care for cases of unusual merit in
order to recognize hir:h qualifications,
outstanding professional growth, or excellence of service rendered.
6. The salary schedule provides incentive for
staff members to continue professional advancement through additional education.
7. Provision is made for equitable remuneration for all sponsors of student activities.

I 8.

no

Cf, 2

3 4

no 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Provide a copy of the sala1·y schedule, incluoing plan of increments or merit increases.

Evaluations
ri) How well does the salary schedule meet the provisions set forth above?

no

b) How well is the salary schedule being followed?
-:) How adequate arr the salaries paid teachers in terms of local socioeconomic conditions?

no 1

Com..>nents

no

2(~)4

2 3(~)
1 2(~')4
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5. Tenure, Leaves of Absence, Dismissals, and Retirement Provisions

Checklist
1. Tenure is provided after a successful

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

probationary period.
The dismissal of an employee is preceded by a warning- and a written statement of rensons.
Dismissal is made only after efforts to
assist the employee have failed.
Employees arc permitted to leave their
regular school duties to attend professional meetings and visit ot}Jer schools.
No deduction in pay is made for absences for professional purposes.
Employees are allowed a number of days
absence from school duties, without loss
of pay, because of personal illness. (The
number of days allowed per year is

110

_ _ .)

na

1 2 3

'."4)

na

2 3 f~i')
I(.

no

2 3 .'i)

"-

na (l.,' 2
na

I

3 4

(1) 2 3 4

7. Sick leave is allowed to accumulate. (Total accumulation may not exceed _lQQ__
days.)
8. Allowance is made for maternity leave
without loss of status.
9. Provision is made for sabbatical leave of
absence on (check) foll __ or half ___
pay.
10. Extended leave of absence is g:i:anted
teachers to continue their education.
11. A contributory or other retirement plan
is available.
12.

3(~)

na

2

na

2 3

(4;

(j, 2 3 4
na-,_..J
·<\
nal~l; 2 3 ,4

na

2 3 (~_)

no

2 3 4

1 2 3(~

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the retirement system, indicating extent of staff participation, staff segments included, and major provisions.

A.

Mandatory Ill. Teacher's Retirement

Evaluations

a) How adequate are conditions of tenure for professional staff members?
b) How satisfactory are the provisions relating to leave of absence for professional staff members?
c) How adequate is the retirement system for professional staff members?
Comments

na
na

3(_4)
1(1) 3 4

na 1

2

2(3) 4
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D. NONINSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

l. Secretarial
The term "secretary" here refer,, only to members of the secretarial, clerical, and accounting :;egmcnts of the staff.

Checklist
1. Secretaries are selected by the sup0c:rin8. Tenure is provided after a successful
/'~'\,
no l 2 3,.,4:
tendent and principal.
probationary period.
2. Secretaries are selecl.:!d on the basis of
9. The dismissal of an emplo:,·ee is preceded
their qualifications for the :particular
by a warning and a written statement
na l 2 3,~):
position they are to fill.
of reasons.
3. Recommendations from relial'>le sources
10. Employees are allowed a number of days
are carefully and confidentially exabsence from school duties, without loss
no 1 2 3 (4)
of pay, because of personal iliness. (The
amined.
number of days per year is __J()_.)
4. Salarie::; r,1 ovide for appropriate standards of Jiving in terms of the sccioeco11. Sick leave is allowell to accumulate. (To11~ l 2{} 4
nomic standards in the corntY,unity ..
tal accumulation may not exceed --1-09-5. 'I'he initial salary is determined by the
days.)
19.... A contribult)l'Y retirement plan is availamount of training and experience of
candidate:,.
110 1 2 3(4;
able.
na /1: 2 3 -4 ! 13. In-service training programs are pro6. A definite wlary schedule is in effect.
!
7. The salary schedule is si1fiiciently flexible
vided.
I
to allow for cases of unusual merit in
order to recognize high qualifications or
1-1.
excellence of service rendered.
no/ l 12 3 4

,

, ....

r1a;].1 2 3 4

"'"'

no 1 2 3,'_i1

no l 2 31·, 4'·'

I

na

2

3t4;

I

na

2

3ri'

/:'
3 4
nq J;2
no l

2 3 4

Evaluations

a) How satfafactory are the methods for selecting secretaries?
b) How adequate are salaries? .
c) How satisfactory arc the working conditions? .
d) How satisfactoi'ily do secretaries J)crform their cl11.ties?
Comments

na 1 2 3 ..-:.r:,
na 1 2 ;!_)4

-

no

2, -3'4
/

na

2 3 (4
._,,\

...._

') 3,b
..)

2. Custodial and Maintenance Personnel

Checklist
1. Staff members are selected on the basis
of their qualifications for the particular
position they are to fill.
2. The principal has a part in the selection
and assignment of custodial and maintenance staff.
3. Recommendations from reliable sources
are carefully and confidentialiy examined.
·'- Salaries provide for appropriate standards of living in terms of the socioeconomic standards of the community..
5. The initial salary is determined by the
amount of training and experience of
candidates.
6. A definite salary schedule, including
regular increments, is in effect ...
7. The salary sehedule is sufficiently flexible
to nllow for cases of unusual merit in
order to recognize high qualifications or
excellence of service rendered.
8. Tenure is provided after a successful
probationary period.
!l. The dismissal of an employee is preceded
by a warning and a written statement of
reasons.

I
na 1 2 3 (:;:\

.,

li~.,\3 4

na

na

(1,, 2

na 1

na

3 4

20;4

1 2 (3J 4

10. Employees are allowed a number of days

absence from school duties, without loss

I of pay, because of personal illness. (The
number of days per year is _____l_Q_,)
I 11. Sick
leave is allowed to ac-cumulate. (To-

tal accumulation may not exceed _1_0_0_
days.)
12. A contributory retirement plan is available.
13. Custodians use equipment and supplies
efficiently and economically.
14. Staff members try out and test various
methods, materials, supplies, and equip. ment to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their work.
15. Staff members give special attention to
conditions affecti1m health and safety.
16. Staff members understand their relationships and the nature of their contributions to the educational program.
17. In-service training programs are provided.
18. Staff members are particulal'ly alert to
the prevention of accidents.
19.

na
na
na

na
no

no
no
na
na

2 3 4

na

213,4
1 2(t4
1 2 3 ,_-.,,
'4\
2@4

Supplementary Data
1. Discuss the retirement plan.

A.

Municipal Retirement System

Evaluations
a) II ow satisfactory are the methods used in selecting custodial and maintenance staff?
b) How a.dequate are the salaries? .
c) How satisfactory are working conditions? .
d) How well do 11rn1nbers of the custodial and maintenance staff perform thefr duties?
Comments

#2 Custodial & Maintenance staff regulated by Superintendent

/"'_',

na

na
na
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3. Health and Medical Staff

Checklist

5. Students are given dental and physical

1. 'l'he health and medical staff members are

selected on the basis of their qualifications for the position they are to fill ..
2. A registered nurse is on duty or is available when school is in session ..
3. A doctor is available (on cull) when
school is in session.
4. At least one person qualified to administer first aid is always in the school
building when school is in session.

na

2

3(4~
,_,

na

2

3

na

2 31~_)

,i>

na 1 2 3141
_;.,

examinations periodically.
6. The health and medical staff, upon request, assist parents in securing professional services to conect remediable defects of students.
7. A written policy for dealing with emergencieR is in effect.

na 1 2

314',
'----'

no

2

3'4\
'---

na

2 -~!4

8.

na

2 3 4

.-,

Supplementary Data

1. Discuss the requirements for,dental and physical examinations of students.

A.
B.

Required Physical/Dental - 9th grade
Yearly exam/participation in athletics

Evaluations

a) How adequate is the health and medical staff?

na 1 2 3 ({)

Comments

4. Food Services Staff

If a catering service or other contractual arrangement is used, describe and evaluate it under Supplementary Data
rather than using the checklist and evaluation provided.
Checklist

The food service manager:
I. Is a full-time employee whose primary
staff concern and interest is food services and nutrition education. .
2. Has had previous experience in school
food services. .
3. Has continued professional training.
4. Meets the requirements that have been
established for this position..
In regard to other food service personnel:
5. Competent personnel are provided for
operation of the food services program.
6. In-service education is encouraged and
provided for food services employees.

na

2 3(!)

2 3 .4
na
no ·1 2 3(4°)
na

~

2,114

7. Employees give evidence of training and
interest in the food services program
through their personal appearance and
manner.
8. A definite salary schedule is in effect, including benefits, regular increments, and
opportunities for promotion..
9. Health examinations, including tests for
tuberculosis and venereal diseases, are
required annually.
10.

na

1(3)3

na 1 2 3 4

,4

Supplementary Data

1. Annual turnover among the food services staff is 1Q_ percent of personnel employed. (Compute average over the last
five years.)
2. Include an exhibit of the salary schedule and employee benefits.
3. 35 per hr. - 10 day sick leave -

& IMR - Retirement
Evaluations

a) How adequate is the training of the iood services manager?
b) How adequate is the preparation of members of the school food services staff?
c) How satisfactory are the personal qualifications of the school food services staff?
Comments

na 1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3 .4
no
2 3 4
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i, A~.d VOCATIONAL PLANS

D,~.Hl11~ ~·'-'-· -·

COLLEGE PLANS

--------------------------------------

Name

Address

What college?
--------------If your choice is indefinite,
colleges or types of colleges are yo~
to you plan to go to college?

what

·-------------------------------

considering

----------------------------------------------

~Jhat course are you considering?

Do you need financial assistance to ~ttend college?
Are you interested in applying for financial aid?

Do you plan to worR: for any part of your expenses?______What Part?_ __

VOCATIONAL PLANS

--------------------

What vocations are you considering?

----·PERSONAL DATA

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hobbies?

School subjects liked best

School subjects liked least

What musical intruments do you play?___________________

Special recognition, such as honors, prizes, scholarships, etc., have you re-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ceived in.or out of school?

List your high school activities (clubs, sports, offices you have held, etc)
FJ."6Shman

Yea.r

Sophomore Yea.r

Junior Year

Senior Year

339
2

---------------------------

Ch~rch Preference

----------------------Fathsr s Occupation
----------Mother's Occupation---------Father's Name

Mother's name

1

------------

List the names and ages of your brothers and sisters

-----If not with whom do you live?

Do you live with your parents?

indicate Relationship)

--------------------------------

Indicate all work experifr.ce for pay here

---

Ro!~'lrt:"~{5 :

(Please

340
1':s n:my, if not :::ost\, of you la.10\1, ey job here o..t Villa Grove :Jlc;n ;,johool involve;:;
holpi:nc you '\;ct to 11iwrovor it i:J you ~rc...'1.t to bc 11 at tl:.e eml of your :::;ccond:ll'Y
eciucatio:1. 3ometir.'lcc thi:J !:1Cc.l1G hcl:>inb find jobs, hel:9ina to detcl'.'l:rlne ulmt
ehc:itio112.l t-rr-.inincr or zchoolinc you need. ('2rac.e ochool or Colle.;e or Junior

Colle(;'G.)
:-iore frequently, of late, I ho.ve llel:9er: co:ie inc1iviclt12l s enroll in correspondence
course.:, to an[;.blo t!101;1 to ei thor 11drn up nceued. courses or to 2,Tc:.du::1-tG a::18.rly.
lwen in these cc2ncs, thorm inc:ivitu2l:::; ua"l.ti:n{; corres:;;iondence courses hnvo boon
red fin,e about li-:teninc to me 8pout r:cy r,hiloso:phJr on enrly c;ra.du2.tion. (Early
;:'!'c.dui::.tion :..;hould l>c c. :;>t~rt of come cm:nrcr-cndve 9lmmincr u:u.ch inclu~es gottinc;
out to ec::..:.."'ll :::-ioncy for rf<.li t.:.o:!12.l '.ichoolinG or trc2ininc or early entry into· thn.t
~chool or tr::i:rJ.nc. ,-;y ree.cons~ To ncroly get out ec:rly !)lac:Js you in n very
precn:dour.i ::ii tua.tion--thnt of boinc too yoU:.'lG to rGt.(:Jily fit into tho nc.ul t uorld
(or ,!or·L! of 'tror~~) ona. ''too ola.1! to i'it uoll in the e:dstincr hi2;h :.;chool group
once again.)

It :-=.ieer.:,s to be ''in'.• t1:.i ir.arcly sey 11 sc!1ool ic boring'' or ''I ju::t u2nt out! 11 1'.ouj
r.JUpposincr thi::i !'~ the ceGe 9 you a.Te 2;::-oorr-iDG yoursol voG e.s a res;ionoiblo ci tizcn
mi<:1. pl211.."'linc your lifG c:ftor hi{;h school--(Lg f; fcsuo:a ~:i."0le Ci tizcn ho~, ·.,oul~1
YOU ch~e cchool to ::mkc it less borinc'? fill(: uhe-t i!J 1,10:::t bo~i!!G 2bout i::chool ?? )
0

)?102.;;,e tcke 2 fe•.1 lilinut0s to ra::.pou~ to the above. You need not ::dnn your ncno,
but plec.oc give a. serious rcuponse to these t,,o qucstior,s.
Th2Zll~ you! ! ·
:,~. Lnuso!l

_____ _____________

---------- ---··-~----·--------·

,,,..

,_.

---------

-·-------------------------~------------------·-·-------_____ ___________________
.,_

_.

____________________

-----------------------------,--------------·----~-------·· - ...

---------------------·-·--,-·---- ---------·-·-·-·-~---...
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QUESTION:~AI~

1. r!ame

----c"'t·a::,·,j

2 •. Address

3. Date

----,-s"'"'£'r_e_e...,.t-al1ci

or

·-· r··iddle J

(First)
nU!'lOer

Ci 'R -~ ;fi:'' ~~ 0.
1

birth

-·--t...m-o-i1...t-fi-,-a-a:-y-,-y-e-·.:u:··~....., - - - · - - - - - -

4. Aee--(...A_s_o...""'~_A_u_g_us_t_l_5..,.th...' -..__,.t..,,..l'!....is-·-y-e-·a.:-.,.·-j------

Phone

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

,. Place of' birth

6. Name of Father

•

7. His occupation

-------------------------

8. His place of employment

9. Name of Moth.er

---------------

10. Hor occupation (if other than housemfa)

----------------------

11. Her place of employment

12. Is I.IlY lar1guage other than English spoken in· your home 'l

What?

-----------------

13. Can yeu speak any language other than English?
What?
--------------------------

--------------------------------- -------

14. Names and ages of brothers and sistars

1$. A:t·a your facilities for hernia study good, fair or poor?

16. DC- you come to school by bus?

17. Are ycu· employed regularly after school, or on Saturdays?
During what hours?
rJr.at type of work?
Place of employment
----------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

18. Narna of empltyer

19. Did you work during aummor vacation?

What type of work did you do?
Name and address of' employer

20. What occupational field w.,uld you like to enter?
What are your reasons for that choice?
-----------

------------------------

21. Do yeu hav·e a secend choice?

22 •. De you plan to continue your education

(after high school)?

23. Narna ef yeur so_hrol ch•son, or type of institution___________

342

---------------

What?
24. .Have y-r,u any- favorite scho•l subjects?
25. What magazines do you read regularly? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------

26. .De you read a newspaper regularly?
27 • .Il0 y-,u tako books from the public library, other than those required for your
school work?
What type of-books do y-ou prefer?
28. What are your hobbies?
29. Mention any awards you_:Ea_ve--w-on_i,..n-eo-nna--c·t""'io-n-w......,ith,__s_c,..ti-oo-i'.J.-o-r-y-o-ur--c-om-m-,un-.i.,.t-y?

----------

30. To what clubs, ouu.ida of schot.i, dw you belong?
31. Tn what school clubs or activities have you belo-ng'"'"a-a""?---------32. In what schnel activities ara you now pal"ticipating or plan to be participating during this. school year?
-------------------

3j. .Wno is ycur family- doctor?

.. Harne •
Address
,
Phone No. • Have you any physical disabilities that would be likely to interfere in any
way with yeur cla.ss w~rk er uchool attendance?
Sche dula
3
5e
Student name
4
6.
Leeker No. - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.

34.

------------·---- -----

2.---- ·---- 7.----

·31 3
.L

JUNIOR CLASS PRELTI-ITNAH.Y COLLEGE AUD VOCATIONAL PLANS BLflNK
Name

Dat,e

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Homerocim-

Dean
When do you expect to Graduat.e?

-

------------·----

Which of the following graduation requirements have not been satisfied?

Do not

check courses you are now ta.king.
Science: (4 Semesters)
Biology 1.

English: (8 semesters)
1.

2,

--------

3.
L.-----

s. ----6.
1.
8.

----------History: (6 Semesters)
World
l.
2. ----American

1.

2.
Am.Gov' t.

--------- 2. -------(2 .Semesters)·
---. l.2.------2.
1.

Math:

Fine and/or Praci teal Art-s:
1.
2.

----- -------

----·---·----

(2 Semesters)

6th Semester

------Which colleges are you co:nsiderj.ng?

Do you plan to go to college?

Which vocations are you considering?

----------

-------·----~-

------------ ---·---

With whom have ycu discussed your plans?

Name 3 adu.lts (not relatives) who know you well.

Name 3 students who knew you well ..
..

--------------·

-·----------------------------·-------------

34.1.i.

..;..:;;~--=--,-----------------.
Offices Held

List your high school activities •
Class office, Athletics letter,
YEAR
~tudent Gov·t • z Music • Dramatics • Etc Name of Club
'-'

'

FRESEMAN
SOPHOMO.tt ~

JUNIOR

--What are the activities in which you participate regularly outside of school?

PART-TIME JOBS HELD.

EMPLOYER

KIND OF WORK

HOURLYPA1

DATE WORK
Bega1;I and Ended

--~--~,-

I

-

PUPIL PERS01'1NEL Q,UESTIOlfflAIRE

--------------Place of birth-------- - - - - - -

Date of birth

Instructions: Please write or print your answers as clearly and neatly as possible.
Compi.ete all of the blanks. \-ihere no answer can be given, use the word "none." If
you 2-~e in doubt as to the meaning of any question, consult your homeroom teache::i? or
guidance counselor.

SECTIOiiT I.

FAMILY BACKGROUND

1. With whom do you live?
2.

3.

4.
5.

(check cne)
father and mother
father only
mother only_ _ _guard.tro1_ __
Status of pn.rents (check those applying)
married
divorced
separated.
father dead____mothe:r dead.___
Hame of parents (or g u a r d i a n ) · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Telephone._- - - - - - - - - Occupstion of father~~~~~-~~~~~~-~--~~~~~~~-~~~~~~

6. Occ'.lpation of mother_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7.

a-.
9.

10.

Ecln~ation of father: grade school_ _ _r.Jgh s0hool____colh,ge_ _
Ed,s1cation of mo-'.;her: grac.e school
high school._ _ _ _college_-_ _

Sisters {names and ages):

B~othe~s (names an1 ages):

------------ ----- ----,----------~ -----

Languag,1 spoken .i.n tho h o m e · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - -

Religious preference_____________________________

SECTIO!: II.

PERS01Hi.L BACKGRCUND

1.

Special int"'rests o:c hobtiE!s: ______________________~ - - -

2.

v111at c_o .you clo with most of you:r leisure time?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

\/b.1:1,t kind.s of books do you e n j o y ' ' - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -

li.

\J'nat magazines etc you read. regularly?______________________

5,

you reaa. a dally pap0r'?_ _How many?___________· - - - - Wha:i; parte do you read? (ch~ck)
front rage~~~----~~~~~
sports section_·~~~--~--~--~~~.
Othe:t' ge'.".leral news
WC'men's section
ecli. tori al s
com:!.cs
enter-cdirunent news
aclvert5_sements
other
Do

--------

________
,

----·------------·-----------·-----

'.(I,(.,
~-.14-V

6. · hr.t l:in.:13 of notion pictures do you like best?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. Health condition (good, fair, poor)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1-vr:, physical defects?____ ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ -

Have you ever had e, serious illness?_ _ _ __.If so, what?_ _ _ __

-----------------------------,------·--··Rave you ever been in a serious accident?__.________Ii' so, what?_ __
EDUCATIONAL BACKGilOU::iD Al!D PLt'I.JlS

SECTIOU III.

1.

Do you enjoy school·? ( check one)

2.

alweys
usually
sometimes
seldom__never._..,._
What subjects do you enjoy the roost·? (a)__________

(b)

(c)

--~

(b)

(c)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. Uhat subjects do you enjoy the -~?(a)_,_________________.

4.

lfnat are yom: favorite school activities? (a)__________________

(b)

(c)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

l.1ha.t courses of stucly a:re you planninf; to take in this school?_ _ _ _ _ __

6.

Do you plan to continue your education after high school?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
At what kind of institutj.on?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ST::CTI0U I\T.

OCCUPATIOH.AL BACKGROmm .P.JiJ) PLANS

1.

l.lhat, occupations are you interested in? {a),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(b)__
(c)_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

P~st occupational experience:
Ty);>e of work

Employer

Dates

(a)~~--~~~-----~
(b)_ _
(c)_ __
).

·~--~~------

Are you uo:rldng pe..rt time umr?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
:t:f so, what ki:r.d of work?

----------------------are you interested in :pa:t·t-i..:iJne
emyJ.o:,'ll.:.ent ?_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ __

Emrloyer~~~~~~~~----If notv

l.'hat kind o1 work?_

______________..

Namo

,

_......,_,,,.. .

___
Yes Wo

1. Do you en.joy s:;hool :fv:i:- -~>:; Ito st )?art?
2. Arc you :prou.i of yoU,j;' scho.:>l?
3. Do you !eel th2,t stud,:-nt -:>J:;lnicn cor.n"GE> f01:' FOmP.J.;h::.ng in. t!1e
life of four schuol?

4.

,.
6.

7.
8.

10.
11.
1'2.

13.

16.

17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.

Sure

Could you tell e. neil student ·::Le: ~.n1i,:?rtc::n-t tb.5.nss he sho11.l6.

r.a.ou to get off to a goo a. ota.:rt ·:

Cm.'.ld yo,1 tell 2. n:3w. i:;tudenJ.; ift:a:i; e:iict.r..:,:ioe ~Cl.'Vices and
activities are car:r:i.ed o~ ir. tlLi.s F>cl1cvl?
t:> :y-Clu lc.10t-1 uhat fa.cul ty member is :ces:;:.>0·;1s.1.b16 fo~1.· otude.i4
{;uic1.ance a11:3 counseling'(
In yoti.r opildon, does t'he g..;.ic"i.&nce prog-..:a'D. add r.nytb.tng of
value to youx school?
So far as you car.. dE:te:cm:i.¥.e, do your school guidn.:.rce pre.gram
end :t ts acti vi tics ri.2vc f::ct..1 ty st1pport and. 2p:prove,l?
Has the schoo1. gu:t&inca :i;:~og.ram, as you um'tercb.nd it 9 2.ssisi;ed
ycu :personally in ::my :.ray?
Hc.s tte guid2...nce p1·ogram of this school 07er been desc:.:ibcd.,
eJ:pJ.a.inecl. 1 or outlined to you?
I!ave y0u. taker~ oy guidanoe tests?
If yon ha~,e taken any guioa..":.ce tcs'C.3: h:>"J'G ~rou umi.:'"1.lly beGn
informed of +.be rer.ru.l i;;:i?
If' yo·J. uer~ infcrmcd of yo,J'.!.' test ~e',"ill tr,, fo'.re y01.1 sa'tisf.ted.
th~t you unde:i:-sts.nd t·1hat the;,1· mrnn?
Fould you have liked fu.'t'the't' interprotc;i;icr.s of yot:x test r:;cor$i.:t?_'" __ - ~
Do you feel rer.zona.bly rrr~a that you co. .1lcl 1 r->.'t: this time,
i1.entify 9,ny special abilities or 2,1Ttl·~·c·,de'::' y/"11;1 m2.y have?
Do you feel rca.sona:L)ly suro t~.at you 0a:.1 ir:c'r.tify your
spscial inte:rer:::i;s?
to you feel that you knou ;i,:ost of t!Y' s·~.::"nc @:.d ,,aak poh1ts
of ::rou:c :::ie~sor.ali-ty?
1}o you unders"i;a..nc: ~yourself ·;;o you.;c o·o1n ,;atisfc..ction?
Have you .w·.ci ttE:n ;,-01.1:r au./;obiogre.:i;,hy G.i; cL!':{ tiillo durins your
sc.:hool yous?
::r you did w:d te your aut.clliograr,:1y ~ do ;s·ou .fe~l that t11i.s
experie:...ce tia.s liel:pful t.o you in ITfv WA.Ji:·
Do mc:::t of your tea.chcr.s see~1 to 1.mde:..·.'?ta:1.a. you?
]o you feel t::iat the:ce :i.~ c:1,;; least one *each.er frl this school
who knous you uell encu.:;;.. t;, be of gc~U:i.1'.:l n.elp in ~-1orldng
~ith you on you::.: problems?
!f your ans"i·rer to the :preceding question is yes~ c1o you feel
that this teacher has suffic.i.ent time to t8.lk to y.:iu'f
Have you. ever had a serious :9:roblero that yo1;. would have liked to
discuss immediately wi -::1 sc".'le faculty me::ibe~· ( ei the:r- a ·~eacher

or a counselor)?

26.

:bTot

lf y0u'.'"' answer to the p1:ecedir.g ~1...0:stion ,ms yGr:J, was it or
woulJ. it ha.ve bean :poss:.ble, regc"Y.'-:1:i.ess oi' tt,~ hour of the
school day, tc discuRs th::s 11:s:oblern 1:1.:!t.h. ~" fr.c·i.Llty me:mbe:r?
L: yon: opir,.: on, do ll"Ost of the :facul·;;;,,- '.21embo1.:-Es cf you:r.· scho,)l
r.;;s:pcct st11a.,mt 0011fidenccs?

Yes ..,::,

28.

TI°E>:ve you eve:-: b:-..d. n. :x.-~bLm t)::,_:~ y,n \-1<..i.'.:!..:~ ~1.:.vr: li~ed f::c t:':.J. k
CVe:t' uith a _pa:diCul2:i.' i ::....,ul~.f ill€.rf,er h,1:~ C'~.icn 1 ·~ 0HC8.Ui.10 y,:.u.
,_.ere E1..f:i:c1id--c,r ;ju.s+. cm.:V'.;1 1 t f.i.~-~•.i:,:~ oJ+. ..,. ~-r:::;,r to :~pr,:ro:::.ch
thi3 :perso!l
th yom· :1ro:..lem'?
J)o jrou usua.lly p:,:·cfc:i:- -to -~-':<.H: ovB ...' ;vut..:~· 7,e:n.;:ra,"l.J. ;.~.:i'!)le::me ,-rith

29.

e. 3tude:nt friewI inr1t.)ad 01' a Z2cul't.'r f-''?'.:l:)6:t.' ~f t:~:!.s scr:ool?
Jio you usua.J.1:r pref er to t?.lk c.i-.re~ your :-:;.err.;o.u.l j?xoble::ns ui th

0

,.,i

El. sturJe~1t fri,.mo. r2.ther th.:.n :r<J'lll' l>i:i.r.:mts?

32.

J"o ~"011 us-.~t(l.ly :p::-,:'lfcr.c -:~o t~~lk oi.,-er :~au.~· :perr:,:.:.2.1 ::rcoble:!$ w:i.th
your ::_)a::·cnts r~,tl:er ·;;r.:..:":,1 ruy· tor:.eh.3r or e;ourJ.se] o:c L'-1 tlus scl1oc,l·?. ·--- - ·

33. F2,v& yo-J. cv~r discu8set your occa.1.J:.JP.t:i.:m~l pl.i:nD \Tith

:?,

:C-r-~11:,.~i,y 1.-aer.n.Ce:L.·'~)
TI~·,v·~ ;,_-ou eY::r cone to i:i ft.·.cl.1.1 t:.- oeni.:,e:::- fc:t· :IJ::.fc:i."JJ,:1.tion e,;: ou:t t:.
J.)r,rt::_cuif'X field of •.-mrk'?

:n,.; :.rou :':.im-e t.'.'V c'1.ou1t.:i or jneccis:: n:;. ";:1;:;ut y01.u..• ;,:i'.'ob2,:jle choice
er.' o~ct\p?.ticn::
:!:loefJ :'.ro·..11: scJ.~ool h.:,.vc i:a.fo:cmriiio.n ,,:, :.nt coc-.1p2,tlo,1B on file
a..~111:10::.:a f a:r you:.:" nse?
rt

.J ••

I:rv;J :rrn. ~) Ld.11c!rnc1 tll.Y c·;c"Vpat:! c~·v:l i:rou. co:i:::.f:iLler;:,,-i.::011. a.s ~:r-~s1.u:i.. ()f i:30uiC PCti\T;i°.:y O:t' 2.Cti\-i ties Ol ;_1r;::,'.!J.:' SC?l.•JC...! i:_;ilC1:.J:i'.:.Of;

:rrob:cam?

3S.
39.
I;.0.

l1.J..

hJ<

1t:;.
1~6.

IIr,vo you. pm·-t.:i.ci :;:.:;~r-ct :!.n. tl~Y fic.,lc1
irJ'.u..s";~~5.e;.?
Enve y,1•:. '..1.c:~~1. c,ppor-b.mitie.:1 ':11rou0h a ':.':chovl t-,Gti.vity to di.scuss
joJ 0:_)~10::·i:;u::~ttics o::".' tr~-~.:1i11G' _i)l:·:.>g:rm:>:.: il-:-?.; j_~J.~~rest you ui.th
pc.1rile en13·c.-£:ed i.:n t:10 l'icld'?

Coult. you :::::;cu:c0 ~:::'sir-;i;n.·.1ce f1"cm you:· s·~·,cc~. :1.l'i. ce-t·i:;inG· ~ F~:rttj_ne .jo'J?
Eavo you pa:e:-':iicJ.:rY.;l;0c~ ~.s 1oruc)l as ~rou \IG ._~:.ct l i::.:,~ in yom.· oc:100:L
ellct:. vi-Cy ,roc;rc..:JJ. ;.
to ;ifoi:t fcal th2.t ~rot! hc::.·C' JJ:ro·,i te1.1 i~ow. J)1~ ....tiu:!.pa;i;L1;,~: 1::i .'3c~1c0l
a.ct;i vt·c::.es?
J:o 't•<'u fi~,1c'l t·;1a:c. :p;;:..:i.·t:..oip:.:.~J 0;1 i::1 u::'.:i.::.."'ac1.1.r.::d.(")t'l?.r ac·ci.vi·cJ.es
l1z.s c:.c;.veru-!ll~r a..:f:i'C:?cte..-) ~:t)ti_1.· clas~lTC,j,_:~~:: o~ ~~Cle;~: : .. l'l. =t::.\-:,r ~1e:y~l
I11 ~rc,u:..• O}>iil.ic,z, i tc rao.s~ o-J: t}:i.i st.u d~i1-l;:;1 ~rhc., Ft.:.i:r, tc, pi::.:::··i;:lci.i?.'.'.'.:~0
J:n. ·:;!:.e o:;~i;.ccc-'.;_:i:·:;:;;.cpl:u: a,:Jt:i.:viticz of .::c,ur s,:,'1.o{;J. h2.,.rc tlie OJ.>:iX'>l~t·w1i \;.r ·i:;o 0.0 .:::o?
b~~ t::.(::t:: ..m.i,'.:.: 6'..-:.\:T.:;.J c:.d-ivi t.1.Eic1 you. uirh yo·.,.z, f.>0}:·001 o:f'l'e~.:0d
"::1..1.i; ;loo~;; 110t r:o ~o ..f"
lf' you1· 2:nc-t:e:.c to th~~ :;::r,:1,·1,;~fi:~;.:; (,ues·dou ~.'fls y0~. cive e~:2J·11)les.
____ __. ............ - - · · - · · · · ' " · .. _

.. _

_____. , ....... _. ... '!'t"' .. .._..... _, - - · · .... -

.... · - ~ · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ·

............- -.... -

...

~ - - - .. : - •

47.

feel ·i;b.:i'..~ f2.c-:.1lt~r O.l'..Vinr:n::-, n.:ru h1!!lpfu.'1 ~v r:rtu.-C:..::1t t_fCOUJ?"l
a11c"J. F. c·~~~ ,:--J.ti\ls'!

1+3,

J:o mo~t of thA ·te~.d..-:r'..: 0:'t y,J..~ s0::cr-l se~-:r. -be, e11couro..:;0 u:.r.• i'e,vor
e::-:t:r-ccn~:.::·ic·tJ.lt-~· :-;,cti vi "'L,;iC!_~i?

:!-~'-•

!·J ~'t..Y.J:c 2.r~itd.Gr t com1c::.l
r.c·~i ,-e an.C.. ~-:or.~~1:: r}tile o::-[~t:'..llizs.tion?
In y,y!;L~0 for a :-rcuc.cnt ~~om,-:r, uoulcl ;:,-,.,;_: ·11v~G: foi: tl~e er~udGr,~
:you :9e:,::so~lly li.kc/ °;JeE:t vver othe:r: 1..:t1:u::lo:;t1:; y01:. :ceu "i',0 1:::;;

5c.

)~~

~rf)~'.

=~,.

1

bcd;~~er aur.i.l:tfioo.

z,.,r

loac:;)rsh!p?

~Jot

349

51.

Have you ever joined a s·tuclent c;roup 'because or friends. fPr.ulty
encouragement~ or other reasons, al though yo12 ueren I t really
interested in it?

Uhat three or four problems, relatecl either
to school or to other areas of your life,
are of greatest concern to you at tlu.s time?
List them in order of importance~ if possible,
a..."lC:. check the appropriate blank to the right;
for each.
L. serious Of some Concerns me.
problem to concern once in a
me
to me
while

__

----------·------··-~- -·-------- ---------·
-------··-----·--·-·----···
----·-----·----·---·------- ___.
-------~-·---------------- _____ ----·-------~·-· _______... ·- ........_.
----~--·---------------- ----~----~·----- ----··-·- -·--·-·-···-···-·-- ------------·------·--···--.-.---_...

____________________

._

.

Col"ltuants:

Please note: · It is a policy of the Eigh School Gu.i.del1ce Depar"t;:c1.ent tha·t all confic1.ential talks go no further than the·Guidance 0:.:.fir!~ i~;celf". So, please~ feel assured th~
you may c·ome in and discuss any subject end bn free from worr-J--th8..t it is being re-

ported to anyone.
~-:eshmeri '·a.r~ especially- encouragec1 to come in anc.1 ·talk about problemsw malrn vocation2l
:,,ilans~ oi merely ·_to get a~(1uainted •..

350

PUPIL PERSONN.l!.:L QU~STlONNAlH.

The information on this questionnaire is for the confidential use of the
Guidance Department only. :·Tith this data, we hope to assist you with your Educational and Occupational planning. Honest and CCT'lplete answers will more enable U3
to help you while you are in high school. Thanks for your cooperation.
Nr. Lawson
Instructions

Please print your ansi:rnrs as neatly as possible.
Complete all blr.nks. T-Jhore no answer can be given,
use the word "none". If you are in doubt as to the
meaning of the question, ask the guidance counselor
about it.
Date

/
M

SECTION I

Yr

D

-- About me:

1) Name
First

Hiddle

Social Security

Last

No-:-

2) Home address

where my father wo~ks
3) Telephone: (home)

where my mother works

4) Birthdate

Birthplace was
H

D

Yr

city

5) Ny doctor is:

state

of
city

his phone no. is
SECTION II

--

About

my

family:

1) With ~horn do you live?

(check one)

father and mother
father only
mother only
guardian
(Harne

2) Status of parents (check all that apply)

---

married
divorced
separated
father deceased
mother decased

)

-~~~

(yr
(yr

3) Name of parents (or guardian)

4) Address

Telephone

----------

5) Father or guardian's name
Age
is employed at
------------as a

Father's Education:
(circle)

Grade School 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8
High School
9 10 1112
Trade School 1 2 3 h
College
1 2 3~ 56 7 B

-------

)
)

351

7) Excluding yourself list from oldest to i"IR~B~a!t all children in your family.
Name
Age
Sex
Status
Occupation
Ed'n
City

8) Does anyone - beside your immediate family - live at your house with you?
Who?

9) What major difficulties or changes have occurred to your family recently?
(Examples - Births, deaths, divorces, addicents, etc.)

SECTION III --

My

personal background.

List in order all other schools you have attended.
1) Name of School

City

State

2) Grades I have skipped or repeated.

(if you've always atterided )
(V.G.School~ check here_)

Grades attended

Yenr

Rep
in 19
)
(Skip:::: Rep:::: in 19_)

(Ski-p

3) My special interests or hobbies are:

4) During my leisure time I like to :

5) The kinds of books I like to read are:
6) The kinda of magazines I like to read are:

7) I like to read a daily paper.
(check here

Yes

No

(circle one)

if you re.'ld ~ ~ ~ daily)

8) The parts of the paper which I ·read are:
Front page
other general news
Sports page
Women's section
Horoscope
Entertainment
other

(check)

--

---

Editorials
Comics
Advertisaments

--

--------·------------

9) The kinds of movies I enjoy best are:

10) }zy- study habits are: Excellent _

Good _

11) I study _

hourG at school each day.

hours at home and

Fair

Poor

SECTICN IIJ -

NY Educational Background a~~~ans

l) I enjoy school

_always

sometimes

_usually

-

seldom

2) The subjects I enjoy MOST are

a)~~----------~-~~b)

3) The subjects I enjoy IEAST are

a)--------------~-------~b)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
c)_
___________________

never

c)-~~~~------~-----------

4) My favorite school activities are a)

b)-------------~------c)____________~~--~

5)While in High School, I'd like to follow:
a General Course
----- a College Preparatory Course (I have a C or better average)
a Business Course
a Horne Economics Course
an Agriculture Course
a Shop Course

6a)
6b)

----I
I

do

___do

-

do not

~do not

plan to finish high school. (~hy?)
plan to continue my education after high school.

(If you DO, what kind of education will it be?
(circle)
(4 year college
2 year college
trade school)
(apprenticeship
other
)

7) About school, I wculd like to say that

------------------

SECTION V -- My Vocational plans

1) My greatest achievements in school are:

------------------

2) Three occupations in which I am interested for a life'~ wcrk are:
(start with most important first)

A)___~ - - - ~ . . . . - ~ - - - ~ - ~
B)__~~~~~~---~~~--C)

----------------

3) Ten years from now, I would like to be a/an

4)

-------------~-

____

----------~- . ______

The jobs I have already had (and enjoyed) are:

$) The jobs I have already had ( and DIDN t T enjoy) are:

_..

.,..,

-------·---~··---·-

9) Wh2.t. career has b•:::en suggested for you?
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b )Why nas ·this career suggested to you?

c )Who suggested it to you?

~--

----------------

----------------

10 a) Are you working part time n00'?

If yes, what kind of work and

for whom?
b) If not, a_r_e_y-ou-i"""n"""0-·e_r_e_s..,.t-a"""d.....,..in-p-a-r"'"'t--"""t"""im-e-work?
kind of work?

Ii' yes, what

--------------

SECTIOIJ VI

My Health

--

1) ir.y height:

---feet

inches

My weight is

--- pounds •.

2) I so::n8times stutter when I get excited or nervous.

3) I am absent from school:

4)

often

no ·

yes

occasionally

On school nights I usually go to bed around

seldom

and get up at~----~

5) I have been to the Doctor · · - time in the last two years.

6) I wear

-

contacts

7) I often have

_glasses

colds

dental braces

sinus trouble

sore throats

8) What worries me most about my health is

~other(explain)
ot'her

------------------·

------------------------------------

9) What worries me most about the health of another member of my family is

10) Please explain any long illness or injury that required hospitalization
bedrest. (When did it occur?
from school.

)

11) My health condition could be described as
12) I am allergic to the following medication
13) The most ·serious accident I have had is
SECTION VII

--

My

1) My hobbies are

I was absent

---Good ---Fair

Pcor

-------------------

Interests, Self concept, etc.

------------------------------

2) Special talents I possess are

3) My favorite sports are:
4) I spend approximately the followinr, number of hou-r:·s ea.ch we,:-:-k~
Dating
Reading
Hocbies
Religio'J.s a~tiv::ities
• __Chores at'""fionie
~- Socializin~

5) I

0r

d2..7'..i

sometimes have a feeling of failure

6) I sometimes lack confidence jn myself.

Yes

Yes

--...( IF yes,

Ho

why?)
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Ht,:r do you rci:h8 ymrrne:!.f ???

-

'.la.IT

I:

Poorl.y
or
Never

l'

air1.y

A.vs:r·2.ge

or
Seldom

.

"~:n1
er

OE

O'l'.'

Avera~-

Fellow direct ions

Oft en _!]~::~JS

--,
--i

-Am a7ri0iticu_3

companions wisely

Choo::,e

-------D:i.spln.;y b0'1eS';-y
...

·----Respect. elders
.

Use tim:~ efficiently

-

'.

I

l

Cotr~~s1: 0 :."~te

do

"f:'·':l 1•J'ii't'k

i

i

-'
__!•_ _ _

II

.(-:r.

__ J

l

iI

i

able to control emotions
s

~ 1=.~

~·~·-···--.. \

I

....-

i

-Participate in class

i

--··-:

I

-Take correction well
-Feel inferior t~ others
See~: help wher needed
.

j

----~--~-")

likod by others

Willing to cc:v;promise

i

-·--~

Am dependable

-

-,

---·---~

-~--·-1

Obey Pa:t·ents

A:n

I.. __

--1
i--

;

U::;e money wisely

I

.

.

.Am cheerful and ftiendly

·1
·--·,:.,J

-··

Am considerate of others

-

I

_J

t

well

- - neatly
-Hake my cwn decisions

.

·---·---""~I

I

Get lessons in on t :irr:e

--~

-

l

.,I

I
I

-·-i

F

.1
I

,·

---~.I
~

Student Opinion Questionnaire
Nvt

Yes

111

Do ycu enjoy school f'or tho mc'."!t pa.r-'v?

~:,.

A!'s ycu pi·0uu of ycm· school?
\.'by?

J., Do

ytJ''! feel th-:..t stnuent opinion cotmts
for sor.1ething .tn 'th0 lii'o of you.1:' school?

4.

Co1uli ycu ·ht,11 a r:.e·w s+ruc:.:i~:i~ ·the impm;<;;.:.nt
th-tr,bc he sL•.:.uld knew to get ,:,ff Jlio a good
S~!:l,1~t?

5. C~iae

ycu tell a new student w':1:1.t gu:! r:c: ·,,c~
se1"vi,::es and acthti.ties are carrieu er, :...:-.i
t!:i·: ~:- ~chool?

60 I:0

s,·.:.iu k:tO"w' what facul~;y ::::.s:•):i!!lr is n!::::1'.,r:. ...
siiile for student guid~ncP. ::i.r.d coues.olir.g?

7. In your opinion d ces a guidanc13 program add
anything of "°a.lue to a school?

S~

s~ far as

you can tell, does your scho~l
u.,1ida.nce program and ito activities have
faculty support and approval?

9a Has thd school guidance program of this
school ever reen explained or outlined to you?

---

J.O,, J'J'l ye-Lt feel that the guidance counselor maintains
c~nf:i.dentiality of the students' visits?
ll. JJo you feel roa~onably sure that you.could, at
this time, identify any Gp~cial abilities ~r
aptitueds you w.ay have?

12. D{) you feel reasonably ~m·e that you c~rn identify
yr.u~ speci~1 interests?
J3e Do y~,l faGl that you kn cw most of the strong
and -:.feFJk }Joints 0f. y1<1u:r person:::..J.ity?

ll+e llo you ;:;r·6f:1·:c:t::i.:.irj yourself to yrmt• (,~m
,• ...,.;.~ ~.r.,:i....,<·-. ("1'•1/·~')
...... a

1-.?,~..i.l.'·•l.-Vll..i

15.

l.i-o r.:0u·i; of your teachers seem "t" ,_,:1·:'L:r2 t a..1a
~t\<'U?

16~ ). ) D·: yuu feel tha.b th':l::.·~ j_::.i at lea.a-~ one 'tc:;a.r.h'3:i::;_n this school w'.:10 ki.10H8 yC1u well enough to bA
of. genutne hEllp in w~l'k:5.ng with your
'Pi."eblerr.s ??

17, If ·~n~re is

;7c,11 ~ cl ~.:-;.kn to holµ yo::??
)

·-·--- . ~-----------

·bea.chf-,r T,rbo k:r.,r;,-rs yo~1 '-rel 1 9nou.g~
·!;\.~]:. -~·.;f1,~ii th:i..:=: ~•J0~Cher• i1a!:'
~ufficient t:!.:mo to i;;,..;.1k t.,, y1".'\U?
&

·:~.-..- 1.1t?J.f·, d-~ ·.~·-ot~

Ho

Sure
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Yes
21. Ea.ire you ever had a problem th;:i.t you wo".1.ld ha.v.::
lJ 1-::ed to tz1lk over with a par-f;i;~ :J.lar fa-:::ulty
r:iember but aidn 't becnuse you wore af'!:'P.id--or just
couldn't figure out a way to apprcach this person
with your pr~blem??
22A~ Do you usually prefer to talk over your personal

problems with your parents rather than any tee.cher
or counselor in this school?

B) Ii' you do prefer your parents rather than a teacher
er· ci:,:mf::elo.c:--rfo you t.2.lk these probloms over wi'bh
you-;:- parents f·- - - ---

23. Do ycu usually p~efer totalk o~cr your person~l
problems with a student friend rather t:~.n your
pr,rnts?
24. Do ye,u usually prefer to talk with a tee.cher or

ccun:::elor rather than frie~)~s or parents?

25.

Have you ever discussed your occupational plans
with a faculty member?

26. Have you ever gone to a faculty member for information
about a particular field of work?

27. Do you have any doubts or indecisi.on about your
probable choice of occupation?

28.Does your school have information about cccupations
on file anywhere for your use?

29. Have you eliminated any occupations from considera:';ion
as a result of some a.c tivity or activities of your
school guidance program?

30. Have you participated in any field trips to
businesses or industries?

31. Could you secure assistance from your school
in getting a part time job?

32. Have you pa't'ticipa.t'3d as much as you would like
in your schcol's activities?

33. Do you feel or have you found that pn~ticipation
in extracurricular. activities adversely ~ffects
(or does harm to) your classwork or grades in
any wn.y??
:

34A) Are th?re some activitiAs you wish your school
c.f'fored bub does no·t do so?

B) If yes -- what?

35.

In yon't' opinion, do mG:-:-!; of the ~tU(~en<,s whc 1;,ia.1-rb
1,9 p:::rr.:i.r:jr.:i.te i".l thG ext1•:-.. c::rrfou.J.~:;:· activit::.~;J
of y,;:iui· school b~.\-3 the opportunity to do sc?

---

36. Do you foel that, :fa.cul.l;y a.rlvis0rn arCJ t.elp.f,a "l;o
s-r.11 ,1 ,=mt. 0'1"mn ,<1

::l

1'"'n

l:11"'.:, ·'. ..,,.; .;. .; "'"'

?

Ho

Not
Sure

What three or four problems, related either to school or to other areas of your
life, are of greatest concern to you at this time?? List them in the order of
importance, if possible, and check the appropriate blank at the right for each.

_______

_____

.

_._

...

_.___ _

A serious
p~.~0. .~1.~!"(J

Of

to mo

to me

some

c,me8rns me
(>nC':! j!1

a

while

____ ...
._

--·-------------------Please note:

P; ig ·the policy of the High School Guidance

Cv;:.:::~·3.i.,;.t' ·t:i:..:,~

all

confidential +.[l.::i.l<:s go no further tha.n the Guidance Office Hsnlf -·· un1i:.::i" th'3
student so d8a:lres.
So, plfln.se, feel assured that you rr.a.y cori·J 1n :-.r!d c::5.ncuss
any subject e.!!d be free from w,:,rry that this is reported to ;u17:.::1·:.
Fresh..'llcn are reminded th~t thny mn~t have r:. freshm..1.n intsnriE'.~1 . A'l.~·;..:., "t-t:
encouraged to drop in and discuss problems, get vocational assista~cc or
mer~ly to get ac~uainted.
Mr. I.s.wson
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Name, please
Dear Graduating Senior:
To date, I have seen most of you in the office, and have worked with
several of you in regard to your plans for next year--schools, jobs,
further education, training, etc •• Will you please help keep me
up-to-date on your progress, changes in plans, thinking, etc., by
filling out the following questionnaire? Many thanks.

As of right now, I plan to

---------------

after graduation,

NON-COLLEGE BOUND ONLY

Lrcle one)
no
es no
es no

I will probably lC",l)k for a full-time job after graduation.

~s no
~s no

I need additional help of information about
........
! would be interested in hearing some additional alternatives
on
what I could do next year, so would like a conference with you on .

BQ,

I already have a job with
·
for sure.
I plan to attend a trade school. (If yes, which one?

..---~~--- ----

day

I
~ircle one)

---h,r--ou-r-.----- •

----

........

COLLEGE-BOUND ONLY

I have decided on attending

College/Univ. which
,
•
I have submitted an application on (date)
I have been (conditionally /fully) accepte ....
o.-a....
t-:- - - - - - - - -

r:

no

·es

no
no

·es

no

1es
jes
.es

no
no
no

•es
res
res

no
no
no

is located in

1 have aent my application to Ill. State Scholarship Commission.
(date sent was:
)
I have received an answer from !SSC.
I have applied for financial aid at the college where I wiil attend
I have established a College File at home-with all correspondence
pertaining to college kept there.
·
I have rea~ the college primer carefully.
I am all set for next year.
I still need your help with
•
Would like to talk with you~---~~~~~~-~~-------~~~
dQ
h~r

'**· response is optional on this)
Please return to Mr. L. by this friday.
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Class of

Name

.!1_3 __ 2

1

o_________

B C D

E

F

1st Sern
-GPA

5 !i 3
A

2

C D

B

1

0

:r-F

~Ovcra11 G:;J..

-----~•

Credits

&

Deficic:1c.ies

--------------"1 otal

Eng

Cred:its

:r,:at_h__

llefic ionc ie.s

Sci

Credits

dits

-----

4__ 3 ?.__ l __o__________-; __3_r_d_s__o_,T1 -s-rr~·--1.-0
B C D

E

F

GPA

/

[ts

A-B--:C::---::D:---oE,-1'=- - - . - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - 1

previous ..,.J.
_ _this yc2.r
Tot,,1
t==-==-====.:·.::.::Def ic ienc iet:

Eng

Credits

Dofic.

--- .
Overall G?:i.

? . . : ]:.;. . --=-0-----·----~l.......:~:.u·t.t.1.,h~Sc_E:CJ.'.l _5.__)J___J_?_]._"'0-----------:,-----------F
GPA
A R C D E r~
--

Ll1._3

,B C D E

---:1l'CV •

___t,bis

..,

Total
------·--------

-

Def ic i0nc j_es

__

~1st.

:[Gc",l'

)T?l'

--Defic.

lits

_,__________
O·verd.11 rr/. __

Credits

- ! - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · _ _ _o_ _ _ __
~l-·3._?_l,~()-------------- --1-th.....S.Cl,:.+'_c:';,.L.
__cJ,-.£,..2___1-..Q.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...j_ _ _ _ _ _ __::'-.
ll C D E F
GPA
A ··-TI C D }:; f
_,._
_,
["'
_____n:r'C\' • yf::"1''
---this VC,}!'
1------

_____________

l,.,_1

______________

I.Ed. __

Cons. Ed.

Credits

its

Defic.

----

i---====-'l'o_ial
--- __

----

>--------Ti--------l----L-----------------L--·--------jllirCl-:CSn,.,.t-"-',S"-:,_ _ _ ___,
',

glish

th

---

i

s.-Hist.
.s. Ed.

----
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PASS OR TRANSFER
DATL---------·----·-

STUDENT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

REASON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TIME LEFT

-----·--------

· - - - - - TEACHER .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TIME ARRIVED _ _ _ TIME RETUR, .:>_--.-TEACHER _ _ _ __

PERIOD ABSENTEES

Form 150

DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PERIOD
A

T

PERMIT TO LEA VE BUILDING

No .................... .

Date........................................................ , 19........... .
Name ........................................................................................................................ has permission
to go ..................................................................................................................................................... .

Reason ................................................................................................................................................. .
Time left school.. ...................................... Time arrived at destination ................................... .
Time left destination ...................................... Time returned to school ..................................... .
Principal -

Sup't -

Teacher....................................................................................................... .

Form 472P-Hammond & Stephens Co., Fremont, Nebr.

I

INSTRUCTOR

Form 100

Teacher

ROOM

H. R.

I

Date ............... .

ADMIT SLIP

No ................ .

Monday

1

Admit ......................................................................................... -'{··················

2

Absent

3

or

Periods

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Tuesday

Tardy A.M ................. P.M ................. All Day............... .

"

Reason ................................................................................................................

Wednesday

5

6
7
8
9

-..-------I

l'arents Knew Yes O No

O

Thursday

Excused ........................................ (Unavoidable absence)
An Avoidable absence........................................
Unexcused ............................... .

Friday
··

Person Issuing Slip

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Absent or Tardy-Check Day
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
• Form 880--Hammond & Stephens Co., Fremont, Nebr.
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OFFICE DAILY ATTENDANCE SUMMARY
DATE ........................................................ 19 ........... .
MARK A FOR ABSENT AND T FOR TARDY IN PERIOD COLUMNS. SUMMARY IS MADE FROM TEACHBRS'
REPORTS OF ABSENCES. CHECK ANY IRREGULARITIES. IF SO DESIRED ARRANGE NAMES ALPHABETICALLY.

PERIODS

NAMES OF' PUPILS

Home!

1

Room!

I 3
• i
I -r-~
2

5

6

7

8

9

REMARKS

i

I

I

1

2
3

I

'
Ii

I

6
7

'

8
9
10
11

I

l!
13

14

15
16

I

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2-(

25

26

!

-

\

I

I

27
28

I

29
30

I

I I
SIGNATURE PERSON MAKING SUMMARY

Form 1063-Hammond & Stephens Co., Fremont, Nebr.
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VILLA GROVE JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Individual Attendance Record
School Year 1978-79

Students Hame___________ -

_ _ _ • __'!1elephone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--

Birthdate

Address
Parents lfame_

.. ________Grade L e v e l ~ - - - - - - - - -

_

----·S E Ii E S T E R

I

FIRST

==================First, Q~1arter

l

8-211.

:......._Itt"! ;
I
f 1I
' -I, ~I- ,,: _, , _
J .. tl f
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

8-25

i

. 8-21..1-

I

1ii-;:-l5t 6l 7!8l

Date '1: 2

~-""l-.....,..-+-'--1-+---------.-

i - ,- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·

t , '

l

, , : :

i r -:--r-r--------

I
""'a---2..,a......,.,-;---:-1·
, .

io

J')&. -

_,,i_r-l + ;_j_+-l_______1r,.......ioi,o..·:....~"'"~-'.·
.t. . .~--~-1-+-:_i ! I +
....,:_fg:If
.,,.8-.....2=9--+l_-r-+-,

I

-§:~~--r-i1_j
.[:1_,..r.. ...
9-6

l
I

9-7 I

~--1 ----- --

~

~=~l ;

:

i

i

I

n

12

I

-

9-18 I
9-19 I
9-20 !
19-21

l

• ' .
1

2-1s ,

j9-22 I

1

t~~

I

I

~ • .l'

•

1

-

1
1,

;

I

1

1

[!

; l

I

I

i

\

j

!

1'

.1

,1

1'

I

.

j9-29

10 6
10:10

10-11

10-12

'

.

t!

I

l

i

-1

i

_____,.

""'!_________________:.

I'

I

,

I

I

t

-,---

'. !

',-,!--i-r----.•_· -+_!---------+-~

,.-.-}--ii

1, _ ,1- = .'·1 : - - 1

j

!
t l

10:13_.

tT:;

110
0: 116
_

1

_,_

I

11-~

i

;

I

-----

!
I

.

I

~

i

I

i •

i

:.

1

Ii

I 12-5 :
! 12-6 : ! !
l 12-.LJ \ i
! -:~;"; 8

·

.

•

I

~.

-+

l

i

:--,1,...·----------l'l-

i

""-;

I

i--------il"""I

L

r-\I_ t

i

I '

I

'

:-t -,-------·.,...
:· -t. !
t

t
i-n-- r-r-,---i-ti-----------r-,
112-11 'tt:t' ! '. ~~
2-12 ;
l'"' 1~
r-·~--.;..~--------.,.-:
1 :

i

!-(

i

I

-i-

I

i

i~:t '. : :

-

i

j

I ii=~r i
D:1-28: i
11-2() :!

l

!

,

1] l I I ;-t---------I
.
,

111-21

,I

1-;--'-f-r-1___

I : : ________ :,.

ll:J.S.._..._;_L_,
11-16 ·-'. :_1 __\
1J-2Q

t :[,_

1-t-!"-.
! I i '

I !

i

•-1-r:-!-t""·'.
·,
---·------~w-)'. t ; ~ I '. ~ l ~:
. ... ;·
1
·
- ·1,_,,. _$1-.
-t,--'!'-1-~r-:-1-i-1-~-------T

ig:~:j- !tl! . ;;

i'O-r;

I l

• 1-------_--·
, i
•

;H,

11-17'

l
!

I

i

1 \

-.--:----:--!-,Ji---~·-----.-

;

1 !

l

I

j

=-r=R

--·--r-!-r

9-2B

10-4

·-'

i •

:

, - , - , , -.....
'

9-27

·1·

i-1

,
} _·1 :··
!-

I

l F·f-

• ;

!

-·-·t ·1'--17·~-....
, ""'1-r-.-,-l'T--'-1-ir,,-------·---J_i1~;
_t 1t-::--;........i.-----------:

~:1 ! : I I

9:1 ~
~i

,

- - - - - , - _.,..,._ __..~ - ~ 1 - ".I .
i

'wn-1 1 l I r
;

'

! :__
____.;-f,~~-r ,-1
l ! +I,-------·
--1

: ,,oj.l_ _ _ _ _ _ _

l_=-;~l--}-_.._'l==-r--·1::..;..:;!·_ _ _ _ _

-

-----------··

-----

0-25.--:-Y-

! ;

·1-

----1:

1 1

1

'
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.• iJl :j:1 w:l l .
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1
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!
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I
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William J. Rees
Elementary Principal

Alan Bender

t·Pres. Board of Education

Attendance Units
High School - Villa Grove
Jr. High (7-8) - Villa Gr..ive

Gary Glosser
Junior High Principal

Gle,1 F. Mayhall

Grade School (1-6) - Villa Grove

~c'y Board of Education
Danny Powell
High School Principal
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uJ1str1ct
{illa Grove Comm.unity U n1t
No. 302

Villa Grove, Illinois 61956
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TEMPORARY RECORD

CERTIFICATE OF SCHOOL HEAL TH EXAMINATION

PHYSICIAN'S SUMMARY OF HEALTH PROBLEMS, CONDITIONS OR DEVELOP•
MENTAL DISCREPANCIES WHICH MAY AFFECT THE CHILD'S EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM

THIS SECTION TO BE FILLED OUT BY A PHYSICIAN

PERMANENT

RECORD

PUPIL'S
NAME: - - - - - - - - - . ~ ; ; ; : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F i i . s ' ' r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; ; M i i l i i D i i D ~ L : i E :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FIRST

LAST

DATE OF
BIRTH:

DAY

MONTH

HEIGHT

YEAR

%gms,

HEMOGLOBIN OR HEMATOCRIT

WEIGHT - - - - - - - - - - - -

DATE:

BLOOD PRESSURE
DAY

MO

. mmHg

YR

TUBERCULIN TEST (DATE IF PERFORMED)_M_
___
D_A_Y____
Y~R-0

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (ENTRANCE ONLY)

NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ADJUSTMENT OR ACTIVITIES TO BE LIMITED

SICKLE CELL TEST: (DATE IF P E R F O R M E D ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - YR
MO
DAY

SYSTEMS

EXAMINATION
EXAM IN ED

EXAMINED

SKIN •••• , •••• , , , • , ,

CARDIOVASCULAR • , • , •••

EYES

GASTROINTESTINAL •• , •••

, , , • , , , • , , •• , •

EARS; NOSE, THROAT • , • , •

GENITO URINARY. , •• , , , ,

MOUTH & DENTAL ASSESS.

NEUROLOGICAL, , •• , , , , •

MUSCULAR , , • , , , , • , , ,

DEVELOPMENTAL SCREEN , •

SKELETAL •• , •• , , • , • , •

NUTRITIONAL ASSESS •• , , ,

RESPIRATORY, , , • , , , •••

URINE. , , • , • , • , , , • , •

OTHER, , •• , , , • , , , , , ,

OTHER, , ••• , .. , , • , , • ,

IMM U NI

ZA

TIO N S* (PLEASE PROVIDE DATES

("'I

-

MONTH AND YEAR)
1

l{\

'°

O

PARTICIPATION IN COMPETITIVE SPORTS FOR A PERIOD OF
6 MONTHS
1 YEAR rs APPROVED WITH THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF ACTIVITY TO BE
EXCLUDED (IF ANY):

0

RED MEASLES (1 O~DAY OR RUBEOLA) , , • , ,

ORAL POLIO. , , , ,

RUBELLA (3-DAY OR GERMAN) • • • • • • , • ,

DIPHTHERIA

COMBINED RED MEASLES & RUBELLA , , , ,

PERTUSSIS AND

2

3

-

4

IS

FURTHER DIAGNOSTIC OR TREATMENT SERVICE TO BE CARRIED OUT BY UNDER•
SIGNED WHICH MAY AFFECT SCHOOL ACTIVITIES OR EDUCATION

TETANUS (DPT) ,
MUMPS , , , , , , , , , , , , , •• , , , , , ••
DIPHTHERIA
TETANUS , , , , •

COMBINED M / M / R , , , . , , , . , , , , , ••

*REQUIRED FOR ENTRANT UNDER SIX YEARS: MEASLES, RUBELLA, DIPHTHERIA, PERTUSSIS, TETANUS, POLIO
SIX YEARS OR OVER: AS ABOVE, PERTUSSIS EXCEPTED.

SIGNED:

DATE OF E X A M I N A T I O N : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MONTH

EXAMINING PHYSICIAN

ADDRESS:

RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-UP BY HEAL TH OR SOCIAL SERVICES OTHER THAN
UNDERSIGNED (E.G., LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT, CHILDREN AND FAMILY
SERVICES, DIVISION OF SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN,

DAY

YEAR

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PHONE:-------------------VISION

AND

HEARING

SCREENING

DATA

(TO BE RECORDED BY CERTIFIED VISION AND HEARING OR SCHOOL HEAL TH PERSONNEL PRIOR TO HEAL TH EXAMINATION, IF POSSIBLE)
DATE

GRADE

RESULTS

DATE

GRADE

RESULTS

CODE
V

-

VISION

H

-

HEARING

p

-

PASS

F

-

FAIL

R

-

RECORD LOCATION OF DIAGNOSTIC ANO FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION RELATIVE TO IDENTIFIED VISION AND/OR HEARING PROBLEM:

REFERRED

PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES TAKEN REGULARLY, TO BE ADMINISTERED AT SCHOOL

Application for Summer wo1'"k
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, - l,foo-D&yc,~Y13ar - - - -

Birthday
Addr-s!ia

-

--~------~----------------1
....,,..,....,.,_.........,=--------

-~~~~Heigh-;

-··---lbs.

Yroin school (1ii-1t 'jeM)

$00ial Security Number

Phone
What a~e your hobbios or outsido interests?

=·----.. . .____________ _

What kind cf job \Jould you like? _ _ _......,_ _ _ _,__

Ravo you hnc. on:7 :1ort of trnining in this typo of work? _ _~_Ir soti

when?

Would trans;o:r.•tat5.on ba

With whom?

&

p:r•oblem? ________________,.

If you've h'.ld no work e:r.:pex... ienee-f'or pny= please 1:tat jobs (below) that
you have dona a1•cund the house 9 in the nai 6 hbo~hood, oto o

If you' vc hacl :;:1011s of' the pl·~aaa indi.ea ts the kind (a) of wo:i... k you think
you cou.ld do \..;sll(,

Why do you ~~ a job'?

'i1.' ' ...,.'.

•-·------------------ -------·-·---···~- ----------·--- ---•T·--~·---··----~---·-·••·------·~ . . . ~-------· --------------- --·-------

_____. ____ ,....,...._ - - - - - . . - - ~ · - - - - · - - - - - · · - ~.....- - -.............--...... .... ________ ~_.. ____________ ,..,.__

__..,.._._ .... _... ,. "--'~.... ,... .. ...

..-.,-....~,. -- .- . -,.. ··=··-"'~
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~.{'

Plt:2.1e dct1 1t hez:Ltc:1.,2 tr:J con~e 1-:1 ".2.f I rcr.. he:;· -~rrs~:. fin,~- t:1; 2:~~:-:-~·cr:..~,
y:n.:. :iee c:.

,"'c$.

Mame

n'irthdate

I

Entered V.G.H.s.

Phone
Parents
Address
Student's Soc.Sec.no.
Yes No

L L
I

Class rank

_}_

Transferred from
H.S.

and

L

I

I

L•.
I
L
I

Date: _____________
------------ Student enjoys school:

I Was student properly orientated?
J• Did
Guidance Handbook?
Does student
student receive
know information
therein?

Always

Usuall·-~y::::::::::::::::::::::~1.
Sometimes
.-:=1---+I
_
________.j Have parents read and or discussed H.S.Seldom --------------1-----t-----+
;.-....;..--~!~P_l_a_n_s.....,.w_i_t_h_t~h_e__s_t_u_d_e_n_-t_?______________ Never__________~1____._1__--l.__-,-+I~~..,!
______: Does student have Special need for
year
! 1st I 2nd ' 3rd ~ 4th--·r
j Guidance or Counseling services?
H.S. Curriculum plan:

AG. BUSI. COLLEGE PREP. Leisure time,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
GEN. HOME EC. SHOP
Future vocational plans
Interests, hobbies.____________
Vocational interest area

--------------------------------Subject liked
Most Least Subject
!
I English I
, Ci ti zenshin
l
.
13iolo.Q'V/Phvs. Science
i AlP-ebra/Gen. Math.

I

I

I

!
I

Units

Problems:

Favoii'!::A £".cti"li'tie:ct -

Gripes:

Special Recognition

i

'I

P.E. I

!

En.2:lish I I

I

i

i

I

! Dr. Education
P.E. I I

----·

I
'

I

i

l Ent1:lish III

U.S. Historv
Constitution
l P.E. III

-

Economic S.P.
:

.

P.E. IV

p

F

. I

!

-

---='~-+--=
-I

I

Anecdotes:

:

Total H.S. Units
Graduated-;..__J_,/_...!___
~i.ftor graduation

I
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Age

Address

B:L:i...thda.te

Sex

Height

Phimo rmmbel"'

&6ve you had any work ·i:::xr;err;.i:::::1ce?
Ix' f.!O, DaDcribe ·i:h.at }t1nd •.or work
ycn1 h.i\Y~ donef, What kind cf p!iy yori' ·~;·~.:..s1V·3cl·~-.:1.nd •Ino ycr. 1. bave '{o;'o;rk:od for,

370

Subj3ct: Grm1p :::-:eeti.nr~~:

From: Hr.., Lawson

Dear -------------·-·----.. .---Begh1.,.,ing

-~:-o......_.~.....

~

..- ......'!'".Z-·'ll.•4 ·-'f-'-'°'l'...,...••.

~.....

·f'l!n-~__,..,..-------

Ycu will l"eport t.o 't,he

durin 2 that tisne o
You are encour&ged t.o c:.,T.e in for i'urtbr dtscusr:d.o:r: of th:1.s ma"t·te1·( o:r of
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TODAY'S DATE

NM1E

1.

2.

3.

have
As of today's date I::::=== have not written for my college application,
catalog information on housing and finance.

So far I
_ _haven't received the above information
_ _have received it, but haven't done anything about it.
_ _have it and need to see you for processing
_ _have it, had it processed on
and it bas been sent in
date
__I have not don& .AlIT of the above, but plan to by____....;..._____
date
__I~bave not done ANY of the above, but am having difficulty with

--------------------·
_ _I have not done any of the above and have changed my mind. I will not
be attending college, and I do not want to order the materials now even
if I change my mind later.

4.

_ I need to talk with you further.

May I have _an appointment_~-----

(day)

during--_,(,....h-our_)_ __ •

5.

_ I have not read the "College Pack."
_ I have read the "College Pack" and have the following questions:

6. _·_r have been in with my college materials on_-.._____• They have
(day)
been filled in and sent to_ _ _ _ _ _--..-_ _ _ _as of----------(college)
(date)
Please return this survey at the end of this hour.

.5 ( C.

VILLA GROVE SCHOOLS
Villa Grove, Illinois

Tufbtt 1b

?flP...&.)[S:

SPECIAL REPORT TO PUPILS AND PARENTS

Student's Name .............................................. .

Course .......................................................... .

Period ......... Grade Level. ......... Date .................. .

Teacher's Name .............................................. .

1

Average Grade to Date ...................................... .
The strengths and/ or weaknesses checked below seem to characterize your son's or daughter's performance in
the course named. Any suggestions or comments you think informative and helpful will be appreciated .
........ Needs more effort on assignments
........ Seems to have too many demands on time
........ Seeks additional help
........ Fails to assume responsibility
........ Does poorly on examinations and tests
........ Is conscientious and cooperative
........ Fails to accept opportunities for additional help
........ Experiences difficulty in expressing ideas
........ Accepts responsibility for making up work missed
........ Experiences difficulty in drawing logical
conclusions
........ Is a disturbing influence in class
........ Does well on tests and examinations
........ Is capable of better work

........ Makes good use of time and abilities
........ Apparently wastes study time
........ Has missed work which has not yet been made up
........ Has genuine desire to learn
........ Is inattentive in class
........ Relies heavily on teachers and class
........ Makes worthwhile contributions to class
discussions
........ Does not retain fundamentals
........ Approaches new ideas with an open mind
........ Is absent too often
........ Strives consistently for self-improvement
........ Takes pride in doing neat, accurate work
........ Has shown considerable improvement

........ Has difficulty in reading, spelling, and vocabulary ........ Possible low grade for nine weeks
........ Possible failure for nine weeks
........ Possible failure for semester
........ Aims just to get by
........ Is inconsiderate of others
........ Gives up too easily

........ Does not hand in assignments

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Parents: If you desire a conference with the teacher
or principal, call 832-2311 and arrangements will be
made.

373
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II. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
A. STUDENT ACCOUNTING

For detailed information regarding cumulative record and other guidance data, see Section 7, "Guidance Services."
Checklist

1. An up-to-date record of all students is
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

available.
na 1
Records of former students are available. (Records are available for _:I_5
years.)
no 1
Records give date and reason for withdrawal of students. (Records are available for _15years.)
na
Records give information about accidents, including injuries..
na
Anticipated enrollments are secured in
order to plan for future educational
needs.
na
An accurate daily attendance record is
no
maintained.
Forms are provided for teachers to rena 1
port absence or tardiness.

2 3l!)

8. Absentee reports are provided to all
teachers early in the school day..
9. Attendance is checked during each class
period. .
10. Excused absence forms are used.
11. Admission slips are used when students
return to class after absence or tardiness.
12. Schedule cards show where each student
should be at all times.
13. Follow-up records are maintained on
students who have withdrawn or graduated.
14. Permanent records are kept in fireproof
storage.

2 3(!)

15.

2 3 ~)

2 3

©

2 3@
2 3@
2 3@

no(l) 2 3 4
na
no

2 3(~
2 3(~

na

2 3~

no 1 2

na

30

CD· 2 3 4

(/'
na 1 2 3jj
na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Attach copies of all forms used in student accounting.

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the forms used in student accounting?
b) How effective are the stitdent accounting methods?

na
na

I':',

2 3 I~.)

2 3 (i)

Comments

B. REPORTS TO PARENTS

Checklist
1. Parents receive periodic reports from the
school concerning student progress. (The
number of reports per year is
4 .)
2. Parents receive additional reports concerning needs or progress of students
when appropriate. .
3. Parents are encouraged to comment on
reports. .

na 1 2

3a>

na

2 3@

na

1 2 3@

4. Parents, teachers, and counselors confer
on problems indicated by the reports.
5. Parents and staff members are consulted
in the development of report forms and
systems.

naQJ2 3 4

6.

na 1 2 3 4

na 1 2

3(~

Supplementary Data
1. Attach copies of all report forms used in reporting student progress to parents.

..

Evaluations
a) How satisfactory are the for1ns for reporting student progress?

b) How satisfactory is the system for reporting student progress to parents?
Comments

na 1 2 3@
na 1 2 3~
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SECTION 9 • SCHOOL STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION
C. SCHOOL FINANCE

This section refers only to the financial provisions and accounting systems
of the school being evaluated, including student activities funds.

Checklist
1. Secondary school finance is a unit in the
school system's centralized business administration.
2. The accounting system gives a complete
record of all funds received and expended and th<' amount of each transaction.
3. Forms and procedures have been devised for all financial transactions, including transactions for the student activities program.
,1. Accurate financial reports are made periodically to the proper administrative
authority.
5. All budgetary requests are supported by
a statement of the needs of the educational program

na 1 2 38]

na 1 2 3

r]

na l 2 3@

na l

na

2 3@

l 2

3(-f)

6. Members of the school staff participate
in the preparation of budgetary requests. .
7. Budget estimates are made after careful
study of previous expenditures, changes
in costs, and future educational and enrollment needs.
8. Inventories made at least annually· include adequate data concerning each
item and the person, room, or department to which the 1tem is charged. .
9. Careful audits are made of all funds.
10. Employees responsible for handling
funds and accounts are bonrled. .
11.

na(j) 2 3 4

,,.....,

na 1 2 31~_1

na
na

30

na

2

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe the accounting system.

A.

Illinois Program Accounting for Local Educational Agencies

Evaluations

a) How efficient are the accounting p·rocedttres in the school?
h) How extensively do professional and nonprofessional members of the staff participate in planning
budgetary requests? .
c) How satisfactory are the forms which are used?
Comments

na l 2 3G:,,

,.....
na,.J12 3 4
na 1 2

__

3(4)1
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D. SCHOOL SCHEDULE AND CLASS LOAD

Checklist
1. The schedule is designed to bring to-

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

gether teachers, students, materials, and
facilities in the most effective manner.
The schedule provides for the most
effective use of teachers' abilities and
time.
Teachers participate in decisions about
class size and frequency of meetings.
The schedule provides for sufficient time
for teacher preparation, planning, and
stu<lent conferences.
Computer assistance is utilized when
available.
The schedule provides maximum opportunity for students to accept responsibility for their own learning.

na l 2 3 (~;

na

2 3 4

na

na

2

na

2

3(4)
30

na 1 2 3

(!>

7. The master schedule includes teacher,
student, and room assignments and information about classes and the times
they meet.
The master schedule is designed to keep
conflicts to a minimum.
0. The various assignments of teachers and
the assistance they are provided are considered when determining teacher load.
10. The schedule provides for opportunity to
engage in new instructional designs and
methods (such as team teaching, largeand small-group in,stn1ction, independent
study, and ungraded classes).
11.

na

/"
2 3,±_i

na

,,,---.,
2 3i!L:

,,
na 1 2 3 \~

na

2/3)4
__,

na

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. What kinds of assistants ( such as clerical or teacher aides) are provided to teachers?

A.
B.
C.

Office Secretaries
Office Pages
Office Practice Class

2. Describe the features of the school s~hedule, its construction and operation.

A.
B.

Student request priority system
(Student requests are manipulated to a minimum of conflicts.)
A master schedule is developed assigning teachers to each class.

Evaluations
a) How adequately does the schedule provide for efficient teachi'.ng-learning relationships?
b) How satisfactory are teacher loads?

Comments

na 1 2 3~~)
na

1 2 3(!;

376
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E. MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF FACILITIES

Checklist
1. Regular inspections of buildings and

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

grounds provide checks on conditions
affecting safety of school personnel.
Regular inspections of buildings and
grounds provide checks on conditions
affecting health.
Regular inspections provide checks on
the economic efficiency of the facilities
operation.
Repairs and improvements, except in
emergencies, are made during vacation
periods.
Emergencies are reported to the principal immediately.
Emergency repairs are made promptly.
Regular maintenance procedures do not
interfere with the school program.
Fire regulations are observed at all
times.
Fire drills for all school personnel are
held and evaluated periodically.

no

no

no

no
no
no
no

' 10. Civil defense or security drills for all
school personnel are held periodically. ,
1 2 3@
11. Student traffic throughout the building
is planned to avoid congestion and to
ensure safety.
1 2 3 (_
r.4) 12. Regulations provide for the orderly parking of staff and student automobiles.
13. Hazardous conditions and practices ob1 2 3 ri)
served by students and staff members
l~
are reported to the principal.
14. Reports regarding unsafe conditions are
acted upon.
2 3(~
15. Procedures are clearly established for
prompt reports
vandalism, trespass,
2 3(~
and organized interference with school
2 3(~)
personnel, programs, or facilities.
;?-,,
2 3(~
16. All buildings meet local or state public
safety requirements.

no 1 2(~ 4

no

2(~4

no

2

no

2 3,~.'

no

2

no

2 3

na

2 3(~)

na

2 3 4

3©
/,'\

30

of

no

28)4

no

2@4

17.

(,I)

Supplementary Data
1. Discuss the frequency of inspections and procedures.

A.
B.

3 - Fire Drills
1 - Tornado Drill

Evaluations
a) How adequate are the inspection procedures?

no

b) How satisfactory are the provisions for emergency repairs? .
c) How adequate are the provisions for efficient passage of students througliout the building?

no

Comments

no

1 2 3(4)
2 3GJ)

2\d)4
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FIRE DRILL EXIT PROCEDURES
The fire drill si~nal f ot>
sound of th,3 bu~zor. All
satety of f0llo1.11 rJtuc.snta
be conducted in a orde~ly

e~i t will be anno1.mced by a long contir.uous
studeats, for their own se.i'ety as well aa ths
must realize tha.·G !'ire drills must e..nd should.
and spaedy manner.

These importt\n·t procedures MUST be followed:

1) The students noarest the ,-rindows 1.-dll close ·them.
2) 'l1he studant nee.rest tl~e light SWi tchos Hill turn ,Of! the lights•
3) Th3 ls.st psr3on to leave tha room will CLOSE ths 9-oor
the classrcom.
4) If.using the stairwa~·, use BOTH sides c! ·the-steps.
5) Whan reaching 'i;l>.e school yard proceed ilinnediataly to the deal3natod
outstade assembly point.
6) vn.'len tha siBnal for l"'e-entering the bui:1..ding is sounded the s·cudents
are to return ~"o thelr classrooZ7l.s.
.
7) In the even.'G of an actual fi~"3 it would be iapars.tivo that on~e the
students were outside attemiance be taken· anq. a report of t;hie ba
given to tho principal.
8) In case of an actual fire no student is to bo· permitted to r~-entor
the building under any circuustances.

to

Teachers should acqua.int themselves and thoir students with the proper
exit procedure from each room they will be using in the high sch~ol.
Listed aro the rooms and their respective oxits;
Room 306 Business Office -----------------Rear Door (Near Cafeta~ia)

Room 311
Room 308
Room 304
Room 313
Room 315
Ro~~ 215
Room 204
Room 211
Room 208

1--fath -

Physics~----------------

"

n

- Buainess-... -----·-----··---------n
"
- Typing------· ~--·----------~--near Door (south)
- Biology-~-----p--~~~----------n
"
n
- Chemi3try Lab.----------------n
- English--==·-------------------Main Front Ex.it of High School
n
- Social Stv.diea----------------n
- Engliah--------------~--------n
-

~ath~-~----------0----~---~---~

G\lida.nce Office--c,-..... - .. --------..... °' .. - .....·.. - ·
"
Auditorium (Room 217)---------------------Front Door (south)
Room 117 - Home Econom.ics----------------- ··
"
11
Room 115 - Spanish - World History-------"
n
Room 104 - Special Educ~tion--------------near Door (Near Cateto~ia)
11
Room 113 - Spacial Educe.tion-------------"

Room ~00 - Art room----------------------- Art Ex.it

Visual Aids room--------------------------nront Exit near offic~

Library----~-----~---~------~------~-----Cafeteria~-~~----------~---~~------------~

n
n

Band--~---~-~----~--~-~--~---~------------Band Ex.it Door
Gymnasium---------------------------------Exit through West Doors
Exit to Front E~it n~ar ottice
Ind. Arts Classroom-----------------------Rear Exit Door
·-Ind. Arts S..."1.op---------- ..
11
Agriculture Shop--~-----·~---------.,,.·------ . .
n
High School Boys Dressing Room------------South Junior High Doo~
High School Girls Drassing.Room-----------Rear Exit Doer

--CD-------------------..

~--=--------·-~---=------c:,,c.;, __________

C>_e:9 _ _ _ _ _ _
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T·>: All High School Faculty
l'::-ori: 1"~. Pous 11
P.o: Stow. Drlll Procedures
Dnte: Feb1'Ual"Y 26, 1976

W(: s.re appPoa.chin.g the tornado see.eon again: so I feel a quic\: rsvi:nr
of ~ term d:?ill proced\1.r·e s n•.:a:y be s.ppropria t;e::. .:?lease review u i ~;h
8E'.oh class and study he.lls the fol:.0~1ing s·te.ps that m.ust ba tl·u:lm.

In case of a dina.ster you ·will bt:: warned by a series of short
_blasts .from tbs fire alarm bell. Upon t;h:i.s e-arning you will:

1) Open all class windows and doors.
2) :.11ove to tha corridor, sit facing the t-Yall,l and cover yom~ hue
t-li th your arms and hands.
Rems.in quiet for instruction •
.3) Uroups in the gyz:1nasiu.:'ll should e.sse:m~l, in the halls.

4}

atudents 1;fr10 a.re o'.1tsids should enter th~ building as qu5.ckl~·
ns possibl13 throt1gh th9 closest ent:c>t1n·:e ~.nd s~sume the p:ropL'
posit;ion in a co1•:-id.or •

.$) G1•oup:.1 in the lu:cchr·oc~7J. shciuld, undcz• tho direci;ion of lunch
1•000 personnel or taacbe1•a, assemble in the halls leading to
the l•lnohroom.
6) 1:0 st11dents will be dimn~s::ed from thene areas by anyone E).'!.-

cept tho principal, or, in tha case
actin3 in his place.

,~e

J!2P.!.

or

hia absence, the porsc~

~o be having a drill so.'Jletime in the n,3ar future.
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of all persons responsible for student transporton a school bus can contribute to accidents, State
student conduct must be obeyed. Recent State law
riding to those students guilty of violation.
BUS CON.DUCT

Student safety is a major concern
ation. Because improper behavior
and Local regulations relative to
specifically authorizes denial of

While the law requires the school district to furnish transportation, it does not
relieve parents of students from the responsibility of supervision until such time
as the child boards the bus in the morning and after the child leaves the bus at
the end of the school day.
Once a child boards the bus--and only at that time--does he or she become the responsibility of the school district. Such responsibility shall end when the child is
delivered to the regular bus stopp at the close of the school day.
In cases when a child does not conduct himself properly on a bus, such instances
are to be brought to the attention of the building principal .by the driver. The
building principal may inform the parents of the misconduct and request their cooperation in checking the child's behavior.
Children who become a serious disciplinary problem on the school bus may have their
riding privileges suspended. In such cases, the parents of the children involved
become responsible for seeing that their children get to and from school safely.
State of Illinois School Bus Transportation Bulletins U,st the following instrustil'~r.a
to school bus riders. They are to be enforced by drivers and obeyed by students:
Be on time at the designated school bus stop~-holp keep the bus on schedule.
Stay off the road at all times while waiting for the bus.
3. Wait until the bus comes to a complete stop_~before attempting to enter bus.
4. Be careful in approaching the place where the bus stops.
5. Do not move toward the bus at the school loading zone until the bus has been
brought to a complete stop.
6. Keep hands and head inside the bus at all times after entering and until
leaving the bus.
7. Assist in keeping the bus safe and sanitary at all times.
8. Remember that loud talking ancl la1!ghil}g or unnecessary confusion diverts the
driver's attention and may result in a serious accident.
9. never tamper with the bus or any cf its equipment.
10. Treat bus equipment as you would valuable furniture in your own home.
11. Leave no books, lunches, or other articles on the bus.
12. Keep books, packages, coats and all other objects out of the aisles.
13. Help look after the safety and comfort of smaller children.
14. Do not throw anything out of the bus window.
15. Do not leave your seat while the bus is in motion.
16. Bo courteous to fellow pupils and the bus driver.
17. Be absolutely quiet when approaching a railroad crossing stop.
18. In case of a road emergency, remain in the bus until instructions are given by
the driver.
19. At a discharge point, where it is necessary to cross the highway, proceed to a
point at least 10 feet in front of the bus on the right shoulder of the highway and remain-there until a;signal is given by the bus driver to c.ross.
20. After leaving the bus, help look after the safety and comfort of smaller
children.
21. Be alert to a danger signal from the driver.
22. Do not ask the driver to stop at places other than the regular bus stop; he is
not permitted to do this except by proper authorization from a school official.
23. Observe the same rules and regulations on other trips under school sponsorship
as you observe between home and school.
24. On other trips, respect the wishes of the chaperone appointed by the school.
25. No eating allowed on the bus.
SOURCE: Villa Grove Community Unit 302, Villa Grove Illinois
1.

2.

DATF.!

OntohAr 1Q7~
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F. FOOD SERVICES
Although the responsibility for such provisions as are listed below may be delegated to qualified personnel,
the school administration keeps in close touch with food services activities.
Checklist
1.

~-

a.
-l.
fi.

6.

Policies, procedures, regulations, and instructions of the school food services
are in written form. .
There are written procedures for emergency feeding and care. .
An accounting system safeguards money
and supplies.
Employees responsible for. handling
funds and accounts are bonded. .
Funds are insured.
Provision is made for food services for
students and faculty.

no

2 3@

no

2 3

no

2

no
na

2 3(~,
2 3~-

no

2 3~

(!)

3·4;
l_.

A good quality of food is served.
Food is adequate in quantity.
Food is provided at moderate cost.
A varied menu permits a nutritionally
balanced diet. .
11. Food is served in an attractive manner.
12. Provision is made for education of .students in food selection and eating habits.

no 1 2(3,4
no 1,j)3 4
no 1 2 3 ,-:if)

13.

7.
8.
9.
10.

,~
""'
3(4!

no
no

2

no

2(~

4

no

2 3

4

2(~)4

Supplementary Data
1. Average number of meals served daily to: Students~; Adults
2. Describe the method of accounting and budgeting for food services.

--12._.

Illinois Program of Accounting

Evaluations
a) How nutritionally adequate are the ·meals served?
b) How adequate is the supervision of the dining area and services?
c) To what extent are the meals attractively served?

Comments

no 1 2 3~)
na

1 2 3(4)
26) 4

na 1

301
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C. CONTINUING EDUCATION

Checklist
1. The educational needs of the out-of-school
members of the community are met
through:
a) Provision for informal group meetings. .
b) Apprentice training and trade extension•.
c) School community activities such as
PTA.
2. Formal classes for adults and out-ofschool youth are offered in t~e following
areas (check those offered):
__Elementary subjects.
__Secondary subjects .
....x_Vocational courses.
__l-ioncredit courses.
S. The budget provides for expenditures for
maintenance, administrative costs, salaries of instructors, and instructional
materials.

na 1 2@ 4
na 1 2 3@
na 1 2@ 4

na

1(3) 3

4

4. Educational programs for adults and outof-school youth are supported by the following (check those which apply):
__Federal aid.
_State aid.
_Local tax.
_x_Tuition fees.
__Service fees.
~egistration or enrollment fees.
__Contributions.,·
__Other.
5. The program offers credit toward a high
school diploma. . . . . . · . . .

6.

no(}) 2

@

3 4

1 2 3 4

na 1 2 3 4

naQ)2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Describe briefly the plan for education for adults and out-of-school youth, emphasizing any elements not included
above.

A.•

B.

c.

CPR Program
Ag Economics
Parkland Jr. College Extension classes

2. Give any readily available facts about enrollment, growth, and interest in the program.

EvaluaUons
c) How extensive are the provisions made by the school for education for adult and out-of-school youth?
b) How adequate are the provisions as suggested by enrollment or attendance?

na 1 2(?.) 4
na 1 2@4

c) How satisfactory is the financing of the program?

naG) 2 3 4

Comments

3h2
338
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III. COMMUNITY RELATIONS
A. PROVIDING INFORMATION

Checklist
The school furnishes the community with information concerning the:
1. Purposes and objectives of the school. no 1 2 3
12. Rules and regulations regarding school
2. Program of studies. .
na
2 3@
attendance and transportation service. .
3. Student activities program and its ob13. Rules and regulations regarding student
jectives.
na
2 3
conduct while students are under school
4. Instructional materials center and its
supervision.
no
2 3€) 14. Achievement of individual students and
services.
5. School staff-its personnel and organizastudent groups.
'2 3(N
no
tion.
15. School events. .
na 1 2 3@
6. School facilities and equipment. .
16. Career and college opportunities open to
7. Financial needs of the educational pregraduates. .
na
2 3@
gram.
17. Procedures for arranging parent conferna
2 3(3)
s. Business management of the school.
ences.
•
2@4 18. Established codes of student conduct and
na
9. School guidance program.
10. School program of safety and safety
dress.
na
2@4
education.
11. Community organizations having rela19.
no
tionships with the school. .
2 3©

©

no 1 2

3W

no

3@

©

2

no 1 2
na 1 2

3©
30)

no

2

3@

no

2

no

2

3©
3©

na 1 2 3 .4

Evaluations

a) How adequately is the community informed about the school?

no 1 2 3@

Comments

B, COMMUNITY SERVICES
Checklist
__x_.Auditorium.
1. The schooi administration encourages
_x_cJassrooms.
community use of school facilities and
_x_Library.
no 1 2 3@
services..
2-Lunchrooms.
2. Members of the school staff are active
__Counseling facilities.
in community organizations, such as
2--.Gymnasium and play areas.
churches, service clubs, youth organiza__Music rooms.
tions, and safety organizations.
no 1 2 3©
2-Shop and laboratory rooms.
3. The school administration encourages organized recreational activities on school
__ Others. - - - - - - - - - - premises during. vacation periods.
na 1 2 3@
4. The school encourages the community to
7. Counseling services are available to
use school facilities for public forums to
parents. .
discuss educational, social, economic, or
na 1 .2 3©
other problems. .
8. Educational exhibits are provided for the
community by the school. .
5. School facilities and services are made
available to the public at such times and
9.
under such conditions as will not interno 1 2 3{V
fere with the school program..
6. The following plant facilities are available for community use (check those

G) 1

2 3 4

na 1 2 3@
no 1 2 3 .4

available) :
Evaluations
ci) How extensively are school facilities being used in relation to the needs of the community for such fa-

cilities?
b) How active are school personnel as participants in community organizations and endeavors?
Comments

na 1 2
na 1 2

300
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H. HEALTH SERVICES

School health sel'v_ices will vary according to state legislation, the size of the school, available resources
in personnel and equipment, and administrative provisions.
Checklist

1. Parents are encouraged during individual conferences to seek help for children's
remediable defects.
2. School health services offer assistance in
the identification and education of handicapped students, including those who
are mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed •.
3. Health procedures include. the use of
. cumulative health appraisal records,
which accompany students from grade
•to grade and from school to school. .
4. Screening tests for hearing impairment
are conducted annually by qualified per.sonnel. .
5. $creening tests for vision impairment
are conducted annually by qualified personnel. .
6. Medical examinations are required periodically during the secondary school
years. Such medical examinations may
be given by the family physician or by
the school medical adviser.

no

1 2 3@

no

1 2@).4

no 1 2 3

©·

noG)2 3 4

no

1 2 3{3)

7. Medical examinations are required before students are admitted to participation in strenuous athletics. .
8. The school nurse initiates follow-up
steps to ensure needed care for all students, taking into account all available
treatment facilities. .
9. The school has written health policies
including disease-control measures, such
as quarantine, vaccination, and inoculation. These policies incorporate public
health department rules or regulations.
10. First aid supplies arc available..
11. Reports on all serious accidents are filed
with the principal for liability purposes
and are analyzed for instructional purposes and the prevention of accidents.
12. Parents are informed immediately when
a student is injured or becomes ill ..
13. The school health service cooperates with
local health and sanitation agencies ..

no

14.

l 2 3©

no 1 2 3

no

©

20) 4

no 1 2 3@

na

-3

2 (~) 4

no 1 2

4'

1

~

3©

no

2

no

2 3 4

Supplementary Data
1. Indicate the organization of school health services with a chart and a description on a separate sheet, showing administrative responsibilities and interrelationships with the instructional staff and community groups.

Evaluations

a) How effectively tin teachers and counselors coopcmte in appropriate phase;1 of the 11clwol health services program?
., .
b) How satisfacto,·y arc the health appraisal procedu,·es? .
c) How effective are the procedures for the prevention and control of communicable diseases?
d) How well a.re emergencies involving illness or injury met?
e) To what extent do the school health services meet the needs of students as indicated in Section 2,
"School and Communit71"?
Comments

Countr Nurse

c.c.c.
Supt.

IH.S, Prin:~-Nurse

no
na
no
no

1 2

30

1 2@.4
1
2 3~
1 2 3 4

no 1 230
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G. TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS
The following characteristics of transportation service should be checked regardless of who provides the service.

Checklist
1. Bus schedules are planned to permit
.transported students to participate in
the entire educational program. .
2. All school bus routes, regulations for bus
drivers, and other aspects of the transportation service are analyzed each year
in the light of past experience and present needs, to ensure that the schooi bus
service is safe. .
3. Bus schedules and routes are. planned to
provide efficient and economical transportation services. .
4. Drills are held regularly in which riders
· evacuate the bus by way of the emergency door.
5. Bus drivers are selected on the basis
of adequate standards of character,
emotional stability, driving experience,
physical condition, and knowledge of
driving.
6. Bus drivers are required to pass a complete physical examination before employment and periodically thereafter.
7. School bus drivers receive instruction
and assistance in promoting safe habits
among student passengers. .
8. Instruction in driving and in traffic regulations is given to all bus drivers. .
9. Bus drivers are courteous and cooperative in their relationship with school
personnel. .
10. Bus drivers are careful about their personal appearance and habits.•.
11. Bus drivers are qualified to render emergency first aid. .

no 1 2 3

no .1 2

©

3W

na 1 2.3@

na 1 2 3@

na 1 2 3(;)

no 1 2 3 ~

na

2 3(V

na

2

na 1 2
na

3©
30)

23©

na 1 2 3 ~

12. Salaries of bus drivers are related to
appropriate standards of living in the
community.
13. A definite traffic pattern has been established for school bus drivers to use in
approaching, loading and unloading, and
parking on and leaving the school
grounds.
14. The traffic pattern eliminates the ·need
.for backing the bus on the school
grounds.
15. Whenever a sch9ol bus is used for
trips, definite and 'well-understood safety
procedures and regulations are followed.
16. Each accident involving a school bus is
reported promptly and investigated carefully, so that effective steps may be taken
to prevent further accidents of the same
type.
17. Buses are provided for the transportation of students needing such service in
accordance· with state and local policies
and standards..
18. All buses meet legal standards for the
transportation of students. .
19. Buses are maintained in effective and
safe operating condition ..
20. Buses are inspected dail)• and maintained in sanitary condition ..
21. Equipment is provided fo1· drivers to
make minor repairs. .
22. Buses are available for transporting students on educational trips.
23.

na

1@3

na 1 2

4

3@
r,.

na 1 2 3(~

na 1 2

3·'4~
l__;.;

na 1 2

3(~

na 1 2 3

lD

na 1 2 3(1)
na 1 2

3(4)

na l 2

3\1)

'-

7-'\
na,..!,,2 3 4
na 1(1)3 4
na 1 2 3 4

Supplementary Data

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Number of s~udents transported at school exp1:mse.
Percent of tofol enrollment transported at school expense
Percent of enrollment eligible for transportation .
Submit a copy of the bus schedule.
Describe the provisions for developing appropriate attitudes and habits 1·elated to conduct on buses.

.~5.
30%
30%

Evaluations
ti) How satisfactory is the organization of

b)
c)
d)
e)

ihe t1·anspo1·tation service? .

How satisfactory are the qualifications of bits drivers? .
How carefully do di·ivers carry out their resp01J,sibilities fm· the safety and conduct of students?
How adequate are the facilities for transportation of students? .
To what degree are tra.nsportation facilities maintained in effective and safe condition? .

Comments

121 - 2 way radio on each bus.

na 1 2

3Q

na 1 2

3(4)

2

3(!)

na 1 2

3:,.....4)

na 1 2

(°4)

na

--

340
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D. SCHOOL-COMMIJNITY RELATIONS

Checklist
1. The principal endeavors to establish and

maintain cordial relations with local editors and reporters.
2. Staff members and students report
promptly items that have news value to
the person in charge of publicity for the
school.
3. The schooi cooperates with other social
and educational agencies to promote the
v,·elfare of the community and its youth.
4. Parents and other citizens in the community are aided in gaining u11derstanding of the needs of the school.
5. An organization cf parents and teacheri:;
is an important means of securing better cooperation between school and community.
6. School assembly programs, school publications, athletic contests, r.nd special
events are used to promote better understanding between school and community.

no

no

na

na

l

2

3@

1 2 3

l 2 3

©
('.?)

~4
l 2 Q,,

7. The school has special oecasions for interpreting the school-its needs, activities, policies, and the like-to the community.
8. The school has one or more special sessions when all parents of students are
invited to observe the regular classwork
and activities. .
9. The school uses various types of exhibits
and demonstrations to interpret its
work.
10. Commencement exercises assist in interpreting the school to the community.

11.
no

1 2@)4

no

l 2 3

no

l 2 3©

no

l 2 3@

no
no
no 1 2 3 4

©

Supplementary Data
1. Describe any Rpecial aspects of school-community relations.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Open-House
Art Fair
Conference Day
Music Events
Athletic Contests
Alumni Banquet

Evaluations
a) llow well does the school use the public and school press to promote better school-community relations?
b) How effectively are scltool activities used to promote desirable school-community relations?
e) How well does the community support .~chool actfoities?
Comments

no

2 3@

na

2 3@

na12:!©
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V. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOL STAFF
AND ADMINISTRATION
1. In what respects are the schoo1 staff and administration most ,mtisfactory and commendable?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Good channels of communications - Administratton/Faculty
Knowledge of Board Policies
Teachers working personal skill areas
Good control of budget by administration
Good building maintenance
Qualified health personnel
Diversified curriculum

2. In what respects are the school staff and administration most in need of improvement?

A.
V.
C.
D.
E.

Teacher more aware of minimum/maximum Dept. budgets
More incentives & opportunities for professional growth
Insufficient time for vocal music
Field trips
Feasibility of periods shortened to 45 min. with double lab periods of
90 minutes.

3. Recommend, in order of priority, steps for the improvement of existing weaknesses in the school's staffing and administration?

A.
B.
C.

More incentives & opportunities for professional growth - worksh?PS, visitations
clinics, etc.
Shortening of periods
Vocal music

VI. GENERAL EVALUATION OF SCHOOL STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION
Evaluations
a) To what extent do the school staff and administration meet the needs of students as indicated in Section
2, "School and Community"?
b) To what extent are the policies and procedures of the school staff and administration consistent with the
philosophy and objectives as developed in Section 3, "Philosophy and Objectives"?
c) To what extent is the school identifying problems related to school staff and administrati011 and seeking
their solution?

no 1 2 3 A
no 1 2 3 <1

no l 2 3 A

3d7
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Harold Edwards

Ruth Conn

Ianny Powell
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

In any evaluative undertaking, it is desirable to
summarize the findings, and a school evaluation is no exception. A summary provides many benefits, as well as
marks the conclusion of the study. It constitutes one form
of record of the major findings and adds emphasis to
those major findings.
The order of summary statements should follow the
same order as the sections listed below:
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Fourth Edition

School and Community
Philosophy and Objectives
Curriculum
4-1 Agriculture
4-2 Art (Including Crafts)
4-3 Business Education
4-4 Di~tributive Education
4-5 Driver and Trame Safety Education
4-6 English
4-7 Foreign Languages
4-8 Health Education
4-9 Home Economics
4-lU Industrial Arts
4-11 Mathematics
4-12 Music
4-13 Physical Education
4-14 Religion
4-15 Science
4-16 Social Studies
4-17 Special Education
4-18 Trade, Technical, and Industrial Education
Student Activities Program
Educational Media Services-Library and Audio-Visual
Guidance Services
School Facilities
School Staff and Administration
Individual Staff Member
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Major Strength of the school
Cited in section 2, Section Title - SCIDOL AND COMl.uNITY', pages 17-28
Description of strength: The strength of our school a.nd commudty lies in a rather stable
conmu.nity. The conmunity is free from racial conflicts due to the makeup of the comnunity.
The school offers a co:mnendable program and curriculum for a school our size. The school
seeks to take advantage of opportunities to improve curriculum and meet the needs of all
students.
Provisions tha.t contribute to this euocess: Provisions contributing to this success consist
of able and efficient administrators, improvement in guidance services, a strong and cooperative
faculty, and an increase in the number of persons desiring to live in Villa Grove
Major ~akness of the School

Description of Weakness: Basis weaknesses include the lack of adequate laboratory and exploratory
facilities to meet present day needs, the need for added space for storage and the showing of films
to large gz:oups, lack of adequate employment within the comnuni ty, and the lack of succicient
funding power for present and future needs.
Recomnendations for Dnprovement: Recomnendations for improvement consift of provisions for bringing
more employment to the area, continued emphasis on the vocational arts for those young people
finding it difficult to make satisfactory progress in school, more space to meet present needs,
and improvement in our present taxing power.

Major strength of the School
Cited in section 3, Section title - PHIIDSOPHY AND OBJECTI!E~, pages 29-32
Description of strength: The strength of our philosophy and objectives lies in the fact that our
philosophy is subject to change and reflects the wants and needs of the conmunity. Ea.ch student
is to be provided with educational experiences enabling him to develop a value system, opportunity
for responsible and ethical behavior, and,learning situations geared to his needs.
Provisions that Contribute to This success: Provisions contributing to this success consist of
a desire to make our philosophy and objectives realistic and yet far reaching. The sincere conern
and cooperation of the faculty in setting forth this philosophy has done much to strengthen and
embody our hopes and dreams for learning and participation.
Major ~akness of the School
I»scription of Weakness: The basic weakness includes the inability to hnplement what we set
forth as basic and major in the whole educational process.
Reconmendations for Dnprovement: RecolD!lendations for improvement consist of gearing all plans,
methods, and programs to what we set forth in our philosophy and objectives.

Major strength of the School
Cited in section 4-1, Section Title -

AGU:aJL'.lURE,

page 56

Description of strength: The course offerings tend to reflect the desires and needs of the
students enrolled based on their individual goals, occupational opportunities, and advanced
educational oppo~tunities.
Provisions That Contribute to This success: .Articulation with parkland Comnunity ())llege in
.Agriculture courses offered as well as with requirements for entry into the u. or r. and other
universities tend to contribute to this success.
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l,~jor Weakness of the School
Description of Weakness: An additional instructor would permit additional course offerings to
be ma.de.
Reco!llllCnd.ations for Improvement: Continued evaluation by the Advisory Comnittee, with recoi:mnendations
of the comnittee being presented to the administration.

Major strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-2, Section Title - .ART (Including Craft:U_, page 64
Description of Strength: 1) students may select from a great variety of materials and processes for
exploration at advanced levels. 2) Adequate equipment is provided.
Provisions that Contribute to This Success: Provisions contrib'~ting to this ~~ccess consist of adequate materials and equi~"llent for the present program, a capable art teacher and provisions for
students to work in different medias.
l,~jor Weakness of the School
Description of Weakness:
1. There is a need for a. written curriculum based upon sequential learning experiences.
2. An Art History and appreciation course should be available for students who are not interested
in studio experiences.
3. Mini-courses in specialized areas should be available to supplement eenerc1.l art.
4. Advanced students need a lonier class - perhaps a double period.
5. Art students need field trips to museums to see original works of art.
Reconnendations for Jmprovffinent:
1. Additional staff member should be hired.
2. sunmer erant could be offered for curriculu."ll development.
3. Schedule advanced art for double periods.
4. Offer r;iini cour:.es in jewelry, ceramics, drawing and painting etc.
5. Allot money and time for at least two trips to Kranna.rt (U. of I) Art Museum per ye'l.r.
6. Enlarge and improve facility.

},fajor stren_gth of the school
Cited in Section 4-3, Section Title - ~n:::ss ~~~~~ION~ Page 75a.
Description of strength:
1. CUITiculum inclules ~equence of courses that prepare youth for initial employment in business.
2. Yoca.tional business subjects placed in the curriculum so that students vrill achieve maxL'mll!l vocational coropetenc;y closest to the ·::.me of eradua.ticn.
3. The bn.s:lc ptu·pose of secretarial practice is the integration an,l de-.relopmcnt of a higher level
of previously acquired skills. Course incluties the tc~ching of some new· and personal skills and
knowled!!e s. We did conduct a. survey through the nusine ss Advisory Corr.mi ttee of the surrounding
area and we a.re trying to concentrate on those skills and knowledge tha.t they indicated should be
stressed.

Provisions th.~t Contribute to this success:

1. Through the u~e of an advisorJ com~~ttee, tho public is infonned about the work of the department,
types of preparation being offered, a.nd the manner in which the business departoent serves the
ccmnnmity.
2. Both instructors havt} had some practical office work experience. ].nprovements in teaching are
continuo,lsly sought. They try to acquaint their rtud.ents with the many opportunities in business
and the requi:rcrnents for el:ltr.ring the various fields.
3. Semester classes in typing are offered to those students who do not have vocational intentions
but desj.re these skills to benefit therr.selver.. It is not a required course and since t.he adnmt
of eigLth grade typint;, the enrolLncnt J:>..as fallen. Dtu·ing the pa3t year we are making progress in
counsc,ling students as we feel t~1.t alJ. student:1 can hene:fit frcm at least one semester of typing
beyond the eighth grade level cf 12 ·weeks.
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tnjor ?Tea..'lcness of the School
Description of weakness:
be ma.de.

An additional instructor would permit additional course offerings to

Reco!JlllCndations for Tmprovernent: Continued evaluation by the .Advisory Cormuttee, with recommendations
of the comni.ttee being presented to the administration.

:Major strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-2, Section Title - ART (Including Crafj.~J, Page 64
Description of strenifth: 1) students may select from a great variety of materials and processes for
exploration at advanced levels. 2) Adequate equipment is provided.
Provisions that Contribute to This Success: Provisions contributing to this im.ccess consist of adequate materials and equip,'1lent for the present program, a capable 2.rt teacher and provisions for
students to work in different medias.
t~ijor Weakness of the School
Descriptio:i of We3.kness:
1. There is a need for a written curriculu'U based upon sequential learning experiences.
2. An Art History and appreciation course should be available for students who are not interested
in studio experiences.
3. Mini-courses in specialized areas should be ava.ilable to supplc:nent 1:;ener-a.l art.
4. Advanced students need a lonr;er class - perhaps a. double period.
5. Art students need field ',rips to museums to see original works of art.
Reconnenda tions for Irnprovc;nent:
1. Additional staff mmr.bcr should be hired.
2. Sumner 1::rant could be offered for curricul\L11 development.
3. Schedule advanc::.,<.1 art for double periods.
4. Offer wini cour:,cs in jewelry, ceramics, drawing and painting etc,
5. Allot money and tir.ie for at least two trips to Krannart (U. of I) Art Museum per ye!lr,
6. Enlarge an:i ir.lprove facility.

}.:a.ior strengjh _of tho school
Cited in Section 4-3, Section Title - IUSDCSS EUJCATION, Pa1.;e 75a
De script ion of S'trc11gtb.:

1. CUrriculu.,u inclu,fos sequence of co:irses th1.t prcFsrc youth for initial employment in husine::.s.
2. Yocation:-,.1 business :rub,iccts placed in the curriculum so that studen-t.s -will achieve maximu1!l. vocational cc,mr,etenr::y closest to the ·i:..,.11e of gradu1.tion.
3. The ba::;:\c ptu'pose of secretarial practice is the integration and development of a higher l.c-,el
of previou'.lly &.cou5.red skills. cour:cc in:iludcs tho tc,.iching of sor:J.e nm·; and pcrsom.l ::;]d.lls an:i
knmvledie s. We di.d 0onluct a survey thr011gh the Businc ss Advisory Corr.mi ttee of the surrounding
area and we arc tryin1; to concentra. te on those skills and knovdedge th.a. t they indicated should be

stressed.
Provisions tb,'.l.t Co'ltribute to this success:
1. Throur;h the urc of an acl:visor-J committee, the public is informed about the work of the department,
types of pre~'.l.ration beint offered, ::i.nd the UJ.3.nner in which the business departr~ent serves the
corn.mu..'li ty.
2. Both instr1.1ctors haYt, had some practical office work: experience. :Dnprovcments in teachini:; are
continuo1.isly sou,:rht. 'l'hey try to acqu:;.int their dud.ents with the imny opportunities in business
and the requircuents for eut0ring the var~"ous fields.
3, Semester cla,ssc::; in typing are offered to those students who tlo not :have voc,,tional intentions
but desire ther,e skills to benefit ther:.selvc::.. It is not a req11ired courne and sin~e the advent
of cigtth trade typint;, tb.e enro11inent :t,.a.s fallen. Dm·:.i.ng the pant ye:i.r we are makin& progress in
couns<::lint studer:ts as we feel that all studentn ca.n bene~f:it, frcm at least one semester of typing
beyond the eiehth grade kvel of 12 vreeks.
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t~jor Weakness of 'Ib.e School
Description cf Weakness:

1. l/.anual and electric mac!line s are in the same room and it becorr.e rather confusing to beginning
typing students.
2. Space is a major probleo. Different teacr.ers use the rocms at different times so we arc not always
free to get into a classroom without inter:ruptinr; another cJ.ass. }l.achines must be carried from
room to room. ·Some of the prC[;rams which we would like to use are not possible, as we do not h2.ve
enough space to send the students to different work stations. Reproduc.tion work must be done in
the office (which is three floors down) and ,·rhen you have stuclents scatter<;d all oyer the building,
supervision is difficult.
3. Storage space is also a ~~jor problem in oraanization. Materials are piled in all of the roons
and the rooms certainly do not present a neat appearance. v~ have ma.de great advan~es in comparison
to seven years aro, howe.-er.
4. rt is some tines difficult to have privacy when a pa.rent comes for a conference as so ma.ny teachers
use the sa..'lle rooms. rt is also difficu1t to have p.l.'i-racy in counseling students.
5. We need to coordinate more ~i.th the English Department
6. Field trips would be a definite adv.:i.ntagc.
7. In the past we have felt that stuc.ents entering the bus:i.ness field needed more gui11ance. We have
conferred ,·rith the administration and e'ui<lance offices and feel that ·we have better ccrr::iur.ication but
we would still like to have :oore time for individualized counseling with the students therJ.sclYes.
8. We feel that more in the area of data processinr; should be done but it is hard to make it relevant
without m'lchines. An ofEce simulation set-up would greatly help the secretarial office practice
class.
9. Advisory com::uttee should take a mor·e active role.
10. Need more transcr::..bing eq_uiprnent.
Reconr.:endations for Jinprovcment:
1. },ti.ny of t:-1e "Weaknesses do not have easy solutions because of lack of funds, space, and connu.nication. A referendum is planned.
2. '!"I) phn to be present <lurinC eir,:i.th i:;rade prc-reristra tion next year to meet with stu:lents and
explain any questions they rt,J.['.ht h,,vc about the business field before they enter hiCh sc::,.ool. This
might help our pre li 1 cr:i vr:i. th corrnu.n ica tic n.
3. We J:,.:i.ve made Jlla.ns to r:lcct v;i th the En(,J.ish Department at the bq:;inning of the year to coord:i.na te
plans.
4. Whenever we a(,rcc to do wor,: for so:ne person or department, ,-re stress the responsibiJity of 1·rv:::·ldr<~
pleasz.ntly, acccptin1; ful1 rcsr,onsibD.:ity f.or the work awl seeing every project th.rou(:h to its cc,::1plction.
Hm·rever, all depari;;nent,; ncerl to coorJinatc v.ork better as so::1e thin&s are not planned fv,r cnour;h in
advance to follc1-r throu:;h. '.:'his applies r:,o stly to office pr2.ctice.
5. 1)).ta Proccs~,irl[; is touc:1.cd on :i.n acco\:ntin& awl office practice but we feel that without l!.-2.nd.s-on
equlpmc:it it is not our i'i"i:st priority and if interc:;tcd the student should seek i'u.rthcr postgraduate trainin,r:;.
6. We need field trips to fartlliarize the student witt the rr.:i.cbines and ski1J s they may actual1y f;;,,cc
when employed.. We are not placir.i:; this lr.s t because ,re consider it least im?ortant but s:imply because field trips are not pc:rmittcd. V!c do visit local businesses tlurir.g our ree'Ular class periods.

lJ:i.jor sti:-e_i:!£th c_f the . School
Cited in Section 4-4, Scc-tion Tit.le - (X)OPERATIVE V.ORK TRA.1HTI,:g, page 88
.Description of strcntth: Educational e:x:pcrience for students in an on-the-job sii.u.ation. In this
training situ:i.tion students learn job related behavior and responsiblities related to their vocationaly training.
Provisions that contribute to this success:
contribute to this success.

Approval of program by school board and administrators

Major Wea.kness of the School
Description of Weakness: A larger variety of job training stations or the expanded or expansion of
existing job stations is the greatest weakness. Small towns do not offer a wide variety of training
stations.
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Recomnendations for Jinprovcment:
1. Expansion of job placE'.i:r..ent sites.
2. Establishment of the budgeting of t:ime with students, academic and vocationally.

Major strent;th of the School
Cited in section 4-5, section Title - IRIV'ER ,\HD TRAFFIC SAFETY EllJCATION, Pa[;e 99
Description of Strength:
1. cars arc ,Tell equipped.
2. Provisions for in school ar.d after school training.
3. Many supplementary r..aterials used, resource people, filmstrip, current events, etc.
4. All sophoI:lOrcs scheduled to take Driver Education.
Provisions that contribute to this success:
the above needs.

The Board and administration provide adequately for

Major Vleakness of the School
De script ion of nearJJ.e :-; s:
1. More s~ora.ge space is needed for the testing equip.'1lent.
2. Desit:nated place to park criver education car.
Reccmroondations for ]l:lprovement:
1. Desi,!!natcd place to park car.
Major strcn(;th of the school
Cited in Section 4-6, Section Title - I'17GLI3H, page 115
·Description of stront;th:
1. stroll£; (;ran:rm.r pro(;ram ::,.llowin[! for individualization.
2. Literature pro [;Tn.'1l tha '~ exposes students to a wide r:i.nt e of literary style s.
Provisions Th,1.t Contrlm:c".e to This Success: Materials are almost always ava.iJ.ablc upon request by
the tea.ch.er. J\J.l Entlish teachers tr-1 to keep info~ed a.bout contenporary issues and texts that
relate to the Enf,lish Curriculu.'n.
Major wear..ness of the School
Description of weakness:
1. Sequential wri t:5.nr, proera.rn.
2. }!.ore electives (Speech and related com·ses, hourna.lism, cor:par,ative literature).

Reconmendations for J,-nprovenent:
1. Ilold mectini:; and write composition objectives in a sequential pattern.
2. Identify objectives which should be emphasized at specific grade levels.
3. Hire an assi::.tant to help with grading; decrease class size.
'

'

Major strenr;th of the school
Cited in Section 4-7, section Title - FOREIGN L!J{GUAGE, Page 128
Description of stren1:;-th:
1. Classes generally are six.11 making for a good teacher-student ratio.
2. Considerable audio-visual equipment is readily avaiJ.ahlc.
3. A modern textbook series is used which is a middle of the road approach in the traditional audio linf'.U,'l.l controversy.
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Provisions that Contribute to this Success:
Willingness of the administration and school boa.rd to purchase materials a.nd equipnent as needed.
Major Weakness of the School
Description of Weal::ness:
1. Meed to develop ;vithin students the abi.lity to connunicate orally in the foreign language.
2. Being a :mall school district a11d in a rural area, there is not much opportunity to exchange
ideas with colleagues in the same subject matter area.
.
3. Need to develop a four year sequence of foreign languaee classes for those who are particularly
talented in Foreign Languages or who have a particular interest in pursuing such a course.
Recomnend.ations for Dnprova:aent:
Develop a four year sequence of foreign language classes for_ those talented in Foreign Language.

Major Streni!th of the School
Cited in Section 4-8, Section Title - HEALTH EIUCATI.Qlt, Page 136
Description of Strengths: Offer a wide .-ariety of instruction, touching on almost all aspects of
health; including cormrunity health, safety, nutrition, personal hygiene, mental health, disea5e,
drugs, tobacco, alcohol and cons~er health. This is done over a tot~l of 4 years, so by the time
a student graduated he h.a::, received instruction in all areas. Courses aim to give student knmv-lcclge
and positive attitudes i.~ all areas, so they can make Ill2.ture decisions concerning tl:eir health and
health practices.
Provisions that Contribute to this success:
is needed.

A qualified staff given enough time to teach ,mat

Major weakness of the School
])3scription of Weakness:
1. Instruction needs to be presented in one course, inatead of students being released from P.E.
to take health.
2. One room should be designated as the "Health Room" and all materials stored. there instead of
all over the buildini.
3. Group stutlents acccrdin~ to grade level and develop co-ed program.
Reco:ounonda.tions for Jinprovemcnt:
1. Instruction needs to be presented in one course.
2. Students need to be grouped co-0ducationa.lly and according to grade level.
3. A health room should be i',esignated

:W.ajor Strenith of the school
Cited in Section 4-9, Section Title -

~~~~

page 147

Description of Strength: The variety of subjects offered and the sequential progr311Jlling provide
maxinrum opportunity for student preparation toward future needs.
Provisions Tb2.t Contribute to This success: The teachers have a good background in the subject
area a.nd has succeeded in diversifying the program.
}.fa.jor \'{eal-"..ness of the School
Description of the Weakness: We need more space, equipnent a.nd resource materials.
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Reconmcnda.tions for Improvement:
1. Space
2. Equipnent
3. Resource materials

Major Strength of the school
Cited in section 4-1 o, Section title - I.NWSTRIAL .ARTS, page 160
Description of Strength: The Industrial Arts progran is most satisfactory in that it gives our
students an opportunity to experience "work-oriented" activities. The Villa Grove pro{1ram is
progressive and no doubt will increase as danands for technical training increases.
Provisions That Contribute to This success: OUr board, administrators, and staff are ai'ra.re of
and sympathetic to our problems and are constructively working for the best possible training
for the students.
Major ·weakness of the School
~scription of Wca1'.:ness:
1. Up date equipnent
2. Shiftini of enrolJment in woods to more in drawing, electricity and electronics.
3. Inclusion of more girls in the program.
Recomnendations for Jinpro,,encnt: students should be guided into courses that better meet their
abilities and needs. The facilities in the areas of graphic arts and power mechanics should be
expanded. students should be vocationally oriented sooner in their schoolin[;.

}!.ajor Streneth of the School
Cited in Section 4-11, Section title -MATl-ill,fATICS, page 171
Description of strength:
1. The strength of tl:e Mz.thcmatics Program is in the number and variety of courses offered.
2. Ma.th teachers ha·.re their prmiary training in mathCC'.a.tics ·with secondary training in fields
related to nnther;ia.tics applications.
3. Teaching responsibilities are concentrated in the mathematics curriculun.
Provisions That Contribute to This Success: Provisions contributing to this success consist of
the number and variety of courses offered for a school our size, well qualified teachers, and
up-to-date texts.
l,~jor Vie:i.k:ness of the School

ne scription of VTeakne ss:
1. More ccmnunication bet?reen different grade levels (grade, junior high, and high school} as to
what they are doir>-lr and what chan&es each would like to see made.
2. Need for reduction of some class sizes to enable nx>re individual i'tork "?Tith students.
Recomnendation for Jmprovement: Meetings with hie1l school, junior high, and intermediate teachers
to talk about ·what each is presently doing and what changes ea.ch would like to see made in order to
improve the math. program.

t~jor Strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-12, Section Title - l,USIC, page 183
Description of strcr.gth; 1. Stuc.ents have fine potentials in perfonuing. 2. school policies and
procedures allow for trips, etc. 3. ~-nd and chorus have academic credit.
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Provisions That Contribute to This success:

~ualified teacher

}l,v.jor Weakness of the School
Description of i'Teak:ness: Vocal program is more than a full t:ime job and needs additional personnel.
More time is needed vii.th choral students. Present schedule of having the band and chorus meet
on tho same time period presents conflicts. Equiµnent needs updating and rehearsal facilities need
upgrading (too.sr.iall). There exists no true performance area.
RecOIIOendations for 5.mprovement: It is felt that conr:mnity and admin~strative support is needed to
recognize the need of additional financial resources to upgrade rehearsal and perfo:m'lance areas;
to hire additional personnel; and to better equip the music areas (new piano for the chorus room;
P.A. equipnent.)

}.~jor Strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-13, Section Title - PHYSIC.AL EDUCATION, Page 196
Description of strength:

1. Olrry over and leisure time activities. 2. Variety. 3. Gymnastics

Provisions That Contribute to This Success: The members of the staff are cooperative and plan
activities geared to the student's needs and interests.
Major Wea.kne ss of the school
Description of Weakness:
I.
Facilities- a) indoor space b) locker room improvanent
II.
Small classes
III.
Additional instructors
r,r.
More equiµ:ient- a) svramrl.ng pool b) tennis courts
V.
CUrriculurn. :improvcrnent- a) dance-coed b) more coeducational activities
Rec01IC1endation for Iroprovanent:
1•
2.
3.

Facilities - a) &ym 3pace, b) lockc1• room, c) tennis courts, d) sw:imning pool
Classes - a) sm.~11 enrollr:lent, b) group ability and/or grade level, c) adapted.
}.~re qualified instructor3 on all levels.

}.ti.jar strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-15 - Section Title - SCIE:tfCE, Page 219
Description of strength: a. There is a wide range of course offerings. b. Instructors are ·wellqualified for their courses.
c. A ver·y harmonious relationship exists among the members of the
science depart.,nent. d. Instructors shovr initiative and inguenity in supplying materials for their
classes. e. Class size is kept to optimum levels.
Provisions That Contribute to This si~ocess: Provisions contributing to this success consist of a.
wide range of course offerings, correlation of classes to discourage unnecesS2.ry duplication of
material, and a very harmonious relationship between all members of the department.
Mll.»r Yreelmess of the School
Description of Wea.Jrness: a.. Lack 01" sufficient lab equipnent for individual students use. b. Lack
of sufficient and adequate space. c. Some depariments lack storage space. d. Greenhouse and an:imal
housing space is non-existent. e. Rearran&ement of physical facilities for better usage.
Recomnendations for 1}:l.provement: a. Biology program needs r'OCG for expansion for project and laboratory work. b. Lab facilities are in need of improvement. c. The establishment of an identifiable
budget for major purchases in the science department would provide long term improvement in the
department.
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Major Strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-16, Section Title - SOCIAL S'l'UDIES, Page 232
Description of. strength: 1. The Social Studies curriculum is varied and has been changed and
expanded. 2 • .Audio Visual materials and equipnent are adequate and satisfy our department needs.
3. The administration has generally been favorable to virtually all classroom activities planned
by the social studies teachers. 4. SupplESnCntary material and cOIII:IWlity resources have been
used successfully.
Provisions That Contribute to This success: A va.ried curriculum and 0-0mpetent teacher willing
to develop programs and use innovative ideas.
Major Weakness o:f the School
Description of Vkla.k:ness: 1. More preparation tjme would be greatly appreciated in order to more
adequately prepare, grade papers, use the library etc. 2. Professional meeting leave and/or inservice days would be helpful in updating our methods and our curriculum. 3. Encouraging and
allaw:i.ng field trips at lea.st on a Hmi ted basis would be an mportant contribution to our social
studies curriculum.
Reconmcndations for Jr:iprovement: 1. Shorter class periods, not just for the social studies, are a
priority item. 2. More preparation t:ir.le is badly needed for social studies teachers. 3. Professional meeting tme is stl_'Ongly recomn~nded. 4. In-service training.

Ua.jor strength of the School
Cited in Section 4-17, section Title - SPECIAL EJXJCATION, page 244
Description of strength: The curriculum is based on everyday life situations and practical
applications to problems students vrill face after they have graduated. The curriculum is vocationally oriented as this is the secondary students greatest need. i'Te have a very good work
experience program where all students Wtlrk at least 2 hours a day or more depending on their
year in school and their job.
Provisions That Contribute to This Success: The teacher consciously strives to provide relevant
practical materials and to make the most of each students potential.
}J.l.jor Weakness of the school
D3scription of Weakness:

Larger room to allow for m:>re group 'WOiic.

Reconmendations :for :Improvement:

Larger room.

Major strent;!th of the School
Cited in Section 4-18, Section title - '.!RADE, TECIDIICAL, k"iD IlfllJS'.l.RIAL EJlJCATIDN, Page 256
Description of Strength: 1. Good comnunity acceptance - strong administrative and school board
support. 2. Personnel interested and trained well in vocational fields.
Provisions That Contribute to This success:
comnunity.

Good rapport with administration, school board, and

Major weakness of School
Description of Weakness: :More teachers and Sllbjects of vocational nature.
Recomnendations for :Dnprovmnent: 1. More and better facilities.
vocational areas "Where denand is.

2.

FUnneling of student to
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Major Strength of the School
Cited in Section 5, Section Title, STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROGRAM, Page 272
1),scription of strength: The student council which initiates n:any new ideas and the photo club
are our two IlX>St conmendable organizations. The finance of student activities are handled well.
Provisions That Contribute to This success: The activities are well organized, well managed am
well supervised by administrators, teachers, and students. All participants are very cooperative.
Major Weakness of the School
Description of Vlea.kness: The variety of our prot.rra,ms has improved during the last 5 years.
However, m:,re time during the school day in which to meet, more faculty involvement and a means
of alleviating the financial strain would be desirable.
Recomncndations for Jrnprovement:

Tinx:l during the school day is needed for organization meeting.
Increase the scope
of student involvanent to include the un-involved students.

More faculty involvement would help improve the student activities program.

l&l,jor strength of. the - ~
Cited in Section 6, section Title, EIUCATIDNA.L -~~RVI% Pate 288
~scription of strentth: The school has a lar&e number of overhead projectors, record players, and novie
projector::;. L:ike1tise, a goodly nuober of cassette player:; and filmstrip machines. We have a high
speed cassette duplicator which is the gre:i.test tool of a.11 for manufa.cturini material. All teachers
have access to all nnterials. The school is verJ mu.ch for AV in education.
Provisions That Contri:ru.te to This success:
supplying the needs of the district.

The personnel in charge have been most resourceful in

}Ja.jor Weak:ne ss of the School
~scription of tteakness: We need a number of cassette players as this tool has unlimited possibilities
in the classroom as well as seve:r-d.l additional filmstrip nachinos. Our video equipment vras ruined
through vandalism.
Recoonendations for Jinprovement: 1. Secure cassette players so each teacher that would ma.l:e use of
one ~'"Ould have it available. 2. Repair or improve video ta.po facilities. 3. Secure additional
filmstrip machines for use in media. center.

Major strength of the school
Cited in section 7, Section title, GUIU~fCE SERVICES, Page 300
~scription of strength: There is one full-tine c,,unselor who devotes his time totally to counseling
and guidance acti•rities. Guidance does not follow the 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. plan. studnets are free to call
the counselor at homr or at school. The "open door" policy seems to be successful. '.foe cou.."1.selor relates very well to tho students. He is sincere and knows how to protect the confidentiality of the
counselin& cases. He docs coordinate cases so that students, teachers and parents arc given an
opportunity to ,·rork problems out together. He also assists students in finding information about
future employment and eQucation and in ma.king choices involving placement as students, at the point
of dropping out of school and upon graduation. He also interviews everz freshman coming into the
high school in order to best handle their needs.
The high school Guidance Office is centrally located.
to use in an outer office.
Provisions That Contribute to This success:

There is "abundant" re.source material for students

The counselor relates well to the students;
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Major Weakness of the School
~soription of Weakness: Resource materials a.re in oo~sta.nt need of updating. This may be a.n
expensive project, but a necessal"/ one if accurate and current information is to be given students
in regard to jobs, training programs, salaries, job outlook, etc.

It was felt by some members of the committee that more counseling help is needed. (Exaoples here
could include: a. female counselor to ;mom girls might relate easier, or perhaps one who does the
testing and research and could see to areas of curriculum developnent based on cOI'lJmUli.ty needs,
liaison to business and work cor.r.nmity, apprenticeship progra.r:i.s, etc. or, simply, one 1Tho could
provide additional help with the counseling oases, perhaps a. social ,rorker.}
A more defined list of counselor's responsibilities between guidance a.nd a.dministra.tion is needed.
Also, part-time support personnel would be helpful (secretary).
Recomnendations for :Improve:nent: 1. create a. Guidance ())Inittee to work ,rith the counselor and
administrators to fonn a definite policy and guidelines to fit ~rith the school's stat6:lent of
Philosophy and Objectives. 2. All teachers should be oriented to the guidance fa.cililities
available. 3. Continue upda.ti.,_g of resource ma.teria.ls and facilities in high school guidance
dcpartI:lent by alloca.tin& funds. 4. Consideration should be given to the acquisition of parttime support personnel.

}.ti.jor Stren1.;th of the School
Cited in Section 8, Section title, SCHOOL FACILITIES, Page 315
Description of strength: The site has a. lovely looking campus appearance. The overall asthetics
a.re plea.sing to the eye. The growth potential is great ,nth amount of school property owned.
Maintenance of the building.
Provisions That Contribute to T'nis success: A forvra.rd looldng administration and school boa.rd
and an excellent staff a.re the major contributing factors to this success.
Major \'leakne ss of the school
Description of 1'/ea.kness: 1. Storage facilities. (j). Handicapped facilities.
lounge for cert:i.i'ied and non-certified staff. 4. Teacher work areas.

3. Restroom and

Reconr.iondations for Jinnrovement: 1. Storage. 2. Teacher wor'A areas. 3. Ilandicapped. 4. Restroor.1
improvement. (Beca.user of financial lir.litations, doubt remains a.bout too much mprovement hovrever.

~jor Strengt~the school
Cited in Section 9, Section Title, §.9!Q..OL STAFF MID An.rg:~_TIOll, page 343
Description of Stren;;th: Good channels of cor.m.mications - Administration/Faculty. Knowledie of
Boa.rd Policies. Teachers ,mrldng personal skill areas. Good control of budget by administration •
Good building maintenance. Qualified health personnel. Diversified curriculum.
Provisions that Contribute to This Success:
administration and school boa.rd.

A ha.nnonious relationship exists among the school staff,

Major \'Tea.kness of school
Description of Weakness: Teacher more a.mi.re of mininrum/ma.ximm:l department budgets. More incentives
and opportunities for professional gro,rth. Insufficient tme for vocal music. Field trips.
Feasibility of periods shortened to 45 min. with double la.b periods of 90 minutes.
Recomnenda.tions for Jl:lprovemc:nt:
More incentives and opportunities for professional growth workshops, visitations, clinics, etc. Shortening of periods. Vocal I!DlSic.

APPENDIX C
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION
VISITATION TEAM REPORT
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Visiting Team for the Villa Grove High School would like to express its sincere
appreciation and thanks for the very fine hospitality shown the members during its visit
and the friendly manner in which the members of the Team were received by both faculty
and students. Team members came away with the feeling that they had made new friends
and that those friends were more than appreciative of the efforts which the Team had put
forth.
The real value of a study of this kind lies in the work of the faculty in its selfstudy. Members of the Team invariably profit from the experience of observing and
studying another school system at first hand. The contributions of the Team should
be a minor portion of the total process involved in such an evaluation. The greatest
impact on the program of any school evaluation should come from the self-evaluation
which the faculty has undergone prior to the coming of the visiting team.
A further valuable experience for the Villa Grove faculty would be a follow-up
study with a view of discussing the recommendations made. It would be advisable
to have each committeeJwhich worked on a report for a particular department,to
summarize its original findings and then consider the recommendations with this report as a background. If the entire faculty were involved in this study so that every
member would hear all reports and consider all recommendations, the result would
be a significant in-service experience for the entire staff.
The implementation of recommendations in various parts of the report need to
be undertaken by the Board of Education in cooperation with administration and staff.
All of the recommendations can obviously not be implemented immediately. Some of
them should be implemented some years in the future. Establishing priorities by
which recommendations will be put into effect should be a cooperative endeavor involving the Board, the administration, and the staff. Again, appreciation is expressed
for the courtesies and cooperation extended the Team while at Villa Grove High School.
For the visiting team:

G. C. Matzner
Chairman
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Limitations on the Distribution, Use,
and Scope of This Document

It is the official intent of the Administrative Committee of the North Central
Association Commission on Secondary Schools that this report on the evaluation of
the school be considered a privileged document, to be submitted by the State Chairman or the chairman of the evaluation team directly to the administration of the
school. The distribution of the report and its availability for public consideration
beyond that point rest solely in the hands of those administrators. Neither the
chairman nor the other members of the evaluation team are authorized to release
any of the information contained in this report without the express approval of the
administration of the school.
The prime concern of the evaluation team has .been to determine the actual
situation as it exists in the school and not to pass judgment on the professional
personnel involved. Hence, neither the total report nor any of its subsections is
to be considered an appraisal of any individual staff member, but rather an objective description of existing circumstances as they appear to trained and experienced
schoolmen.
Moreover, the use of this report as an officiai assessment of any staff person's
professional personnel competency would be in violation of the professional ethics
under which a school evaluation is to be conducted. A fortiori such a use would be
inherently invalid since at no time during the evaluation process has the evaluation
team been concerned with the appraisal of individual school personnel.
The members of the evaluation team have voluntarily placed their professional
judgment in balance in arriving at the conclusions reported in this document. They
are willing to support the thoughtful evaluation$ they have made, provided the report is used appropriately. They are not to be held accountable for any injudicious
or unauthorized use of this document.
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SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

Villa Grove may be said to be a basically rural communitye The town has a population of somewhat over 2,000 and is surrounded by a farming area whose population
the school serves. The community was founded basically as a "railroad town, 11 and
the railroads still employ some residents of the community though the service facilities of the railroads have been removed, and the need for manpower has been s ignificantly reduced.
Much of the business of the community is geared to service for the surrounding
agricultural activities, and a sizable commuter population is employed in the general
area. Though outside of the local school district,a coal mine in the area employs a
significant number of local residents.
Farm land is fertile, farn1s are large, and the farrri families are generally
quite well-to-do. A general characterization of the population would have to be
that of blue collar workers with a modicum of professional and white collar employees.
The income average for the entire area would have to be classified as at the lower
middle level.
The population of the area is English-speaking and of European ortgms. No
minority pupils are resident in the district. The result is a fairly uniform student
body with a consequent decrease in problems which might be present if minority
groups were represented in the student body.
The wealth per pupil is slightly under $33, 000. This means that there is a
healthy basis for school support, but the wealth is limited enough to make the
district eligible for significant funds from state sources. However, the increase
in wealth due to inflation, especially in farm land, and the decline in population
will make the District eligible for decreasing amounts of funds from outside of the
district. Looming financial problems will become serious, and possibly disastrous,
if more funds cannot be provided from local sources. As costs continue to rise,
more funds will be required to maintain the present offerings. Failure to find
such additional funds will inevitably result in a retrenchment in what the school
currently provides for its pupils.
The school population may be said to be an average one with the average
at approximately 100. Nearly 16 percent of the high school enrollment has a
ing at or above the 85th percentile as determined by national norms. It can,
be assumed that the performance of the students would roughly correspond to
normal distribution.

I. Q.
rankthus,
a

The school population is extremely stable with 92 percent of the graduating
class' having been in the high school all four years. The resulting outcome is
that the student body gives strong support to the activities of the school and makes
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a strong program possible. There was some increase in mobility of the school population several years ago, but that trend seems now to have become stabilized. This
stability could be affected if sizable cuts in the current offerings should be made.
The number of withdrawals is, of course, low. During the past 12-month period,
that group has represented less than 4 percent of the total enrollment, and approximately one-third of the withdrawals has been due to a change of residence by either
the parents or the pupil. Lack of interest in school work has been the largest single
reason for withdrawals. All of the cases were boys; a fairly common occurrence.
The majority of the graduates enters the labor market immediately upon graduation. A survey of expectations of the current senior class shows approximately one
out of three graduates I having any intentions of continued schooling. It is likely that
the actual number continuing will be lower since the plans of about one out of four
seniors who indicate an interest in going on to school dp not have any definite plans.
It thus becomes apparent that the program of the school should be pointed basically
to graduates' goals of gainful employment after completion of their high school program.
An analysis of their occupational intentions, as expressed by members of the
senior class, gives further credence to the above observation. A total of 11 seniors
has expressed an interest in following a career which might be considered as being
at the professional levelg Of this group, seven are boys and four are girls. It would
seem that the occupation of homemaker is still most widely accepted as a career by
most graduating senior girls.
A follow-up study of last year's graduates tends to verify and support the intentions of this year's graduating class. This survey shows that 36. 5 percent of that
class was actually enrolled in some kind of continuing education with the non-degreegranting schools enrolling slightly more than half of the total. Marriage had already
claimed more than 7 percent of that group.
In summation, it might be said that Villa Grove is fairly typical df small communities in downstate Illinois. Its population, its problems, and its advantages are
fairly representative of similar communities outside of metropolitan Chicago.
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PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES

The philosophy for the Villa Grove Schools is stated as goals for the organization. It is current and the result of updating of an earlier statement:- Its development was effected through the cooperative effort of teachers, administration, and
citizens of the community. This is commendable since it makes for input by the
various groups who have a concern for what the school attempts to do. A session
with the entire faculty after the document had been developed served to inform the
entire faculty of its nature, content, and purpose. This is an essential step if the
statement is to be accepted and implemented by the teacher in the classroom on whom
falls the eventual responsibility of bringing the stated goals to reality.
The objectives for the school are well stated and are formulated in behavioral
terms in a format which leads to easy interpretation and understanding. The community served and the needs of the youth of that community serve as the center around
which both philosophy and objectives are organized. This serves to place emphasis
on the function of the school as an agency of the community served. This emphasis
is commendable. It is, likewise, functional so long as the needs of the community
are defined in terms not only of what is needed in the community, but also what is
needed by those graduates who leave the community. Conversations with numerous
persons connected with the schools lead to the conclusion that both considerations
are well understood by the leadership and by the staff of the unit schools.
The study, recently completed, has made the current staff familiar with the
goals and objectives of the school as stated in the survey report. It is a reasonable expectation that the participants in the study, and their opportunity for approval
of the statement, will lead to their planning with it in mind. Faculty members joining the staff next and in subsequent years will not be familiar with the stated goals
of the school in the same way as are the current faculty members. It is suggested
that a program of introducing new staff members to the philosophy and objectives
of the Villa Grove Schools be a part of their new-teacher orientation program.

-3-
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THE CURRICULUM

The curriculum at Villa Grove High School is broad in character and offers an
above-average variety of courses for a school its size. This has been made possible
because teachers have assumed the responsibility for offering many courses and
making numerous preparations for each days' activities. It might truthfully be said
that the quality of the program is the direct result of their willingness to assume the
additional teaching load for the benefit of the youth of the community.
The number of offerings is offset, in part, by the relatively small classes which
mean that less time is required in the reading and evaluation of class written work
and examinations. Possible exceptions to the low class load might be cited in the
case of the required courses in Mathematics, Social Studies, English, and in Biological Science. the latter an elective. The problem of larger classes would seem
to be most acute in English, which courses ought to include a significant emphasis
on writing by students which then needs to be read carefully by the teacher if maximum outcomes are to be achieved.
Course descriptions are quite complete and made available to students. Such
availability does reduce the need for program counseling of individual pupils and
makes more time of the counselor available for other necessary and helpful kinds
of counseling for students. Whether the latter actually takes place will depend upon
the attitude of the personnel involved and how the job of the counselor is actually
defined.
One common observation of teachers has been that they actually do not know how
much money they might be able to expend for their work. They did admit that they
have always been able to acquire any supply or equipment for which they might justify a need, so the problem would not seem to be an acute one. However, the observation does seem to suggest that a bit more information on available funding for various
areas in the program mi_ght be a help in maintaining morale among the staff.
Related to the problem of the curriculum is always the one of available funds.
In that connection, the District does have difficult problems at the moment with the
failure of a referendum for a tax increase. The Team understands that another
attempt at increasing the tax rate will be made later in the academic year, and it
is to be hoped that such an undertaking .will be successful. Should the further
effort fail. then the District will face hard realities, and a retrenchment of the present program will probably be a necessity.
Should such a step be necessary, it should be appJ;"oached with thoughtful caution.
It should be an undertaking which involves not only the Board of Education and the

administration; it should be an enterprise involving teachers, pupils, and community as well. It should be undertaken in the perspective of the entire school system
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rather than in the context of any one segment of the system.·
Heductions in offerings should be made with a view of depriving the fewest numbers of lhe student body. F)c.ceptions to this rule should be courses which are required
for some clearly stated and fornrnlateci objectives for either programs or individual
p11pih •. [n the long run, service to the greatest number of pupils must be the criterion
for lhe retention or elimination of any single course offering.
It might be appropriate to note that membership in the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools entails certain requirements with respect to offerings. Cuts could result in the District's losing eligibility for membership in that
organization. It is suggested, therefore, that if retrenchment should become a
necessity, the requirements for membership should be given consideration before
final decisions are reached.
The lack of adequate course outlines was a common observation. Such outlines
are a must if proper coordination and articulation of the curriculum is to be achieved.
This is especially important in an area where faculty turnover is frequent; e.g.,
Vocal Music. It would seem, therefore, that a next urgent project for the entire
faculty would be the development of comprehensive course outlines for each offering.
Outlines for related areas should be done cooperatively so as to eliminate overlapping
and gaps in the contents of courses. This step would be especially important should
a significant retrenchment become necessary. Such action would necessitate restructuring of existing offerings with a view of retaining as much as possible of significant current offerings.
Problems in the various subject areas are apparent, and the reader is requested
to consult the area of interest for specifics. To repeat all of them here would be
redundant, so they are not included at this point.
On the whole, the present program is an above-average one for a school its
size. The Board, administration, and faculty are encouraged to make every effort
toward maintaining and improving the current offerings. Constant evaluation of
current practice is crucial here, and it is urged that such be an on-going process
at all times.
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ART

THE SITUAT[ON
The art teacher is a K-12 teacher. Three elective art courses are offered at the
high school level. Through independent study, a student may take a fourth year of
art. Although the art courses are available to all students, scheduling makes it difficult or impossible for some students to take the classes.
Space appears to be adequate for the size of the classes. Storage space is available; however, it needs to be structured and organized through specialized trays,
cabinets, storage slots, and shelves for more effective and efficient use and to prevent
damage to projects in progress.
Although the course offerings are somewhat limited (no specialized course),
students have the opportunity to explore and work in a variety of mediums. For
this the teacher is to be commended. The teacher is gradually developing course
outlines, but she has not had preparation time to compiete this work.
The teacher has an Art Education Certificate. She is knowledgeable and articulate about art and art education. She is enthusiastic and works to help students
understand and use art elements and principles as an expression of his/her own
uniqueness. She has taken students on field trips and has used her own money to
enrich the program and improve the classroom. Rapport between students and teacher
is excellent.
A wide variety of instructional strategies is being utilized. Provisions are made
for individual interest and abilities of the 'students. A contract arrangement is being
used with one advanced class. Although there are some problems with the contract,
the concept is sound and can be strengthened by having students state behaviorally
what they will be doing.
STRENGTHS
1.

The teacher is enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and genuinely concerned about
students.

2.

Opportunities for students to work with and explore a variety of materials
are provided.

3.

An individualized approach is used for student-s' activities.

4.

The concept approach to art education is incorporated into the program.

s.

Emphasis is placed on creative problem solving.
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6.

Support from the administration is evident.

7.

Adequate supplies and equipment for the size of the school and the department
are available.

LIMITATIONS
1.

The art curriculum has not existed; thus the teacher is having to develop it
on the job.

2.

One-period classes limit opportunities to more fully develop ideas and promote creativity.

3.

Provisions are not made by the school district to take students on field trips
to view nearby museums, exhibits, and works of art.

4.

Teacher does not have a planning period.

5.

An art course is not available for students who are interested in art appreciation or art history.

6.

Storage space for supplies and pupil projects is not adequate.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Develop the curriculum in writing, based upon sequential learning experience.

2.

Consider scheduling a double period for advanced art classes.

3.

Provide opportunities for students to use local art resources (Krannert Art
Museum, for example).

4.

Provide a planning period for the teacher which would provide some time for
her to develop the curriculum.

5.

Consider providing Art History or Art Appreciation as funds are available.

6.

Consider ways to make the storage space more functional. purchase or
construct specialized trays, storage slots, shelves, and boxes.
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DRIVER EDUCATION

THE SITUATION
The driving program is dedicated to helping young drivers enter a life of driving
with emphasis upon effective driving knowledge, good driving skills, and a safe attitude. The culmination of the program is brought about through the interrelated experi
ence found in the classroom and the "behind the wheel" laboratory.
During the evaluation of the drivers education program, it was found that the
staff members are sincere, dedicated individuals whose instruction assists the young
men and women to become safe and courteous drivers.
The driver education program meets all the requirements prescribed by the state
of Illinois and the Illinois Office of Education. Not all students are able to receive
"behind the wheel" training during the regular day, so it is offered after school and
on Saturdays.
STRENGTHS
1.

The instruc:tors are well qualified with many years tenure in the field who
cover all phases of driver education wen.·

z.

There is a fine cooperation between the administration a·nd staff in reporting,
scheduling, obtaining driver education cars, and procuring insurance.

3.

The program meets all state requirements for reimbursement.

4.

Students receive "behind the wheel" at the correct age-group readiness.

5.

There is a strong use of audio-visual aids.

6.

Driver education cars are well maintained by a mechanic.

LIMITATIONS
1.

There is need for storage in the classroom.

z.

Testing equipment to study visual functions and student reaction time is
needed.

3.

Communication systems to parents are needed.

4.

Follow-up studies for evaluation purposes are necessa_ry.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Consider using a pre-driver education letter of communication to be sent
to the parents of students who will soon begin their driver education training. This letter will serve to explain the basic facets of the program, offer
suggestions to the parents in aiding their child, and especially describe
the differences among Permit, Blue Slip, and License.

2.

Send a communication letter to the parents upon completion of the total
driver education program. This is to help public relations and parent supervision and understanding.

3e

Consider some provision for follow-up studies.

4.

Consider the need for more storage areas for classroom materials.

5.

Investigate the possibility of acquiring testing equipment to study visual
functions and student reaction time.
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ENGLISH

THE SITUATION
The members of the English department seem to work together amiably. There
are varied personalities which seem to reach the students in their own individual
manner. The classrooms in which they teach work well for learning. The teaching
and scheduling is very traditional. There seems to be a real concern for the students
and a relaxed atmosphere in the classrooms.
The instruction. of the students seems to be consistent. The teachers have full
loads and large classes. Even under these circumstances the quality of education
appears high.
STRENGTHS

1.

The instruction in grammar is very thorough and consistent.
incorporated into the daily literature work.

2.

There appears to be a sufficient number of textbooks available. There are
many choices in anthologies. Their vocabulary series seems to be very
useful. The faculty uses the vocabulary book methodically.

3.

The faculty members are allowed a deal of academic freedom in their planning.

It is being

LIMITATIONS

1.

The suppiementary paperbacks could be used to a greater extent.

2.

There needs to be a mo:re cohesive plan for a sequential program throughout
the four years of English.

3.

They have very limited offerings for the students. There are no speech or
journalism classes available. Not eve·n a Business English class is offered.

4.

There are no Theater Arts courses of any type.

S.

The library is not adequate for the writing of term papers.
must go to the University of Illinois.

6.

The class load is very heavy for English. It is especially bad for the people
who are in Junior High and High School classes. This cuts back on the writing program.. There is not enough time to grade all of the papers.

7.

The teachers have no tneans of attending professional meetings.
makes the acquisition of new ideas difficult.
-10-

The students

This

8.

They are not encouraged to join professional organizations to receive I.A. T. E.
Bulletins with ideas and suggestions included.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Encourage the teachers to join professional organizations and attend workshops. This will support them in the endeavor to keep abreast of the changes
within this field.

2.

Lighten the class load or add an aid or secretary for departmental support.
This could help in their typing and grading.

3.

Provide m.ore storage and board space in many of the rooms.

4.

Consider semester course offerings especially at the senior level. This
could encourage enrollment in a variety of English courses. It would allow
for more students to work the courses into their schedule.

5.

Organize the department more formally with a better organized program for
writing. The present practice seems to make this part of the offering a
matter of personal preference by each teacher.

6.

Consider offering a course in Business English.

7.

Consider including offerings in the Speech areas either within the present
course structure or in separate courses.
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HEALTH

THE SITUATION
Health education at Villa Grove High School consists of two 3-week sessions in
each of the four years. Students are taught health during this time by being taken
from their scheduled physical education period. Classes are not co-educational but
do meet state requirements. Career information in the field of health is taught in a
class in vocational education to Juniors and Seniors as an elective. The class es are
the same size as their physical education class counterpart, and the classroom is
made up of all high school-age students as well as special education students.
STRENGTHS

1.

All health requirements mandated by the state are being met.

2.

Course content is relevant, contemporary, and varied.

LIMITATIONS

1,

Class size i.s too large in s.ome cases.

2.

Health education is too segmented and is taught during physical education
classes.

3.

There is no designated health room.

4.

Students are not grouped according to grade level nor is the class coeducational.

5,

There is a lack of coordination with grade school health.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Consider coordinating the high school and grade school health programs.

2.

Consider getting teachers qualified in CPR. This would allow students to
be certified in an area that needs to be taught.

3,

Update the teacher's library in health education.

4.

Consider establishing a separate co-educational health class at the freshman level for one semester and eliminating the existing program,

5,

Consider a permanent, separate health room and storage space for materials,
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MATHEMATICS

Villa Grove High School has an excellent mathematics program. The classes are
being taught by two dedicated teachers. Many students are enrolled in two mathematics classes. Several students take three years of mathematics.
The mathematics classes are taught by two well-qualified teachers. One year of
mathematics is required. There is an excellent selection of mathematics courses.
For Freshn1an students the courses are:
a.

Practical Mathematics

b.

Introductory Algebra I

c.

Algebra II

Other mathematics courses are:
a.

Geometry

b.

Introductory Algebra II

c.

Algebra II

d.

Technical Mathematics

e.

Senior Mathematics - -Trigonometry and related topics

One mathematics teacher also uses his room for Physics. Ordinarily, this
might not be a good arrangement, but in this instance it works very well. One
mathematics teacher has five different preparations daily and the other teacher
has four preparations daily.
STRENGTHS

1.

A good atmosphere for learning is evident in both class rooms.

2.

There is excellent rapport between teachers and students.

3.

Students are very responsive and seemed interested in learning.

4.

There is considerable evidence of good discovery thinking in both class rooms.

5.

The mathematics texts are very good and, with the exception of Practical
Mathematics, are recent edit ions.
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6.

The rooms are well equipped. There is a demonstration slide rule, overhead
projector, nlodels of solids, and 1nany supplementary texts.

7.

Excellent teaching methods are used to try to realize the full potential of
the students.

8.

Calculators are being used but not to the extent that the fundamental operations are being neglected.

9.

There is a good balance between the teaching of traditional mathematics and
modern mathematics.

LIMITATIONS

1. . Teachers have too many preparations.
2.

Visual aids· (overhead projector, film strips, and slides) are not being used
to the best advantage.

3.

One class is too crowded.

4.

There is no planned method for selection of new textbooks.

5.

There is
need for closer discussion of subject matter taught between the
junior high school and the senior high school.

6.

Teachers do not have time to attend mathematics confe.rences and workshops.

There is not sufficient time for individual help.

a

R ECOMM ENDA TIO NS

1.

Consider reorganizing teachers' assignments to reduce the number of daily
preparations.

2.

Make use of the overhead projector and slides for geometry and trigo.nometry.

3.

Encourage teachers to attend mathematics confer enc es and workshops.

4.

Plan meetings between junior high teachers and senior high teachers. to
closer coordinate the subject matter being taught.

5.

Provide a supplementai' testing program to determine the placement of students in mathematics at the ninth grade level.

6.

Make greater use of the metric system in mathematics classes.
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MUSIC

THE SITUATION
The music program at Villa Grove High School consists basically of two performance groups, the band and chorus, plus a very small theory class. The band
is quite active, having a full schedule of marching, concerts, contests, jazz band,
sectional rehearsals, and solo and ensemble appearances. The chorus program
is more limited, consisting of a small mixed chorus directed by a part-time staff
member. Even under these limited conditions, the vocal program shows considerable vitality and merits expansion. The theofy course is an excellent addition to
the music program, although class enrollmerlt is small.
STRENGTHS
1.

The band program is well established and active. The director is competent, experienced, and hard workt.ng. Although the band has a limited
rehearsal schedule, the results rival that of larger schools with more and
better facilities.

2.

The existence of a theory class is a distinct strength.
only performance groups.

3.

The attempt, even on a small scale, to integrate music into other classes
is to be commended and deserves expansion.

4.

The choral program is coming along under a new instructor. Improvement
is evident under enthusiastic and competent though inexperienced leadership.

Many schools have

LIMITATIONS

1.

The quality of the physical facilities, particularly in the band room, is a
handicap.

2.

The choral program is understaffed and suffers from lack of continuity of
teaching personnel.

3.

The percentage of students participating in music is low.

4.

The variety of classes is severely limited, especially classes for students
not enrolled in performance groups. This is typical of most Illinois high
schools.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Consider means for upgrading the vocal program as a first priority. Typically, vocal music has less support than the band program but should not be
considered less musically valuable.

2.

Give some consideration to the larger group of students not in music.
Exactly what form this should take would depend on the community, student
needs, and school resources. The fact that over 70 percent of students are
not in music cannot be considered a strength. One possibility in extending
the music program would be the addition of listening facilities and a record
collection to the school library. This could be under the supervision of the
library staff with aid and support from the music staff.

3.

The band room is not the best in either size or shape but probably cannot be
altered without extensive changes in the existing school plant. Consider
providing storage facilities for band needs, especially the kind that can be
locked. The add it ion of practice rooms would add to the instrumental
instructional quality but might be difficult to incorporate into existing facilities.

4.

Consider developing a comprehensive music program for grades K-12. Such
a program usually results in more extensive participation in music programs
at the high school level.
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PHYSIC A I, !•:DU CATION

THE SITUATION
The personnel within the department consists of conscientious and competent
teachers. The staff appears to work cooperatively and demonstrates a positive
approach to the program. The physical education staff consists of two men and two
women. The teachers demonstrate a genuine interest and concern for the students
and the program they administer. Class enrollment is coeducational in make-up and
will reach a total of 75 students in a particular class. Students are mixed, freshmen
through seniors, in all classes. Special mention is made relative to the successful
integration of the special education students into the physical education program. Four
years of physical education are required of all students, although 24 weeks over a fouryear period are taken from physical education to teach health. It should be noted that
no credit is given for physical education or health, therefore causing a lack of incentive for students to do well. Classes meet five days a week, fifty-five minutes each
period. Uniform dress is not required in all classes. Where this is not done there
is a definite lack in attitude and discipline in the program.
The physical education program offers a wide range of activities, such as team,
individual, and some leisure-time activities. The staff is doing well in its efforts
in the area of co-educational activities with plans for expansion. At this point, the
students' response to co-educational classes has been very positive.
Inside facilities are adequate if the space is scheduled properly. Locker rooms
are somewhat cramped, and there is a great need for better ventilation here and in
the girls coaches' office. Also, the girls' showers do not have permanent stalls.
There are good facilities outside and space for more if needed. The program is
compatible with the seventh and eighth grade.
STRENGTHS

1. Students are required to participate daily in physical education.
2.

Good use is made by staff of facilities and equipment.

3.

The program is co-educational to a great extent and the facilities are
equally accessible to both boys and girls.

4.

The teachers are well ~ualified in physical education.

5.

The classes appear to be well organized. ·

6.

There are materials available in the library for use by the physical education department.
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7. A good variety of activities is provided for students in physical education.
8.

There is good coordination with the grade school program.

9.

Inside facilities appear to be adequate if well organized.
are good.

Outside facilities

LIMITATIONS
1.

Physical education grades have no meaning. Although this is the only state
requirement, the school can make recommendations above and beyond that
basic requirement.

z.

There is a definite need f6r better ventilation in the locker rooms as well as
the girls coaches' office.

3.

Classes are unequal in size and too large in some cases.

4.

Students are mixed in classes from all age levels.

5.

More safety mats are needed.

6.

An evaluation program is needed.

7.

Supervision of locker rooms was found to be weak in some cases.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Place some value on physical education grades.

z.

Consider improvement of the locker room ventilation system and ventilating
the girls coaches I office.

3.

Consider, when scheduling, reducing the size of some classes or making them
more the same size.

4.

Attempt to schedule students at their age level if possible.

S.

Budget money for safety mats.

6.

Set up an evaluation program.

7.

Provide careful supervision of the locker and shower rooms by a teacher at
all times when students are in those facilities.

This will give you direction for future direction,
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SCIENCE

THE SITUATION
The science department is located on the third floor of the high school building.
The three instructors are well qualified, have developed excellent student-teacher
relationships, and work together in coordinating the science program. The science
curriculum is comprehensive and has been designed to meet the needs of the slow
learner as well as the gifted students.
Two sections of Biology, Physical Science, and General Science are offered.
Environmental Studies, Chemistry, and Physics each have one section. The classes
range from twenty to thirty students per section in the first three courses. Fifteen
students are enrolled in the Environmental Studies class. Chemistry has ten students
and Physics has four.
The physical science facilities are adequate; however, the biological science
room is very small, crowded, and lacks sufficient laboratory equipment and storage
space. The students and the instructor are to be commended on their decoration of
the room and the development of the Environmental Studies program into a worthwhile learning experience.
STRENGTHS
1.

A wide range of courses is offered.

2.

Courses have been designed for bcith slow learners and gifted students.

3.

Instructors are well qualified and work together to coordinate the program.

4.

The school has an excellent outdoor biological science site for observation
and field work.

5.

Students are taught to be innovative and to make do with what they have.

6.

Students are encouraged to collect and prepare their own biological specimens under the supervision of the instructor.

7.

The Environmental Studies program is a definite strength in the science
curriculum.

8.

The science section in the media center has a wide variety of books, tapes,
and film strips.
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LIMITATIONS
1.

The Biology romn is very s1nall, has few electrical outlets, on~· sink, and
little work space for student laboratory or project work.

z.

There is a need for more microscopes in the Biology laboratory.
microscopes for twenty-seven students is inadequate.

3.

The exhaust fan in the hood of the Chemistry lab does not work.

4.

Fire extinguishers are missing in the Biology and the Physics laboratories.

5.

Some textbooks are in need of revision.
to nine year.s old.

6.

The Physics lab is used for science only one period a day.
time the laboratory facilities are not in use.

Nine

The age of the texts range from one

The rest of the

7. Instructors are not given released time to attend professional meetings~
B.

The low enrollments in Physics and Chem.is try could lead to questioning
whether they should be continued.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Make more effective use of the existing physical facilities by using the
chemistry laboratory for Biology and Chemistry.

z.

Use the present Biology rot>m for a lecture roo?"1•

3.

Replace or repair the exhaust fan in the hood of the Chemistry room.

4.

Place fire extinguishers in-all science laboratories.

5.

Consider a five-year plan for textbook replacement.

6.

Allow released time for instructors to attend professional meetings.

7.

Consider offering Chemistry and Physics on an alternate year basis due
to the small enrollment in these two courses. This might result in larger
classes when offered.

8.

Purchase a few microscopes each year until an adequate ratio between
students and microscopes exist.
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SOCIA I, STU DLES

THE SITUA'fLON
The scope of the Social Studies program is reflected in five elective courses and
one required course. Two of the electives are
unit while the remainder are one
unit in length. U.S. History is the only required course at this time.

i

Although three faculty members teach within the area, only one has full-time
responsibility exclusively for Social Studies at the high school. The other two individuals teach one and two courses each in Social Studies.
STRENGTHS

1.

There is a well prepared and enthusiastic teaching staff who enjoy a good
rapport with students.

2.

For the size of school.curricular offerings give the student a wide variety of
experiences in social sciences.

3.

There is a Government course offered on an elective bas is.

4.

Due to good articulation between the junior high social studies and high school,
a unique approach to teaching U.S. History enables the teacher to make maximum use of instructional materials.

LIMITATIONS
1.

The textbook in U.S. History is not in line with the teaching method of the
instructors who teach history chronologically.

2.

Teachers are not encouraged to take an active part in or attend professional
meetings in Social Studies.

3.

There is no adequate collection of professional publications (both books and
current periodicals) for Social Studies.

4.

Teaching the Illinois and federal constitutions and flag code is included in
the U.S. History course.

5.

There is no in-servicing of the Social Studies faculty.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Consider changing the U.S. History text to reflect a chronological presentation of information.
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z.

Consider making the Government course required and dealing with federal
and state constitutions in this course.

3.

Encourage the staff to attend and take part in professional organizations
dealing with Social Studies.

4.

Consider establishing a collection of professional publications in Social
Studies.
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SPANlSII

THE SITUATION
The teacher is enthusiastic and sinceree The size of the program has suffered
from the current lack of interest in academics. The number of classes has declined
in the last few years. The current class size is very conducive to learning a foreign
language. The students are exposed to a number of methods of teaching.
STRENGTHS
1.

The class size is small and makes individual attention possible.

2.

Each student has an opportunity to recite orally in the language.

3.

A variety of teaching methods are worked with.

4.

The textbook is a commonly used series and does provide sufficient cultural information.

LIMITATIONS

1.

Scheduling for higher level classes is difficult. There al;'e only a few students interested in upper level Spanish. This makes independent study on
two levels of the language meeting the same place at the same time as the
choices available. Neither one is the best situation. The teacher's load
and number of preparations makes scheduling difficult also.

2.

The language room is located in the noisiest section of the building.

3.

The instructor is not encouraged to attend professional meetings. Since he
is the only foreign language teacher on the staff, he has no avenue for exchanging ideas and techniques with anyone in his area.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Encourage the teacher to attend meeting for his area.

2.

Encourage the guidance department to recommend Spanish to students.

3.

Investigate the opportunities for teachers of other college prep classes to
encourage students to enroll in Spanish.

4.

Consider semester courses in upper levels of the Spanish program as a
possible means of encouraging more extensive participation in the program.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

THE SITUATION
The special education services consist of a secondary EMH Program, a CWT
( Cooperative Work Training) program for EMH students, and a CWT program for
socially maladjusted students. There also are speech and language services and
learning disabilities services available for secondary students.
Villa Grove High School is a member of the East Central Illinois Special Education Cooperative; therefore, Villa Grove High School has access to programs involving
all areas of special education and receives related services.
The programs at_ Villa Grove High School serve the following number of students:
Learning Disabilities ••••• 1 student
Speech and Language ••••• 1 student ( EMH is the primary handicap)
Educable Mentally Handicapped ••••• 14 students
Cooperative Work Training/Socially Maladjusted ••• o. 13 students
STRENGTHS
1.

Every attempt is made to involve parents in the referral process, placement
procedures, and continued efforts are made to keep them informed of their
progress within each program.

2.

Parents are informed of their rights and the rights of the handicapped.

3.

Every attempt is made to place students in the least restrictive environment.

4.

The teachers display great flexibility in adapting to meet the needs of each
student.

5.

The teacher/ student ratio is adequate.

6.

The teachers display a great deal of concern for the welfare of the students
and have excellent rapport with the students.

7.

A good atmosphere for learrting is evident in all programs.

8.

The materials used with each student are appropriate.

9.

Adequate provisions are made to keep teaching materials updated and in
ample quantity.
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10.

The records for the program are in good order. All teachers have access to
cumulative folders, and IEP's (Individualized Education Programs) are on file
with the teacher and updated when needed.

11.

The faculty, administration, and students at Villa Grove High School are
very supportive of the special education progran1s.

LIMITATIONS

1.

There is no evidence of in-service programs being provided for the special
education teachers.

z.

There is no encouragement given for professional leave or travel relating to
special education.

3.

There is little opportunity for special educators to meet with other special
educators in similar programs.

4.

The regular teachers are in need of in-service programs regarding awareness of all of the special programs offered at the secondary level.

5.

A written outline of general program objectives has not been developed for
all of the programs offered.

6.

Physical facilities are not adequate for the learning disabilities program.

7.

Storage areas are lacking for materials in all special education programs.

8.

Special education teachers are not evaluated by administrators with expertise
in their area.

9.

School Psychological services are less than adequate in that the cooperative
is understaffed in the area of psychological services, and this is reflected in
quality of service to Villa Grove.

10.

There is a great need for supervision in all areas of special education. This
supervisor should provide guidance and cooperation of programs throughout
the East Central Illinois Special Education Cooperative.

11.

There is inadequate school social work service.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Encourage the Special Education Cooperative to hire supervisors to facilitate in-service, guidance, cooperation, and evaluation in all of the special
education programs.
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2.

Encourage the Special Education Cooperative to increase the quality and
quantity of psychological services if at all possible.

3.

Develop general curriculum guidelines for the Learning Disabilities and EMH
programs.

4.

Encourage special education teachers to attend professional meetings in their
areas as well as meet with other teachers within the cooperative working in
s in1ilar areas.

5.

Expand the Learning Disabilities program.

6.

Encourage special education teachers to provide in-service to regular teachers
in order to facilitate cooperation and awareness of ongoing programs.

7.

Provide social work services to all students.

8.

Provide better storage areas for special education materialso
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OVERVIEW

The district should be commended for offering Occupational Programs in agriculture, business, industrial occupations, health occupations, and home econom~cs.
The superintendent has been responsible for the planning and coordination of the total
program. With responsibilities such as financial affairs, special education, and the
gifted program, in addition to the usual responsibilities of a superintendent, he does
not have the time to adequately plan and coordinate vocational programs. Each program seems to operate independently of the other. Vocational program planning
appears to be on a piece-meal bas is as opposed to a comprehensive planning and
management basis. It appears that there is limited staff understanding of important
basic occupational program needs such as development of student performance objectives, sequencing of courses, and program evaluation.
Although course descriptions and content outlines exist for most programs and
individual courses, course objectives need to be stated in behavioral terms and
developed for each course. The Locally Directed Evaluation activity on identification of job competencies would be a startipg point. The IOE-AVTE conducts halfday workshops on writing measurable objectives for vocational education.
Course offerings are not sequentially structured in most programs as recognized by AVT E. Ninth grade orientation level courses do not exist in business,
agriculture, home business, introduction to home economics and related occupations, and etc. should be developed. Contact Occupational Consultants from IOEAVTE for assistance in curriculum development. Review the Five Cluster Approach
to Occupational Orientation and the Planning of Sequential Career Education Programs
the committee findings were that many junior and senior courses were not providing
occupational training for entry level employment.
Evaluation of the total program is currently being conducted on an informal basis.
Since formal evaluation is not utilized, changes in course content, curriculum are
based on incomplete information. Student and Employee follow-up studies should be
planned and conducted on a regular basis. Data from these surveys should be used
to plan and improve occupational programs. Manpower needs for the surrounding
area should be included in program planning. Investigate what has been completed
by Champaign and Charleston in this area. The Locally Directed Education Handbooks have evaluation activity booklets on student and employer follow-up. Involve
guidance, administration, and staff in the development of this locally directed
evaluation plan for the district.
Low class enrollments in some course offerings necessitate investigating and
planning of joint agreements with neighboring schools. Occupational programs costs
such as equipment and lower enrollments make these programs more expensive for
the district to operate.
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Again, the district is to be commended for moving toward an expanded vocational
education program. Utilization of AVTE Occupational Consultant services and the
Locally Directed Evaluation Activities would be a significant step in further developing the program into a quality vocational education program.
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AGRICULTURE

THE SITUATION
The Villa Grove School Board and administration should be commended for providing excellent classroom and shop facilities sufficient in size to meet the instructional needs of the Vocational Agriculture program. The classroom and shop have
been separated by glass windows making it possible for the instructor to observe in
either area when students are present. A large overhead door has been provided,
making it possible to bring large farm equipment and cars into the shop for students
to work on. The classroom is equipped with an excellent library, visual aid equipment, and film strip supplyo Approximately 54 students are presently enrolled in the
program which includes power mechanics, soil and plant science, agriculture business management, and animal science.
STRENGTHS
1.

An excellent teacher/student atmosphere exists in classes offered.

2.

A student helper (senior) assists in the welding course of eighth grade indus-

trial arts class taught by the agriculture instructor which appeared to be an
excellent arrangement for both students in the class and the assistant student.
LIMITATIONS

l.

Wooden sides are installed on welding booths.

2.

No safety lines are painted on floors around table saw or mark danger zones.

3.

No sign exists warning students of the danger involved in welding when wearing soft contact lenses. This sign should be placed in welding areas.

4.

Project engines are placed on the shop floor presenting a space problem and
safety problem.

:RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Consider replacing the present wooden welding booth sides with sheet metal.

2.

Consider pa in ting safety lines around the table saw and other power tools where
possible, thus preventing students from offering tool operations too closely
when the tool is in operation.

3.

Consider painting a sign and hanging it in the welding area warning students
of the danger involved in welding when wearing soft contact lenses.
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4.

Consider either building a series of strong tables for placing engines on
motor mounts. This would make it possible to make more available floor
space during shop classes.

s.

Consider making tables for engines projects in the advanced welding classes.
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BUILDING TRADES

TIIE S[TU A Tl ON

The Villa Grove community, school board, administration and teaching staff should
be commended for an outstanding building and trades program. This program is so
organized that the complete planning, building, and finishing of the trade house is done
by the students under the supervision of a very competent arid devoted instructor and
assistant instructor. All construction, with the exception of brick laying, carpet laying, septic tanks, and leach field installation, is done by the students.
STRENGTHS

1.

The trades (phases of construction) these students complete are:

a. Architectural drafting (they draw their own plans)
b. Foundation
c. Concrete finishing
d. Structural framing
e. Insulat ion
f. Siding
g. Heating
h. Air conditioning install~tion
i. Electrical wiring
J• Guttering
k. Dry walling
1. · Paper hanging
m. Cabinet installation
n. Painting interior and exterior
o. Landscaping
p. All interior and exterior finish
2.

The purchasing of modern and quality tools for all areas of this program, since
this program has been in the school system, makes it possible for the students
to get experience working with this equipment in all trades. The purchasing
and equipping of a tool bus makes it possible to teach students to care for tools
and store them in their proper place.

3.

Thirty-two students are presently enrolled in this program. The students
are divided into two groups: one morning group and one afternoon group.
Each group works three periods each day.

4.

The program is considered one of the stronges, pr~grams in preparing
graduates for entry into the job market offered by the district.
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LIMITATIONS

1.

The distance from the schools means instructional time is lost. It is recognized that this is brought on by the limited availability of suitable building lots.

2.

Available facilities may limit participation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Reta in this program indefinitely as part of the educational program in the high
school for as long as there is interest in it.

2.

Retain an assistant in the program for reasons of safety and value since there
are so many trade areas involved in order that assistance to individual students
can be given.
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BUS[NESS EDUCATION

THE SITUATION
The business education program is under the direction of two enthusiastic instructors who devote their full time to teaching Personal Typing I, Typing II (vocationally
oriented- -one year), Typing III (advanced- -one semester), Shorthand, Office Practice,
Recordkeeping, Bookkeeping, and Consumer Education (a required senior semester
course).
The size of the facilities for the business department is exceptional for the size
of the district~ There are two large classrooms separated by a smaller machines
classroom. The electrical outlets in the typing and machines classrooms are not
designed for a flexible arrangement suitable for the purpose of the instructional programs.
The availability of electrically operated machines is limited. Only one-third of
the typewriters is electric. One transcription machine and two electronic printing
calculators are providede This situation is critical since offices are increasingly
using the automated type of machines, and it would seem that an effective program
of preparation would take this development int.a account ~n the learning experiences
provided for business students.
STRENGTHS
1.

Both instructors seem well prepareq and have established good rapport with
students, faculty, and administration.

2.

Both instructors did a commendable job in the preparation of the North
Central Self-Evaluation materials.

3.

Student interest in business courses was evident.
problems.

4.

There are adequate facilities including space, lighting, storage, and work
stations.

5.

Class size is small enough for the instructors to give individual attention to
student problems.

6.

Bulletin boards are being used effectively in the classroom to create interest
in business courses.

7.

Both instructors belong to prdfessional teachers organizations in the field of
business education and attend regional meetings at their own expense.
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8.

Both instructors have at least 2, 000 hours work experience related to the skillbuilding courses they are teaching.

9.

The department should be commended for coordinating the curriculum with the
English department. Employers hire office occupational students that can
spell, proofread, and write grammatically correct sentences. A Business
English course might be incorporated into the curriculum (see English report).

L IMITATIONS

1.

An orientation level course does not exist for ninth grade students interested
in business careers.

2.

A work experience program is not being adequately provided for students preparing for employment in offices. Employment opportunities for a workexperience program, however, are limited within the community.

3.

The availability of electrically operated business machines is very limited
within the program.

4.

Although course objectives are in existence and for the most part measurable,
they are not stated in terms relevant to either job-entry l'evel competence or
preparation for further study.

5.

Although follow-up studies of former business graduates and employees were
recently completed, the evaluation of the business program is primarily based
on an informed basis by instructors and administration. Since formal evaluation is not utilized, changes in course content and curriculum would be based
on incomplete information. However, from data collected, there appears to
be a need for courses in Business English, Data Processing. (without providing
hands-on experiences), and Office Simulati.on. Shorthand enrollments are such
that a cost benefit analysis ~hould be completed to determine if the course should
remain in the curriculum. Recordkeeping is not an integral part of the clerktypist program and is not providing occupational training.

6.

The department is not utilizing community and external resources as effectively as they should be for enrichment of career education learning experiences. This problem stems from present board policy.

7.

The district does not provide released time for teachers and reimbursement
for expenses for professional meetings and conferences held by the IVA and
IBEA.

8.

Electrical outlets in the typing and machine rooms are inadequate.
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H ECOMMENDAT[ONS
1.

lncl11dc lnlrod11ction to Business in the curriculmn for ninth grade students
as a beginning orientation level course. Heview the docun1cnt Sequential
Planning of Courses for Business, Marketing, and Management available
from lOE-AVTE. Purchase Orientation to Business, Marketing, and
Managen1ent published by IOE-AVTE on a cost recovery basis. Seek
assistance from IOE-AVTE business education consultants in planning
curriculum changes.

2.

Implement an office simulations class in the curriculum since a work experience program is not being adequately provided for office occupations.

3.

Give consideration to the purchase of at least two additional transcription
machines and four electronic printing calculators. Estimated cost would be
$1,000. These machines could be bought on a lease-purchase plan.

4.

Implement long-range plan~ for equipment replacement.

5.

Restate and clarify course and program objectives so they will be relevant
to job-entry level competencies. The resulting objectives should be published and distributed to students, faculty, and businessmen within the area.
Contact IOE-AVTE for assistance in conducting an in-service workshop.

6.

Implement curriculum changes based on formal evaluation activities. Locally
Directed Evaluation activities are located in the superintendent's of.Hee.

7.

Increase the involvement of the Business Advisory Council to aid in developing a community resource guide for field trips and guest speakers. Increase
efforts to change present board policy to permit field trips.

8.

Modify district policy to allow for released time and reimbursement for
expenses so that teachers can attend professional meetings and conferences.

9.

Consider dropping the course in Bookkeeping and use resulting available
staff time in implementing the above recommendations.

10.

Consider modifying the outlets in the typing and machine rooms.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS

THE SITUATION
The Industrial Arts program is considered as basically an introductory program,
and it does not have as its primary goal the preparation of graduating youth for entry
into the job market. Rather, it is considered as preliminary to further work and has
a strong exploratory function for students enrolled. The building trades class is considered a next step and is geared to be vocational in character. In that sense, the
woodworking classes are a preparation for the final vocational program in Building
Trades.
·
Other programs are planned so that they will be preparatory to those in the same
area·s offered by Parkland College where the vocational phase of their preparation can
be completed. The Industrial Arts program, therefore, serves the dual function of
providing an opport\J:Ility for students to discover requirements of certain vocations
with some insight into their own aptitudes and interests for a vocation and to provide
for basic preparation which can se·rve as the foundation for further programs at the
post-high school lev.el.
Two instructors serve in the a.rea. One teaches the courses in Vocational Agriculture and one course in Power Mechanics; his duties also include the teaching of
Industrial Arts to junior high school pupils. No attempt has been made to evaluate
the latter courses. The second instructor teaches full time in the area which includes
the three courses in Drafting, three in Woods, and one each in Metals and Electricity.
Classes range in size from nine to twenty-three. The class size. is reasonable and
does provide opportunity for worki.n~ with individuals, a necessary part of the instructional setting for courses in this area. The program is carried on in a small drafting
room and a large shop area. Equipment .is arranged within the room according to
activity; i.e., Woods equipment in one area, Metals equipment in another, and Welding in another. There is room for storage of materials, and the room has an exhaust
system.
STRENGTHS
1.

The full-time Industrial Arts teacher has adequate prepa:ration for the position he holds and is fairly recent.

2.

Equipment for the program.a offered is quite adequate.

3.

Teacher /pupil rapport appears to be good.

4.

The Uoor space of the room devoted to the program is ad-equate for the size
of the enrollment.
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5.

Students seem to be genuinely interested in their work.

LIMITATIONS

1.

Dust from woodworking was quite evident when the class was in session.
That would suggest that the exhaust system was either not operable or had
not been put into operation.

2.

Significant movement of air suggests possible major heat losses and a significant energy loss.

3.

The sill under the door in the northeast corner does not fit well.

4.

The double doors on the west side of the building appear not to fit tightly.

5.

The louvers on the exhaust fan in the northwest corner of the room were
observed being blown open by the wind, again a significant heat loss.

6.

Some woodworking machines seem to lack dust collectors near enough to
remove excessive dust resulting from their use.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Investigate the dust collecting system with a view of determining whether it
is inoperable or whether its non-use was due to a failure to put it into operation.

2.

Have the room checked carefully with a view of determining possible sources
of heat loss and determine possible steps to be taken in their remediation. Loss
of heat and the rising costs of heat, both present and future, must become
the concern of every school district in the country.

3.

Take steps to correct the air leakage under the door in the northeast corner
of the building. This might become a project for the Building Trades class.

4.

Initiate steps to rectify the condition of the west doors as soon as possible.
This might, perhaps, take the form of a double set of doors which could,
perhaps, be removed during warm weather, being installed over the existing ones.

5.

Take immediate steps to correct the louver situation in front of the exhaust fan.

6.

Investigate the possibility of having the dust collecting system connected to all
woodworking machinery. The present system is hazardous to the health of the
persons working there and could become a fire and explosion hazard.
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

THE SITUATION
The Health Occupations program is under the direction of the school nurse who
is provisionally certified to teach a health occupations course. The district is to be
commended for offering this program.
The size of the classroom. is adequate, and work tables are sufficient for the
course offered. Some hands-on equipn1ent, such as a hospital bed and scales, is
being utilized. Classroom aides, such as a Mr. Chase mannequin and a mannequin
showing parts of th_e body (borrowed from the science lab) are being utilized.
STRENGTHS

1.

The instruc~or seems well prepared and has good rapport with students,
faculty, and administration.

z.

Student inte-rest in the health occupations class is evident.

3.

Class size is small enough for the instructor to give individual attention to
student problems.

4.

The instructor is using the two volumes of the Health Career Planning Gµide
prepared by the University -of Illinois.

LIM[TATIONS

1.

An orientation level course does not exist for ninth grade students interested
in health occupations.

z.

The district does not offer sequential programs for health occupations.
the one course is offered.

3.

Course objectives for the program do not exist.

4.

A work experience program or the use of a. health care facility a, an extended
classroom is not adequately provided for be cause of the limited opportunities
within the community.

5.

Biology classes are being used to provide occup~tional orientatiop for this
program. Articulation and coordination of efforts between the instructor
and the biology program is hot being provided.
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6.

Orientation into foods and orientation into child development are listed as
occupational orientations courses for this program on state reimbursement
claims. These are Home Economics orientation courses rather than Health.

R ECOMM ENDA TIONS
1.

Consider including an Introduction to Health Occupations in the curriculum
for ninth grade students as a beginning orientation level course or including
the content in some other practical manner.. Review the document Sequential
Planning of Courses for Health Occupations.

2.

Contact a consultant in the area of health occupations to provide assistance
in planning a sequential program.

3.

State course and program objectives in measurable terms so as to be relevant
to job-entry level competence or :preparation for further study.

4.

Contact AVTE consultants for assistance for areas four, five, and six listed
under 11 Limitations 11 above.
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HOME ECONOMICS

THE SITUATION
The Home Economics department is a one and one-half teacher department.
The full-time teacher has six· separate preparations. The half-time teacher manages
the cafeteria and has three classes. Four reimbursable programs are offered and
one non-reimbursable course is offered. The reimbursable sequential programs are
Occupational Child Care, Occupational Sewing, Occupational Housing, and Occupational
Foods.
The Home Economics curriculum was changed two years ago from a traditional
Home Ee [, II, Ill program to an emphasis on Occupational Preparation. The staff
and administration are to be commended for initiating this change. Two alternatives
are available for reimbursable home economics programs:
1.

Those which prepare students for entry-level jobs in home economics related
occupations.

2.

The program which prepares students for the occupation of homemaking.

Considering the size of the school, limited equipment and space, and limited
stud~nt laboratory training opportunities, it might be worthwhile to consider an Occupational Homemaking Program instead of the home economics related occupational
program~. With few modifications, the existing program could become an Occupation~l Homemaking Program.
It appears that the existing program does not meet AVTE guidelines. A consultant from IOE could make the assessment and provide assistance in making any
desired modifications.

It appears that a formalized needs analysis and a follow-up of graduates was not
the basis for determining current offerings. Again, however, the staff should be
commended for moving in a direction that brings the home economics program into
line with new development and trends and IOE emphasis.
Although content outlines exist for most individual courses, course objectives
stated in behavioral terms need to be developed for each course and for each program,
With the current schedule, time is not available for this needed curriculum work.
Although the space appears to be desirable for a home economics program, a
closer examination reveals some serious limitations. Seating space is limited in
both classrooms. Bulletin boards and blackboards are inadequate for instructional
needs. At present, all students can not see the blackbo'-rds.
Supplies and materials seem to be adequate and satisfy teacher needs.
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not a replacement plan for large equipment and sewing machines thus the department
is becoming dated, and students are not working with the n1ost recerit equipn1ent.
This is important in hmne econon1 ics related occupations prograrns to make students
competitive in the job n1arket.
The department is clean and attractive; however, kitchen stoves and refrigerators
need cleaning.
STRENGTHS

1.

Rapport between home economics teachers and rapport between students and
teachers is good ..

z.

It is evident that both teachers are concerned and care about their students
and the quality of their program.

3.

Both teachers are receptive to constructive program suggestions.

4.

Students appear to be genuinely interested in their classes.

5.

Relatively small classroom enrollments increase opportunities for teacherstudent contact and the individualizing of instruction.

6.

Teacher openness to making curriculum changes and use of recent concepts,
ideas, and techniques in the instructional program help to keep the program
current.

LIMfTATIONS
( These are laid out in detail in

11

The Situation")

1. Space is limited.

z.

No equipment replacement plan is in use.

3.

The program does not meet IOE guidelines.

4.

One teacher has six preparations.

5.

Teachers are not professionally active.

6.

Course outlines with behavioral objectives are not available.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Consider providing another classr<;>om if classes are to be larger than those
that can be properly accommQdat~d in present space.
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2.

Consider a replacement plan for equipment.

3.

Consider calling on an IOE Home Economics Consultant to look at the program
offerings to see if they are consistent with guidelines.

4.

Consider offering one or more courses on an alternating year basis to reduce
the six preparations per day.

5.

Encourage teachers to consider the professional benefits of becoming active
in professional associations (IVHEA and IHEA).

6.

Provide released time for teachers to attend professional meetings.

7.

Develop course outlines and behavioral objectives for each course.

8.

Consider the development of a reimbursable Occupational Homemaking Program since the opportunities for employ.rnent in the currently offered occupational program seem to be limited.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

THE SITUATION
Student government under the leadership of a student body president elected at
an at-large election provides the direction and leadership for the student activities
program. A faculty advisor and the principal work with the student government. A
fairly broad program of activities is offered.
STRENGTIIS

1.

The student council has a good standing with the students and administration.

z.

The dedication and commitment of the faculty advisor are evident.

3.

School assemblies are varied and of a good quality considering the number of
dollars spent.

4.

A major social activity is held each month.

5.

Intramurals for men and women are provided through an innovative Intramurals Players Association.

6.

School clubs and organizations are organized or discontinued in response to
student interest and need.

7.

The photo club is providing service and an exceptional avocational learning
experience.

LIMITATIONS

1.

No activity period is regularly provided for student government, class, and
organizational meetings.

2.

Student activities are self-supporting and receive no funds from the school.

3.

Faculty and students have little or no time to devote to sponsoring and developing co-curricular and extra-curricular activities during the regular
school day.

4.

Policies and guidelines for student activities are not compiled and written.

5.

Student activities orientation or an activities handbook are not provided.

6.

Little or no opportunity is available to develop literary and creative writing
ability.
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7.

Ernphas is on fund rals mg to support student activities may aggrevate the
community and faculty while limiting and detracting from the activities
program.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Provide for a regularly scheduled time for student government, class, and
organizational meetings.

2.

Consider providing some funds to support the student activities program if
such funds are available.

3.

Compile and distribute policies and guidelines for student activities.

4.

Encourage. t.he student government to conduct an orientation program for the
freshmen arid to prepare and distribute an activities handbook.

5.

Consider providing for a literary publication composed through the English
department of student and faculty work.

6.

Print and di_stribute an annual directory of clubs, their officers, sponsors,
and meeting·times to encourage broader interest and participation.
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LIBRARY AND MEDIA SERVICES

THE SITUATION
Villa Grove Unit District has a Comprehensive Unit Library Concept K-12.
Library skills instruction and story- reading programs exist throughout the elementary level.
Within the budgetary constraints experienced by the district, a very good job has
been done to procure materials and equipment for the use of faculty and students.
However, by the media person's own admission, the program is weighted toward the
elementary side of the school program.
STR ENGTIIS
1.

A unit librarian, who expands of himself far beyond what is normally expected to provide a media program for a K-12 situation, heads the facility.

2.

The librarian provides a strong communicative link between students and
faculty about what is available through subject guiders, etc.

3.

There is plenty of AV equipment, and it is in good repair.

4.

The expansion of facilities for listening in the room adjacent to the old
library area is good.

LIMITATIONS

1.

The rnedia center lacks a written selection policy that reflects the school
philosophy as it relates to what is included in overall collection.

2.

There is a lack of funds to expand in areas related to high school programs
(i.e., Reference/ English).

3.

Reference books seem to be somewhat dated; e.g., the atlas on the stand was
over ten years old.

4.

The clerical person for the center lacks skills and knowledge of the program
necessary to b.e of greatest assistance to the librarian.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Consider, in conjunction with faculty, administration, and students, writing a
material selection policy for the K-12 media program.
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2.

Continue to provide adequate clerical assistance to enable the librarian to
inform school people of what exists within the collection.

3.

Consider through use of Title IV-B funds or other funds increasing the
reference collection particularly as it relates to high school course offering.

4.

Consider strongly replacing the atlas and several other reference materials
housed in the library with more current ones when such replacing seems
advisable.

5.

Consider engaging clerical assistance with some knowledge of learning center skills and techniques when a vacancy in the position occurs.
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GUIDANCE SERVICES

THE SITUATION
Guidance services are currently being provided to high school students by a
full-time certified guidance person with assistance from the principal and the
assistant principal. The principals assume primary responsibility for the academic
advisement, course selection, and class registration of the freshmen and sophomores.
Both principals indicated that they also provided personal and social counseling.
STRENGTHS

1.

The guidance person has very few administrative responsibilities and none
that are incompatible with the guidance role.

2.

Information for educational and vocational planning is readily available,
abundant, current, and attractiveiy displayed.

3.

An excellent location and attractive furnishings have been provided.

4.

All students who have received low grades at midterm meet with the
guidance staff.

5.

The "open door" policy of the guidance person and the principals allow
immediatf! access and assistance.

LIMITATIONS

1.

The certified guidance person, through the division of responsibilities,
is generally restricted to providing educational and vocational counseling to junior and senior students.

2.

Provision is not made for formal and regular communication between the
teachers and the guidance person.

3.

There seems to be no adequate job description for the position of
guidance counselor.

4.

Small groups are not generally being used for counseling and inforn1ation
dissemination.

5.

Tests currently being used to assist students with vocational and educational decision making are not always current.

6.

A con1prehensive guidance program for the school system has not been
developed and adapted.
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7.

Students experience difficulty in finding a job.

8.

Secretarial and filing assistance ts needed.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Develop and adopt a comprehensive K-12 guidance program with the assistance of the faculty and the principals.

2.

Develop and adopt a job description for the guidance person involving the
faculty and principals in its preparation.

3.

Develop K-12 career education and vocational materials with the assistance of the teachers and principals.

4.

Coordinate and expand follow-up studies and job placement with the vocational programs.

5.

Establish a guidance adviso_ry committee including students, faculty, and
principals.

6.

Utilize small group processes.

7.

Review and consider the purchase of some current tests to use in career
selection.
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SCHOOL FACILITIES

THE SITUATION
The facilities of the district are located on one large site on the north edge of the
city of Villa Grove. The site is readily accessible to the students and public.
The buildings consist of the original high school with additions made to accommodate the junior high school and elementary enrollments. All athletic facilities are located on the site along with garage and storage to facilitate the transportation program.
The building is attractive and well maintained considering the financial constraints
of the district. Some maintenance and ren_iodeling work has been completed through
the use of funding under the Health and Life Safety Provisions of the school code. The
grounds are attractive in appearance. The interior of the building is clean, neat, and
orderly. The age of the facilities vary; consequently, one receives different viewpoints on architectural designs. The halls and open areas provide for excellent flow
of student traffic.
STRENGTHS

1.

Considering the size of the facility and the number of maintenance-custodial
personnel, the staff is to be highly commended for the cleanliness of the
total building for the apparent concern for a quality maintenance program.

2.

A number of life safety improvements has been made to the building.

3.

Having the total school enrollment in one building allows the district to maintain an extremely low per pupil cost. Cost efficiency comes as a result of
common services; i.e., common heating plant, food service facilities, gymnasium, library, etc.

4.

The site contains many trees, shrubs, a river, etc.
vide resources for the curriculum.

5.

All staff members have a classroom.
to share classrooms.

6.

There are excellent athletic facilities.

7.

The location of the library, the study hall, and the counseling office show
evidence of planning.

These combine to pro-

It is not apparent that staff is required

L[MITA TIONS
1.

The facilities are not designed to provide for accessibility for the physically
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handicapped. This includes. ramps for entry into the building, accessibility
to various parts of the buildings and restrooms.
2.

The expanse of the building creates problems in receiving and storage of
shipments of large quantities of merchandise.

3.

Ventilation appears to be a problem in some areas; i.e., restrooms, locker
rooms, etc.

4.

Storage ts lacking m some areas.

5.

It appears there is no organized, mutually understood program of energy
conservation. While it is felt the heating system is functioning well and the
thermostats are reasonably well calibrated, a check of room temperatures at
160-19° outs·ide temperature indicated classroom temperatures ranged from
72°- 76°. The gymnasium temperature was 66°.

This fact was cited by several staff members,

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Consider the need to remodel certain areas of the building to make the
facility accessible to the handicapped. The code requires that all facilities
be made accessible. Note that this does not mean all parts of the building,
each restroom, or each entryway. The interpretation is one of reasonableness.

2.

Give consideration to providing a loading dock and central storage. The high
cost of workmen's compensation insurance and the general storage problem
which exists may be lessened. Also, cooperative purchasing and storage
might provide additional savings to the district. If this consideration is
undertaken, the cost would seem justifiable under Health and Life Safety code
prov is ions.

3.

Consider correcting the minor ventilation problems which exist.

4.

Consider correcting storage problems which now exist in reported areas of
the building. The visitation team must note that this problem could be solved
in some areas if the staff would take some time to clean house, dis card that
which is not needed, inventory what is to be kept, and be a little more orderly
in reshelving or refiling.

5.

Consider the implementation of an organi.zed, mutually understood energy
conservation program. Utility costs are constantly increasing and,
whether we really want to recognize it or not, the nation's energy supplies
are dwindling. It is surprising what one degree less setting on the thermostat will do to the gas bill.
The program must be understood and underwritten by the total community.
A policy must be developed by the administration in cooperation with the
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staff and student body. It must be approved by the Board of Education and
understood by the community.
Not only the existing environmental sciences program but all curricular
areas could well speak to this subject.
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SCIJOOL STA l•'F AND ADMINISTRATION

THE SITUATION
To adequately assess the program at Villa Grove High School it is necessary to
comprehend the total K-12 offerings. The district's total curriculum offering is
housed in one unit. As such, the staffing and administration organization program
provide for staffing across grade levels.
While the unit staff consists of a superintendent, three principals, and 55
( 52-25 FTE) certified staff members, the high school staffing consists of a principal, an assistant principal at one-third time, and a roster of 30 certified staff members who also carry teaching loads or other ancillary duties within the district.
t

Staffing of service personnel such as secretaries, custodians, maintenance
mechanics, and food service all seem adequate to meet the needs of the district
organization.
All administrative personnel carry the proper credentials for th~ir posit ions.
All certified personnel appear to be assigned to teaching in their major and/ or
minor fields of preparation.
All food service personnel apparently meet the state food service qualifications. The food service coordinator is a state-qualified instructor.
All other non-certified personnel have received their expertise from good, solid
experience and effort.
Discussions with students and staff indicate the district is served by a Board of
Education which is dedicated to providing the best it possibly can for the children
of this comn1unity.
From all indications, the Board has established an excellent working relationship with the administration. The Board is the policy-determining group--the
administration and staff understand and carry through in the day-to-day operations.
The Board and superintendent have established policy manuals which are available
for review.
STRENGTHS
1.

There is apparent unity within and between the staff, the administration, and
the student body.

2.

There is apparent concern on the part of the Board of Education to provide the
best it can and as fairly as possible within the financial constraints of the distri.c'•
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3.

The apparent philosophy of the administration and the Board Ls one of doing
''what's best for Villa Grove. 11

4.

The evidence of new or relatively new equipment is evidence of planning.

5.

The principals are both very energetic, conscientious individuals who "know
what's happening" within the school. They, along with the staff, project an
excellent image of the district's educational offerings.

6.

Financial and student records appear to be well kept.

7.

The mix of staff is good. There is a fairly equal balance of men-to-wmnen.
The range of experience is balanced. The preparation of the staff and the
individual involvement of staff in "extra" educational and/or community
activities is very healthy and is to be commended.

8.

The district has initiated the new Illinois Accounting Program.
is far ahead of the majority of the districts in this state.

9.

The administration is accessible to staff and student body.

1 O.

The district

There is evidence that the school plays an important part in the community
and in the individual homes.

LIMITATIONS
1.

There is no evidence of a formal evaluation procedure for certified and noncertified staff.

2.

[t appears th.ere is no formal organized attempt to provide in-service education for staff for the purpose of improvement of instruction.

3. ' Several staff members have not recently taken course work or been involved
in workshops related to their fields.
4.

While the community expresses active interest in school athletics, it fails
to be ;:tctively involved on the academic side of education.

5.

Staff members apparently are not involved in discussions and decisions
related to budget preparation.

H ECOMM ENDA TIONS

1.

Provide for a formal evaluation procedure for all staff members (administrative, certified, and non-certified). While it is recognized that the principal(s)
spend a great deal of time in the classrooms, with teachers and with students,
a formal evaluation aimed toward the improvement of instruction will not only
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provide for open communication but will also assist in providing for orderly
planning for curriculum improvement, improvement of the delivery of
curriculum, and ''straight talk" between teacher/administrator and administrator/ teacher.
In order to affect a good evaluation procedure for staff, it is almost imperative that the Board of Education evaluate itself. This is to be done to
guarantee continuity and consistency of operations.
2.

Consider the implementation of in-house in-service programs designed to
improve teaching techniques, self-assessment of teachers, etc. There is
a well-trained staff who know their fields of study and are interested in their
school- -use their expertise to help each other.

3.

Consider through the evaluation process, salesmanship, or other means a
program to meet the lack of recent updating of some staff members.

4.

Punt! It appears you are doing that which any prudent body would or could
do. Keep_ it up! They'll eventually com_e around.

5.

Consider the possibility of involving staff members in discussions and
decisions· on matters pertaining to budgeting. While it is recognized the
administration and the Board must tnake the ultimate decisions, it is felt
you have an excellent core of teachers who could provide some valued
input into this terrible chore.
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CONCLUSION

Villa Grove Iligh School has now completed its second self-study and has had its
second North Central Evaluation. Progress in program developn1ent is evident when
the findings of the former visit are compared with those of the current one. The
really significant outcomes of the study will result from the work which the faculty
has done in the process of its self-examination, and the implementation of the findings
of the self-study will come largely from the insights which the faculty has gained in
the process. The function of a visiting team is to call attention to situations which
may have been overlooked, to reinforce the findings of the faculty in the process of
its self-study, and to encourage continued effort on the part of the faculty in providing meaningful programs for the pupils in the school being considered. Hopefully,
these goals have been achieved.
Some of the recommendations which have been made can be put into practice at
once; it is hoped that such an effort will be made. Some of the recommendations will
take years to put into operation, and their becoming effective will require years of
careful planning. It is suggested that the Board and the Administration begin this
process as soon as practicable so that desirable progress will not be unnecessarily
delayed. The intention of a report such as this is to provide guidelines for action
rather than more accurate blueprints for the same. The details of implementing
any recommendation must be the prerogative and the responsibility of the local
educational authorities.
[t should be emphasized that the need for self-evaluation is constant and should
be a regular part of the operations of a school. It is suggested that a policy of
ongoing self-evaluation of the curriculum be made operational in the Villa Grove
High School.
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APPENDICES
V[S[TA TION SCHEDULE
VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
December 6-8, 1978

December 6

Decen1ber 7

5:00 p. m.

Meeting in the principal 1 s office.

6:30 p. m.

Dinner, high school cafeteria.

8:00 p. m.

Orientation of the visiting team.

8:30 a. m.

Visitation of classes, interview with
students, teachers, and administration.

12:00 noon

Decen1ber 8

Lunch.

3:30 p. m.

Team members free to work on individual
bas is.

6:00 p. m.

Dinner.

7:00 p. m.

Team meeting, hear preliminary reports
from all committees. Adjourn when
reports are completed.

8:30 a. m.

Complete visitations.

10:30 a. m.

Continue writing reports.

12:00 noon

Lunch.

1:00 p.m.

Complete writing reports.

3:45 p. m.

Presentation of oral reports.
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Plan oral reports.

NORTH CENTRAL VISITATION TEAM
VILLA GROVE, ILLINOIS
December 6-8, 1978

Ralph Ambler, Superintendent
St. Joseph-Ogden High
St. Joseph, IL 61873
Jerry Hoffman, Assistant Superintendent
Champaign Public Schools
Champaign, IL 61820
Charles Humphry, Principal
Kansas High School
Kansas, IL 61933
Larry Jahn, Director of Vocational Education
Hoopeston High School
Hoopeston, IL 60942
Margaret Jobe, Assistant to the Director of Special Education
Champaign Public Schools
Champaign, IL 61820
Harold Jones, Teacher (retired)
Sullivan High School
Sullivan, IL 61951
Marguerite Lucas, Graduate Assistant
Eastern Illinois Univeraity
Charleston, IL 61920
G. C. Matzner, Professor--Chairman
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
Clyde McKinney, Teacher
ABL Community Unit
Broadlands, IL 61816
Bob Reynolds, Teacher
Monticello High School
Monticello, IL 61856
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James Robertson, Professor
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
Becky Sexson, Teacher
Mattoon High School
Mattoon, IL 61938
Coby Simerly, Assistant Professor
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
Charles Thompson
Danville Junior College
Danville, IL 61832
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NORTH CENTRAL COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
VILLA GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
December 6-8, 1978

Administration and Staff, School Fae ilities

Jerry Hoffman
Charles Thompson

Pupil Personnel Services and Guidance

Charles Thompson
Jerry Hoffman

Science

Charles Humphry
Harold Jones

Mathematics

Harold Jones
Charles Humphry

Social Studies, Instructional Media Center

Bob Reynolds
Ralph Ambler

Physical Education, Health, and Driver Education

Ralph Ambler
Bob Reynolds

Music

James Robertson
Becky Sexson

English and Foreign Language

Becky Sexson
James Robertson

Vocational Education
Business Education and Health Occupations
Home Economics and Art
Agriculture and Building Trades
Special Education

Larry Jahn
Coby Simerly
Clyde McKinney
Margaret Jobe
Marguerite Lucas
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VILLA GROVE NORTH CENTRAL
EVALUATION COST INDEX
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VILLI\ r,PnVE ""'OPT.:! ('~MTR~L FV.I\UJ.l\'T'J(W
cn~r H 1DFY

North C~ntrRl Assocjation Workshop

......... .
................................... .
......................................... .

........ $17.66
G. Glosser.
• • • • • , . 8. 95
D. Powell ••
Transportation.
• • • • • . 12. 64
Reeistration ...•••.•.•...••..••••..•.•....••.•••••..•••••..•••••. 80.00
Reservation •••••••••••.•.•••.•••..••.••.•••••••••••••••••••...••• 43.79
sub-total $163.04

Materials
Quill Corp .. ..••........•..•...•...........

National Study of School Evaluation •••••••

...................... $53. 90
•••••••••·••• 88.30
suh-total ~142.?0

Xeizox r, ?ostage
Xerox Corp •.•••••••
Petty C~sh Postage •
V.G. Postmaster ••••

.. .... .. .... .......... .......... ...... ....
. ... ..... . -~316.68
1?.?4
....... . . .. ....... .. .... .. .... . •••••
su~-tct2l f329.06
'

1. ()?

Visit?t5o,..., Personnel
~12.nn

Ralph Ar.1b]er •••
._T':'rry Hoff:na'1.
Charles l-!1J:'.:1"'hre~'.

2i:;. 5':i
28.80
1,9. ?0
?n. ?I,

.......... .

!,2.r-ry (_T?~n .......... .
~~""C'l~ }0!1t')S ... .

...... ... . .....

Cl uC'? ~/:~"! ""~-::".
P0h Reyn0lr:1s ••••
tr~""'~~ Pol:1e!"'t ~on •.•

•

..........

ti

4. 3?
16 .fd)

1 ".l. ?(I

•••

1r:,.on
1?.nn

r0J.,y Si~erly .••••••
('h~~ler 'T'h0~;::>nn •••
r.o,..J.,::,,.,,'j

".lP • 1"1/,

M::,t..,...,,..,,.. ( i "'"}Ur-Ji:':;",

,., 0 f'~"'t-.~)

117,?".l

c'-,h_t-_---t..,,

d-".lf;1,()7

<1-l,".l

.

~

.,o
--·.

1P.,PO

Pnt-t-J Pl-,c~fn,.,~.
P0r1,c1din,.. Pr1-15t.

17 ,qn

'°!'P~'1,:'JH ~2 J~s

18,?5

v. r,.

Pi

5,Li('

...•

~,,,..r (Dnm1t~ ), • ,

5,of;
~,,h_t-,-.t--,,1_ ~11?.70

P?j

h1::.y 1!"''.'1 ••••

'fr311~portation.

. .................................. .

............. .............................. .
"'

f'l!r-+-,.,+-,,1

~65.00
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